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Donkey pronouns seem to defy the conventional categories of referential and

anaphoric pronouns and hence cannot be analyzed as variables. An orthodox treat-

ment is that donkey pronouns are semantically equivalent to definite descriptions.

I argue on the contrary that donkey pronouns can be analyzed as bound variables

given a distinct notion of binding. I provide a systematic comparison between the

static, description-theoretic approach and Discourse Representation Theory (DRT),

a representative of dynamic semantics. By exposing the inadequacy of various de-

scriptivist theories, I motivate and argue that DRT is the better alternative. DRT

is superior for being a coherent and flexible analysis of donkey pronouns, a unified

analysis of pronouns in general, and an intuitively appealing model of meaning. In

addition, I uncover the similarities between the situational descriptivist account and

DRT. I show that when fully elaborated, the former turns out to be a notational

variant of the latter. I then trace their common problems to the Lewisian assump-

tions of quantification and conditionals; my proposed solutions suggest non-trivial

modifications to and clarifications of the underlying Lewisian framework.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

Donkey pronouns, or pronouns that are semantically dependent but syntac-

tically unbound by their antecedents, seem to defy the conventional categories of

referential and anaphoric pronouns and hence cannot be analyzed as variables. An

orthodox treatment is that donkey pronouns are best understood as definite descrip-

tions. I argue on the contrary that this is a misconception. Given a distinct notion

of binding, donkey pronouns can be analyzed as bound variables. I provide a sys-

tematic comparison between two approaches to donkey pronouns: the description-

theoretic approach and Discourse Representation Theory (DRT). By demonstrating

the inadequacy of the description-based theory in its various forms, I motivate and

defend DRT as the superior alternative. I also provide diagnoses to some common

problems facing the situational descriptivist analysis and DRT; I argue that their

shared Lewisian assumptions of conditionals are the main culprit behind their di�-

culties. My plan for this introductory chapter is as follows. In section 1.2, I sketch

the received trichotomy of pronouns; in 1.3, I present an overview of the contexts

in which donkey pronouns appear and the problems they generate. I conclude in

section 1.4 with an outline of the remaining chapters of this dissertation.
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1.2 Referential, Anaphoric and Donkey Pronouns

1.2.1 Varieties of Pronouns

Pronominal forms have minimal descriptive content, but they are pervasive

in our language. The following shows only a very limited array of their diverse uses:

(1) a. She is there!

b. I want you to leave now.

c. Mary promised that she would come over.

d. The man over there is drinking his martini.

e. No student likes to talk about his mistakes.

To know the meaning of a pronoun, one needs to know, for one thing, the

sentence in which the pronoun occurs and the context in which the sentence is

uttered. For example, when (1a) is pronounced in a scenario where the speaker

talks to her addressee, with a finger pointing to Jane, ‘she’ refers to Jane. We can

also imagine a somewhat di↵erent scenario where the same type of sentence is used

by a di↵erent speaker and ‘she’ refers to someone else. Thus the referent of ‘she’

depends on some feature of the non-linguistic world.

Meanwhile, a pronoun is often used anaphorically. For example, to interpret

the pronoun ‘she’ in (1c), one need not look outside the linguistic context. Similarly,

in (1d) and (1e), the interpretation of ‘his’ depends on some preceding noun phrase.1

1It is possible that the pronouns in these sentences refer to some other salient individuals. In
(1c), ‘she’ may refer not to Mary but someone else, say, Jane. Similarly, in (1d) the reference of
‘his’ may be someone other than ‘the man over there’; ‘his’ in (1e) is not related to the students,
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Following Frege’s idea of the context principle that the meaning of a unit is

determined by the context in which it occurs, we may say that the meaning of a

pronoun is determined by the context and the contextual information comes from

both the linguistic and the non-linguistic worlds.

1.2.2 The Dichotomy

An intuitive categorization of the many uses of pronouns is to divide them

into those that are referential and those that are anaphoric. A pronoun is referential

by either being an indexical or a demonstrative. The semantic value of an indexical

pronoun is solely determined by the context of utterance. For instance, the first-

person ‘I’ refers directly to the speaker of the context.2 So, what (1b) means is

that the speaker of the context wants the addressee to leave. A demonstrative

use of pronoun also renders it referential. With the help of a demonstration, the

meaning of a pronoun is the intended demonstratum. The pronoun ‘she’ in (1a) is

an example of this demonstrative use.3 On the other hand, a pronoun is anaphoric

when its interpretation is linked to other linguistic expressions. A pronoun can be

anaphoric to a referring expression such as the proper name ‘Mary’ in (1c), or to

a quantificational antecedent like the definite description ‘the man’ in (1d) or the

indefinite description ‘no student’ in (1e).

In formal semantics, pronouns are commonly analyzed as variables. For ex-

but to the students’ favorite teacher. Such interpretations are much like the interpretation of ‘she’
in (1a).

2Here I ignore arguments from Schlenker (2003) that ‘I’ is a shiftable indexical.
3In Kaplan’s terminology, the second kind of referential pronouns are “demonstratives”; first

kind are “pure indexical” since their value is determined solely by the context with no need for
further demonstration.

3



ample, in Heim and Kratzer (1998), referential pronouns are treated as free variables

whose values are determined by an assignment function.4 In contrast, when it is an-

alyzed as a bound variable, an anaphoric pronoun must stand in a certain structural

relation to its intended antecedent (binder). In Heim and Kratzer, the structural

condition is specified as follows:

(2) Syntactic binding: A node ↵ syntactically binds a node � i↵

i. ↵ and � are co-indexed,

ii. ↵ c-commands �,

iii. ↵ is in an A-position, and

iv. ↵ does not c-command any other node which is also co-indexed with �,

and is in an A-position.

where “c-command” means:

(3) c-command:

(In a syntactic tree structure,) A node ↵ c-commands a node � i↵

i. Neither node dominates the other, and

ii. The first branching node dominating ↵ dominates �

In other words, the antecedent noun phrase, whether it is a proper name, a

definite or an indefinite,5 must c-command the anaphoric pronoun in order to be its

4In the semantic calculation, the denotation of a referential pronoun (pure indexical or not) is
some natural number, and as the assignment function maps natural numbers to the individuals in
the universe of interpretation, the referential pronoun in question receives the desired interpretation.

5By ‘indefinite’ I mean noun phrase with indefinite determiners such as ‘a’ and ‘some.’

4



binder. Heim and Kratzer go on to state the following Binding Principle:6

(4) Binding Principle:

If ↵ and � are DPs and � is not a trace, then,

i. if ↵ does not syntactically bind � at surface structure(SS), then ↵ cannot

semantically bind � at logical form(LF). I.e. semantic binding entails

syntactic binding.

ii. if ↵ syntactically binds � at surface structure, then ↵ must semantically

bind � at logical form. I.e. syntactic binding entails semantic binding.

Hence, we arrive at a distinction between anaphoric pronouns and referential

pronouns: the former are semantically bound and the latter are not; the former have

linguistic antecedents and the latter do not. At the level of logical form, the former

are treated as bound variables and the latter are analyzed as free variables.

1.2.3 The Need for a Third Category

This dichotomy, however, is challenged by the following examples from Geach

(1962):

(5) a. Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it.

b. If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it.

In (5a), ‘it’ is intuitively linked to ‘a donkey,’ but it is not syntactically bound

by ‘a donkey’ because the said antecedent is embedded within a relative clause. In

6Heim and Kratzer (2008), p.264.
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(5b), neither ‘he’ nor ‘it’ is syntactically bound because the intended antecedents ‘a

farmer’ and ‘a donkey’ are in a di↵erent clause and cannot c-command the pronouns.

Further complications arise when we paraphrase these “donkey sentences”

into first-order logic. Let us focus on (5b): ‘If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it.’

Consider the following translations:

(6) If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it.7

a. 8x [ farmer (x) & 9y (donkey(y) & own (x, y) ] ! beat(x, y)

b. 8x9y [ ( farmer (x) & (donkey(y) & own (x, y) ) ! beat(x, y) ]

c. 8x8y [ ( farmer (x) & donkey(y) & own (x, y) ) ! beat(x, y) ]

Neither (6a) nor (6b) is the right analysis. (6a) is inadequate because the last

occurrences of x and y are free; (6b) is deficient due to the unsupported entailment

that if a donkey-owning farmer owns multiple donkeys, he need not beat all the

donkeys. (6c) is the correct analysis, but the origin of the universal quantification

remains mysterious. Specifically, the universal quantification does not match the

syntactic information provided by ‘a farmer’ and ‘a donkey.’

The pronouns in the following examples also do not fall into the existing

categories:

(7) a. John owns some donkey. Harry vaccinates it.

b. John owns some donkeys. Harry vaccinates them.

7I ignore the reading where the sentence is trivially true due to a false antecedent.
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Again, the pronouns ‘it’ and ‘them’ are outside the binding domain of their

supposed antecedents, but there is no doubt that the anaphors are semantically

dependent of the ‘donkey/donkeys.’ If we are to paraphrase (7a) into first-order

logic, we have:

(8) a. 9x[ donkey(x) & own (John, x) ] & vaccinate (Harry, x)

b. 9x[ donkey(x) & own (John, x) & vaccinate (Harry, x) ]

Given the basic assumption that each sentence is a unit of translation, (7a)

is analyzed as (8a) where x in the last atomic formula ‘vaccinate (Harry, x)’ is free.

Therefore (8a) is inadequate. (8b) is the right analysis, but it is only derivable

if we stipulate that ‘it’ can be bound by ‘a donkey,’ meaning that the scope of

the existential quantification goes beyond the sentential boundary. Furthermore,

the singular indefinite ‘a donkey’ and the singular pronoun ‘it’ receive completely

di↵erent translations in (6c) and (8b): it is interpreted as having universal import

in the former, but as having existential import in the latter. Hence, we seem to be

forced to accept that the indefinite and its anaphor are ambiguous.

Examples of such “donkey sentences” and “donkey pronouns” threaten the

referential/free and anaphoric/bound division as the comprehensive classification of

pronouns. A third category of pronouns that are semantically bound but syntac-

tically unbound must be recognized. Surely the meaning of ‘it’ depends on some

donkey(s), but we need a new way to delineate the anaphoric relation.

One option is to take the third type of pronoun as fundamentally distinct

from the other two. Donkey pronouns are not analyzable in terms of variables;
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instead, donkey pronouns are analyzed as definite descriptions. For instance, (5a)

and (7a) are understood as follows:

(9) a. Every farmer who owns a donkey beats the donkey he owns.

b. John owns some donkey. Harry vaccinates the donkey John owns.

As a result, the twofold characterization of pronouns is replaced with a tri-

partite picture where referential pronouns are interpreted as free variables, anaphoric

pronouns are treated as bound variables, and syntactically unbound but semantically

anaphoric pronouns, i.e., donkey pronouns, are identified as definite descriptions:

(10)
referential pronouns ) free variables
anaphoric pronouns ) bound variables
donkey pronouns ) definite descriptions

While this tripartite scheme provides a more nuanced categorization, it is not

without questions. Specifically, the division between donkey pronouns and anaphoric

pronouns emphasizes their syntactic di↵erences but ignores their semantic similari-

ties. This observation leads to the central questions I investigate in this dissertation:

Is there a coherent story of donkey pronouns as definite descriptions? Is there a bet-

ter alternative to the interpretation of donkey pronouns that does more justice to

their similarities to syntactically bound anaphoric pronouns? Should we accept the

trichotomy in the first place? In the chapters that follow, I critically review theories

that associate donkey pronouns to definite descriptions and demonstrate their weak-

ness. I then explain and motivate DRT’s alternative perspective according to which

pronouns are uniformly interpreted as variables and donkey pronouns are reunited
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with anaphoric pronouns.8

To set the stage for subsequent discussions, I introduce in the next section

various linguistic contexts in which donkey pronouns occur and identify a number

of puzzles that donkey pronouns generate.

1.3 The Landscape of Donkey Pronouns

1.3.1 Four Contexts

Moltmann (2006) points out that there are four main contexts in which

donkey pronouns occur. First, a donkey pronoun can occur in a conditional con-

struction:

(11) If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it.

The donkey pronouns ‘he’ and ‘it’ appear in the consequent of the conditional

while their antecedents appear in the antecedent clause. I will refer to sentences such

as (11) as “donkey conditionals” or “conditional donkey sentences.”

The second kind of context in which a donkey pronoun occurs is what I will

call the “conjunctive context.” For instance:

(12) a. Someone broke into the house, and he stole the jewelry.

b. Someone broke into the house. He stole the jewelry.

8My focus is on third-person, singular donkey pronouns; I touch on plural donkey pronouns
only occasionally. However, talks of plurality will turn out to be necessary for donkey pronouns in
conditionals.
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In a conjunctive context, the sentence containing the donkey pronoun stands

in a “conjunctive” relation to the sentence containing its antecedent, with or with-

out an explicit conjunction. Donkey pronouns in conditionals are thought to have

universal force, but donkey pronouns in conjunctive contexts have only existential

import.

The third context is a quantificational one. In such a context, a donkey

pronoun lies in the scope of a quantifier and the antecedent is in the quantifier

restriction, i.e., a relative clause. These “quantificational donkey-sentences” can be

seen as special cases of donkey-sentences of the first two contexts:

(13) a. Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it.

b. If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it.

(14) a. Some farmer who owns a donkey beats it.

b. A farmer owns a donkey and he beats it.

Intuitively, the quantified sentence (13a) says exactly the same thing as

the conditional sentence (13b). While (13a) contains a donkey pronoun ‘it,’ (13b)

contains two donkey pronouns: ‘he’ and ‘it.’ (14a) can be paraphrased as (14b),

where the quantified sentence with a relative clause is split into two with (or without)

an overt conjunction.

The fourth context in which a donkey pronoun may occur are intensional con-

texts. The phenomenon involved includes what Roberts (1987, 1989) calls “modal
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subordination,”9 but is not limited to modals. Temporal operators and proposi-

tional attitude verbs also generate intensional contexts in which donkey pronouns

occur. In such contexts, a donkey pronoun is in the scope of an intensional opera-

tor, and its antecedent in the preceding clause is also in the scope of an analogous

intensional operator.

(15) A wolf might come in. It would eat you first.

(16) If a wolf came in, it would eat you first.

(17) Last week Henry bought a guitar. Yesterday it was broken.

(18) Mary believed that someone broke into the house. Mary believed that he

stole the jewelry.

(15), (16), (17) and (18) exhibit the donkey sentences in the modal, temporal

and attitudinal contexts respectively. Since the interpretation of donkey pronouns

in these contexts is subject to the workings of the intensional operators (modal,

temporal adverbs and attitudinal verbs), intensional subordination seems a fitting

general label for the phenomenon.

In all these contexts, donkey pronouns cannot be treated as variables bound

by the existential quantifiers that their antecedents stand for.10 It is this underlying

9See also Karttunen (1976).
10As shown earlier, a donkey pronoun is not analyzable as a bound variable in either standard

first-order logic or in Chomsky’s Binding Theory. Recall that a pronoun ↵ is bound by its antecedent
� in the syntactic sense i↵ (i) � c-commands ↵ and (ii) ↵ is in the binding domain of � and (iii)
↵ and � are co-indexed. We can easily co-index a donkey pronoun with its antecedent so that
the third condition is met. However, as donkey pronouns and their antecedents occur in di↵erent
clauses or di↵erent sentences, they do not stand in the required syntactic relation.
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characteristic that calls for a unified account of donkey pronouns, and a successful

analysis should address the behaviors of donkey pronouns in all these contexts.

1.3.2 Some Puzzles

Donkey pronouns lead to various interesting questions. My aim here is not

to provide an exhaustive review, but rather to highlight some of the crucial issues.

The purpose of this section is twofold. I hope to first demonstrate the complexities

donkey pronouns create and second, suggest that a successful theory of donkey

pronouns should respond to these challenges.

1.3.2.1 Uniqueness and Non-uniqueness

Singular donkey pronouns occurring in the conjunctive contexts seem to

implicate uniqueness:

(19) John owns some sheep and Harry vaccinates it.

The use of the pronoun ‘it’ in the second conjunct implicates that Harry

vaccinates the only sheep that John owns. This implication of uniqueness appears

to be consistent with the semantics of definite descriptions. If ‘it’ is analyzed as ‘the

sheep that John owns,’ according to Russell’s theory of descriptions,11 the definite

article indicates that there is one and only one sheep that John owns. Nevertheless,

consider:

11See Russell (1905)
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(20) A wine glass broke last night. It had been very expensive.12

We can easily imagine a scenario where the speaker dropped a tray with five

wine glasses and broke all of them, but four were cheap, which she did not care.

In this case, the uniqueness associated with the definite description ‘the wine glass

that broke last night’ seems problematic.

On the other hand, donkey pronouns in conditionals do not imply unique-

ness:

(21) If John owns some sheep, Harry vaccinates it.

(20) does not mean that there is one unique sheep that John owns and Harry

vaccinates. Rather, it means that Harry vaccinates any sheep that John owns.

In short, there is a disanalogy with respect to the implication of unique-

ness between donkey pronouns in conjunctive contexts and those in conditionals.

However, even with donkey pronouns in conjunctive contexts, uniqueness does not

always hold. More importantly, the source of uniqueness requires further explica-

tion: the indefinite antecedent has nothing but existential force, so how can the

anaphoric pronoun convey uniqueness?

1.3.2.2 Strong v.s. Weak Readings

A second layer of complexity concerns the interpretation of donkey condi-

tionals and the corresponding quantified donkey sentences. Consider:

12This example is discussed in Heim (1982) and Kadmon (1987).
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(22) a. If a man owns a donkey, he beats it.

b. Every man who owns a donkey beats it.

Both (22a) and (22b) entail that a donkey owner beats all the donkeys he

owns, whether he owns one or more. On the other hand, consider:

(23) a. If a man has a quarter, he puts it in the meter.

b. Every man who has a quarter put it in the meter.

The intuitive judgment for (23a) and (23b) is that a man only needs to

put one quarter in the meter. The contrast exhibited between (22) and (23) is one

between the strong and the weak reading.13 For reasons that are yet to be made

clear, (22a,b) receive the strong reading and (23a,b) receive the weak reading.

Furthermore, it has been noted that the choice of determiner a↵ects the

availability of weak and strong interpretations. Krifka (1999) expands on what

he calls Rooth’s generalization:14 monotone-increasing quantifiers such as ‘all’ and

‘any’ give rise to universal interpretation and monotone-decreasing quantifiers such

as ‘no’, ‘few’ and ‘at most’ yield existential interpretation. However, Kanazawa

(1994) points out that this generalization is not entirely true due to its neglect

of di↵erent types of monotonicity in quantifiers.15 Not all monotone-increasing

13Or, in Chierchia (1992, 1995)’s terminology, the 8 versus the 9 reading.
14See Rooth (1987)
15A determiner D is left monotone increasing (or left upward monotone or persistent), if D(A,B)

implies D(A
0
,B) where A

0
is a superset of A. It is right upward monotone (or right monotone

increasing) if D(A,B) implies D(A,B
0
), where B subset B

0
. For instance, ‘some’ is left monotone

increasing and right monotone decreasing.
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quantifiers are the same. Those with existential forces (e.g. ‘some’, ‘several’, ‘at least

n’, ‘many’) generally lead to existential interpretations with more ease than those

without existential import (e.g. ‘any’). In the terminology of generalized quantifiers

theory, the di↵erence is one between left-monotone increasing, or persistent (e.g.

‘some’) and left-monotone decreasing, or anti-persistent (e.g. ‘any’). In addition,

Kanazawa argues that even when Rooth’s generalization holds true, it seems to be

applicable only for plural donkey pronouns but not for the singular ones.

1.3.2.3 The Proportion Problem

The proportion problem concerns the truth conditions of the following don-

key sentences:

(24) a. If a farmer owns a donkey, he usually beats it.

b. Most farmers who own a donkey beat it.

Consider four di↵erent scenarios:16

Scenario 1:

A d1, ..., d100
B d101
C d102
D d103

Scenario 2:

A d1, ..., d100
B d101
C d102
D d103

16‘d1’ indicates that donkey d1 is beaten.
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Scenario 3:

A d1, ..., d100
B d101, d102, d103
C d104, d105, d106
D d107, d108, d109

Scenario 4:

A d1, ..., d100
B d101, d102, d103
C d104, d105, d106
D d107, d108, d109

In all four scenarios, there are four donkey-owning farmers. Farmer A has

a lot more donkeys than the other three farmers combined. In Scenario 1, A beats

all his donkeys but B, C and D do not. But counting farmer-donkey pairs leads to

the prediction that (24a) and (24b) are true in Scenario 1, which seems counter-

intuitive. Furthermore, in Scenarios 2, 3 and 4, A does not beat any of his donkeys,

but B, C, D do beat at least one of theirs. What should we say of the truth value

of (24a) and (24b) in these scenarios? What is the general mechanism involved in

determining the truth conditions of (24a) and (24b)?

1.3.2.4 Intensional Subordination

As defined in the earlier section, intensional subordination takes place when

the donkey pronouns fall under the scope of an intensional (e.g., modal or temporal

operators and attitude verbs) operator.

Here are some problematic cases involving modal subordination. First, take:

(25) If John bought a book, he will be reading it by now.

It will be a mystery novel.

In (25), the second sentence is interpreted relative to the modality introduced
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by the antecedent in the first sentence, and the indefinite antecedent ‘a book’ seems

to be accessible to the donkey pronoun ‘it,’ despite the fact that the pronoun is

under the scope of a di↵erent modal. However, the same does not hold for (26):

(26) If John bought a book, he will be home reading it by now.

#It is a mystery novel.

Consider also:

(27) a. A wolf might come in; it would eat you first.

b. #A wolf might come in; it will eat you first.

(27a) is good but (27b) is unacceptable. Somehow the anaphoric relation is

constrained in certain cases of modal subordination.

An example involving temporal operators is the following:

(28) On most days, John brings a bagel for breakfast. Sometimes, Mary steals it

from him.

The interpretation of ‘it’ in the second sentence depends on the temporally

modified indefinite introduced in the first sentences, but ‘it’ is also temporally quan-

tified by ‘sometimes.’ The problem here is how we handle the nested quantifications.

In the realm of attitude verbs, we find a problem parallel to those shown in

(25), (26) and (27):

(29) a. Mary believed that someone broke into the house. He stole the jewelry.
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b. Mary believed that someone broke into the house. #He would steal the

jewelry.

The general puzzle is that anaphoric readings are not always acceptable in

these sentences; the occurrence (or absence) of a specific operator seems to play an

important role.

Similarly, a donkey pronoun and its antecedent may also occur in the scope

of di↵erent attitude verbs, but the anaphoric link is not established in just any

combination of attitude verbs:

(30) a. John hopes to catch a fish. He wants to cook it for dinner.

b. John hopes to catch a fish. # He tries to cook it for dinner.

Furthermore, donkey pronouns figure in Geach’s Hob-Nob sentence:

(31) Hob thinks a witch blighted Bob’s mare and Nob wonders if she killed Cob’s

sow.

Analyzing ‘she’ as the definite description ‘the witch that blighted Bob’s

mare’ is not quite right, since there is really no witch in the world. The description

‘the witch that Hob thinks who have blighted Bob’s mare’ does not work either,

because whatever description Hob attributes to the witch need not be part of Nob’s

description of her. Nob need not have communicated with Hob, or even be aware of

Hob. Still, there may a sense in which the two are thinking about the same witch.

This is the problem of intentional identity.
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In addition, take:

(32) Sue believed that bees were buzzing in the tent. She could not fall asleep

because of them.

The bees in the tent that disturbed Sue’s sleep might be non-existent. The

kind of logic evoked in explaining (32) had better not take the bees’ existence for

granted.

In short, we should expect a successful theory of donkey pronouns to address

the issues outlined above: the uniqueness implication donkey pronouns carry or the

lack of it, the availability of weak readings, the appropriate truth conditions for

adverbially modified donkey sentences, and the constraints on anaphoric interpre-

tations when donkey pronouns occur in intensional contexts. In the chapters that

follow, I will evaluate various theories with these questions in mind.

1.4 Chapter Outline

Chapter 2, entitled “Evans’ Legacy,” presents a critical review of Evans’

analysis of donkey pronouns. Evans o↵ers three arguments to support the thesis

that donkey pronouns are referring expressions whose reference is fixed by definite

descriptions. However, the scope argument, the meaning argument and the argu-

ment from ungrammaticality each have their own weakness and there are limits to

their application. Furthermore, taking donkey pronouns as directly referential en-

tails their rigidity. Yet even when some occurrences of donkey pronouns do resemble

definite descriptions taking widest scope, donkey pronouns should be distinguished
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from rigid designators. For these reasons, Evans’ analysis is not satisfactory. The

chapter ends with a summary of four problems that Evans left unaccounted for that

subsequent descriptivist theories must address: (i) if donkey pronouns are associated

with some definite descriptions, how are the descriptions reconstructed? (ii) what

is the nature of the uniqueness implication and where does it originate? (iii) what

explains the disanalogy between donkey pronouns in the conjunctive contexts and

those in the conditional contexts? (iv) what kind of scope ambiguities are allowed

when donkey pronouns are embedded in intentional contexts?

Having explained Evans’ original description-theoretic analysis and its de-

ficiency, I consider in Chapter 3, entitled “Heim’s Situational Analysis,” Heim’s

modification based on situation semantics. Heim interprets the uniqueness of don-

key pronouns as presuppositional and supports it with a notion of uniqueness that

is relativized to minimal situations. However, Heim’s analysis is prone to the prob-

lem of formal link since she o↵ers no explicit machinery for reconstructing the dis-

guised definite description. The situational theory also fails to justify the anaphoric

reading of bishop sentences: when two donkey pronouns have identical descriptive

content, the uniqueness presupposition is not met, leading to the incorrect blocking

of anaphoric interpretation. The situational analysis also has a general problem

accounting for donkey pronouns in intensional contexts, particularly when the pro-

noun and its antecedent are in the scope of di↵erent attitude verbs. In addition,

situations cannot always be delineated minimally, but maximization of situations

can make pronoun resolution di�cult.

I then turn to Neale’s Russellian analysis of donkey pronouns in Chapter
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4, entitled “Neale’s Numberless Analysis.” Neale presents a precise algorithm for

description reconstruction and clarifies the universal import of donkey pronouns in

conditionals on the basis of their semantic number neutrality. However, interpreting

singular donkey pronouns as semantically numberless across the board has several

drawbacks. Furthermore, Neale has to make several compromises because of the

problem of incomplete description and misdescription. In addition, Neale’s anal-

ysis leads to unintended, over-generated scope ambiguities in intensional contexts.

Hence, Neale’s analysis is not successful.

In Chapter 5, entitled “Pronouns in Discourse Representation Theory,” I

introduce DRT and its unified analysis of donkey pronouns and pronouns in gen-

eral. In DRT, meaning is not restricted to truth conditions; instead, meaning is

thought of as context change potential, or how a linguistic expression functions

as an instruction for participants of a conversion to modify their understanding of

the context. DRT translates ordinary English sentences, or lists of discourse, into

a particular representation, i.e., Discourse Representation Structure (DRS), where

di↵erent types of linguistic expressions correspond to di↵erent types of DRS con-

structions. Noun phrases introduce discourse variables into DRSs, and pronouns

are variables with special presuppositions. I explain how DRT avoids the problems

of the description-theoretic approach by replacing the notion of syntactic binding

with the notion of accessibility; anaphoric pronouns, including syntactically bound

anaphoric pronouns and donkey pronouns, must meet the accessibility constraint.

So analyzed, the similarity between these two types of semantically bound pronouns

is fully acknowledged. The definiteness of pronouns is analyzed in DRT as the
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presupposition of some form of existence plus familiarity.

Chapter 6, entitled “The Descriptivist Theory Strikes Back: Elbourne’s Syn-

thesis,” addresses Elbourne’s recent endeavor to revive the description-based anal-

ysis. I argue that Elbourne’s theory does not stand close scrutiny. Elbourne holds

that donkey pronouns and definite descriptions share not only the same semantics

but the same syntax. He argues that pronouns are definite articles, and construes

the descriptive content of donkey pronouns as phonologically null as a result of NP-

deletion. As such, Elbourne’s analysis is immune to the problem of formal link.

Furthermore, by adopting a refined situational semantics, Elbourne claims to solve

the problem of indistinguishable participants due to the bishop sentences. I argue

against Elbourne by illustrating the failure of the NP-deletion theory with respect to

contextually resolved donkey pronouns; I also explicate how his equation between

pronouns and definite descriptions at the syntactic level is ad hoc. Ultimately, I

demonstrate Elbourne’s analysis at its very best is subsumed in DRT: his solu-

tion to the problem of indistinguishable participants is essentially representational,

and his analysis of definiteness comes down to a presuppositional theory, namely,

definites presuppose existence and familiarity. I conclude that Elbourne o↵ers no

substantive alternative to DRT.

Chapter 7, entitled “Donkeys Pronouns in Conditionals,” o↵ers some diag-

noses of the common problems facing DRT and the situational analysis. I argue

that the source of the proportion problem is the Lewisian assumptions that condi-

tionals involve quantification and that quantificational adverbials unselectively bind

the indefinites in their scope. I suggest a solution to the proportion problem based
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on a departure from the Lewisian unselective binding and takes from Neale the idea

that singular donkey pronouns in conditionals can be interpreted as semantically

plural. I also show that the double-bind problem can be solved if quantificational

adverbials are allowed to quantify over entities other than individuals.
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Chapter 2

Evans’ Legacy

The description-theoretic approach accepts that donkey pronouns are not

syntactically bound by their antecedents and explains their semantic dependence by

associating the pronouns with some definite descriptions reconstructed out of their

antecedents and the surrounding context. The pioneering work connecting donkey

pronouns to definite descriptions is found in Evans (1977, 1980), where the term

“E-type” is introduced. In general, any theory that emphasizes the crucial role of

definite descriptions in the semantics of donkey pronouns can be called an E-type

account, but not every theorist adopting the description-theoretic approach agrees

entirely with Evans. To be sure, the loosely labeled E-type theories can vary in a

number of aspects, such as the exact relation between a donkey pronoun and the

corresponding definite description (i.e., whether it is semantic equivalence or not

), whether the relation in question is represented and how it is represented in the

logical form, and the mechanism involved in reconstructing the relevant definite

description.

Examining the motivation and limitation of Evans’ theory helps us better

understand the challenges for the broadly construed E-type framework and keeps

us more alert to the similarities and dissimilarities among subsequent analyses. In

what follows, I lay out and critically review Evans’ analysis. Section 1 summarizes
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Evans’ arguments; section 2 delineates the role of description, and section 3 outlines

a number of problems that Evans’ theory leaves unaccounted for. The inventory of

problems will serve as a reference point for further comparison among various ac-

counts that refine or revise the E-type analysis. It will also allow us to contrast these

analyses with ones that do not not equate donkey pronouns to definite descriptions.

2.1 The E-type Analysis

Evans is concerned with the optimistic generalization that pronouns can

be analyzed one way or another as variables. In particular, he rebuts the claim

that pronouns with quantified expressions as their antecedents can be uniformly

interpreted as bound variables. Evans argues, for example, that though the pronoun

‘his’ in (33a) is bound by ‘every M.P.,’ ‘they’ in (33b) is not bound by ‘few M.P.s’:

(33) a. Every M.P. enjoys his job.

b. Few M.P.s came to the party but they had a good time.

Evans coins the term “E-type” for a pronoun that is not bound, or c-

comanded by its antecedent, but whose denotation nevertheless co-varies with that

of its antecedent. He argues that E-type pronouns are “singular terms whose refer-

ence is fixed by descriptions”1 and that they “denote [my emphasis] those objects

which verify (or the object which verifies) the sentence containing the quantifier

antecedent.”2

1Evans (1977), p. 492.
2Ibid., p.499. Interestingly, in Evans (1980), the referential role is defined in slightly di↵erent

terms, viz.: “to refer[my emphasis] to the object or objects which verify the antecedent quantifier-
containing clause.”
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Evans advances three types of arguments for the existence of E-type pro-

nouns: (i) the scope argument; (ii) the meaning argument, and (iii) the ungram-

maticality argument. I discuss them one by one in the sections that follow.

2.1.1 The Scope Argument

Evans argues that the scope of the quantifier antecedent does not extend to

the clause that contains the unbound pronoun. That is, the quantifier antecedent

must have “narrow scope.”3

Using ‘A( )’ to represent the context in which the quantifier antecedent

occurs in the first clause, ‘B( )’ to represent the context in which the anaphor

occurs in the second clause, and ‘Q + CN’ to represent the quantifier antecedent,

where ‘Q’ stands for the quantifier and ‘CN’ stands for a common noun, we can

represent the conjunctive sentence that contains a donkey pronoun as:

(34) A(Q + CN) and B(pronoun)

If a donkey pronoun is bound, the whole sentence can be analyzed as:

(35) Q
CN

x(A(x) & B(x))

In (35), the quantifier phrase Q
CN

x takes “wide scope,” but Evans asserts

that the correct interpretation of sentences containing donkey pronouns requires

Q
CN

x not to take wide scope. Except for quantifiers such as ‘any’ and ‘a certain,’

Evans holds that there is a general contrast between (34) and (35):

3Idid., p.439.
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(36) a. A(Q + CN) and B(pronoun) |= Q
CN

x(A(x))

b. Q
CN

x(A(x) & B(x)) 6|= Q
CN

x(A(x))

For instance, consider:

(37) Few congressmen admire Kennedy, and they are very junior.4

According to the Russellian quantificational theory, indefinites such as ‘a F’

and ‘some F’ are existential quantifiers. ‘Few congressmen’ can be treated in the

same fashion and the first conjunct of (37) turns out to be something like:

(38) few x(congressman (x) & admire Kennedy (x))

Extending the scope of ‘few congressmen’ to bind ‘they’ generates the fol-

lowing logical form:

(39) few x(congressman (x) & admire Kennedy (x) & junior (x))

(39) says that there are few congressmen who admire Kennedy and are ju-

nior, which is equivalent to:

(40) Few junior congressmen admire Kennedy.

Yet (37) and (40) clearly have di↵erent truth conditions. (37) is true in a

scenario where all the junior congressmen admire Kennedy, but (40) is false in the

same scenario. In line with (36), the di↵erence between (37) and (40) is:

4Ibid., example (7).
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(41) a. ‘Few congressmen admire Kennedy and they are very junior.’ |= ‘Few

congressmen admire Kennedy.’

b. ‘Few junior congressmen admire Kennedy’ 6|= ‘Few congressmen admire

Kennedy.’

However, the force of the scope argument is weakened by the fact that it

does not apply to singular donkey pronouns in cross-sentential contexts:

(42) a. A raccoon was in my vegetable garden and it ate my eggplant.

b. A raccoon was in my vegetable garden.

Obviously, (42a) does entail (42b).5

A further drawback is that the scope argument does not apply to plural

donkey pronouns with certain quantifier antecedents. In both (43) and (44), the

contrast in entailment that Evans predicts does not exist:

(43) a. ‘Several committee members voted down the proposal and they are all

very junior’ |= ‘Several committee members voted down the proposal.’

b. ‘Several junior committee members voted down the proposal’ |= ‘Several

committee members voted down the proposal.’

5Evans himself acknowledges that ‘[a] scope argument cannot focus upon conjunctive sentences,
since the wide scope “Some man x ((A(x) and B(x))” does entail “Some man x (A(x)).” See Evans
(1980).
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(44) a. ‘At least three committee members voted down the proposal and they

are all very junior’ |= ‘At least three committee members voted down

the proposal.’

b. ‘At least three junior committee members voted down the proposal’ |=

‘At least three committee members voted down the proposal.’

It should be noted that ‘a’, ‘several’ and ‘at least n’ are quantifiers that are

"MON", but ‘few’ is a #MON# quantifier. Thus, the success of the scope argument

seems to be correlated with the monotonic feature of the quantifier antecedents.

Since the scope argument does not apply to all quantifiers, it does not fully support

Evans’ thesis that donkey pronouns cannot be treated as bound variables.

2.1.2 The Meaning Argument

The second type of argument is that E-type pronouns carry an implication

of uniqueness or maximality. Consider:

(45) a. Mary danced with many boys and they found her interesting.

b. Mary danced with many boys who found her interesting.

If ‘they’ is analyzed as a bound variable in (45a), (45a) should mean the

same as (45b). Evans argues, however, that the most natural interpretation of (45a)

requires that all the boys Mary danced with found her interesting, a requirement

that (45b) does not impose.

Because the role of E-type pronouns is to refer to all the objects that satisfy

the antecedent clause, it is no surprise that the truth of the anaphor clause demands
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that all of the objects of a certain class satisfy the predicate in that clause. Moreover,

Evans argues that the use of a singular pronoun gives rise to an implication that

there is just one object that satisfies the antecedent clause.

Consider:

(46) a. Socrates owns a dog and it bites Socrates.

b. Socrates owns a dog which bites its tail.6

The use of ‘it’ in (46a) implies that Socrates owns just one dog, an implication

that (46b) does not share.

I have two problems regarding systematic uniqueness implication. The first

concerns the discrepancy in meaning between a conjunctive sentence with a singular

E-type pronoun and a similar sentence with a relative clause. The second concerns

the cancelation of the uniqueness implication.

To begin, take:

(47) a. John has a finger with a cut and it hurts him.

b. John has a finger with a cut which hurts him.

Evans claims that (47a) and (47b) are not semantically equivalent because

one may accept the truth of (47b) while rejecting (47a). What Evans has in mind,

I suspect, is that (47a) implies that John has just one finger, and it is this odd

implication that warrants one’s distinct judgments towards (47a) and (47b).

6Ibid., examples (25) and (27).
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It strikes me that the oddity of implication needs to be addressed. Why is

the implication of uniqueness in (47a) awkward? I suspect it is due to the common

knowledge that anyone, including John, normally has more than one finger. Then,

the natural conclusion to draw is that the contrast between (47a) and (47b) is not

a semantic di↵erence.

Consider (48):

(48) a. John has a big belly and it troubles him.

b. John has a big belly which troubles him.

The uniqueness implication in (48a) is not problematic since everyone nor-

mally has just one belly. But does (48b) give rise to the unwelcome implication that

John has more than one belly? I think not. (48a) and (48b) seem to be semantically

equivalent and both are felicitous.

Furthermore, even if the use of a singular pronoun does give rise to an

implication of uniqueness, the implication is cancelable as the discourse continues.

Consider the following:

(49) a. John has a sister and she likes to tease him. John has another sister and

she is very protective of him

b. John has a sister and he likes to tease her. John has another sister and

he dares to tease her not.

In (49), whether the singular pronoun is the subject or object in the anaphor

clause, the uniqueness implication of ‘her’ is not absolute.
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The same goes for plural E-type pronouns:

(50) a. John owns some sheep and Harry vaccinates them.

b. John owns some sheep and Harry vaccinates them. John owns some

other sheep out to pasture in Cornwall, but Harry won’t go all the way

over there.7

c. John owns some sheep and Harry vaccinates them, but not all of them,

because Harry leaves some for his apprentice Joe.

In both (49a) and (49b), the occurrence of ‘she’ in the first sentence cannot be

analyzed as ‘the unique sister John has.’ Similarly, in (50a), the alleged uniqueness

implication of ‘them’ is easily cancelable. These counter-examples hence weaken the

strength of the meaning argument and undermine the alleged systematic uniqueness

implication.

2.1.3 The Argument from Ungrammaticality

Evans claims that assigning E-type pronouns a referential role explains the

ill-formedness of the following:

(51) #John owns no sheep and Harry vaccinates them.8

According to Evans, an E-type pronoun “must be assigned a reference.”9

The E-type pronoun ‘them’ in (51) is supposed to denote all the verifiers of the

7This is a modification of Roberts (2004), p.515.
8Evans (1977), p.498.
9Ibid., p.492.
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antecedent clause, but the quantifier ‘no’ entails that there are no such objects. A

clash of meaning hence renders the sentence unacceptable.

Similarly, (52a) is ungrammatical because ‘every’ indicates that a plurality

of objects satisfy the predicate of the first clause, but the use of ‘he’ means that there

is only one such object. Evans also thinks that the deviance of (52a) is improved if

the singular pronoun is replaced with a plural form as in (52b):

(52) a. #Every congressman came to the party and he had a marvelous time.

b. ? Every congressman came to the party and they had a marvelous

time.10

However, Evans’ argument overlooks a crucial distinction between donkey

pronouns that occur in the conjunctive sentences and those occurring in conditionals

or quantified sentences with relative clauses. Granted that the use of ‘he’ in (52a)

is infelicitous, the use of ‘he’ in (53) is irreproachable:

(53) If any congressman comes to the party, he will have a good time.

Similarly, consider:

(54) a. #Every farmer owns a donkey. He beats it.

b. Every farmer who owns any donkey beats it.11

10Evans (1980), examples (21) and (22).
11Compared with (i) #Every farmer who owns any donkey beats them. Or, (ii) Every farmer

who owns any donkeys beats them.
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Though ‘he’ and ‘it’ make (54a) ill-formed, the use of ‘it’ in (54b) is felicitous

even though ‘any donkey’ denotes an indefinite number of donkeys.

As a matter of fact, for all the three types of arguments that Evans advances,

there is a distinction between their aptness for plural pronouns versus singular pro-

nouns; there is also a distinction between their applicability to pronouns that occur

in conjunctive sentences, conditionals and quantified sentences with relative clauses.

For example, Evans acknowledges that the scope argument does not apply to singu-

lar donkey pronouns occurring in conjunctive contexts, but it does apply to those

occurring in conditionals. So, in (55), ‘a man’ must take narrow scope:

(55) If a man enters the room, he will trip the switch.12

(55) does not mean that there is a man such that if he enters the room, he

will trip the switch. It is worth noting, however, that the denotation of ‘he’ is in

this sense not unique.

Therefore, the success of Evans’ arguments is very limited. Each argument

is applicable to a certain local phenomenon involving donkey pronouns, but no one

argument can be generalized to cover all the varieties of phenomena.

2.2 The Role of Descriptions

Evans is convinced that E-type pronouns are referring expressions and that

“their reference is fixed by description recoverable form the antecedent, quantifier-

12Ibid., example (23).
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containing, clause.”13 However, the exact role of the reference-fixing descriptions in

Evans’ analysis is tricky and calls for further scrutiny.

Evans makes three major points in discussing the status of descriptions: (i)

E-type pronouns are not pronouns of laziness or go proxy for definite descriptions;

(ii) E-type pronouns refer even when the descriptive contents of their antecedents

are incomplete; (iii) E-type pronouns refer even if the descriptive content associated

with their antecedents is false. It is these claims that I turn to next.

2.2.1 E-type Pronouns are not Definite Descriptions

To begin, Evans argues that E-type pronouns are referring expressions whose

reference is fixed by certain descriptions reconstructible from the antecedent context.

This claim is not to be confused with a completely di↵erent thesis that E-type

pronouns are semantically equivalent to definite descriptions.

Evans o↵ers two arguments. The first is that definite descriptions allow scope

ambiguities when embedded in contexts containing negations and other operators

(e.g., temporal, modal and intensional operators); however, E-type pronouns do not.

The second argument concerns the derivation of the relevant descriptions: Evans

thinks that the reference-fixing description of an E-type pronoun and the content

of a pronoun of laziness are obtained in di↵erent ways. Let me focus on his second

argument first.14

Evans points out that pronouns which go proxy for definite descriptions (i.e.,

13Ibid., p.440.
14I discuss the first, semantic argument in more detail in 2.2.3.
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pronouns of laziness) have a syntactic “transformational origin” in that “a deletion

transformation [is] triggered by relatively superficial syntactic identity between the

antecedent segment and the segment that is either deleted entirely, or replaced with

a pro-form.”15 In other words, while the content of a pronoun of laziness is an

exact copy of a certain syntactic unit in the antecedent clause, the reference-fixing

description of an E-type pronoun is reconstructed “out of” the antecedent clause

but does not need to correspond to any particular syntactic unit in it.

Consider the following for instance:

(56) a. John owns some sheep which bite their tails and they are on the moun-

tain.

b. the sheep that John owns which bite their tails

c. the sheep

The relevant description for the E-type pronoun ‘they’ in (56a) is (56b); if

‘they’ is treated as a lazy pronoun, it is equivalent to (56c). (56b) and (56c) are

obviously not equivalent.

2.2.2 Incomplete Description and Misdescription

Furthermore, if a E-type pronoun is semantically equivalent to a certain

definite description (whether it corresponds to “a syntactically coherent unit in

the antecedent sentence” or is “reconstructible out of” it),16 its use is problematic

15Evans (1977), p.520.
16Ibid.
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when the explicit predicative material fails to provide a unique specification; it is

even more problematic when the description is later canceled. To distinguish E-

type pronouns from pronouns that go proxy for definite descriptions, Evans argues

that E-type pronouns are not subject to the problem of incomplete description or

misdescription because the understanding of E-type pronouns can always involve a

“dash of psychologizing.”17

First, consider the following:

(57) a. A Cambridge philosopher smoked a pipe and he drank a lot of whisky.

b. One day, a man and a boy were walking along a road, and the man asked

the boy, “Would you want to be the King?”18

The di�culty appears to be that the truth of (57a) does not depend on there

being one unique Cambridge philosopher who smoked a pipe; similarly, the use of

‘the man’ and ‘the boy’ in (57b) does not entail or imply the existence of a day in

which just one man and one boy were walking along a road. In response, Evans ar-

gues that a “liberalization” of his account in which “a dash of psychologizing, in the

interests of a greater realism” does not do great harm.19 The reference of an E-type

pronoun can be fixed by the predicative material explicit in the antecedent clause,

but it can also be fixed by other predicative material that the speaker supplies upon

demand. So, what matters is not so much that the predicative material available in

the antecedent clause alone determines the reference of the E-type pronoun, but that

17Ibid., p.p.515-516.
18All these examples are from Evans (1977).
19Ibid., p.516.
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the speaker can in principle provide descriptive information that uniquely specifies

the reference.

Evans even goes as far as claiming that the use of E-type pronouns is felici-

tous when the descriptive content in the antecedent clause is explicitly rejected:

(58) A: A man jumped out of the crowd and fell in front of the horses.

B: He didn’t jump, he was pushed.20

In (58), the reference-fixing description appears to be ‘the man who jumped

out of the crowd and fell in front of the horses’, but part of that description, i.e.,

‘jumped’, is canceled as the discourse develops. Nevertheless, the discourse is not

contradictory. Again, Evans contends that a degree of psychologizing is involved in

such a case. The description that fixes the reference does not have to be what is

directly obtainable from the linguistic context. For the current example, there are

several ways to formulate the description, such as ‘the man who you said/thought

jumped out of the crowd’ or ‘the so-calledman who jumped out of the crowed’ or ‘the

man who “jumped” out of the crowd.’ So, the reference of ‘he’ is still determined

by a description.

Interestingly, Evans holds that understanding E-type pronouns this way does

not change the truth conditions of the antecedent sentence. The fact that speaker

A has a particular individual in mind is orthogonal to the truth conditions of his

utterance: it is true as long as an individual satisfies the relevant predication, even

20Ibid., p.517.
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if that individual is not the one A has in mind. In other words, Evans thinks

that A’s use of ‘a man’ denotes whatever individual satisfies the description in the

antecedent sentence, or the “semantic reference,” but B’s use of ‘he’ denotes B’s

“speaker’s reference.”21 Ultimately, this implies that in cases of misdescription, the

reference of an E-type pronoun is not the object that verifies the antecedent clause

or sentence.

It follows from Evans’ discussion of incomplete description and misdescrip-

tion that the appropriate reference-fixing description for an E-type pronoun is only

partially determined by the linguistic context. The description is reconstructible

out of the antecedent clause in the sense that the linguistic context supplies part of

the description. In the case of incomplete description, the content of the reference-

fixing description is the explicit, linguistically available predicative material plus the

extra information that the speakers is in a position to provide. In the case of mis-

description, the reference-fixing description is a revision of the explicit predicative

material in the form of revocation. However, it is curious whether what Evans says

about misdescription extends to cases of incomplete descriptions such as (57). Does

enriching the content of an E-type pronoun’s reference-fixing description change the

truth conditions of its antecedent clause? What is the denotation of the indefinite ‘a

Cambridge philosopher’ in (57a) and that of ‘a man’ and ‘a boy’ in (57b)? Do they

denote just whoever happens to satisfy the explicit descriptions, or is it that they

denote the same individuals that the enriched, or proper, reference-fixing descrip-

tions do? In short, do E-type pronouns refer, in cases of incomplete description, to

21Kripke (1979)
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the objects that verify the antecedent clause?

2.2.3 Rigidity

Evans insists that E-type pronouns are referential expressions, or singular

terms, whose reference is fixed by descriptions. Furthermore, he thinks that they

are rigid designators in the sense of Kripke (1980).22 Because E-type pronouns are

rigid designators, they do not, unlike definite descriptions, allow scope ambiguity

when embedded in contexts involving negation, temporal or modal operators and

propositional attitudes.

To justify the claim that E-type pronouns refer rigidly, Evans calls attention

to the following pair:

(59) a. Boston has a mayor and he used to be a democrat.

b. Boston has a mayor and the mayor of Boston used to be a democrat.23

Evans argues that (59b) is ambiguous in a way that (59a) is not. In (59a),

‘he’ refers to the person who is the current mayor of Boston. Suppose that person

is Mr. B. (59a) says that Mr. B used to be a democrat. On the other hand, (59b)

is ambiguous depending on whether the definite description takes wide or narrow

scope with respect to the temporal expression ‘used to.’ It can mean, like (59a),

that Mr. B used to be a democrat. It can also mean that the former mayor of

22Kripke defines a rigid designator as follows: “a designator d of an object x is rigid, if it designates
x with respect to all possible worlds where x exists, and never designators an object other than x

with respect to any possible world.” This definition comes from a letter from Kripke to Kaplan,
cited on p.596 in Kaplan (1989).

23Evans (1977), p.519.
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Boston is a democrat. The fact that (59a) has just one reading entails that E-type

pronouns are not semantically equivalent to definite descriptions.

The claim that E-type pronouns are singular terms is a curious one. If E-

type pronouns are rigid designators whose reference is fixed via descriptions (in the

circumstance of utterance), we would expect them to refer to the same individuals in

all circumstances of evaluation, even in ones where the individuals no longer satisfy

the relevant descriptions. However, rigidity leads to unwelcome results. Take:

(60) Mary bought some plants and Jane watered them.

Suppose Mary and Jane were housemates. Last January Mary bought a sage

plant, a rosemary and a lavender. Unfortunately, the sage and the rosemary died

in a few weeks, so in March Mary bought a another pot of sage. Suppose also that

Jane watered the plants the whole time. Now, when we consider how things were

last January, (60) is true, and ‘them’ refers to the sage, rosemary and lavender that

Mary bought. Yet if ‘them’ were a rigid designator, its reference would always be

the sage, rosemary and lavender that Mary bought in January. This means that

when evaluated after March, the truth of (60) depends on Jane watering precisely

the three plants that were bought in January. So, as long as Jane kept watering the

already dead sage and rosemary and the lavender, (60) is true, even if she did not

water the sage plant Mary later bought in March.

The more intuitive interpretation of (60), however, requires the reference

of ‘them’ to be less rigid. The reference of ‘them’ still co-varies with a certain

description, roughly ‘the plants that Mary bought,’ but it is context-sensitive in
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that the description is verified by di↵erent objects at di↵erent times. For instance,

if (60) is uttered and evaluated in February, the reference of ‘them’ is the sage,

rosemary and lavender Mary bought in January; if it is uttered and evaluated in

May, ‘them’ refers to the sage plant Mary bought in March and the rosemary bought

in January. Thus, it seems that E-type pronouns behave like definite descriptions

that take wide scope rather than rigid designators.24

Indeed, Evans says at one point that “E-type pronouns are like definite de-

scriptions which insist upon widest scope.”25 If so, we have an explanation of why

E-type pronouns do not interact with sentential operators (e.g., negation, tempo-

ral, modal and intensional operators) and why they do not lead to scope ambiguity.

However, treating E-type pronouns as definite descriptions goes against Evans’ prin-

ciple thesis that these pronouns are referential. “[T]he mere use of E-type pronouns

carries with it a commitment to the existence of a referent,”26 but Russellian def-

inite descriptions do not presuppose existence. Hence, unless Evans gives up the

referential role assigned to E-type pronouns, he can only accept the counterintuitive

truth conditions predicted of (60).

2.2.4 Summary

A prima facie similarity between E-type pronouns and the paradigmatic

singular term, namely, proper names, is exhibited by the following:

24See also Soames (1989).
25Evans (1977).
26Ibid.
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(61) a. A man murdered Smith, but John does not believe that he murdered

Smith.27

b. Bill murdered Smith, but John does not believe that Bill murdered

Smith.

In interpreting (61a), we do not attribute to John a contradictory belief

that the murderer of Smith did not murder Smith. Intuitively, the pronoun ‘he’ is

referential in (61a) just as the proper name ‘Bill’ is referential in (61b). In both

sentences, we attribute to John a de re belief of an individual that he did not murder

Smith. The distinction between E-type pronouns and proper names is that while

‘he’ refers via the mediation of some description, ‘Bill’ refers directly.

However, the referential analysis of donkey pronouns is problematic in sev-

eral aspects. To begin, only rigid designators can be referential for Evans. Yet as is

argued in 2.2.3, analyzing donkey pronouns as rigid designators results in undesired

truth conditions. Second, Evans has descriptions play a questionable role. Evans

acknowledges that the linguistically available predicative material is useful only to

a limited extent and psychologizing is inevitable; his discussion of misdescription

implies that E-type pronouns may refer to entities that do not verify the antecedent

sentences. But there is a danger that this discrepancy in denotation carries over to

cases of incomplete description: an E-type pronoun refers via the properly enriched

description, but as the truth conditions of the antecedent clause remain unchanged

and the indefinite antecedent denotes whatever objects that verify the antecedent

27Ibid.
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clause, the antecedent clause and the anaphor clause end up being verified by di↵er-

ent objects. In other words, it is conceivable that an E-type pronoun does not denote

the verifier of the antecedent clause — the indefinite antecedent denotes the seman-

tic reference, and the E-type pronoun always refers to the speaker’s reference,28

contradicting the very definition of E-type pronouns.

The third problem concerns uniqueness, which has several layers of com-

plication. First, the uniqueness implication is cancelable and cases of incomplete

description demonstrate that the assumption of systematic uniqueness is unrealistic.

What is more, even in cases where uniqueness is upheld, it is “an implication not

carried by the use of existential quantifiers themselves,”29 leading to the question

of where to locate the source of the uniqueness implication. If uniqueness does not

come from the semantics of the indefinite antecedents, does it perhaps come from

their use? Or does it come from the semantics and/or use of pronouns? In addition,

we should be mindful of the asymmetry between E-type pronouns in conditionals

and those in conjunctive sentences: the use of an E-type pronoun in conditionals

does not imply uniqueness.

In short, a comprehensive analysis of donkey pronouns proves challenging.

Evans’ scope, meaning and referential arguments all have only limited application.

Furthermore, the characterization of donkey pronouns as rigid designators that carry

uniqueness implication is questionable.

28In cases of misdescription such as (58), it is the speaker’s reference of the speaker who uses the
pronoun.

29Evans (1980), p.440.
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2.3 Problems Ahead

Despite various problems that the E-type analysis encounters, the description-

theoretic approach to donkey pronouns does have some appeal. It is, after all, very

natural to paraphrase an occurrence of a pronoun using a definite description. What

needs to be specified further though, is the exact relation between the pronoun and

the definite description. On the other hand, since Evans thinks of donkey pronouns

as singular terms, there is an unmistakable mismatch between the referential status

of pronouns and the quantificational status of their indefinite antecedents.

Hence, one may hope to adopt the general descriptivist analysis without

committing to the inconsistencies in Evans’ theory. More specifically, advocates for

the descriptivist approach may prefer analyzing donkey pronouns as definite descrip-

tions simpliciter instead of rigid designators whose reference is fixed by descriptions.

Following this premise, there is no longer any contradiction between the status of

E-type pronouns and that of their antecedents. Both are quantificational and it is

a mere illusion that donkey pronouns are referential.

With these revisions, donkey pronouns do go proxy for definite descrip-

tions.30 Then, the question is how the descriptions are to be derived. What is the

exact mechanism by which the appropriate description is obtained? Besides, for

any donkey pronoun, there seems to be a variety of descriptions obtainable from the

antecedent clause. How does one decide which is the description?

30Evans has a very narrow notion of the kind of definite descriptions that E-type pronouns may
go proxy for. For him, they are no di↵erent from pronouns of laziness, which is a direct copy of
some coherent syntactic unit from the antecedent clause. But one of course can reject this narrow
conception of descriptions.
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In addition to the problem of description retrieval, a fuller account of unique-

ness is imperative. First of all, the descriptivists must give a coherent story of how

donkey pronouns are associated with uniqueness when they occur in conjunctive

sentences on the one hand, and how they are free of uniqueness when they occur in

conditionals on the other. Then, in the linguistic contexts where the descriptivists

do relate donkey pronouns to uniqueness, they must explain the nature of this asso-

ciation. Quantificational indefinite antecedents themselves are not associated with

uniqueness, but donkey pronouns, analyzed as definite description, are. Where does

uniqueness come from? Relatedly, is the uniqueness associated with definite de-

scriptions an implication, a presupposition or an assertion? If it is an implication,

is it cancelable? Are existence and uniqueness presupposed for any felicitous use

of donkey pronouns? Or perhaps uniqueness is part of the semantics of definite

descriptions, namely, it is part of the assertion and thus satisfaction failure yields

falsity.

Furthermore, given the omnipresence of incomplete descriptions, the descrip-

tivists need to explain how one deals with this issue in a systematic way—should one

appeal to domain restriction so that the predicative material in the antecedent clause

becomes uniquely-denoting or should one attempt to augment the given description

with extra information?

Another di�culty for the descriptivists is the problem of indiscernibility.

We can have a conditional with two donkey pronouns whose descriptive content is

identical. The infamous bishop sentence, ‘If a bishop meets a bishop, he blesses

him,’ provides an example. Apparently both occurrences of ‘he’ translate to the
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definite description ‘the bishop that meets a bishop,’ while neither bishop is unique.

Can the descriptivists give a cogent analysis of ‘the’ in such cases?

Lastly, Evans and advocates for the description-theoretic approach face the

problem of pronominal ambiguity. In Chapter 1, it is argued that “normal” pronouns

can be analyzed as variables. Referential pronouns (pronouns that are used deicti-

cally and pronouns that are co-referential with referring expressions) are treated as

free variables; anaphoric pronouns (pronouns that are semantically dependent upon

and syntactically c-commanded by their antecedents) are treated as bound vari-

ables. Evans does not hold against this distinction; what he insists is simply that

donkey pronouns should not be analyzed as bound variables. Nonetheless, it does

not appear that Evans’ E-type pronouns can be analyzed as free variables either.

Though Evans takes E-type pronouns to be referential, they do not refer in the way

that demonstrative expressions (e.g., deictic pronouns) do. Since their indefinite

antecedents do not refer, E-type pronouns cannot be thought of as co-referring with

referential expressions. Thus, Evans is committed to the view that the meaning of

pronouns is systematically split between a variable analysis and an E-type analysis,

while the connection between the two is hard to establish. Similarly for the descrip-

tivists who want to analyze donkey pronouns as definite descriptions, the meaning

of pronouns is systematically ambiguous between a variable reading and a definite

description reading. The problem is, no language shows any lexical or morpholog-

ical distinction between pronouns as variables and pronouns as E-type or definite

descriptions. Does the fact that pronouns have a uniform appearance regardless of

their various uses point to a deeper semantic unity? What kind of semantic unity
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can that be?

To summarize, the challenges for the descriptivists include: (i) the problem

of semi-rigidity: why do donkey pronouns appear to allow little scope ambiguity? Do

they really obligate taking widest scope? (ii) the problem of description reconstruc-

tion: how is the appropriate description obtained? (iii) the problem of uniqueness:

what is the nature of uniqueness attributed to donkey pronouns? (iv) the problem

of pronominal ambiguity: are pronouns systematically ambiguous?

In the next two chapters, I consider two di↵erent accounts from the description-

theoretic approach, namely, Heim’s situational analysis and Neale’s numberless anal-

ysis, that address these questions.
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Chapter 3

Heim’s Situational Analysis

Heim’s analysis of donkey pronouns is a substantial refinement of Evans’

account. Following Evans, Heim calls donkey pronouns “E-type” pronouns. She has

two major contributions: delineating an account of uniqueness in terms of situation

semantics and characterizing definite descriptions in which existence and uniqueness

are presupposed rather than asserted.

For Heim, E-type pronouns are definite descriptions. Her analysis of definite

descriptions, however, is Fregean1: the existence and uniqueness associated with

definite descriptions are not part of the asserted content but presuppositions; they

are conditions that must be satisfied if definite descriptions are meaningful at all.

So construed, an E-type pronoun must have a reference, making Heim’s position

much like that of Evans’.

Heim appeals to the notion of situation to ensure that an indefinite an-

tecedent is uniquely-denoting so that the E-type pronoun has a unique reference.

Closely related is Heim’s answer to the reconstruction of descriptions. Instead of

1For Frege, but not for Russell, definite descriptions are referring expressions. The existence
of a unique satisfier of the relevant description is assumed rather than asserted. To understand a
definite description is to know what it refers to, and if the definite description fails to refer, it has
no meaning. Consequently, a sentence that contain an empty definite description is truth value-less.
For Russell, such a sentence still has a definite truth-value.
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an explicit algorithm for deriving the description, Heim associates the description

with a contextually salient function, which takes as its input situation variables and

outputs the desired individual.2

To be sure, the central ingredients of Heim’s descriptivist analysis come as

a package: the Fregean conception of existence and uniqueness need to be comple-

mented with a situation semantics so that the presupposition is not too far-fetched,

and a contextually supplied function guarantees that appropriate descriptions can be

obtained. Yet each of these assumptions may carry its own baggage. We may won-

der if there are independent reasons to accept these pieces of baggage and whether

adopting them leads to unwanted consequences. Most importantly, we need to ad-

dress whether Heim’s renovated E-type analysis successfully answers the challenges

Evans leaves unaccounted for. This chapter aims to serve this purpose.

I identify Heim’s major theses in section 1, and I discuss its various di�culties

in section 2 through 6.

3.1 Descriptions, Uniqueness and Presuppositions

There are three central theses in Heim’s theory: (i) E-type pronouns are def-

inite descriptions whose descriptive content is obtainable from contextually salient

functions; (ii) the existence and uniqueness associated with definite descriptions are

presuppositions, or conditions that must be met for the functions to be well-defined,

2For the most part of Heim (1990), she assumes this semantic-pragmatic approach, but converts
to a more syntactic approach in the very end due to the undesirable consequence of the former. I
will not go into the details of her more syntactic account, yet I will discuss and evaluate some of
its alleged di�culties.
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and (iii) the existence and uniqueness presuppositions are relativized to situations.

I examine these ideas in the sections that follow.

3.1.1 Contextually Determined Descriptions

To begin, Heim argues that E-type pronouns are definite descriptions at LF

whose meaning is determined by some contextually salient, partial function from

individuals to individuals. Take:

(62) Every man who has a wife really loves her.

When the pronoun ‘her’ is interpreted anaphorically, (62) means the same

as:

(63) Every man who has a wife really loves the wife he has.

In LF, ‘her’ is analyzed as f(x), a function defined for married men in the

discourse such that for any married man x, f returns the wife of x, assuming that no

one has more than one wife in the domain of discourse.3

This kind of semantic-pragmatic reconstruction is preserved in Heim and

Kratzer (1998) with a slight modification. In Heim and Kratzer (1998), ‘her’ is

expanded in LF as (64):

(64) [the R7<e,<e,t>>

pro
<1,e>]4

3Once situations are brought into the picture, f becomes a function from situations to individuals.
4Heim & Kratzer (1998) p.299. What is inside ‘<’ and ‘>’ indicates the type of a phrase. Any

phrase whose denotation is an individual is of type e; adjectives such as ‘tall’ are of type < e, t >.
The meaning of ‘tall’ is analyzed as a function, such that when the argument is a tall individual, it
returns 1.
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The variable R7 occurs free at LF, and it is only interpretable relative to

an assignment. Again, it is argued that the context would make salient a value

assignment that yields the desired interpretation. In the present example, the verb

phrase ‘has a wife’ indicates that the appropriate relation is one between x and x’s

wife. Thus, with R7 specified as in (65a), (65b) is the Lf for (62):

(65) a. [7: �x.x2De. [�y.y2De. y is the wife x has]]

b. [ every man who has a wife] [�1 [ t1 loves [the R7<e,<e,t>>

pro1<e>

]]]

Since relation 7 is equivalent to a function from individuals to individuals,

the relational construal in Heim and Kratzer (1998) is not much di↵erent from the

functional construal in Heim (1990), except that it is easier to achieve composition-

ality with the former.

3.1.2 Uniqueness as Presupposition

Recall that Evans takes E-type pronouns to be singular terms whose refer-

ence is fixed by definite descriptions rather than definite descriptions simpliciter,

because he thinks E-type pronouns must have a reference. Heim argues, however,

that E-type pronouns can be definite descriptions and retain their referential sta-

tus. The key is to replace the Russellian conception of definite descriptions with a

Fregean one: the existence and uniqueness commitment encoded in the semantics

of definite descriptions is analyzed as a presupposition instead of an assertion.

In Russell’s quantificational treatment of definite descriptions sketched in

“On Denoting,” the statement ‘The King of France is bald’ is interpreted as making
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an assertion in the form of a conjunction: it asserts (a) the existence of an individual

to whom the predicate ‘being King of France’ can be applied, and (b) that any

individual that satisfies this predicate is the same one, i.e., there is only one King

of France, and (c) that such an individual is bald. Since there is no King of France,

the conjunction as a whole is false:

(66) a. The King of France is bald.

b. 9x(King of France(x) & (8y(King of France(y)!y=x)) & bald(x))

When this statement is negated, depending on the scope of the negation, it

is analyzed as (67b) and false, or as (67c) and true:

(67) a. The King of France is not bald.

b. 9x(King of France(x) & (8y(King of France(y)!y=x)) & ¬bald(x))

c. ¬9x(King of France(x) & (8y(King of France(y)!y=x)) & bald(x))

By contrast, Heim adopts the Fregean view that a definite description pre-

supposes that exactly one thing satisfies the relevant descriptive content.5

Consider:

(68) John has a sheep and Bill vaccinates it.

5In a passage of “On Sense and Reference,” Frege analyzes the phrase ‘the negative square root
of 4’ as a compound proper name as a resulting of combing the concept expression ‘negative square
root of 4’ and the definite article ‘the.’ He comments that such a combination is permissible only
when exactly one object falls under the concept.
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Like Evans, Heim thinks that the truth of (68) depends on Bill’s vaccinating

the only sheep John has. The pronoun ‘it’ is interpreted as a function from John to

the sheep that John owns and the function is well-defined only if John has a unique

sheep.

The presuppositional approach also accounts for the ungrammaticality of

the following:

(69) a. #John owns no sheep1 and Bill vaccinates them1.

b. #John does not own a car1, and he drives it1 on Sunday.

Similar to (68), the functions salient from the context are, in words, ‘the

sheep that John owns’ for (69a) and ‘the car that John owns’ for (69b), respectively.

Given the content of the antecedent clauses, one cannot accommodate the relevant

presuppositions. Hence, neither function has a well-defined value and the sentences

as a whole crash. Put di↵erently, if any quantificational NP can be the antecedent

of an E-type pronoun, there is no explanation of why (69a) and (69b) are ill-formed.

If existence and uniqueness are presupposed for definite descriptions, then the un-

grammaticality of (69a) and (69b) follows from the apparent presupposition failure.

3.1.3 Relativized Uniqueness

Given the usefulness of the presuppositional account, it still faces an unwel-

come uniqueness requirement pertaining to donkey pronouns in conditionals. For

example, in (70), the presuppositional analysis is committed to there being only one

man from Texas:
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(70) a. If a man came from Texas, he likes BBQ.

b. If a man came from Texas, the unique man who came from Texas likes

BBQ.

If the indefinite antecedent ‘a man’ takes wide scope, (70a) would have to

be analyzed as either (71a) or (71b):

(71) a. 9x(man(x)&from Texas(x)&8y((man(y)&from Texas(y))!y=x)&like BBQ(x))

b. 9x (man(x)&from Texas(x)!8y((man(y)&from Texas(y))!y=x)&like

BBQ(x))

But neither seems correct. (71a) says that there is only one man from Texas

and he likes BBQ. This is not what (70a) means. Besides, (71a) cannot even be

what is meant by (72), unless the domain is properly restricted:

(72) A man came from Texas. He likes BBQ.

(71b) is equally problematic. The major connective of an existential formula

is supposed to be a conjunction, not a material implication. But the original sentence

(70a) is a universal claim about all men from Texas, not about just one of them.

In order to neutralize the unwelcome uniqueness and explain the universal

force of (70a), Heim appeals to situation semantics and quantification over situations

as developed in Kratzer (1986, 1989) and Berman (1987). The basic ontology of

Kratzer’s situation semantics comes from Armstrong (1978) and Lewis (1968). A

situation is defined as a part of a world, where a world is a state of a↵airs. To
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explain what a state of a↵airs is, we need the distinction between a “thick” and a

“thin” particular. A thick particular is an individual with all its properties, and a

thin particular is an individual devoid of all its properties. A state of a↵airs consists

of a thin particular having a property (instantiating a monadic universal), or if two

or more thin particulars standing in a relation (instantiating a polyadic universal).

In addition, situations can be ordered by a part-of relation “”: for every situation

s there is a unique s
0
such that s  s

0
. That is, a situation can be extended, and its

maximal extension is a full-fledged world.

Heim proposes that we relativize the evaluation of (70a) to situations to

minimize the problematic uniqueness assumption. Following Lewis and Berman,

Heim holds that conditionals involve quantification.6 All conditionals are quantifi-

cationally modified one way or another; there is a covert ‘always’ in the absence of

any explicit Q-adverb. Following these assumptions, a conditional is analyzed as a

tripartite structure:

(73) a. Q-Adverb, if �,  

b. [[Q-Adverb
s1 if �] s2  ]

with (i) an adverb of quantification (Q-adverb); (ii) a restrictor clause �, and

(iii) a nuclear clause  . Assume further that Q-adverbs quantify over situations; the

antecedent of a conditional restricts the situations that a Q-adverb modifies. The

truth of a conditional thus depends on whether all the situations that the Q-adverb

6According to Lewis (1975), the analysis of conditionals involves quantification over cases; for
Berman (1987), the quantification is over situations.
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ranges over (i.e., the restrictor) are extendable to situations that satisfy some other

conditions (i.e., the nuclear clause, or the consequent).

Thus, if a conditional is of the form ‘Always, if �, then  ,’ it is true if and

only if all minimal situations that are � can be extended to situations that are  ; if

a conditional says ‘Usually, if �, then  ,’ it is true i↵ most minimal situations that

are � can be extended to situations that are  .7

Under this analysis, (74a) has as its LF (74b):

(74) a. If a man came from Texas, he likes BBQ.

b. always
s1 if[[a

x

man(s1)(x) & from Texas(s1)(x)] s2[f(s1) likes BBQ(s2)]8

All the predicates have an additional “situation” argument: the predicates in

the ‘if’-clause restricting the Q-adverb are relativized to s1 and those in the nuclear

scope are relativized to s2. The pronoun ‘he’ is specified by a partial function f from

situations to individuals such that for each situation in the domain, the reference

of ‘he’ is the unique man from Texas in that situation. (74a) is then true i↵ the

following holds:

7Minimality is needed because we do not want to be bothered with irrelevant details in the
situations. Minimality is defined as follows:

i. Minimality: For any set of situations S, the set of minimal situations in S,
min(S) = {s 2 S : 8s

0
2 S(s

0
 s ! s

0
= s)}

The Kratzerian situations are also persistent: what holds true in a situation remains true in all its
extensions.

8In Each atomic predicate (e.g., ‘man,’ ‘farmer,’ ‘donkey,’ ‘from Texas,’ ‘rich,’ etc.) takes two
arguments: one situation variable and one individual variable. So, ‘a

x

man(s1)(x)’ indicates that x
is a man in s1; ‘from Texas(s1)(x)’ means that x is from Texas in s1. f is a function from situation
variables to individuals such that f maps s1 to the unique individual in s1. For the current example,
f(s1) is the man from Texas in s1. ‘f(s1) likes BBQ(s2)’ indicates that the unique man from Texas
in s1 likes BBQ in s2.
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(75) For every minimal situation s1 where there is a man from Texas, there is an

extension s2 of s1 such that the unique man from Texas in s1 likes BBQ in

s2.

The minimal situation s1 so described consists of a thin particular instan-

tiating the properties of ‘being a man’ and ‘from Texas’ and nothing else. If the

domain contains three thousand men from Texas, there are three thousand such

minimal situations. (74a) is then true i↵ all three thousand s1 can be extended to

the relevant s2 where the unique man from Texas in s1 likes BBQ in s2. This way,

Heim accounts for the universal quantification of (74a) without committing to any

preposterous uniqueness assumption.

The uniqueness thus defined is very minimal. This is desirable for E-type

pronouns occurring in conditionals, as the unwelcome uniqueness is favorably neu-

tralized. For E-type pronouns occurring in conjunctive sentences, however, the idea

of a relativized uniqueness turns out to be less successful. Take:

(76) John has a sheep and Bill vaccinates it.

I imagine the truth conditions of (76) under the situational analysis go like

this: there is a minimal situation s1 where John has a sheep and there is an extension

s2 of s1 such that Bill vaccinates the unique sheep that John has in s1. Yet there

is nothing in such formulation of truth that precludes the possibility that John has

more than one sheep. John may have two or even more sheep and Bill may vaccinate

some, most or all of the sheep John owns. All these possibilities are consistent with
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and orthogonal to the truth of (76); what is required is simply that there is one

minimal situation where John has a sheep and in the extended situation that sheep

is vaccinated by Bill. That is, under the situational analysis, (76) is true i↵ John

has at least one sheep and that Bill vaccinates that sheep. This does not seem what

the E-type theorists would welcome. They want (76) to mean that John has just

one sheep and Bill vaccinates that unique sheep.

There is a sense that the relativized uniqueness is more realistic. Take:

(77) A man walked in the park. He whistled.

What is expressed, if true, is that there is a minimal situation where a man

walked in the park, and that in the extended situation, that man whistled. There

can surely be many men who walked in the park and whistled, which means that

(77) can be made true by various minimal situations.

Yet the realistic, limited notion of uniqueness is problematic for the E-type

theorists. What they predict for cross-sentential donkey pronouns is not just unique-

ness but also specificity. The intended interpretation of (77) is not about just any

man that happened to walk in the park and whistled; it is about one specific such

a person. The problem is reminiscent of an example Evans raises:

(78) A Cambridge philosopher smoked a pipe and he drank a lot of whisky.9

There may well be a number of Cambridge philosophers who smoked a pipe

and drank a lot of whisky, but only one of them is the intended reference. With

9Evans (1977),p.515.
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respect to this epistemic specificity, analyzing ‘he’ as presupposing uniqueness that

is relativized to minimal situations is not at all illuminating.

To sum up, Heim’s use of situations is necessary for the Fregean character-

ization of definite descriptions. The presupposition of existence and uniqueness is

more reasonable when relativized by minimal situations. In fact, once situations are

sliced finely enough, uniqueness comes for free. When base situations are so narrowly

construed that the indefinites in them become automatically uniquely-denoting, E-

type pronouns are guaranteed uniqueness. In this sense, Heim successfully reconciles

the clash between the referential status of E-type pronouns and the quantificational

status of their indefinite antecedents. However, the asymmetry between E-type pro-

nouns in conditionals and those in conjunctive contexts remains problematic; the

cancelation of uniqueness in conditionals is welcome, but the same e↵ect in conjunc-

tive contexts is not.

In the next five sections, I lay out my rebuttals against Heim’s analysis.

All major aspects of Heim’s theory, viz.: the reconstruction of descriptions, the

nature of uniqueness and the quantification over minimal situations, turn out to

be questionable. The specific problems are: (i) the problem of formal link; (ii)

the problem of indiscernibility; (iii) the proportion problem; (iii) the problem of

intensional contexts, and (iv) the problem of quantification over situations.

3.2 The Problem of Formal Link

The first problem has to do with the reconstruction of definite descriptions.

According to Heim, an E-type pronoun corresponds to a function at LF. The relevant
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function is made salient by the context, and it is well-defined only if there is a

unique reference. However, Heim acknowledges that since she places no particular

constraint on the reference-fixing function, her retrieval strategy is not a reliable

indicator of when an anaphoric link can be established. Consider the following:

(79) a. Every man who has a wife really loves her.

b. #Every man who is married really loves her.

(80) a. John has a wife. She is sitting next to him.

b. #John is married. She is sitting next to him.

In both examples, an E-type reading of the pronouns is available for the (a)

sentences but not for the (b) sentences. Yet it seems that the semantic content of

the predicates ‘has a wife’ and ‘is married’ are not much di↵erent. If the former

makes a relation ‘x is married to y’ salient enough, so does the latter. If the salience

of the said relation is all that is required to license an E-type interpretation, there

is no explanation why (79b) and (80b) lack such a reading.10

One possible explanation is that on closer scrutiny, the two predicates ‘is

married’ and ‘has a wife’ are not semantically equivalent. So, sentences (a) and (b)

are not comparable. A true parallel to (79a) is something like, ‘Every man who is

married to a woman really loves her,’ and there is no problem interpreting ‘her’ as

10(79b) and (80b) are felicitous if the pronouns are interpreted as referential; namely, that ‘she’
refers to some unique woman in the context of utterance.
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the definite description ‘the woman he is married to.’11 Hence, we may want to add

a further requirement that the availability of an E-type interpretation depends not

just on a contextually salient function but also on the presence of a noun phrase

(NP) antecedent.

In other words, Heim’s semantic-pragmatic reconstruction of descriptions

needs to be supplemented with the following syntactic condition: a NP antecedent

must be found in the immediate following context. The question that naturally

follows is why we should bother with the contextually salient function at all. The

reconstruction of description can be quite easy: we only need to locate the appropri-

ate NP, one discrete linguistic unit in the antecedent clause, and replace the E-type

pronoun with the definite article ‘the’ plus the NP.12

It strikes me that this minimal, syntactic strategy is useful in answering

challenges raised by Hardt (2003) and Tomioka (1999) concerning ellipsis. Let me

begin with Hardt’s criticism that the E-type analysis gives rise to unintuitive results.

The relevant example is the following:

(81) The patrolman who arrested a burglar interrogated him. Detective Wilson

did too.

11On the other hand, if (79b) and (80b) are expanded as ‘Every man who is married to a woman
really loves her’ and ‘John is married to a woman. She is sitting next to him’ respectively, the
addition seems redundant and the discourses appears repetitive. The information flow is just not
as smooth. I think this suggests that while ‘John has a wife’ and ‘John is married to a woman’
are truth conditionally equivalent, they are not informationally equivalent. Since in the majority of
circumstances, if a man is married, he is married to a woman, the utterance of ‘John is married to
a woman’ implicates that John’s marriage to a woman is special. A possible scenario is that John
has been known for being with male partners for years, but now he is married to a woman.

12Elbourne (2005) and Chierchia (1992) are representatives of this view.
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Hardt thinks that (81) has only one reading: the patrolman and Detective

Wilson interrogated the same burglar, viz., the one that the patrolman arrested.

This is the so-called strict reading. The E-type paraphrases, (82), however, generates

two readings:

(82) a. The patrolman who arrested a burglar interrogated the burglar he arrested.

Detective Wilson did too.

b. The patrolman who arrested a burglar interrogated the burglar he arrested.

Detective Wilson interrogated the burglar he arrested, too.

In (82a), the E-type pronoun ‘him’ is expanded as ‘the burglar he arrested’;

in (82a), the elided VP is recovered and fully specified as ‘interrogated the burglar he

arrested.’ Hardt correctly points out that (82b) has, besides the intended reading,

an extra sloppy reading where two burglars were interrogated: the patrolman and

Detective Wilson each arrested a burglar and interrogated the burglar he arrested.

Since (81) lacks the sloppy reading, Hardt argues that the E-type analysis over-

generates.

However, Hardt’s problem does not arise if we adopt the minimal NP ap-

proach. The problematic sloppy reading results from the pronoun ‘he’ in (82b),

since ‘he’ can be anaphoric to either the patrolman or Detective Wilson. Once we

eliminate ‘he’ from the description, the superfluous sloppy reading goes away:

(83) The patrolman who arrested a burglar interrogated the burglar. Detective

Wilson interrogated the burglar, too.
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Nevertheless, the minimal NP approach still seems to run into trouble with

the Tomioka sentence:13

(84) The police o�cer who arrested a burglar insulted him, and the one who

arrested a murderer did too.

If we interpret the pronoun ‘him’ as ‘the burglar,’ we are committed to

interpreting (84) as (85a). But (85b) also seems to be a possible and felicitous

interpretation:

(85) a. The police o�cer who arrested a burglar insulted the burglar, and the

one who arrested a murderer insulted the burglar, too.

b. The police o�cer who arrested a burglar insulted the burglar, and the

one who arrested a murderer insulted the murderer, too.

So, it appears that the E-type theory under-generates. Analyzing donkey

pronouns as equivalent to definite descriptions whose descriptive content corresponds

to the N-head of the antecedent NP does not yield the correct truth conditions for

ellipses after all.

I want to point out that the problem of ellipses is in fact orthogonal to the E-

type account. That both the strict and sloppy readings are available for (85) has to

do with the nature of the sentence itself. Two types of resolution are involved in the

interpretation of (84): one is the pronoun resolution, and the other is the recovery

13Tomioka (1999).
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of the elided VP. We need to figure out both what ‘him’ means in the first conjunct

and what ‘did’ means in the second conjunct. The two distinct readings (i.e.g, (84a)

and (84b)) result from the order in which the two resolutions are performed. If

we first resolve the pronoun as the definite description ‘the burglar,’ and on this

basis specify the elided VP as ‘insulted the burglar,’ we obtain the strict reading.

In contrast, if the ellipsis resolution is executed prior to the pronoun resolution, we

will derive the sloppy reading.

The following illustrates how the strict reading comes about:

(86) Pronoun resolution first: (84) The police o�cer who arrested a burglar in-

sulted him, and the one who arrested a murderer did too.

i. The police o�cer who arrested a burglar insulted the burglar, and the

one who arrested a murderer did too.

ii. The police o�cer who arrested a burglar insulted the burglar, and the

one who arrested a murderer insulted the burglar too.

By contrast, when the elliptical content is spelled out first as ‘insulted him’

before interpreting ‘him’ as any determinate definite description, we will be in a

position to procure both the strict and the sloppy readings. In the first conjunct,

‘him’ is analyzed as ‘the burglar,’ but in the second conjunct, we are free to take

‘him’ as either ‘the burglar’ or ‘the murderer’; the sloppy reading follows from the

latter:

(87) Ellipsis resolution first: (84) The police o�cer who arrested a burglar in-

sulted him, and the one who arrested a murderer did too.
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a. The police o�cer who arrested a burglar insulted him, and the one who

arrested a murderer insulted him too.

b. i. The police o�cer who arrested a burglar insulted the burglar, and

the one who arrested a murderer insulted the burglar too.

ii. The police o�cer who arrested a burglar insulted the burglar, and

the one who arrested a murderer insulted the murderer too.

If anything is problematic in the interpretation of (84), it is not due to the

E-type theory. It is because we may carry out ellipsis resolution at di↵erent points

during the processing of (84) that various readings of it are possible. Hence, E-type

theorists who adopt the syntactic approach turn out to be immune to the challenge

from ellipses.

The upshot is that Heim’s semantic-pragmatic approach to the reconstruc-

tion of description su↵ers the problem of formal link and over-generates unintended

E-type readings. A strategy with more explicit syntactic constraints is necessary.

The minimal NP, or the N-head, together with minimal situation, is enough to

guarantee situational uniqueness. We can then still think of an E-type pronoun as

defined by a function, but a much less elaborate one.

3.3 The Proportion Problem

A di↵erent problem for Heim’s analysis is that it fails to predict the desired

truth conditions for donkey sentences modified by quantificational adverbials. For

example, consider:
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(88) a. If a farmer owns a donkey, he is usually rich.

b. If a farmer owns a donkey, he usually beats it.

Consider further the following scenario:

(89)
Farmer A d1, ..., d10 rich
Farmer B d11 poor
Farmer C d12 poor

Are (88a) and (88b) true with respect to (89)?

The answer to the question depends on what we take to be the minimal

situations that satisfy the antecedent of the conditionals. If a minimal situation s1

satisfying the antecedent of (88a) consists of one farmer and one donkey owned by

the farmer, then (88a) is true, because there are a total of twelve such s1 and a

majority of them are such that the farmer in s1 is rich. (88b) is true for a similar

reason. Nevertheless, there is a very natural reading of (88a) and (88b) according

to which both are false given scenario (89).

Following Kadmon (1987), Heim argues that there is a symmetric as well

as an asymmetric construal of donkey sentences. In its symmetric construal, the

relevant minimal situations consist of situations containing one farmer and one don-

key that the farmer owns; by quantifying directly over the minimal situations, we

indirectly quantify over the farmer-donkey pairs. By contrast, in the asymmetric

construal, the quantification is over donkey-owning farmers (via the quantification

over minimal situations containing them).14 That is, in the asymmetric construal,

14Kadmon’s analysis is implemented in Discourse Representation Theory. I will discuss the
specifics of her analysis in Chapter 5 and Chapter 7. Kadmon argues that the asymmetric construal
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the individuals in a situation, i.e., the farmers and the donkeys, are not treated

equally.

Under this analysis, (88a) generates two distinct LFs:

(90) a. usually
s1 if [[ax farmer(s1)(x)] [[ay donkey(s1)(x)] [x owns (s1) y]]] s2[f1(s1)

rich (s2)]

b. usually
s1 if [[a

x

farmer(s1)(x)] s1[[ay donkey(s1)(x)] [x owns (s1) y]]]

s2[f1(s1) rich (s2)]

In both (90a) and (90b), f1 maps a situation variable to the unique farmer

in that particular situation. The crucial di↵erence is that an extra situation variable

s1 is introduced in (90b) but not in (90a). For the asymmetric construal, “an S node

is optionally prefixed by a subscripted situation variable” at LF to the e↵ect that

there is an implicit subordination of existential quantification.15 This entails that

the minimal element in the situations di↵er:

(91) a. {s1:9x9y[x is a farmer in s1 & y is a donkey in s1 & x owns y in s1]}

b. {s1:9x[x is a farmer in s1 & 9s0
[s1s

0
& 9y[y is a donkey in s

0
and x owns

y in s’]]]}

(91a) indicates the set of minimal situations satisfying the antecedent of

(88a): ‘If a farmer owns a donkey, he is usually rich,’ given the symmetric construal;

of a donkey sentence such as (88b) is two-way ambiguous: the primary quantification can be over
either the donkey-owning farmers or the farmer-owned donkeys. Thus the antecedent of (88b) in
fact allows three di↵erent interpretations: one from the symmetric construal and two from the
asymmetric construal.

15Heim (1990), p156.
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(91b) indicates the corresponding set given the asymmetric construal. In (91a), the

minimal elements in any s1 include a farmer and a donkey. Yet in (91b), any minimal

situation s1 need not include a donkey; it su�ces that its extension does. So, in

the second specification, the minimal element in any s1 is just a donkey-owning

farmer. It is clear that (88a) is true according to the symmetric construal; it is false

according to the asymmetric construal.

So far so good. By resorting to the asymmetric analysis, the E-type theorists

seem to be able to explain the ambiguity in (88a). However, things do not look so

rosy when we consider what the asymmetric analysis implies for (88b). One crucial

di↵erence between (88a) and (88b) is that the latter contains two E-type pronouns

in the consequent. Since Heim identifies an E-type pronoun as a function, the

availability of an E-type interpretation depends on the function being well-defined,

or that the existence and uniqueness presuppositions of the pronoun are satisfied.

Thus, “the presence of [a] pronoun may exert indirect pressure on us to read the

sentence” in one way rather than another.16

To be more precise, consider the two LFs of (88b) generated by the symmet-

ric and asymmetric construal, respectively:

(92) a. usually
s1 if [[ax farmer(s1)(x)] [[ay donkey(s1)(x)] [x owns (s1) y]]] s2[f1(s1)

beats (s2)f2(s1)]

b. usually
s1 if [[a

x

farmer(s1)(x)] s1[[ay donkey(s1)(x)] [x owns (s1) y]]]

s2[f1(s1) beats (s2)f2(s1)]

16Ibid., p.153.
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The question to ask is whether f

1 and f

2 are well-defined. In both LFs,

f

1 poses no threat; yet f

2 as it shows up in the asymmetric construal (92b) is

questionable. Since s1 need not include a donkey, f2 may lack a value.

“When a pronoun appears in the consequent, it is interpretable un-

der the E-Type analysis only if there is a salient function that yields a

unique value for each of the situations in the domain the QAdv quantifies

over. Sometimes, whether such a function is readily available depends

on how finely situations are being individuated. Consider, for instance,

the pronoun ‘it’ in [(88b)]. To interpret it, we need a function that picks

out a unique donkey for each minimal contextually relevant situation in

which a farmer owns a donkey. If we individuate situations so coarsely

that multiple donkeys owned by the same farmer are lumped together,

then we cannot find such a function, because some situations contain

multiple (equally salient) donkeys.”17

Hence, “the need to interpret a pronoun may exert indirect pressure to choose

a symmetric reading.”18 Alternatively, Heim suggests, we may accommodate the

assumption that there are no farmers that own more than one donkey in the universe

of discourse. That is, we accommodate the uniqueness presupposition. However,

I think restricting the domain of discourse this way is rather unpromising. Once

we accommodate the assumption of relative uniqueness, the asymmetric construal

becomes of no use. It is inapplicable in the current scenario precisely because one

of the farmers owns more than one donkey. Unfortunately, if we retreat to the

17Ibid., p.153.
18Ibid., p.156.
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symmetric construal, we can only predict (88b) to be true. Either way, the E-type

analysis cannot explain the natural and felicitous reading we have for (88b).

3.4 The Problem of Indiscernibility

Despite Heim’s e↵ort to neutralize the unwanted uniqueness implication of

E-type pronouns in conditionals, the E-type analysis has di�culty explaining the

following “bishop sentence”:

(93) If a bishop meets a bishop, he blesses him.19

(93) says that when any two bishops meet, they bless each other. Since ‘meet’

is a symmetric relation, the two bishops in the antecedent clause have exactly the

same descriptive content, whether the description is spelled out as ‘the bishop’ or

‘the bishop that meets a bishop.’ This is disastrous for the E-type account. Since

neither bishop can be legitimately described as the unique bishop, Heim ought to

predict that (93) lacks an E-type reading.

More specifically, the delineation of minimal situations normally ensures that

an indefinite antecedent is uniquely-denoting so that the reference-fixing function

is well-defined. Yet this is not so for (93). Any description that is applicable to

one bishop is equally applicable to the other.20 For any minimal situation s1 that

19Heim attributes the bishop sentence to Hans Kamp.
20Perhaps one can represent ‘he’ as ‘the first bishop’ and ‘him’ as ‘the second bishop.’ But

this is not semantically interesting. The predicates ‘first’ and ‘second’ do not correspond to any
substantial descriptive content that distinguish the two bishops themselves; all they correspond to
is their order of appearance in the construction and presentation of the sentence. When Bishop
Berkeley and Bishop Butler meet, either one can be described as ‘the first bishop’ and the other as
‘the second bishop.’ The labeling does not illuminate any interesting di↵erence.
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contains a bishop who meets another bishop, there are no functions f1 and f

2 that

can return a unique value for ‘he’ and ‘him’ respectively. Since the presupposition of

uniqueness cannot be met, it should be puzzling to the situational E-type theorists

how (93) can be intelligible, felicitous and have determinate truth conditions.

Heim recognizes this problem and proposes a solution that she herself reckons

as defective.21 In a nutshell, the strategy is to di↵erentiate the two bishops in terms

of their diverse situational features. More specially, Heim adopts yet again Kadmon’s

idea of asymmetric construal and subordinates the second occurrence of ‘a bishop’

to the first.

As before, the pronouns ‘he’ and ‘him’ are defined by two functions f1 and

f

2 respectively; the former corresponds to ‘the unique bishop in s1’ and the latter

corresponds to ‘the unique man that meets a bishop in s1. So, under the asymmetric

construal, (93) has the LF in (94):

(94) always
s1 if[[ax bishop(s1)(x)] s1[[ay bishop(s1)(y)] [x meets (s1)(y)]]] s2[f1(s1)

blesses (s2) f2(s1)]

Subordinating the second occurrence of ‘a bishop’ (i.e. the ‘y bishop’) to s1

means that the existence of the y bishop is not part of s1 but a larger situation of

which s1 is part. Consider the following contrast:

(95) a. s1: 9x9y(bishop(s1)(x) & bishop(s1)(y) & x 6=y & x meets y)

21She comments that, “Such examples present a serious challenge to the enterprise.” Ibid., p148.
After sketching a solution, she remarks that, “I am not confident that it is right,” and in the end
admits that “indistinguishable participants remain problematic for our E-Type analysis.” p.158.
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b. s1: 9x(bishop(s1)(x) & 9s0 such that s1s
0 9y(bishop(s0)(y) & x 6=y & x

meets y)

(95a) and (95b) each depicts what any minimal situation s1 satisfying the

antecedent of (93) looks like. (95a) follows from the symmetric construal, according

to which the minimal elements in s1 are two bishops; (95b) follows from the asym-

metric construal, according to which the minimal element in s1 is just a bishop.

Given the asymmetric construal, we can define two distinct functions. The

two functions f1 and f

2 both have as their domain the set of minimal situations s1,

such that each s1 contains a bishop x, and s1 is part of a larger situation s in which

x meets a man:

(96)

domain range

f

1 minimal situation s1 that contains a
bishop x, which is part of a larger
situation s in which x meets a man

the unique bishop
in s1

f

2 minimal situation s1 that contains a
bishop x, which is part of a larger
situation s in which x meets a man

the unique man
that the unique
bishop in s1 meets

Again, both f

1 and f

2are functions from situation variables to individuals.

For any given s1, f

1 and f

2 map s1 to di↵erent individuals: f

1 maps s1 to the

unique individual whose bishop-hood and existence is wholly present in s1, whereas

f

2 maps s1 to the unique individual whose bishop-hood and existence is not part of

s1. Thus, by locating x bishop and y bishop at di↵erent situations, the two become

distinguishable.

As already noted in 3.3, the asymmetric construal presupposes relative unique-

ness. For the current example, this means that in the domain of quantification, i.e.,
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situations, any bishop-meeting-bishop situation contains at most two bishops. In

other words, it is assumed that for the unique bishop in s1, there is at most one

man that he meets in a larger situation. If the bishop x in s1 meets more than one

bishop in the larger situation, ‘him’ will be uninterpretable.

Heim then confesses that she is skeptical about the ultimate appropriateness

of this proposed solution. Her doubt is made explicit by the following example:

(97) If a man shares the apartment with another man, he splits the rent with

him.22

Like (94), an optional s1 variable to the clause that contains the ‘another

man’ is postulated for the asymmetric construal. The resulting LF is:

(98) always
s1 if[[ax man (s1)(x)] s1[[ay man (s1)(y)] [x lives-with(s1)(y)]]] s2[f1(s1)

split-rent-with(s2) f2(s1)]

Following this, the set of minimal situations that satisfy the antecedent of

the conditional is (99a), and those that satisfy the consequent is (99b):

(99) a. { s1: 9x(man(s1)(x) & 9s0 such that s1s
0 9y(man(s

0
)(y) & x 6=y) }

b. { s2: f1(s1)split-rent-with(s2) f2(s1) }

The functions f1 and f

2 that determine ‘he’ and ‘him’ are defined in similar

ways. The domain of the two functions are the set of minimal situations that each

22This is a modification of Heim’s example (22): ‘If a man shares an apartment with another
man, he shares the housework with him. (Whereas if a man shares an apartment with a woman,
he expects her to do everything.)’ Ibid., p.147. Heim attributes her example to Jan van Eijck.
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contains a man, which is part of a larger situation in which the the man lives with

another man:

(100)

domain range

f

1 minimal situation s1 that contains a
man x, which is part of a larger situ-
ation s in which x lives with another
man

the unique man in
s1

f

2 minimal situation s1 that contains a
man x, which is part of a larger situ-
ation s in which x lives with another
man

the unique man
that the unique
man in s1 live
with

Again, for the asymmetric construal to work, we must assume (97) presup-

poses every man has at most one male roommate.23 (97), however, does not appear

to presuppose that.

Note that the description of the set of minimal situations s1 in (99a) does

not preclude a man’s sharing an apartment with more than one man; the need

to interpret the pronoun ‘him,’ however, rules out such a possibility. Under the

situational analysis, an E-type pronoun is interpretable “only if there is a salient

function that yields a unique value for each of the situations[my emphasis] in the

domain that the QAdv quantifies over.”24 The pronoun ‘him’ is interpretable just

in case the function f

2 is well-defined for every situation in the domain. So, the

situation in which more than two men share an apartment can never be in the domain

of quantification. A scenario where three or more people share an apartment defies

the asymmetric construal.25

23Ibid., p.158.
24Ibid., p.153.
25Backtracking to (93): ‘If a bishop meets a bishop, he blesses him,’ the success of the asymmetric

construal is premised on there being no meeting among three or more bishops.
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As the assumption of relative uniqueness (e.g., any man shares an apartment

with at most one may, any bishop meets at most one bishop, etc.) is unwelcome as

part of the solution to the proportion problem, it is also undesirable as part of the

answer to the problem of indiscernibility. The inadequacy is twofold. First, there

is no independent reason to adopt relative uniqueness other than for the sake of

the asymmetric construal, yet intuitively our understanding of sentences involving

indistinguishable participants does not require such a supposition. Second, the

asymmetric construal premising on relative uniqueness imposes a counter-intuitive

conception of the reality. There can be apartment sharing between any two men,

but never among three or more people; any two bishops can meet, but there is never

a meeting involving three or more bishops. Any situation of apartment-sharing

does not extend to a larger situation with more participants, and it never overlaps

with any other situation of apartment-sharing. Similarly, any situation of bishop-

meeting-bishop never extends to include a third bishop, and there is no overlapping

between two such situations.

Suppose the model includes just three individuals, A, B and C. Since the

world is a maximal extension of any minimal situation, for the relevant bishop

sentence, we may have one situation involving A and B, one involving B and C,

and one involving A and C. But there is no situation involving A, B and C. That

situation is never part of the world.

It might be argued that though there can be no genuine meetings among

three or more bishops according to the asymmetric construal, the truth conditions

predicted will ultimately coincide with our intuition. For a meeting involving n
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bishops (n > 2), we may describe it by delineating n!
2(n�2)! meetings between two

bishops. For (93) to be true in this case, it must be that all n!
2(n�2)! meetings between

two bishops are such that the bishops bless each other. In other words, when there

are three or more bishops, though the asymmetric construal does not predict the

truth conditions of (93) directly, it can nonetheless derive a series of truth conditions

which, taken together, are tantamount to the same things.

Still, I question the equivalence in general, and (97): ‘If a man shares the

apartment with another man, he splits the rent with him,’ is a case in point. Suppose

A, B and C share an apartment. Intuitively, the rent should be divided equally

among the three (assuming that all relevant details of their housing arrangement

are fair and equal). However, the asymmetric construal says that the rent is split

between two flatmates. It is predicted that the rent is split between A and B,

between A and C, and between B and C, but is never divided among A, B and C.

The predicate ‘split the rent’ is interpreted pair-wise and never receives a collective

interpretation. Obviously, this is problematic when three men share an apartment.

In short, the need to di↵erentiate the indistinguishable participants calls for

the asymmetric construal, but the need to interpret the pronoun requires the pair-

wise interpretation. The two demands are both met only if the domain contains

pairs of indistinguishable participants but never groups of them (assuming that

a group involves at least three members).26 The consequence, however, does not

26If we drop the assumption of relative uniqueness, we can make sense of a group of indistinguish-
able participants. But as we retreat to the symmetric construal, the indistinguishable participants
are necessarily indiscernible. In contrast, if we insist on the distinction between the indistinguish-
able participants, we need the asymmetric construal and must comply with the domain restriction.
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always conform to our intuition.

Besides the problematic assumption of relative uniqueness, I find the func-

tions Heim employs to di↵erentiate the indistinguishable participants peculiar. Re-

call the functions that supposedly define the two bishop pronouns:

(101) = (96)
domain range

f

1 minimal situation s1 that contains a
bishop x, which is part of a larger
situation s in which x meets a man

the unique bishop
in s1

f

2 minimal situation s1 that contains a
bishop x, which is part of a larger
situation s in which x meets a man

the unique man
that the unique
bishop in s1 meets

It seems question-begging that the well-formedness of the functions that

di↵erentiate the bishops at LF hinges on information that is only available at LF.

Whether or not Heim’s contextually salient functions are subject to further

syntactic constraints, the functions should in principle be paraphrasable as certain

descriptions, i.e., meaningful predicates such as nouns, verbs or adjectives. That is,

the relevant description corresponds to some information in the linguistic context.

However, what di↵erentiates f1 from f

2 is something not obtainable in the linguistic

context: f

1 and f

2 are distinct by making reference to the situation structure, a

piece of information nowhere to be found in the surface structure. Put di↵erently,

f

1 and f

2 are distinguishable at LF by virtue of the very structure the LF is said

to have.27 Given that the functions are supplied by the context, Heim e↵ectively

27Pushing this line further, any individuals must be discernible at LF. Even the bishops that have
exactly the same descriptive content are discernible, because they are, after all, di↵erent individuals
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shifts the context from one that is linguistic to one that is not.

Hence, Heim’s solution to the problem of indiscernibility is not satisfac-

tory. For one thing, the machinery is based on an ill-justified assumption of relative

uniqueness. For another, even if we go along with the unintended domain restric-

tion, the analysis works in an artificial way: any individual can be unique for any

description so long as one takes their situational features into account. The fact

that indistinguishable individuals can only be distinguished by their location in the

situation structure confirms that they are genuinely indiscernible.

3.5 The Problem of Intensional Contexts

In this section I want to consider problems that the situational analysis

encounters when E-type pronouns occur in intensional contexts, particularly in the

context of propositional attitudes. The only example Heim discusses in connection

with intensional contexts in Heim (1990) is:.

(102) John thinks that he will catch a fish and he hopes that I will grill it tonight.28

She comments that“the disambiguation of the pronoun depends on or a↵ects

the implicit restrictions on quantifiers and operators that take scope over it” such

that “hopes in [(102)] is interpreted with respect to a modal base.”29 She also argues

that “[(102)] does not imply intuitively that John hopes to catch a fish. (It is even

situated in distinct situations at LF. This is essentially Elbourne’s argument, which I discuss in
Chapter 6.

28Ibid., p,139 example (3).
29Ibid.
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compatible with his hoping that he won’t catch one, perhaps because he thinks that

we will then eat steak, which he prefers to seafood in any form, even grilled.)”30

What is clear from Heim’s remark is that John’s beliefs and his hopes should

be kept apart, since John can think that he will catch a fish without hoping that

he catch one. Still, John’s beliefs and hopes must be connected in some way so

that the anaphoric link is possible. Moreover, we need to consider not just the

presupposition of the anaphor ‘it’ but also that of its antecedent, and since the

antecedent ‘a fish’ is embedded in an attitude verb, we have to figure out first the

meaning of the first conjunct before we can properly interpret the pronoun. So

the task is twofold: the situational theorists must explain what the first conjunct

means, particularly what it presupposes, before they can move on to analyze the

pronoun; the situational theorists must also explain how situations verifying the first

conjunct can be extended as situations verifying the second conjunct, when John’s

belief-worlds and hope-worlds are presumably not identical.

3.5.1 The Problem of Presupposition

To make the problem of presupposition more apparent, consider:

(103) Sharon wants a terrorist to be captured. She wants him to receive the

punishment he deserves.

Depending on whether ‘a terrorist’ takes narrow or wide scope with respect

to Sharon’s wish, the first clause of (103) can be analyzed as either (104a) or (104b):

30Ibid., p.143.
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(104) a. 9x(terrorist x & DES
s

(captured x))

b. DES
s

(9x(terrorist x & captured x))

In words, (104a) says that there is a specific terrorist such that Sharon has

a de re hope that he be captured. (104b) says that Sharon has a de dicto hope that

one terrorist or another be captured. The second clause of (103) then says that

Sharon wants the terrorist to receive the penalty he deserves.

It strikes me that the analysis of the first clause is problematic already,

whether we adopt (104a) or (104b). Imagine that there are twenty-five high profile

terrorists. Sharon hopes that at least one of them be captured, but she has no

preference which one that has to be. The problem with (104a) and the relevant

definite description, then, is that there is no specific terrorist that Sharon wants to

be captured. However, (104b) is not quite right either, because even though Sharon

wants a terrorist to be captured, what she really wants is that there be no terrorists

at all. It does not follow from Sharon’s de dicto desire that a terrorist be captured

that she desires there to be a terrorist. In all likelihood, Sharon prefers a world

with no terrorists over a world with terrorists where one can only hope that they be

captured.

Let me rephrase the puzzle about the presupposition of (103). Suppose we

follow Heim’s idea that “If � presupposes p, then a wants � presupposes that a

wants p,”31 we should say the following: ‘A terrorist is captured’ presupposes that

31Heim (1992), p.192. Heim correctly notes that “This is a welcome result for want-want se-
quences, but — and here comes the down side — it is not suited to capture the analogous filtering
e↵ect in believe-want sequence.” For example, in ‘Sharon think a terrorist is captured. She wants
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‘There is a terrorist.’ Then, ‘Sharon wants a terrorist to be captured’ presupposes

that ‘Sharon wants there to be a terrorist.’ This is an unwelcome prediction.

One way out of the predicament is to adopt Karttunen’s generalization that

‘a wants �’ presupposes that a believes �.32 For the current example it means

that ‘Sharon wants a terrorist be captured’ presupposes that ‘Sharon believes that

there is (at least) a terrorist.’ That is, the indefinite description ‘a terrorist’ in

the attitude-want context triggers the presupposition that Sharon believes terrorists

exist.

Schoubye (2011) makes a similar proposal. Schoubye’s view is that indef-

inite and definite descriptions occurring in propositional attitudes have existence

commitment. However, if interpreted as an assertion, the existence commitment

is very problematic due to cases such as ‘Hans wants the ghost in his attic to be

quiet tonight.’ So, the existence commitment is best analyzed as a presupposition.

Furthermore, examples such as (103) in which indefinite descriptions occur in de-

sire verbs argue against treating the presupposition within the same propositional

attitude. Schoubye thus concludes that descriptions embedded inside the scope of

a propositional attitude trigger an existence presupposition which projects onto be-

lief contexts. (103) is then a special instance of this schema: ‘a terrorist’ is in the

scope of the non-doxastic ‘want’ and the existence of ‘a terrorist’ is presupposed

in the belief contexts. So, the first half of (103) is understood as (105a) with the

presupposition (105b):

him to receives the punishment he deserves,’ the second sentence by no means presupposes that
Sharon wants there to be a terrorist.

32Karttunen (1974). This is what Heim (1992) eventually adopts for the belief-want sequences.
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(105) a. DES
s

[captured (x
i

+DEF )]

b. BEL
s

[terrorist(x
i

�DEF ) ]

This seems right. (103) only presupposes that Sharon believes there is a ter-

rorist, not that Sharon wants there to be a terrorist. I am skeptical that Schoubye’s

analysis applies universally, though. For example, one may be genuinely interested

in what a round square would look like without believing that there is such a thing.

I can very much want to win a lottery without believing that there is a lottery I will

win. The validity of Schoubye’s analysis su↵ers certain restrictions; thus, it cannot

be the general answer to the presupposition projection.

The problem is comparable to the problem concerning ‘too.’ Take:

(106) John wants Mary to come too.

As a presupposition inducer, the felicitous use of ‘too’ requires that a certain

condition is met for the speaker to properly utter (106). There are several ways to

achieve this. First, if John believes that some individual other than Mary will come,

then the presupposition of ‘too’ is satisfied. Secondly, the presupposition can be sat-

isfied if there is some individual other than Mary such that John wants that person

to come. Thirdly, if there is some individual other than Mary in the context where

(106) is uttered such that that person will come, whether John believes or wants

that person to come or not, the presupposition is also satisfied. In other words, there

are in general three ways to satisfy or accommodate the relevant presupposition:
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(107) i. satisfaction/accommodation in belief contexts: John believes that some-

one other than Mary will come.

ii. satisfaction/accommodation in the local context: John wants someone

other than Mary to come.

iii. satisfaction/accommodation in the global context: There is someone

other than Mary who will come.

Note that the first two routes of satisfaction/accommodation depend on the

agent, i.e., John, having certain beliefs or desires, or the relevant beliefs or desires

are attributed to him. In the third path, the presupposition is satisfied at the global

level, regardless of John’s intensional states, and depends only on the way the context

actually is. If the presupposition is accommodated, it is an accommodation that the

participants of the conversation make regarding how the context must be. Moreover,

these routes are not mutually exclusive and more than one of the ways can be taken

at the same time. The speaker may know as a matter of fact that Bill will come,

and have the knowledge that John wants Bill to come and that John believes Bill

will come.

Analogously, the existence presupposition of an indefinite description can be

satisfied/accommodated in di↵erent ways:

(108) a. Susan wants an iPhone.

b. i. Susan believes that there is an iPhone.

ii. Susan wants there to be an iPhone.
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iii. There is an iPhone/There are iPhones.

(109) a. Ben wants a unicorn.

b. i. Ben believes that there is a unicorn.

ii. Ben wants there to be a unicorn.

iii. There is a unicorn/There are unicorns.

(110) a. Sharon wants a terrorist to be captured.

b. i. Sharon believes that there is a terrorist.

ii. Sharon wants there to be a terrorist.

iii. There is a terrorist/There are terrorists.

Depending on the particular indefinite description in question and our world

knowledge, some tracks to presupposition satisfaction/accommodation are taken

with more ease than others. For example, the presupposition of (108a) is satisfied

by the fact that there are iPhones, so we need not “look further.” But the presup-

position can also be that there is a particular iPhone, maybe a specific model or

even a specific phone such that what Susan wants is it. For (109a), the presupposi-

tion cannot be satisfied in the global context, and it is di�cult to accommodate the

presupposition there either. Whether (109b-i) or (109b-ii) is preferable is relative

to what kind of person Ben is and/or what the speaker thinks he is. If Ben is a

young child or the speaker takes him to be fanciful, he may not only want there to

be unicorns but also believe that there are unicorns.
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(110a), the first conjunct of (103), is rather interesting. One way for its

presupposition to be satisfied is that that there is a specific terrorist such that

Sharon wants him to be captured. However, if there is no particular terrorist that

Sharon wants to be captured, that there are terrorists does not quite satisfy the

presupposition of (110a) either. This is so because (110a) can be true even when

there are no terrorists at all. It could be the case that there are never terrorists and

that they are the product of an intricate political conspiracy. It could also be the

case that terrorists are existent in Sharon’s imagination only. Yet (110a) could still

be true. Since satisfaction/accommodation in the local context is not feasible, the

presupposition is settled within the belief contexts. Heim (1983) is of the opinion

that “global accommodation is more common than local accommodation.”33 In this

regard, the discussion so far is suggestive of a preference rank in the presupposition

resolution: start with the global context and go on to the more local context if that

fails.

To summarize, the interpretation of donkey pronouns in attitude contexts

is dependent upon the presupposition of the antecedent sentence; when the in-

definite antecedent also occurs in attitude contexts, its existence is best analyzed

as a presupposition. There are various ways for the presupposition to be satis-

fied/accommodated: it may be satisfied/accommodated in the belief context, the

local attitude (the specific attitude verb in use) context or the global context. Note

that when an indefinite antecedent takes wide scope relative to the attitude verb,

we have the de re reading, which makes the anaphoric linkage least problematic.

33Heim (1983),p.124.
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When the indefinite antecedent is read de re, however, it is not always clear how its

existence presupposition should be resolved. Hence, the situational theory needs to

have a good story of presupposition resolution relative to each attitude verb (e.g.,

‘believe,’ ‘doubt,’ ‘want,’ ‘expect,’ ‘allow,’ etc.). Still, this is just half of the problem.

The indefinite antecedent and the anaphor may be embedded in di↵erent attitude

contexts, and the discrepancy between attitude contexts may create specific barriers

to anaphoric readings.

3.5.2 The Problem of Correlation

In (103), the indefinite antecedent and the E-type pronoun happen to be

embedded in the scope of the same propositional attitude verb, but this is not

always the case. It is already evident in the discussion of (102) ‘John thinks he will

catch a fish and he hopes that I grill it tonight’ that it is mysterious how a minimal

situation s1 in worlds compatible with what John believes relates to s2 in worlds

compatible with what John desires.

One line of thought is that one’s belief-worlds and hope-worlds are connected

because what one desires is generally tied to what one believes: one’s hopes should

be at least compatible with what one believes. Yet this is not necessarily the case.

(109a) is a ready example. ‘Ben wants a unicorn’ does not necessarily presuppose

or entail that Ben believes that unicorns exist. Similarly, ‘I want to win a lottery’

does not presuppose that I believe there is a lottery for me to win.

Even if we were to grant that one’s hope-worlds must be a subset of one’s

belief-worlds for (102), the correlation problem remains. Consider (111) and what
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the situational E-type theorists would say about its truth conditions:

(111) John hopes to catch a fish but he fears that it will be poisonous.

(112) (111) is true i↵ for every possible world w compatible with what John hopes,

there is a minimal situation s1 where John catches a fish, and for every pos-

sible world w
0
compatible with what John fears, there is a minimal situation

s2 such that s2 is an extension of s1, and there is a salient function f

1 such

that f1(s1) thinks f2(s1) is poisonous in s2.

(112) is very questionable because the two propositional attitude verbs ‘hope’

and ‘fear’ prima facie denote disjoint worlds. Worlds compatible to what one hopes

and worlds compatible to what one fears do not seem to overlap. When one’s hope-

worlds and fear-worlds do not intersect, it is hard to imagine s2 can be linked to s1

in any way, let alone being its extension.

It can be argued, however, that the second attitude context should really be

judged relative to the first one. John does not fear just any fish that it is poisonous,

rather, he fears that if he catches a fish, that fish is poisonous. It is this conditional

dependence that licenses the anaphoric link in (111). In other words, we should

not look at John’s fear-worlds simpliciter, but the set of fear-worlds that is also a

subset of his hope-worlds. Thus, the extension from s1 to s2 exemplifies a way that

a hope-world becomes a hope-world with a fear attached to it.

If we adopt the strategy of relativization, we are committed to interpret

(113a) as (113b):
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(113) a. OP1 (... indefinite...) & OP2 ( ... pronoun...)

b. OP1((... indefinite...) & OP2 ( ... pronoun...))

For any donkey sentence of the form (113a), OP1 takes scope over OP2,

so OP2 is always interpreted relative to OP1. However, relativizing the second

intensional context to the first does not always seem correct:

(114) John hopes to shoot and kill a deer, but he fears that he would just wound

it.

What is problematic in (114) is that there can be no extension from s1 in

which John shoots and kill a deer to a s2 in which John just wounds it. The specific

contents of the attitude verbs do not match.

Besides, the situational theory is in need of further constraints to explain

the following contrast:

(115) a. John tries to catch a unicorn and wishes to eat it.

b. #John wishes to catch a unicorn and tries to eat it.

Suppose (115a) and (115b) are analyzed as (116a) and (116B) respectively:

(116) a. TRY
j

( catch a unicorn & (WISH
j

(eat it)))

b. WISH
j

( catch a unicorn & (TRY
j

(eat it)))

Given the dependence hypothesis, John does not have an independent wish

to eat a unicorn, rather, his wish is relativized to his trying to catch one. So, what
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John wishes is that if he catches a unicorn, he eats it. It is not entirely clear to

me, however, whether in (115a) John’s wish must be contingent on his attempt

and belief. Meanwhile, the situational account have to address the asymmetry of

felicity. What is the relation between situations in Johns’ wish-worlds and those in

his try-worlds such that (115a) is good but (115b) is bad?

Moreover, consider a simplified version of Geach’s Hob-Nob sentence:

(117) Hob thinks a witch has blighted Bob’s mare and Nob thinks she killed Cob’s

sow.

According to the situational analysis, (117) is true i↵ (roughly) in every

world compatible with what Hob’s believes, there is a minimal situation s where

a witch benighted Bob’s mare, and in every world compatible with what Nob’s

believes, there is a minimal situation s
0
which is an extension of s in which the witch

in s killed Cob’s cow in s
0
. However, for the intended de dicto reading, there is

no reason to assume that Nob knows or believes what Hob believes; it may even

be the case that Hob and Nob do not know each other. Thus, it makes no sense

to require Nob’s belief-worlds and the related situations to be analyzed relative to

Hob’s belief-worlds and situations.

The situational analysis is under particular pressure when it comes to in-

tensional subordination. Since the situational theorists account for the anaphoric

link in terms of extension of situations, they need to explain how various kinds of

possible worlds are related to one another and how situations in various worlds can

be extensions of one another. The task may be less demanding when the intensional
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operators denote similar enough worlds (e.g. want-hope, think-want, want-think,

etc.). When the attitude verbs are at odds (e.g. belief-disbelief, hope-fear, think-

doubt, wish-suspect, etc.), however, the task of establishing the cross-intensional,

cross-world connection becomes extremely onerous. Of course, this is not a knock-

down argument against the situational theory, but given the considerations raised

in this section, its prospect seems gloomy.the

3.6 The Problem of Quantification

Quantification over situations can lead to undesirable, counter-intuitive re-

sults. The problem arises when we modify the determiner of the indefinite an-

tecedent.

Consider:

(118) If a man owns exactly one donkey, he beats it.

In light of the distinction between the symmetric and asymmetric construals,

the presence of pronouns ‘he’ and ‘it’ demands that (118) receives the symmetric

interpretation. The LF for (118) is thus (119a) with the truth conditions (119b):

(119) a. always
s1 if [[ax man(s1)(x)] [[exactly one

y

donkey(s1)(y)] [x owns (s1) y]]]

s2[f1(s1) beat(s2)f2(s1)]

b. every minimal situation s1 such that 9x9!y[x is a man in s1 & y is a

donkey in s1 & x owns y in s1] can be extended to a situation s2 where

f

1(s1) beat(s2)f2(s1)
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Moltmann (2006) argues, and I think correctly, that (119b) cannot be the

desired truth conditions.34 Imagine a case where a farmer owns five donkeys and

beats each of the donkeys. (118) would be true in this scenario according to (119b).

So long as a farmer owns n donkeys, n 6=0, there will be exactly n minimal situations

in which the farmer owns exactly one donkey. Hence, (118) would be true whenever

a farmer that owns whatsoever number of donkey beats every donkey he owns.

Apparently, these predictions do not match our intuition about (118).

Here is another telling example:

(120) If a farmer has no donkey, he is poor.

According to the situational E-type theory, (120) is true i↵ every minimal

situation s1 where a farmer owns no donkey can be extended to a situation s2 where

the farmer is poor. But for every farmer, whether he in fact owns any donkey or

not, there is a minimal situation containing that farmer in which he owns no donkey.

Consider the following scenario:

(121)
Farmer A d1, d2 rich
Farmer B poor

Farmer A owns two donkeys and is rich; Farmer B has no donkey and is

poor. Intuitively, (120) is true in this scenario, but the situational analysis predicts

otherwise. True, there is a minimal situation where Farmer B has no donkey that

can be extended to a situation where he is poor; however, the minimal situation

34Moltmann (2006), p.219. My (118) and (120) are her examples (45a) and (45b).
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where Farmer A has no donkey cannot be extended to a situation where he is

poor. Since we are supposed to count all the relevant minimal situations, we are

forced to conclude that (120) is false because not all minimal situations s1 can be

extended to the desired s2. The absurdity of this example shows that the way truth

is defined as a relation between the set of certain minimal situations and the set

of their extensions is not right. What is problematic is that minimal situations as

defined by the situational theorists do not correspond to what we intuitively reckon

as situations satisfying the restrictor.35

Kratzer (2011) reflects that the naive minimalization account requires some

refinement. For conditionals, quantification over situations that are “minimal” need

to be “responsive to specific properties of their antecedents.” Special features that

must be taken into consideration include “the presence of count nouns versus mass

nouns, telic versus atelic verb phrases, modified versus unmodified numerals, neg-

ative versus positive quantifiers.” In other words, minimal situations are not al-

ways what the minimalization account wants; sometimes, maximizations are pre-

ferred.36atelic

Consider the atelic verb phrase ‘flew a plane’:

(122) Sue flew a plane.

Suppose Sue flew from Austin to Seattle. Call this situation s*. Strictly

speaking, any sub-situation of s* is also a situation where Sue flew a plane. The

35The discussion in section 3.4 points to the same conclusion.
36Kratzer (2012), section 7.
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first hour of the flight is a situation where Sue flew a plane, the second hour is a

situation where she flew a plane, and so is the third hour. Yet in evaluating the

truth of (123), all the sub-situations are lumped together and only s* counts:

(123) Sue flew a plane just once.

Kratzer thinks that in this case, we implicitly impose a counting criterion;37

the notion of self-connectedness is at work too. This means that what we quantify

over is in fact some “maximally uninterrupted” situation.38

Kratzer also draws a distinction between situations that exemplify a propo-

sition and situations in which a proposition is true:

(124) Exemplification: A situation s exemplifies a proposition p i↵ whenever there

is a part of s in which p is not true, then s is a minimal situation in which

p is true.

Following (124), even though p is true in s
a

, s
a

is not a situation that exem-

plifies p. In contrast, p is not only true in s
b

but is exemplified by s
b

:

(125) a. p: A farmer owns two donkeys.

b. s
a

: Farmer A owns three donkeys.

c. s
b

: Farmer B owns two donkeys.

37The “Counting Principle” she adopts from Casati and Varzi (1999), p.112 states that a counting
domain cannot contain non-identical overlapping individuals.

38See von Fintel (2004b), p.140 and von Fintel (2004a), p.543.
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Going back to the problem case (118): ‘If a man owns exactly one donkey,

he beats it.’ Let the scenario be as depicted in (126):

(126)
Farmer A d1,d2,d3,d4,d5
Farmer B d6

Kratzer argues that the truth or falsity of (118) is independent of the way

Farmer A treats his donkeys and depends solely on the relation between Farmer

B and his donkey. Call the antecedent of (118), i.e., ‘a man owns exactly one

donkey,’ p. We are not looking for minimal situations where p is true; instead, we

should quantify over maximal, self-connected situations in which p is exemplified.39

Relative to every farmer, there is just one maximal self-connected situation, and it

is the only situation that counts. True, there are five minimal situations containing

Farmer A in which he owns exactly one donkey, so p is true and exemplified in those

five situations. Yet none of those matters. The maximally uninterrupted situation

containing Farmer A does not exemplify p. Thus, situations involving Farmer A

are not part of the domain of quantification. The minimal situation that contains

Farmer B and his donkey is a maximal self-connected situation involving Farmer B

that does exemplify p. So, (118) is true i↵ Farmer B beats his donkey.

Similarly, when (120) is evaluated relative to (121), Farmer A and his two

donkeys together constitute a maximal self-connected situation, but it is not a situa-

tion that exemplifies ‘a farmer owns no donkey.’ The situation that contains Farmer

B, by contrast, is an exemplifying situation. So, as the only exemplifying situation

is extendable to a situation in which the farmer is poor, (120) is true.

39Kratzer (2012), section 7.
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Granted that the revised analysis gets the intuitive truth conditions of (118)

and (120) right, I think the account is still defective. My evidence is (127):

(127) If a man owns at least one donkey, he beats it.

Suppose the scenario is still (126). Call the antecedent of (127) p
0
. No doubt

the situation containing Farmer B and his one donkey counts as an exemplifying

situation of p
0
. It seems that the situation containing Farmer A and all his five

donkeys is also an exemplifying situation of p
0
in the relevant sense. However, if all

A’s donkeys are lumped into one maximal situation, the situational analysis will not

be able to interpret the pronoun ‘it.’ Recall that ‘it’ is supposedly determined by

a salient function f from situations to individuals. If there are multiple donkeys in

s1, f(s1) becomes undefined. This is bad news for the situational E-type theorists.

There is no prediction of a determinate truth value; even worse, (127) is simply

uninterpretable.

Kratzer is most likely right in her refinement of the situation semantics by re-

placing minimality simpliciter with minimality plus possible maximization. A notion

of minimality sensitive to features in the linguistic contexts is definitely preferable.

Curiously, for conditionals like ‘If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it’ no maximiza-

tion is called for. Focusing on the indefinites, the need for maximization arises only

with the use of decorated numerals. This suggests that indefinite descriptions such

as ‘a donkey’ are not quantifying. The problem I raise, on the other hand, under-

lines the tension between maximization and uniqueness. Since the interpretation of

E-type pronouns hinges on fine-grained situations, the lumping of situations may
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lead to loss of uniqueness.

3.7 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter I discuss Heim’s analysis of donkey pronouns. Following

Evans, Heim associates E-type pronouns to definite descriptions, but she di↵ers from

Evans in equating E-type pronouns to definite descriptions. However, due to her

Fregean conception of definite descriptions, E-type pronouns turn out to be as much

referential to Heim as they are to Evans. To neutralize the unwanted uniqueness

presuppositions of E-type pronouns in conditionals, Heim relativizes uniqueness to

minimal situations. Yet the use of situations does not appear fruitful for E-type

pronouns occurring in conjunctive contexts.

Heim’s analysis has three critical elements: (i) the retrieval of definite de-

scriptions is determined by contextually salient functions; (ii) the uniqueness asso-

ciated with definite descriptions is analyzed as a case of presupposition; (iii) unique-

ness is relativized to situations and conditionals involve quantification over situa-

tions. I argue that all three theses run into obstacles that cannot be overcome with

ease.

First, the problem of the formal link concerns how the content of definite

descriptions is obtained. I argue that Heim’s semantic-pragmatic account is too

unconstrained and must give way to a more syntactic approach. The problem of

indiscernibility relates to the analysis of uniqueness as presupposition. I show that

the proposed solution to di↵erentiate the distinguishable bishops yields unwelcome

results. Furthermore, if the proposed solution has any seeming success, it is due
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to an excessive manipulation of situations and involves circular reasoning. The

failure to account for indistinguishable participants indicates that uniqueness, even

when analyzed as presupposition and relativized to situations, is still undesirable.

Furthermore, E-type pronouns occurring in intensional contexts present a particu-

lar challenge to the situational analysis; the correlation between cross-intensional

worlds remains inexplicable. Finally, I discuss problems of quantifying over situ-

ations. Naive minimalism must be supplemented with possible maximization, yet

maximization may obstruct the interpretation of E-type pronouns. Due to these dif-

ficulties, I conclude that the situational E-type analysis is not the ultimate answer

to donkey pronouns.
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Chapter 4

Neale’s Numberless Analysis

The analysis Neale (1990) provides for donkey pronouns is what he calls the

D-type account. Like Evans, Neale argues that donkey pronouns are descriptive, but

unlike Evans, he thinks that they literally go proxy for definite descriptions. Neale

departs further from Evans in assigning no referential role to descriptive pronouns.

For Neale, descriptions are quantificational through and through. Hence, in the D-

type analysis there is no tension between the quantificational indefinite antecedents

and the referential anaphoric pronouns like the one we find in Evans’ E-type account.

Neale’s analysis also diverges from Heim’s in three important aspects. First,

he follows a more syntactic mechanism in reconstructing the disguised definite de-

scription, and prevents the problem of formal link as a result. Second, Neale takes

the uniqueness commitment encoded in definite descriptions as part of the assertion

rather than a presupposition. However, he argues that uniqueness should be under-

stood as ‘numberless’ or ‘number neutral.’ There can be exactly one or more than

one individual that satisfy the definite description in question. More specifically, syn-

tactically singular descriptive pronouns are semantically numberless. Third, Neale’s

theory is free of situations. Using RQ, a modified version of first-order logic which

includes restricted quantifiers, Neale argues that his analysis of descriptive pronouns

can handle the problems associated with donkey pronouns just fine.
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In this chapter, I investigate Neale’s proposal. I shall begin with the basic

tenets of his theory, explain his ideas with some examples, discuss the creditability

of the numberless thesis and critically review the theory’s strength and drawbacks.

4.1 A Russellian Analysis of Descriptions

4.1.1 The Theory of Descriptions

Following Russell, Neale holds that noun phrases are either referring ex-

pressions or denoting phrases. Descriptions, whether definite or indefinite, are not

referring expressions. To expand the territory where Russell’s Theory of Description

is applicable, Neale proposes that we treat descriptions as restricted quantifiers.

Let me spell out his proposal. According to RQ, Neale’s’ formal theory of

‘descriptions as restricted quantifiers’, a determiner is an expression that combines

with a formula (or predicate) to form the restricted quantifier. For example, ‘most’

is a natural language determiner; when combined with ‘women’, the result is a

restricted quantifier ‘most women’. More generally, if ‘D x’ stands for a determiner,

‘[ D x: �]’ stands for a unary restricted quantifier. A restricted quantifier (or a

quantifier phrase) combines with a further formula to yield a well-formed formula.

For example, we can represent ‘Most women are generous’ as ‘[most x: women

x](generous x)’.1 Thus defined, expressions such as ‘most women’, ‘all philosophers’,

‘some linguists who enjoy gardening’ and ‘the man with the martini’ and the like

1Neale’s rules for well-formedness are as follows:
(Q1) If � is a well-formed formula with x free, and if D is one of ‘some’, ‘no’, ‘every’, ‘all’, ‘a’, ‘the’,
‘most’, etc., then ‘[Dx: �]’ is a well-formed quantifier phrase.
(Q2) If  is a well-formed formula with x free, and if ‘[Dx: �]’ is a well-formed quantifier phrase,
then ‘[Dx: �]( ) is a well-formed formula. Neale (1990), p.42.
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are all unary restricted quantifiers. We thus have a unified syntactic and semantic

category. Having this in the background, Neale puts forward the following principles:

(P1) A phrase ↵ c-commands a phrase � if and only if the first branching node

dominating ↵ also dominates � (and neither ↵ nor � dominates the other).

(P2) A pronoun P that is anaphoric on a quantifier Q is interpreted as a variable

bound by Q if and only if Q c-commands P.

(P3) A quantifier ‘[Dx: Fx]’ is maximal if and only if ‘[Dx: Fx](Gx)’ entails ‘[every

x: Fx](Gx)’, for arbitrary G.

(P4) The antecedent clause for a pronoun P that is anaphoric on a quantifier Q

occurring in a sentence � is the smallest well-formed sub-formula of � that

contains Q as a constituent.

(P5) If x is a pronoun that is anaphoric on, but not c-commanded by, a quantifier

‘[Dx: Fx]’ that occurs in an antecedent clause ‘[Dx: Fx](Gx)’, then x is inter-

preted as the most “impoverished” definite description directly recoverable from

the antecedent clause that denotes everything that is both F and G.

(P5
a

) If x is a pronoun that is anaphoric on, but not c-commanded by, a non-

maximal quantifier ‘[Dx: Fx]’ that occurs in an antecedent clause ‘[Dx: Fx](Gx)’,

then x is interpreted as ‘[the x: Fx & Gx]’.

(P5
b

) If x is a pronoun that is anaphoric on, but not c-commanded by a maximal

quantifier ‘[Dx: Fx]’ that occurs in an antecedent clause ‘[Dx: Fx](Gx)’, then x

is interpreted as ‘[the x: Fx ]’.2

2Ibid., p.266.
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(P1) and (P2) are familiar notions of c-command and binding in linguistic

theories; (P3) through (P5) provide guidelines for the translation from ordinary En-

glish sentences to the proposed logic. (P5) in particular, defines an donkey pronoun

as going proxy for the definite description recoverable from the text.

For an illustration, consider:

(128) John bought some donkeys and Harry vaccinated them.3

The logical form of the antecedent sentence is given as ‘[some x: donkeys

x](John bought x),’ which is also, by (P4), the antecedent clause for ‘them.’ Because

‘some Fs’ is non-maximal, we use (P5
a

) in applying (P5) to the pronoun ‘they’ and

then anaphor sentence becomes (129):

(129) [the x: donkeys x & John bought x](Harry vaccinated x)

Now consider the problem of formal link that troubles Heim’s account.

(130) a. John has a wife. Bill is sitting next to her.

b. #John is married. Bill is sitting next to her.

It should be evident that the problem simply does not arise for Neale. In

(130a), a D-type interoperation for the pronoun ‘her’ is felicitous. The first sentence

can be analyzed as ‘[a x: woman x](John’s wife x),’ which is also the antecedent

clause for the pronoun ‘her.’ The second sentence hence turns out as ‘[the x: woman

3This is from Neale (1990), p.183.
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x & John’s wife x](Bill is sitting next to x).’ However, a D-type interpretation is

not available for ‘her’ in (130b) because there is just no quantifier for the pronoun

to be anaphoric on. The descriptive content must occur explicitly in the linguistic

context.

4.1.2 Numberlessness

The next crucial move for Neale is the characterization of donkey pronouns

as semantically numberless. More specifically, singular donkey pronouns are not

semantically singular; they are semantically numberless. Neale believes that the

number agreement between an anaphoric pronoun and its antecedent is a purely

syntactic matter, but we should not confuse that with their cardinality implication.

Why does Neale adopt the number-neutral thesis? The evidence comes from

the following examples:

(131) a. Every new recruit is armed.

b. All new recruits are armed.4

(131a) and (131b) are truth-conditionally equivalent. Now consider (132a)

and (132b) where a sentence containing an anaphoric pronoun is added to each:

(132) a. Every new recruit is armed. He is ready for combat at a moment’s notice.

b. All new recruits are armed. They are ready for combat at a moment’s

notice.

4Neale (1990), Examples (28) and (29), p.234.
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Since the antecedents sentences in (132a) and (132b) are equivalent, if the

anaphoric pronouns ‘he’ and ‘they’ are cashed out as the same definite descriptions,

the two anaphoric sentences would be equivalent; if the pronouns are interpreted

di↵erently, (132a) and (132b) will not be equivalent. By (P5), the pronoun in (132a)

comes out as ‘the new recruit,’ and the one in (132b) will be ‘the new recruits.’

Neither is correct, however. If there is more than one recruit, (132a) will be false,

and if there is exactly one new recruit, (132b) becomes false. Truth-conditionally

speaking, ‘all new recruits’ and ‘every new recruit’ (or simply ‘all’ and ‘every’) are

neither singular nor plural; the universally quantified description ‘every new recruit’

does not carry with it an implication of singularity just as ‘all new recruits’ does not

carry an implication of plurality. Nevertheless, the anaphoric pronouns, which for

syntactic coherence match the number with their antecedents, seem to have added a

cardinality implication not supplied by their antecedents. This is highly undesirable.

Neale thus proposes that donkey pronouns are semantically numberless, es-

pecially those anaphoric on phrases such as ‘every F,’ ‘each F’ and ‘all Fs’. In other

words, an unbound pronoun ‘it’ is first analyzed as some definite description of the

form ‘[the x: Fx]’ or ‘[the x: Fx & Gx]’ following the normal rules, then trans-

formed into ‘[whe x: Fx]’ or ‘[whe x: Fx & Gx]’ following the numberless thesis.

The semantics of the new quantifier is defined as follows:

(133) [whe x: Fx](Gx) is true i↵ | F-G|=0 and |F|�1.5

5In the case of a singular ‘the’: ‘The F is G’, or [the x: Fx](Gx) is true i↵ | F-G|=0 and |F|=1.
In the case of a plural ‘the’: ‘The Fs are Gs’ or [the x: Fx](Gx) is true i↵ | F-G|=0 and |F|>1.
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Let me illustrate with this donkey sentence:

(134) If a man owns a donkey, he vaccinates it.

Depending on the order in which the rule Quantifier Raising (or QR) applies

to the indefinite descriptions, the antecedent of (134) is analyzed either as (135a)

or (135b):

(135) a. [a x: man x] ([a y: donkey y](x owns y))

b. [a y: donkey y]([a x: man x](x owns y))

When QR applies first to ‘a donkey’ and then to ‘a man,’ we get (135a);

when QR applies first to ‘a man’ and then to ‘a donkey,’ (135b) is the result.

Now, if (135a) is the logical form for the antecedent of (134), by (P4), the

antecedent clause for the pronoun ‘he’ is just (135a) and the antecedent clause for

‘it’ is (136a). By (P5), the D-type pronoun ‘he’ is analyzed as (136b) and ‘it’ is

interpreted as (136c):

(136) a. ([a y: donkey y](x owns y])

b. [whe x: man x & [a y: donkey y](x owns y)]

c. [whe y: donkey y & x owns y]

When it comes to interpreting of the consequent of (134), there is again

inevitable ambiguity depending on whether ‘he’(i.e., (136b) or ‘it’ (i.e., (136c) takes

wide scope:
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(137) a. [whe x: man x & [a y: donkey y](x buys y]] ([whe y: donkey y & x buys

y](x vaccinates y))

b. [whe y: donkey y & x owns y]([whe x: man x & [a y: donkey y](x owns

y)](x vaccinates y))

Yet only (137a) is of use because (137b) is ungrammatical: the description

for which ‘it’ goes proxy contains a free variable x.

If the antecedent of (134) is read as (135b), the antecedent clause for ‘he’ is

(138a), and the antecedent clause for ‘it’ is (138b). By (P5), ‘he’ receives the D-type

translation (138c) and ‘it’ ‘(138d):

(138) a. [a y: donkey y]([a x: man x](x owns y))

b. [a x: man x](x owns y)

c. [whe y: donkey y & [a x: man x](x owns y)]

d. [whe x: man x & x owns y]

Similarly, the consequent of (134) is in theory ambiguous between (139a)

and (139b), but (139b) is ungrammatical due to the free occurrence of variable y:

(139) a. [whe y: donkey y & [a x: man x](x owns y)]([whe x: man x & x owns

y](x vaccinates y]]

b. [whe x: man x & x owns y]([whe y: donkey y & [a x: man x](x owns

y)](x vaccinates y))
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Hence, though (134) is in principle four-way ambiguous, two of the interpre-

tations, i.e., (137b) and (139b), are ungrammatical and the other two, i.e., (137a)

and (139a), turn out to be logically equivalent, saying roughly that ‘for whatever x

such that x is a man and x buys a donkey and for whatever donkey y that he buys,

x vaccinates y.’

Neale concludes that ‘the universalization of the indefinite “a donkey”... is a

logical illusion: It is the pronoun that has the universal force, by virtue of standing

in for a [numberless] definite descriptions’.6 In short, singular indefinites antecedents

are not necessarily semantically singular, nor are the unbound pronouns anaphoric

on them.

4.1.3 Bishops, Flatmates and Beers

Turning to the bishop sentence (140), the antecedent of (140) is ambiguous

between (141a) and (141b), where ‘Mxy’ is shorthand for ‘x meets y’:

(140) If a bishop meets a bishop, he blesses him.

(141) a. [a x: bishop x]([a y: bishop y](Mxy))

b. [a y: bishop y]([a x: bishop x](Mxy))

When (141a) is the case, the anaphoric pronouns ‘he’ and ‘him’ are repre-

sented respectively as (142a) and (142b):

(142) a. [whe x: bishop x & [a y: bishop y](Mxy)]

6Ibid., p.236.
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b. [whe y: bishop y&Mxy)]

Consequently, where ‘Bxy’ stands for ‘x blesses y,’ the consequent of (140)

is ambiguous between either (143a) or (143b), depending on whether ‘he’ or ‘him’

takes wide scope:

(143) a. [whe x: bishop x & [a y: bishop y](Mxy)]([whe y: bishop y&Mxy](Bxy))

b. [whe y: bishop y&Mxy)]([whe x: bishop x & [a y: bishop y](Mxy)](Bxy))

Note that (143b) is uninterpretable, because x is free. So, only (143a) is

good.

If the antecedent of (140) is analyzed as (141b), ‘he’ and ‘him’ receive the

D-type translations as (144a) and (144b) respectively:

(144) a. [whe y: bishop y & [a x: bishop x](Mxy)]

b. [whe y: bishop y & Mxy]

Under this interpretation, the consequent of (140) is either (145a) or (145b),

but only (145a) is grammatical:

(145) a. [whe y: bishop y & [a x: bishop x](Mxy)]([whe y: bishop y & Mxy](Bxy)

b. [whe y: bishop y & Mxy]([whe y: bishop y & [a x: bishop x](Mxy)](Bxy)

Again, among the four possible interpretations of (140), only (143a) and

(145a) are permissible, and they are logically equivalent. Arguably, the two occur-

rences of ‘a bishop’ in the antecedent do have di↵erent descriptive content—one of
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the bishops is interpreted as ‘the bishop that meets a bishop’ while the other is an-

alyzed as ‘the bishop that meets something.’ Consequently, the anaphoric pronouns

too have di↵erent descriptive content—one of them is read as ‘whatever bishop that

meets a bishop’ and the other is represented as ‘whatever bishop that meets x/y.’

Putting these altogether, the consequent says that whatever bishop who meets a

bishop blesses whatever bishop whom he meets. This seems to capture the meaning

of (140), namely whenever bishops meet one another, they bless each other.

The D-type analysis also appears to make the correct prediction of (146):

(146) If a man shares an apartment with another man, he shares the rent with

him.

For the sake of simplicity, ‘Pxy’ is used to stand for ‘x shares an apartment

with y’ and ‘Rxy’ is shorthand for ‘x shares the fee with y.’ Similar to previous

examples, the antecedent of (146) is ambiguous between (147a) and (147b), but

(147) is ill-formed due to the free variable x it contains:

(147) a. [a x: man x] ([a y: man y & y 6=x](Pxy))

b. [ay: man y & y 6=x]([a x: man x](Pxy))

In other words, the use of ‘another’ practically eliminates the ambiguity

otherwise permissible in the antecedent of (146). By (P4), (148a) is the antecedent

clause for ‘he’ and (148b) for ‘him’; by (P5), ‘he’ and ‘him’ are analyzed as (148c)

and (148d) respectively:
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(148) a. [an x: man x] ([a y: man y & y 6=x](Pxy))

b. [a y: man y & y 6=x](Pxy)

c. [whe x: man x & [a y: man y & y 6=x](Pxy)]

d. [whe y: man y & y 6=x&Pxy)]

Given these descriptions and the matrix clause ‘Rxy,’ the consequent of the

conditional comes out as either (149a) or (149b):

(149) a. [whe x: man x & [a y: man y & y 6=x](Pxy)]([whe y: man y & y 6=x&Pxy)])(Rxy))

b. [whe y: man y & y 6=x&Pxy)]([whe x: man x & [a y: man y & y 6=x](Pxy)](Rxy)

While (148a) says just what is intended (albeit clumsily), that whatever

man who buys an apartment with another man shares the fee with whatever man

whom he shares the apartment with, (149) contains a free occurrence of x and is

ill-formed. The lesson from the ill-formedness of (147b) and (149b) is that the

indefinite description ‘another man’ cannot take wide scope in the logical form, and

neither can whatever pronoun be anaphoric on it. That the indefinite description

‘another man’ is the direct object in the surface form of (146) has nothing to do

with why it cannot be the wide scope description in the logical form. It is the fact

that its descriptive content necessarily contains an extra variable that limits where

it and the pronoun anaphoric on it can be in the logical form.

Another case in point is the following:7

7This is an analogue of Heim’s sage-plant example, i.e., ‘Everyone who bought a sage plant
bought six other along with it.’
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(150) Every man who bought a beer bought five others along with it.8

Neale argues that if the pronoun ‘it’ is interpreted as a singular description

‘the beer’, (150) is automatically false. If everyone who bought a beer bought more

than one beer, then no beer is unique. On the other hand, simply treating ‘it’ as the

sum of beers bought will not do either. If ‘x bought five other beers along with y’

entails that there are five beers z such that x bought z and y and z do not overlap,

we derive a contradictory (151):

(151) Every man x who bought at least one beer bought five other beers z along

with the beers y that x bought.

Neale’s solution is to maintain the numberless reading of ‘it’ but at the same

time interpret the predication over the pronoun (i.e.,‘bought five others along with’)

distributively. The resulting interpretation is:

(152) Every man x who bought at least one beer bought five others along with

each of the beers y x bought.

Yet the stipulation of the distributivity of predication is not well-grounded.

It is not justified by the semantics of either ‘buy’ or ‘along with.’ In fact, things go

wrong for Neale when the donkey pronouns are pluralized.9 Consider:

(153) Every man who bought two beers bought four others along with them.

8This is Neale’s example (41), ibid., p.238.
9Kanazawa (2001), p.p.393-395.
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This statement is supposed to mean that everyone who bought at least two

beers bought at least six beers. Yet according to the distributive reading, (153)

means the same as (154):

(154) Every man who bought two beers bought at least five beers.10

The problem is that in analyzing (150) Neale needs the predication over the

singular pronoun ‘it’ be read distributively, but in analyzing (153), he needs the

predication over the plural pronoun ‘them’ be read collectively.

To summarize, though the D-type analysis enjoys some success in explaining

sentences with indistinguishable, non-unique participants, the descriptive content

that does the trick is rather unusual: it is not any ordinary description (i.e., NP

or predicate) but a theory-laden logical representation. There is also an added

condition on which pronoun resolution is grammatical. In addition, the analysis

demands a certain stipulation concerning predication, but the stipulation itself is

neither well-grounded nor general.

4.2 Are syntactically singular pronouns semantically numberless?

4.2.1 Singular pronouns are semantically unacceptable

In this section, I want to look into the claim that D-type pronouns are num-

berless. Neale declares that the singularity of D-type pronouns is only a syntactic

matter—they are singular simply to match the syntactic number feature of their

10We get (154) because ‘every man who bought at least one beer bought four others along with
each of the beers y x bought.
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indefinite antecedents. Acknowledging the infelicity with respect to (155a), Neale

contends that even if (155b) shows an improvement, it is still odd, for the clash in

semantic number in the former is traded for a very real syntactic clash in the latter:

(155) a. #Every congressman came to the party and he had a marvelous time.

b. ?Every congressman came to the party and they had a marvelous time.11

I am not sure how the contrast in this example is supposed to sustain the

numberless thesis. There are many other examples where the anaphoric unbound

pronouns do not agree with the syntactic number of their antecedents. Take:

(156) a. #If a bishop meets more than one parishioner at once, he blesses him.

b. If a bishop meets more than one parishioner at once, he blesses them.

(156a) and (156b) would receive exactly the same translation in Neale’s

theory—‘him’ and ‘them’ are both interpreted as ‘[whe y: bishop y & x meet y].’

Hence, the two sentences should fall or stand together. Yet the intuition that they

di↵er with respect to grammaticality is robust. (156a) is ungrammatical despite the

syntactic number agreement; (156) is grammatical despite the disagreement. This

proves Neale wrong in two respects. First, coherence in syntactic number feature

does not guarantee semantical acceptability. Second, donkey pronouns ‘him’ and

‘them’ are not semantically equivalent.

Also, consider:

11Neale (1990), p.231, example (12).
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(157) a. Every student turned in a paper and they were all identical.

b. #Every student turned in a paper and it was all identical.

On the one hand, only (157a) is felicitous and (157b) is simply unacceptable.

On the other, since there are two indefinite descriptions in the first conjunct of the

grammatical (157a), its logical form is ambiguous between (158a) and (158b):

(158) a. [every x: student x]([a y: paper y](x turned in y)])

b. [a y: paper y]([every x: student x](x turned in y))

Suppose (157) is read as (158a), then for the second conjunct we get (159):

(159) [whe y: paper y & x turned in y](identical y=y)

Since there is a free occurrence of x, (159) is ill-formed. This means that

(157) has to be analyzed as (158b), where its second conjunct is analyzed as

(160) [whe y: paper y &[every x: student x](x turned in y)](identical y=y)

(160) seems to be saying just the right thing: whatever paper or papers every

student turned in, the paper or papers are identical. Nonetheless, the translation

is fallacious. In (158b), ‘[a y: paper y]’ takes the wide scope, meaning that there is

one single paper that all students turned in. If there is just one paper that every

student handed in collectively, of course the paper is identical with itself. But then

it is mysterious why we need the plural ‘they’ instead of the singular ‘it’ in the

surface form.
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The core problem is that there is a sense of relativity encoded in the proper

interpretation of the plural pronoun ‘they.’ The denotation of ‘they’ is the collection

of papers turned in by all the students, namely, the paper y1 that student x1 turned

in, the paper y2 that student x2 turned in, and the y
n

paper that student x
n

turned

in. Unfortunately, there is no way to derive this interpretation in Neale’s theory.

Moreover, take this variant:

(161) Every student turned in two papers. They are all identical.

For similar considerations, the first clause is analyzed as (162a), and the

second clause turns out as (162b):

(162) a. [two y: paper y]([every x: student x](x turned-in y))

b. [whe y: paper y &[every x: student x](x turned-in y)](identical y=y)

The resulting interpretation is that whatever two papers that every student

collectively turned in are identical. Another very natural reading of (161) is that

each student turned in two identical papers. This interpretation has no place in

Neale’s analysis, however. For its derivation, we need ‘[two y: paper y]’ to take

narrow scope in the first clause, but then the second clause is represented as ‘[whe

y: paper y & x turned-in y](identical y=y),’ an ill-form due to the free occurrence of

x. Therefore, the D-type analysis is bound to miss the distributive reading of (161).
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4.2.2 When are singular pronouns semantically numberless?

At this point, I want to backtrack to the evidence, namely (132), that Neale

o↵ers for the numberless thesis:

(163) (= (132))

a. Every new recruit is armed. He is ready for combat at a moment’s notice.

b. All new recruits are armed. They are ready for combat at a moment’s

notice.

Neale argues that since (163a) and (163b) are semantically equivalent, the

singular ‘he’ and plural ‘they’ are semantically equivalent. I agree that (163a) and

(163b) are truth-conditionally equivalent, but I reject the semantic equivalence be-

tween the two pronouns. The interchangeability between (163a) and (163b) rests on

a particular reason, i.e., the predication in the second sentence describes something

generic of the indefinite antecedents. It is prototypical that an armed recruit is

ready for combat at a moment’s notice; after all, that is what is expected of the

enlisted.

By contrast, (164a) and (164b) are not equivalent:

(164) a. #Every new recruit is armed and he misfired and injured a civilian last

night.

b. Every new recruit is armed and they misfired and injured a civilian last

night.
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(164a) is unacceptable, and with respect to the oddity in the ameliorated

(164b), I suspect that it comes from the fact that there is nothing generic about

soldiers misfiring and injuring a civilian. If I am right, it is for the same reason that

(155) is problematic, because having a marvelous time at a party is not what we

generically associate with the description ‘congressman’:

(165) (=(155))

a. #Every congressman came to the party and he had a marvelous time.

b. ? Every congressman came to the party and they had a marvelous time.

The upshot is that even if the numberless feature holds of donkey pronouns,

there is the extra qualification that the sentences in which these pronouns are used

are supposed to convey generality. Hence, it is no wonder that the numberless thesis

holds more ground in conditionals and donkey sentences with relative clauses such

as:

(166) a. If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it.

b. Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it.

Of course, donkey beating is not generic of farmers by definition, but if

true, (166) makes a general claim about the behavior of farmers toward their poor

donkeys. (166) is not about one farmer or two and their unique donkey(s) but rather

farmers and their donkey(s) in general. Indeed, Neale attests that, ‘if the indefinite

description is within the scope of, say, a universal quantifier, very likely [the speaker]
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has object-independent grounds for the assertion.’12

But the D-type analysis goes wrong even with object-independent proposi-

tions. Take:

(167) Every man who has a daughter told the professor she wanted to study with

that she was very talented.

Following Neale’s strategy, (167) is interpreted as (168a) if a man has one

daughter; if a man has more than daughter, (168b) is the necessary result:

(168) a. Every man who has a daughter told the professor the daughter wanted

to study with that the the daughter was very talented.

b. Every man who has a daughter told the professor every daughter wanted

to study with that every daughter he has is very talented.13

While (168a) is unobjectionable, (168b) is clearly not the desired reading in

a scenario where a man has at least two daughters.

The following example provides an interesting contrast:

(169) Every man who has a daughter thinks that she is the most beautiful girl in

the world.

(169) is also intended to convey generality, so the anaphoric pronoun ‘she’

should be semantically numberless. Yet given the assumption that there can only

12Ibid., p.237.
13These are Moltmann (2006)’s examples (35) and (36), p.p. 215-216.
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be one ‘most beautiful girl’, the numberless interpretation would lead to a contra-

dictory belief. To this objection, Neale concedes that some flexibility is needed and

a singular interpretation of ‘her’ is preferred. This means that D-type pronouns are

not always numberless: they may be either semantically singular (as in (refnegirl))

or numberless depending on various factors such as the immediate linguistic context,

as well as the lexical and background knowledge.14

As a matter of fact, Neale could have adhered to the numberless thesis with

respect to the current example. Two responses are possible. First, just as two men

who are both nine feet tall have equal claim to being ‘the tallest man in the world,’ a

father of two (or more) daughters can deem each of his daughters ‘the most beautiful

girl in the world.’ On the other hand, if one insists that any definite description

can only be satisfied by one unique individual, then (169) can be understood as

involving a pragmatic domain restriction. That is, we pragmatically accommodate

the (literally false) assumption that (169) is about men who have one and only one

daughter. Hence, on the level of what is said, ‘she’ is semantically numberless, but

on the level of what is communicated, ‘she’ is understood as semantically singular.

We can explain the existence of (and sometime preference for) existential

readings along similar lines.

(170) If a man owns a cowboy hat, he wears it to the rodeo.

First, it is not impossible, and certainly not contradictory that a man in

the possession of several cowboy hats brings all his hats to the rodeo and wears

14Ibid., p.p.237-238.
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them one by one. On the other hand, one may insist on the low practicality of the

possibility just sketched, in which case we pull back from the literal truth conditions

of (170). We then either (a) judge (170) as true as long as all cowboy hat-owning

men each wears one of his hats to the rodeo, or (b) pragmatically restrict the domain

of quantification to people who own just one cowboy hat.15

By contrast, the occurrence of donkey pronouns in object-dependent asser-

tions poses a serious challenge to the numberless thesis. Take, for instance,

(171) John owns a donkey. He beats it.

For a faithful Russellian, the truth conditions of ‘John owns a donkey’ are

the same as ‘John owns some donkeys,’ and it is in this sense that the indefinite

antecedent is semantically numberless. The anaphoric pronoun ‘it’ should then be

numberless as well. If this is so, (171) means the same as (172):

(172) John owns one or more donkeys. He beats the donkey or donkeys he owns.

which is not the most intuitive interpretation of (171). Neale admits that,

‘when a speaker S uses a sentence of the from ‘An F is G’, very often some object-

depend belief or other furnishes the grounds for S’s utterance, and a subsequent

pronoun anaphoric on the indefinite will, in all probability, be interpreted as seman-

tically singular.’16

15Barker (2004), p.293 makes a similar point. Barker says of his example (34)‘Everyone who had
a hat wore it to the game.’ that it really is not about people who had only one hat. The existential
interpretation of ‘it’ is an instance of sacrificing literal truth in the interest of a communicative
purpose.

16Neale(1990), p.237.
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To be more precise, in the conjunctive contexts, particularly when the sin-

gular indefinites are not in the scope of other quantifiers, singular donkey pronouns

are often favorably interpreted as semantically singular.17

In short, Neale cannot sustain the strong version of the numberless thesis, but

settles for the weaker version, i.e., D-type pronouns are either semantically singular

or numberless. It is not clear to me whether embracing a degree of flexibility shows

the advantage or weakness of the D-type analysis. It is a necessary concession to

make for better descriptive adequacy, but at the same time this move does not seem

to promote greater explanatory power. Besides, even in cases where the numberless

feature is preferable, examples such as (157), (161) and (167) show that there are

di�culties unaccounted for in the theory.

17Contrast (172) with the following:

i. Every farmer owns a donkey. They beat it.

ii. All farmers own a donkey. They beat it.

iii. Three farmers own a donkey. They beat it.

iv. A farmer owns a donkey. He beats it.

In (i) and (ii) where ‘a donkey’ is in the scope of universal quantifiers, the numberless interpreta-
tion is preferred. This is because the universal quantifiers entail a sense of generality, and donkey
pronouns used in a generality-conveying context ought to be numberless. The first half of (iii) is
ambiguous between a collective reading and a distributive one. Though the singular ‘it’ in the
anaphor sentence makes the distributive reading less intuitive, some native speakers consider it a
live option. Note that if Neale insists on the numberless thesis, (iii) turns out as:
(iii⇤) Three farmers own at least one donkey. They beat the donkey or donkeys they own.
Then the owning and beating relationships between the farmers and donkeys are open to various
interpretations. By contrast, (iv) is a strong case for semantically singular donkey pronouns. That
‘a farmer’ is not a genuine quantifier strikes me as the reason for the di↵erence.
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4.3 Incomplete Description and Misdescription

Since the D-type analysis takes donkey pronouns to be semantically equiv-

alent to Russellian definite descriptions, it is prone to arguments against the Rus-

sellian theory of descriptions. In this section, I investigate two problems concerning

descriptions and their impact on the D-type analysis. The first, the problem of

incomplete description is that the descriptive content of donkey pronouns recovered

from the linguistic context is often not uniquely-denoting. The second, the problem

of misdescription, is that when the description attributed to the indefinite antecedent

is incorrect, donkey pronouns cannot be equated to the false description.18

4.3.1 The Problem of Incomplete Description

According to Neale’s D-type analysis, (173a) is semantically equivalent to

(173b) where the pronoun ‘it’ goes proxy for ‘the book on the table’:

(173) a. There is a book is on the table. It is for you.

b. There is a book is on the table. The book on the table is for you.

However, if there are several books on the table, (173a) can still be uttered

but (173b) will be infelicitous. The definite description fails to denote uniquely.

The D-type analysis inherits the problem of incompleteness from the theory

of description— if the description is descriptively incomplete, the uniqueness cannot

18I shall limit my discussion in this section to donkey pronouns that are properly semantically
singular and are used in propositions for which the the speaker probably has object-dependent
grounds.
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be established. As a result, we can expect the defense made on behalf of the theory

of description is transferable to the D-type analysis. This is essentially the line of

argument Neale takes.

Neale contends, accurately I think, that the problem of incomplete descrip-

tion cannot be solved by appealing to referential descriptions, for the same problem

arises even for non-referential descriptions. Take, for instance,

(174) Every student is hungry.

The truth conditions of (174) certainly do not demand that every student

in the world is hungry. Therefore, the solution to the incompleteness of description

must be more general.

In the approaches Neale favors, context plays an important role. The im-

plicit approach leaves the description as it is, but allows the context of utterance

to restrict the domain of quantification; the explicit approach treats incomplete

descriptions as elliptical for proper descriptions, and context is responsible for com-

pleting the description. So, context can help to resolve the problem of incomplete

description by either providing the appropriate domain of quantification or enriching

the description so it becomes uniquely-denoting.19

19Stanley and Szabo (2000)’s analysis of quantifier domain restriction can be seen as an example
of the implicit approach. They argue that quantified phrase, or descriptions in Neale’s terminology,
have a covert argument for domain of quantification and that the covert argument is represented
syntactically as a variable whose value is provided by context. Take (174) for example, whose
underlying logical form is (i):
(i) Everyone [student f(i)] is hungry.
According to Stanley and Szabo, ‘i’ is an object provided by the context and ‘f’ is a function provided
by the context that maps objects onto quantifier domains. The restriction on the description ‘every
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Furthermore, Neale argues that the complete description is ‘under no obliga-

tion to treat the ellipsoid material as free of referring expressions and indexicals.’20

A description containing referential expressions is not to be confused with a refer-

ential description. In other words, an enriched Russellian description can take the

form of ‘[the x: Rbx]’ or ‘[a x: Rbx]’ where ‘b’ is a referring expression as long as

R is not the identity relation.21 Though he apparently adopts the explicit method

and takes the description as elliptical, Neale is of the opinion that the two methods

may very likely be notational variants.22

Hence, the incomplete descriptions ‘a book’ and ‘the book’ are elliptical for

proper descriptions, e.g., ‘a/the book with the red cover’, ‘a/the book next to that

blue vase’ (where ‘that blue vase is used referentially) and ‘the book you left in my

o�ce last week’, and the proper descriptions are uniquely-denoting.

In a word, Neale is convinced that the problem of incomplete descriptions

poses no real threat to either the theory of description or the D-type analysis as

‘contextual considerations must play a role in spelling out the descriptive content

of D-type pronouns in exactly the same way that such considerations play a role in

spelling out the contents of overt definite descriptions and other quantifiers. What-

ever mechanisms come into play in completing elliptical descriptions can be appealed

student’ relative to a context c would then be provided by the result of applying the function that c
supplies to ‘f’ and to the objects that c supplies to ‘i’. Relative to c, ‘f’ is assigned a function from
objects to sets; relative to c, ‘i’ is assigned an object. The denotation of ‘< student, f(i) >’ relative
to c is then the result of intersecting the set of student with the set that results from applying the
value given to ‘f’ by c to the value given to ‘i’ by c.

20Neale (1990), p.101
21Though technically the result is still a description if R is the identity relation, the distinction

between referring and denoting will indeed be very weak. Ibid., p.115.
22Ibid., p.95 and p.115.
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to in spelling out (elliptical) D-type pronouns.’23

Neale’s response to the problem of incomplete description strikes me as in-

adequate. On the one hand, according to to his explicit solution, the descriptive

content of a non-uniquely-denoting indefinite description is enriched to a uniquely-

denoting description. This of course solves the problem of incompleteness for the

anaphoric pronoun, but it creates a di↵erent problem. An indefinite description so

strengthened behaves just like a definite description. Nevertheless, strengthening

the descriptive content of the indefinite changes the truth conditions of the sentence

in which the indefinite description occurs. For example, consider:

(175) a. A book is on the table. It is for you.

b. A book (that F) is on the table. It is for you.

(175a) can be truthfully and felicitously uttered when there are several books

on the table. Suppose the description F is uniquely-denoting. (175b) can only be

felicitously uttered when the unique book that F is on the table. Hence, (175a) and

(175b) have di↵erent truth conditions.

On the other hand, allowing contextual enrichment leaves the status of (P5),

i.e., that a donkey pronoun is interpreted as the most impoverished definite descrip-

tion directly recoverable from the antecedent clause, ambiguous. Neale comments

that:

23Ibid., p.241.
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‘My own inclination is to see (P5) as a very reliable descriptive gen-

eralization, and perhaps also as a processing heuristic, though as we

shall see, a rather impressive array of facts can be accounted fro on the

assumption that (P5) is a genuine linguistic rule that operates on syn-

tactical representations [......] [L]et us proceed as if (P5) were a linguistic

rule and and by ready to back down when necessary’.24

Neale is ready to take (P5) as a defeasible generalization and processing

heuristic whenever it cannot be sustained as a genuine linguistic rule. In doing so,

the D-type analysis loses its appeal as a clean-cut syntactically rule-governed account

of donkey pronouns. Neale’s analysis allows some degree of contextual flexibility in

spelling out the descriptive content, but if context-sensitivity is more prevalent than

has been assumed, (P5) will have very little substance.

The reliance on context for completing descriptions also brings the D-type

analysis much closer to Evans’ position. Evans holds that E-type pronouns’ reference-

fixing descriptions are rule-governed, but maintains that ‘we should allow the refer-

ence of an E-type pronoun to be fixed not only by predicative material explicitly in

the antecedent clause, but also by material which the speaker supplies on demand.’25

Neale seems to be saying just the same thing. Furthermore, I am concerned that

the proposed solution to the incompleteness description makes the D-type account

dangerously similar to Heim’s approach. In her account, the descriptive content of

a donkey pronoun is retrieved by a semantic-pragmatic mechanism, and its deno-

24Ibid., p.184.
25Evans (1977), p.130.
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tation is determined by a function salient from the context. Both the implicit and

explicit approaches Neale talks about bear resemblance to this semantic-pragmatic,

context-dependent mechanism. Specifically, the elliptical method is prone to the

problem of the formal link, exemplified in:

(176) a. #John is married. She is sitting next to him.

b. John is married [to his wife]. She=His wife is sitting next to him.

As discussed earlier in section 4.1.1, one advantage of the D-type analysis

is its ability to predict the ungrammaticality of (176a). But if Neale allows context

a role in filling the descriptive gap, it can surely supply the elided elements and

there should be no problem in using ‘she’ anaphorically. Put di↵erently, the D-type

analysis no longer enjoys its advantage of being a syntactic descriptive analysis of

donkey pronouns.

To summarize, in response to the problem of incomplete description, Neale

either sticks to (P5) but enriches the descriptive content of an indefinite description

so that it goes proxy for a definite description, or concedes that (P5) is not a

genuine linguistic rule but a mere processing heuristic. The former significantly

changes the truth conditions of the antecedent sentence, and the latter renders the

D-type analysis as vulnerable as Heim’s semantic-pragmatic descriptive analysis. It

is problematic and disappointing either way.

4.3.2 The Problem of Misdescription

The problem of misdescription is most clearly exemplified by the following:
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(177) A: The psychologist we met yesterday just phoned.

B: He is not a psychologist. He is a psychiatrist.26

(178) A: A man jumped out of the crowd and fell in front of the horses.

B: He didn’t jump. He was pushed.27

(179) A: A mosquito is buzzing about our room.

B: It is not a mosquito. It is a gnat.28

Note that the problem of misdescription applies equally to definite and in-

definite descriptions. All of these examples involve correction or cancellation of the

explicit predicative material in the antecedent sentences. The anaphoric pronouns

cannot be equated to the negated description, or we will have contradiction:

(180) A: The psychologist we met yesterday just phoned.

B: #The psychologist is not a psychologist. The psychologist is a psychia-

trist.

(181) A: A man jumped out of the crowd and fell in front of the horses.

B: #The man jumped out of the crowd didn’t jump. The man jumped out

of the crowd was pushed.

Since (177), (178) are intelligible, unambiguous and perfectly felicitous, they

are clear evidence that the descriptive antecedents and the anaphoric pronouns are

26Neale (1990), p.201.
27Evans(1977), p.517.
28This is from Sainsbury (2005).
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not quantificational. To account for the successful use of pronouns in these examples,

treating the pronouns and their antecedents seems to be the better alternative.

Interestingly, Neale addresses this problem of pronominal contradiction by

conceding that the Russellian can endorse the split D-type/referential thesis; that

is, some donkey pronouns are D-type, but some are E-type. (182) illustrates this

point:

(182) a. A: Her husband is kind to her.

B: No, he isn’t. The man you are referring to isn’t her husband.

b. A: Her husband is kind to her.

B: He is kind to her, but he isn’t her husband.29

In (182a), the use of ‘her husband’ is clearly intended to pick out some

salient individual, despite the false description. The anaphoric pronoun ‘he’ how-

ever, is naturally understood as going proxy for ‘her husband’. In (182b), both are

used referentially. Neale thus concludes that unbound pronouns that are anaphoric

on definite descriptions used referentially can receive either D-type or referential

interpretations.30

I have no problem with Neale’s observation regarding donkey pronouns

anaphoric on referential definite descriptions, the same strategy does not work for

pronouns anaphoric on indefinite antecedents. For the following example, I assume

29Neale(1990), p.200.
30Ibid., p.200.
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in the contexts where the dialogues take place there is in fact no mosquito in the

room but a gnat is buzzing around:

(183) a. A: A mosquito is buzzing about our room.

B: #No, it is not. The thing you are referring to is a gnat.

b. A: A mosquito is buzzing about our room.

B: It is not a mosquito. It is a gnat.

(183) is an attempt to reproduce the parallel shown in (182) so that one may

be able to claim that unbound pronouns anaphoric on indefinites used referentially

can receive either D-type or referential interpretations. But (183a) is completely dis-

astrous. The quantificational interpretation spells out ‘it’ as ‘the mosquito buzzing

about our room’, whose Russellian existence and uniqueness commitment, given the

context, is very troubling.

With the Russellian theory of description, we know how to calculate the

truth conditions of B’s utterance. Since the definite description denotes nothing,

the sentence is false if the negation takes narrow scope, but true when the negation

takes wide scope. By contrast, if ‘it’ is treated as having an ironical character and

expanded as ‘the thing that is said to be a mosquito’, B’s utterance is false again.31

However, the problem with (183a) goes beyond the calculation of truth values; the

problem is the very acceptability of B’s utterance. When its indefinite antecedent

31Following a suggestion made by Davies (1981), a pronoun that has an ironical character can be
captured by marking o↵ its explicit descriptive content with scare quotes. Neale(1990) adopts this
strategy in his treatment of donkey pronouns with mis-represented definite antecedents; Ludlow
and Neale (1991) extends this to their analysis of donkey pronouns anaphoric on mis-represented
indefinite descriptions.
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is used referentially, a quantificational, D-type interpretation of the pronoun ‘it’ is

simply contradictory.

To conclude, the problem of misdescription shows two things. First, mis-

described descriptions are common and intelligible, so besides the recognized quan-

tificational use, descriptions must also have a referential use. Second, donkey pro-

nouns used in cases where their indefinite antecedents are mis-represented show a

strong case against the D-type analysis. Even if donkey pronouns anaphoric on mis-

described definites may be either quantificational or referential, donkey pronouns

anaphoric on mis-described indefinites must be construed as referential.

4.4 Intensional Context and Scope Ambiguity

Neale argues that one advantage of the D-type account is its flexibility in

predicting various scope ambiguities when unbound anaphoric pronouns occur in

intensional contexts (e.g., propositional attitudes, temporal and modal contexts).

Since D-type pronouns are definite descriptions, they can take various scopes with

respect to the intensional operators.

My goal in this section is to examine whether Neale’s confidence in the

D-type analysis is well-grounded. Specifically, I want to raise a concern that the

permissiveness on scope ambiguity can backfire; that is, the D-type analysis over-

generates undesired interpretations. On the other hand, the D-type analysis under-

generates in some cases.
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4.4.1 Scope Variations

Neale uses (184) as an illustration of the superiority of the D-type analysis:

(184) Mrs. Jones wants Mary to marry a rich man; he must be a banker.32

Neale says that the de dicto-de dicto reading is perfectly natural. The logical

form of the first sentence is (185a) and the antecedent clause for ‘he’ is (185b):

(185) a. Mrs. Jones wants ([an x: man x& rich x] (Mary marry x))

b. [an x: man x& rich x] (Mary marry x)

Now let O represent the operator that corresponds to ‘must.’ The second

part of (184) have two possible LFs:

(186) a. [whe x: man x& rich x & Mary marry x]O(banker x)

b. O[whe x: man x& rich x & Mary marry x] (banker x)

Neale states (186b) is clearly the required LF when the antecedent sentence

is read de dicto. The de dicto-de dicto interpretation says that Mrs. Jones wants

Mary to marry some rich man or other, and whoever that person is, he must be a

banker.

Following the same logic, Neale would a�rm that the de re-de re reading of

(184) is also perfectly natural. For this reading, the logical form of the first sentence

is (187), which by (P4) is also the antecedent clause for ‘he’:

32Neale (1990), p.188, Example (26).
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(187) [an x: man x& rich x] (Mrs. Jones wants (Mary marry x))

Let O be the operator corresponding to ‘must.’ The second sentence of (184)

again has two possible LFs:

(188) a. [whe x: man x& rich x & Mrs. Jones wants Mary to marry x]O(banker

x)

b. O[whe x: man x& rich x & Mrs. Jones wants Mary to marry x] (banker

x)

Neale would then say that when the antecedent sentence is read de re, (188a)

is the required LF.

I have no problem with the de dicto-de dicto reading and the de re-de re

reading of (184). But more has to be said here. Since the antecedent clause and the

anaphor clause each contains an intensional operator, the interaction between the

antecedent description and the anaphor with their respective operators should in

theory generate four di↵erent scope possibilities. Call the de dicto-de dicto and de

re-de re readings the symmetric interpretations and the other two the asymmetric

interpretations. Two questions arise. First, what do the asymmetric interpretations

mean? Second, are the asymmetric interpretations felicitous? More generally, when

there is one operator in the antecedent sentence and one in the anaphor sentence,

do we have a four-way ambiguity? If the asymmetric interpretations are derivable

but infelicitous, what determines the grammaticality of an interpretation?
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4.4.1.1 The First Response

One line of response takes clues from Neale’s comment on a slightly di↵er-

ent structure. Neale cites Karttunen’s observation that if the antecedent sentence

of (184) is read de dicto, the use of modal auxiliary in the anaphor sentence is

obligatory. For a contrast, consider (189):

(189) Mrs. Jones wants Mary to marry a rich man; he is a banker.

Neale states that there is no problem understanding the pronoun ‘he’ to be

anaphoric on ‘a rich man’ if the antecedent sentence in (189) is read de re. But

if the antecedent sentence is read de dicto, unpacking ‘he’ as a definite description

will give rise to an implication of existence that is infelicitous.33 He argues that the

anaphor clause yields one reading, because there is no modal expression (operator)

in the second clause with which the disguised definite description can interact.

Hence, Neale seems to argue for the following: the interpretation of the

antecedent clause and that of the anaphor clause must concur. Specially, the relative

positions of the antecedent description to the operator in the first clause must agree

with that of the anaphor to the operator in the second clause. If, as in (189), it

happens that there is no operator in the anaphor clause, the anaphor e↵ectively has

the wide scope, and the antecedent description must then be analyzed as taking the

wide scope.

33Neale(1990), p.189.
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If this conjecture is correct, we have an explanation of why a sentence with

two operators is only two-way ambiguous. However, this hypothesis also gives rise

to an unwelcome result.

Take:

(190) Right now the Mayor of Boston is a Republican, but next year he’ll be a

Democrat.34

Neale argues that the second conjunct of (189) can be analyzed as either

(191a) or (191b):

(191) a. next-year([the x: Mayor of Boston x](Democrat x))

b. [the x: Mayor of Boston x](next-year (Democrat x))

Suppose the current Mayor of Boston is Mr. A. The de dicto interpretation

says that the Mayor of Boston, i.e., Mr. A, is a Republican, but next year whoever

is going to be the Mayor of Boston will be a Democrat. The de re interpretation,

on the other hand, says that the Mayor of Boston, i.e., Mr. A will switch parties

next year. Neale hence concludes that the D-type analysis correctly captures the

ambiguities in (190).

However, the above is precisely the wrong analysis for (190) if the first clause

is understood as free of temporal operators. If there are no temporal operators for

‘the Mayor of of Boston’ to interact with, the definite description e↵ectively takes

34Ibid., p.188. Example (24)
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the wide scope. Since we have a virtually de re interpretation of the first clause, the

anaphor ‘he’ in the second clause must also be read de re. Then, contrary to Neale’s

prediction and our intuitive judgments, only the de re-de re reading is available.

Put di↵erently, if we ignore the temporal operator ‘right now’ but maintain

that the first clause has a definite truth value at the time of utterance (assuming

that the time of utterance is the time of evaluation), ‘the Mayor of Boston’ is really

the indexicalized ‘the Mayor of Boston now.’ Then no matter what scope ‘he’ as the

disguised definite description takes relative to the temporal expression ‘next year,’

the resulting interpretation is exactly the same, i.e., that Mr. A will be a Democrat

next year.

Hence, the de re-de dicto distinction cannot be made unless the temporal

operator ‘right now’ is explicitly represented in the logical form. In other words, to

correctly derive the two readings, Neale would need to realize the temporal operators

in both the antecedent clause and the anaphor clause. The resulting representations

would look like the following:

(192) a. now([the x: Mayor of Boston x](Republican x)) & next-year([the x:

Mayor of Boston x](Democrat x))

b. [the x: Mayor of Boston x](now(Republican x)) & [the x: Mayor of

Boston x](next-year(Democrat x))
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4.4.1.2 The Second Response

A rather di↵erent response to the question of four-way ambiguity is to ac-

knowledge that it is a genuine possibility.35 Instead of stipulating the symmetry

between the antecedent and the anaphor’s relative positions to their respective op-

erators, Neale could have declared that all theoretically derivable interpretations are

grammatical but are subject to further interpretability constraints. The oddity we

find in asymmetric interpretations is mainly a pragmatic matter, and as such, can

be removed by the right kind of contextual details.

Take, for example:

(193) a. Mary wants to marry a rich man. (But little does she know) He is sitting

right next to her.

b. Mary wanted to marry a rich man. (But little did she know) He was

sitting right next to her.

The targeted interpretation is one where the first clause is read de dicto but

the second clause is read de re. The idea is that Mary has a desire to marry some

rich man or another, but unbeknownst to her, the very rich man she marries (in the

future) is sitting right next to her. It might be easier to cast this line of argument

in the past tense as if we are telling a story about Mary: Mary wanted to marry

35Of course, the layers of ambiguity are not necessarily limited to four but grow if there are more
operators in the sentences. For example, if there are two operators in a clause, a description can
take either the wide, narrow or intermediate scope relative to the operators. For sake of simplicity,
I will not discuss those cases but focus on those that are in principle four-way ambiguous.
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one rich man or another. Unbeknownst to her, the specific rich man she ended up

marrying was sitting right next to her.

With the appropriate setting, we have no problem understanding the asym-

metric reading and restoring its felicity. This supports the claim that all logically

possible scope variations are grammatical; interpretations deemed infelicitous simply

reflect our lack of acquaintance with the relevant contexts or our want of imagina-

tion. Hence, the problem of over-generation is an illusion. On the contrary, being

open to various scope ambiguities is in fact an advantage.

Nevertheless, the trade-o↵ of flexibility is lack of details. For example, what

can the asymmetric reading of (184), i.e., ‘Mrs. Jones wants Mary to marry a rich

man; he must be a banker,’ possibly mean? What contextual details are needed

to validate them? If Neale embraces the position just sketched, he will need to

explain at least what interpretability constraints there are such that we typically

find symmetric interpretations more natural and dominant but asymmetric ones

rare and obscure.36

36A related problem is exhibited by the following:

i. A: I met a man who is over seven feet tall.
B: Is he a basketball player?

In this conversation, the antecedent sentence contains a context-sensitive expression, i.e., the
indexical ‘I.’ If the pronoun ‘he’ B utters is analyzed as D-type, it is equivalent to ‘the man I met
who is over seven feet tall.’ Yet the preferred description should be ‘the man you met who is over
seven fee tall.’ There are two ways to describe the problem that Neale faces. The first characterizes
the D-type analysis as yielding the wrong definite description: due to obliviousness to context-
sensitive expressions, the derived definite description does not match our intuition. According to
the second characterization, the D-type analysis is open to both descriptions (leaving aside the
question of how they are derived), and the problem is then one of over-generation: the D-type
analysis produces both the right definite description and the wrong definite description.
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4.4.2 Under-generation and Conjunction

In contrast to the concern of over-generating, the D-type analysis sometimes

under-generates. The problem of under-generation arises when some natural read-

ings turn out underivable. The central case I want to focus on is:

(194) Lynn wants to meet a rich man and get married. He must be a banker.

Leaving aside the asymmetric readings, (194) has both a de dicto-de dicto

and a de re-de re reading. The former says that ‘Lynn wants to meet some rich

man or another and get married. Whoever that person is, he must be a banker.’

The latter states that ‘There is a specific rich man that Lynn wants to meet and

get married with. That rich man must be a banker.’ Depending on the scope of the

operator introduced by ‘want,’ the D-type analysis o↵ers two definite descriptions:

‘the rich man Lynn meets’ and ‘the rich man Lynn wants to meet.’ While the former

contains no information about future orientation or Lynn’s wishes, both descriptions

make no reference to marriage. This is already problematic.

However, a more serious challenge is the fact that the D-type analysis cannot

predict the de re-de re reading. To fully appreciate the problem, we need to know

how the de dicto-de re distinction can be derived in Neale’s RQ.37 Let me illustrate

with a simpler example:

37The possibility of deriving the de re-de dicto distinction leads to the question of the status of
Neale’s translation schema. In order to be able to make the distinction, Neale must presuppose that
his ‘principles’ are genuine linguistic rules. For example, he assumes (P5) as ‘a genuine linguistic
rule that operates on syntactical representations in which scope assignments have been made.’
Neale(1990), p.184.
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(195) Lynn wants to meet a rich man. He must be a banker.

By treating ‘a rich man’ as a quantifier, the de re reading is obtained by

applying a movement, i.e., Quantifier Raising (QR), to ‘a rich man,’ so that in the

LF, ‘a rich man’ takes wider scope than the intentional operator corresponding to

Lynn’s desire. The result is (196):

(196) [an x: rich man x](DES
l

(meet (l,x)))

By contrast, the de dicto reading results from not applying QR and simply

letting the desire operator take wider scope, as it does in the surface structure. The

LF thus is (197):

(197) DES
l

([an x: rich man x](meet (l,x)))

Now, let’s backtrack to (194). In order to obtain the de re reading for the

antecedent sentence, we need to move ‘a rich man’ so that it takes wide scope.

Unfortunately, this movement is prohibited because QR is subject to a number

of island constraints, among which is the Coordinate Structure Constraint, i.e.,

a conjunct cannot be moved.38 In (194), ‘meet a rich man and get married’ is

a coordinate structure, and as such, movement of the description ‘a rich man’ is

ungrammatical. Hence, it turns out that the D-type analysis fails to derive the de

re reading for the antecedent clause, and a fortiori, fails to account for the de re-de

re interpretation for (194).

38See Ross (1967)
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It strikes me that a conjunction-containing antecedent sentence is generally

problematic for the D-type analysis. Take:

(198) Mary has a little lamb and it likes chocolate. But it might not have liked

chocolate.

According to the D-type analysis, ‘it’ goes proxy for ‘the little lamb Mary

has’ and the anaphor sentence says that ‘the little lamb Mary has might not have

liked chocolate,’ where the description takes either the narrow or wide scope relative

to the modal operator introduced by ‘might.’ However, the description so construed

may fail to be uniquely-denoting if Mary has multiple lambs and only lamb that has

the particular dietary preference. This is an instance of the problem of incomplete

description.

Suppose the problem goes away if we can enrich the description as ‘the little

lamb Mary has that likes chocolate.’ The proper description, however, is a clear

violation of Neale’s (P4) and (P5):

(P4) The antecedent clause for a pronoun P that is anaphoric on a quantifier Q

occurring in a sentence � is the smallest well-formed sub-formula of � that

contains Q as a constituent.

(P5) If x is a pronoun that is anaphoric on, but not c-commanded by a quantifier

‘[Dx: Fx]’ that occurs in an antecedent clause ‘[Dx: Fx](Gx)’, then x is in-

terpreted as the most “impoverished” definite description directly recoverable
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from the antecedent clause that denotes everything that is both F and G.

Note that there are two unbound pronouns ‘it’ in (198), which presumably

are anaphoric on the same antecedent and are expected to be expanded as the same

definite description. According to (P4), ‘Mary has a little lamb’ is the antecedent

clause; following (P5), both occurrences of ‘it’ are translated as ‘the little lamb

Mary has.’ Therefore, nothing in Neale’s formal theory licenses the addition of the

information from the second conjunct to complete the description.39

If some revision can be made in the formal theory such that the complete

description is derivable, (198) becomes:

(199) Mary has a little lamb and it likes chocolate. But the little lamb Mary has

that likes chocolate might not have liked chocolate.

Now the de dicto reading of the second sentence is outright contradictory,

but the de re interpretation is not. Nevertheless, the only felicitous reading of (200)

requires that the modal operator ‘might’ be a metaphysical rather than epistemic

possibility:

(200) [the x: little lamb(x) & Own(m, x) & like chocolate(x)] might (not like

chocolate (x))

39Judging from the current example, we may need to take the incremental nature of discourse
more seriously. The two occurrences of ‘it’ in (198) in fact have di↵erent antecedent clauses and
should be expanded as di↵erent definite descriptions. The first ‘it’ is equivalent to ‘the little lamb
Mary has’ and the second ‘it’ means ‘the little lamb Mary has that likes chocolate.’ However, this
solution is still subject to the problem of incomplete description: the description assigned to the
first ‘it’ cannot provide a unique denotation if Mary has more than one lamb.
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This brings us back to the constraints on all logically possible scope varia-

tions. At least for the current example, interpretability seems more closely related

to semantics (e.g., the meaning of ‘might’) than pragmatics.

In summary, there are two possible responses to the concern that tak-

ing anaphoric pronouns as disguised definite descriptions leads to undesired over-

generation. The first is to stipulate that only symmetric scope readings are felicitous,

but then Neale would have to be more sensitive to the workings of some hidden op-

erators in order to derive the desired ambiguity. The second is to acknowledge that

all derivable scope readings are grammatical, but not all grammatical readings are

felicitous. However, there is a fine line between being flexible and being unclear. On

the other hand, the D-type analysis under-generates some natural de re interpreta-

tions, because the derivation of such interpretations requires a movement blocked

by syntactic constraints.

4.5 Concluding Remarks

Neale’s D-type analysis is an honorable attempt to give a fully quantifica-

tional account of both the donkey pronouns and their indefinite antecedents. It

does not just identify donkey pronouns as definite descriptions but o↵ers a syntactic

procedure by means of which the definite description is derived. It deals with the

sometimes unwelcome uniqueness implication of definite descriptions by arguing for

a number-neutral interpretation of the definite article. Moreover, it predicts the pos-

sibility of scope ambiguity when a donkey pronoun occurs in intensional contexts.

Nevertheless, the D-type analysis has to make several compromises.
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To begin, the numberless feature is welcome when donkey pronouns are used

in contexts where generality is conveyed, typically the context of conditional and

the context of relative clause. But it is less appealing when a donkey pronoun is

used in a context where the speaker has a specific individual in mind in using the

indefinite antecedent. Therefore, Neale has to admit that donkey pronouns are not

always numberless.

The second point Neale concedes concerns the descriptive nature of the D-

type pronouns. The problem of incomplete description shows that Neale cannot

sustain a purely syntactic reconstruction of definite descriptions; the problem of

misdescription shows that at least some donkey pronouns must be understood ref-

erentially. Put another way, a pure quantificational analysis of donkey pronouns

based on syntactic information alone is not realistic.

Lastly, Neale’s analysis of donkey pronouns in intensional contexts is only

partly correct. True, donkey pronouns are not always rigid designators, and some-

times they interact with intensional operators in such a way that they may take

the wide, narrow or even intermediate scope. Yet the D-type account su↵ers two

drawbacks. First, without certain stipulations and modifications, it over-generates.

Second, when the antecedent sentence involves a conjunction, the D-type analysis

under-generates: some natural de re interpretation is not derivable from the pro-

posed transformation schema.
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Chapter 5

Pronouns in Discourse Representation Theory

Having argued in the previous chapters that the description-theoretic ap-

proach does not provide a satisfactory analysis of donkey pronouns, I want to dis-

cuss a di↵erent approach, i.e., Discourse Representation Theory (DRT). What dis-

tinguishes DRT from the descriptivist theories is not merely its uniform treatment

of donkey pronouns, pronouns, and noun phrases in general; DRT is also special

for its dynamic characterization of meaning. I shall argue that DRT is a superior

alternative.1

In section 1, I sketch the motivation for taking sentence meaning as more

than its truth conditions; in section 2, I explain the basic ingredients of DRT and

its analysis of donkey pronouns and pronouns in general. In section 3, I discuss

two further issues concerning the weak reading of donkey conditionals, and donkey

pronouns in intensional contexts, respectively. In section 5, I consider an alternative

account of definiteness which, if successful, eliminates the need to go dynamic.

1I take DRT as a representative of the dynamic approach. Semantic systems that are part of the
‘dynamic family,’ e.g. File Change Semantics (Heim (1982)), Dynamic Predicate Logic (Groenendijk
and Stokhof (1991)), and Compositional Discourse Representation Theory (Muskens (1996)) share
with DRT certain non-standard features— most prominent and relevant to the current issue is
the permissibility of binding across clausal boundaries. I will not attempt to provide a detailed
comparison between various dynamic accounts here. See also van Eijck and Visser (2010).
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5.1 Beyond Truth Conditions

Consider the following minimal pair from Barbara Partee:

(201) a. I dropped ten marbles and found all of them, except for one. It is

probably under the sofa.

b. ?I dropped ten marbles and found only nine of them. It is probably

under the sofa.

What is curious about these sentences is that (201a) is perfectly acceptable,

but (201b) is not. However, the first half of (201a) and that of (201b) are truth

conditionally equivalent. If truth conditions exhaust the meaning of a sentence,

there is no explanation of why our judgments of the two diverge.

That there is an unmistakable di↵erence in the felicity of anaphoric reading

between (201a) and (201b) suggests that our understanding of these sentences is not

just about their truth conditions. But what else is there in our understanding? The

first half of (201a) and its counterpart in (201b) have visible structural di↵erence.

Since the information encoded in the linguistic expressions are presented in struc-

turally distinguishable ways, it is not unrealistic to assume that the discrepancy

between our judgments is a result of the variation in their respective representa-

tions. Put di↵erently, the structural di↵erence is responsible for the contrast in

understanding and acceptability.

If this line of reasoning is sound, the meaning of a whole is not simply the

composition of its parts; what the nature of the parts are and how they are arranged
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are crucial. Meaning is thus context dependent in two important senses. First, a

particular presentation of linguistic expressions creates a specific context in which its

parts are interpreted. Second, a sequence of expressions are interpreted relative to

the context in which it occurs, but it also changes the context; the updated context

can then serve as the background against which another sequence of expressions are

interpreted. Thus, meaning is essentially in flux.

If we look at a single sentence as a discourse, addition to the sentence (i.e.,

subsequent sentences) means extension of the original discourse. Ultimately, the rep-

resentation of the discourse determines the availability of anaphoric readings. Since

(201a) and (201b) are two discourses of distinct representations, it is unsurprising

that they may disagree in anaphoric possibility.

5.2 Discourse Representation Theory

Kamp (1981) and Kamp & Reyle’s (1993) Discourse Representation Theory

(DRT) provides the formal framework for the above ideas. Linguistic information

is presented in a structural way, and so is our understanding of it. DRT gives an

analysis of how linguistic information is interpreted and when the interpretation is

true. It o↵ers both a systematic account of semantic representation and a definition

of truth so that what we grasp when we understand a sentence is not just its truth

conditions but its discourse content.

DRT consists of two essential parts: the construction of discourse represen-

tation structures, i.e., DRSs, and the interpretation of DRSs. DRSs form a level of

representation derivable from the surface structure, and the model theory of DRT
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defines when a DRS is true given its verification conditions.

5.2.1 Discourse Representation Structures

As a representational theory, DRT transforms ordinary English sentences

and discourse into its own language in the form of DRSs.

Intuitively, any discourse contains two kinds of information: the entities

that the discourse is about, and the properties that the discourse attributes to the

entities. Hence, the task in interpreting any discourse is twofold: one needs to figure

out what entities there are in the discourse, and what the discourse says of them.

Correspondingly, a DRS has two components: a set of discourse referents and a set

of conditions that the discourse referents are said to satisfy. The notion of discourse

referents comes from Karttunen (1976); basically, discourse referents represent the

objects under discussion, which may or may not exist independently. For ease of

illustration, I sketch below informally a few examples of DRS construction and some

very rough truth conditions; I will give a more formal definition in section 5.2.2.

A DRS is a box-like construction: discourse referents go into the top of the

box, and the descriptions attributed to them, or the conditions, are listed in the

lower part.2 For example,

(202) A girl owns a cat.

has a DRS representation:

2This is just a crude simplification for illustration purposes. Not all discourse referents are listed
in the top of the main box and DRT has various rules regarding where a discourse referent should
be located.
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(203)

x, y

girl(x)
cat(y)

owns(x,y)

K

Call the relatively simple discourse created by (202) D and the DRS in (203)

K. The set of discourse referents (the “universe” of K) is {x, y}, and the set of

conditions is {girl(x), cat(y), owns(x, y)}. We can then say, given the DRS K of D,

D is true with respect to a model M just in case there are individuals in the model

such that one of them is a girl, another one is a cat and the girl owns the cat.3

Unlike static semantics, DRT allows a discourse to expand. For instance, we

may add more detail about the cat:

(204) A girl owns a cat. It is black.

DRT represents the new information by adding new discourse referents to

the universe and new conditions to the conditions set:

(205)

x, y, u

girl(x)
cat(y)

owns(x,y)
black(u)
u=y

K

0

In (205), ‘it’ is represented by a new discourse referent u, and it is specified

that u is black. DRT requires that a discourse referent representing an anaphoric

3I will return to this example and give a more formal definition of its truth conditions in sec-
tion 5.2.2.
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pronoun have an antecedent. So, u must be equated with some discourse referent

already in K. Call the DRS in (205) K
0
. K

0
is true i↵ there are individuals in the

model such that one of them is a girl, another one is a cat, the girl owns the cat,

and that the cat is black.

Hence, we can think of DRSs as partial assignments (models) where new

discourse referents (individuals) and new conditions (properties) can be added.

Let me further compare DRSs (203) and (205) with the logical forms that

one would extract from (202) and (204):

(206) a. 9x9y(girl(x)&cat(y)&owns(x,y))

b. 9x9y(girl(x)&cat(y)&owns(x,y))&black(y)

While (206a) is beyond reproach, (206b) is problematic. The formula is not

well-formed in standard first-order logic because the last occurrence of y is free,

meaning no connection is established between whatever is black and the individuals

mentioned in the previous clause. By contrast, not only does the construction of

the relevant DRSs, namely K and K
0
as specified in (203) and (205) respectively,

proceed in a straightforward fashion, the respective verifying conditions are also

intuitive and correct. Note that the pronoun in (204) is a donkey pronoun, so DRT

has already shown some prospect in accounting for donkey pronouns occurring in a

conjunctive context.

From the above examples, it may appear that NPs occupying argument po-

sitions are represented uniformly as discourse referents, but this is not the whole
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story. The translation from ordinary English sentences into DRS is highly regu-

lated. For each di↵erent syntactic category, there is a corresponding transformation

scheme.4 In the original formulation of DRT in Kamp (1981) and Kamp & Ryle

(1993), the construction algorithm consists of breaking down and converting the

syntactic elements in each single sentence into elements in DRSs in a top-down, left

to right fashion.

For instance, the top-down construction machinery for proper names and

indefinites is the following:

(207) a. Insert the syntactic analysis of the sentence as a ‘reducible condition’

into an empty DRS representing an initial empty DRS condition.

b. If a DRS construction rule for proper names or indefinite NPs matches

the relevant part of the tree, introduce a new discourse referent u into

the universe of the main DRS.

c. If a DRS construction rule for simple intransitive VP configuration ap-

plies: introduce into the condition set of the main DRS a condition ↵(u),

where ↵ corresponds to the predicate VP.

d. Delete the syntactic structure containing the triggering configuration

from the DRS.5

For ease of illustration, I will construct DRSs using the following sentences:

4See Kamp and Reyle (1993)
5Kamp and Reyle. (1993), Chapter 1.
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(208) a. Jane laughs.

b. A girl laughs.

Taking (208a), the construction of the corresponding DRS proceeds as:

(209)

S

NP

PN

Jane

VP

V

laughs

;

x

Jane(x)
S

x VP

V

laughs

;

x

Jane(x)
laughs(x)

For (208b), the DRS construction proceeds as follows:

(210)

S

NP

DET

a

N

girl

VP

V

laughs

;

x

girl(x)
S

x VP

V

laughs

;

x

girl(x)
laughs(x)

Now consider a quantified sentence:

(211) Every girl laughs.

The construction procedure for (211) is something totally di↵erent, because

in DRT quantified NPs are a disparate species from indefinites or proper names.

Quantificational determiners such as ‘every’, ‘all’ and ‘few’ trigger complex DRSs

in the form of K(Qx)K
0
, where Q corresponds to the quantificational import of the
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quantifier. So ‘every’ and ‘all’ trigger K(8x)K0
and ‘few’ triggers something like

K(FEWx)K
0
.

Thus, for (207c) we have the following:

(212)

S

NP

DET

every

N

girl

VP

V

laughs

;

x

girl(x)
S

x VP

V

laughs

)
VP

V

laughs

; x

girl(x)

every
x laughs(x)

A major di↵erence between the DRS representation in (212) and those in

(209) and (210) is where the discourse referent x is located. In the latter two, x is

placed at the top of the main DRS; in (212), x is only located in the sub-DRSs. The

same is true for conditionals:

(213) a. If a girl owns a cat, she adores it.

b.

x, y

girl(x)
cat(y)

owns(x,y)

)

u, v

u=x
v=y

adores(u, v)

A conditional discourse is represented as a complex DRS with subordinated
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DRSs. In (213b), the discourse referents x and y introduced by the indefinite ‘a girl’

and ‘a cat’, respectively, are placed in the universe of the embedded DRS rather than

in the outermost DRS. This means that though an indefinite introduces a discourse

referent, the structure of the whole sentence (whether it is a simple sentence such

as (208) or a conditional like (213a)) determines the discourse referent’s location.6

By now it should be clear that quantifiers and conditionals trigger simi-

lar complex DRS constructions (e.g., (212) and (213)), but here is just one more

illustration of their resemblance:

(214) a. Every girl who owns a cat adores it.

b.

x, y

girl(x)
cat(y)

owns(x,y)

every

u, v

u=x
v=y

adores(u, v)

(213) and (214) are alike structure-wise not because ‘a girl’ and ‘every girl’

mean something similar; the parallelism comes exclusively from DRT’s construction

rules regarding conditionals and quantifiers. Quantifiers, like conditionals, prompt

6By contrast, proper names are special because the discourse referents they trigger are always
in the universe of the main DRS, irregardless of the structure of the sentences in which they occur.
Compare (213) with:

i. If Jane owns a cat, she adores it.

ii.

x

Jane(x)

y

cat(y)
owns(x,y)

)

u, v

u=a
v=y

adores(u, v)
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complex DRSs, but indefinites do not; their only contribution to the DRS is a dis-

course referent. That indefinites are uniformly analyzed as inducers of discourse

referents and that the location of the discourse referents in the DRS structure de-

pends on the structure of the discourse holds the key to DRT’s analysis of donkey

pronouns.

Recall the puzzle that an indefinite seems to have universal force in some

contexts, but existential force in others:

(215) a. If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it.

b. A farmer owns a donkey. He beats it.

In light of the contrast between (215a) and (215b), we seem to be under

the pressure to stipulate that indefinites are ambiguous, having both universal and

existential forces. On the other hand, indefinites are not ambiguous in DRT. They

are interpreted uniformly as merely discourse referents and have no quantificational

force on their own. Whatever quantificational force indefinites appear to have are

not theirs; rather, the quantificational force comes from the verification conditions

imposed on the DRS structure in which the corresponding discourse referents are of

a part. For conditionals and sentences with relative clauses, the universal quantifi-

cation comes from the verification conditions assigned to conditional structure and

quantifier structure. Indefinites themselves have nothing to do with either existential

or universal quantification. To make this transparent, we turn to the interpretation

of DRSs.
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5.2.2 The Language of DRT

I have sketched a rough-and-ready illustration of how the construction of

DRS is conducted, but I need to be more precise in order to explain how DRSs are

interpreted. Formally, the standard syntax of DRS language is laid out as follows:7

(216) DRSs and DRS-conditions:

a. A DRS K is a pair < U
K

, Con
K

>: U
K

is a set of discourse referents,

and Con
K

is a set of DRS-conditions.

b. If P is an n-place predicate, and x1, . . . , xn are discourse referents, then

P(x1, . . . , xn) is a DRS-condition.

c. If x and y are discourse referents, then x = y is a DRS-condition.

d. If K and K1 are DRSs, then ¬K, K ) K1, and K _ K1 are DRS-

conditions.

e. If K and K1 are DRSs and x is a discourse referent, then K(8x)K1 is a

DRS-condition.

The semantics of DRS is given model-theoretically. A DRS is true with

respect to a given model i↵ it can be embedded in that model. A DRS can be

embedded in a model i↵ there is an assignment function, i.e. a partial mapping

from discourse referents in the DRS to individuals in the model’s domain such that

all conditions specified in the DRS are fulfilled in the model.

7I follow the formulation in Geurts and Beaver (2011)
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(217) A DRS K is true in a model M i↵ there exists an embedding function f such

that Dom(f) = U
K

and f verifies K in M.

If we define a model M as a pair of <D, I> where D is a set of individuals,

I is the interpretation function that assigns to every n-place predicate a set of n-

tuple of members of D. An embedding function f verifies a DRS K with respect to a

model M i↵ f verifies all the conditions in K relative to M. Furthermore, given two

embedding functions f and f
0
and a DRS K, f

0
extends f with respect to K, or f [K]f

0

for short, i↵ f ✓ f

0
and Dom(f) = Dom(f

0
) [ U

K

In the following verification clauses, the qualification “in M” is omitted

throughout:

(218) Verification Conditions:

a. f verifies P(x1, . . . , xn) i↵ < f(x1), . . . , f(xn) > 2 I
M

(P);

b. f verifies x = y i↵ f(x) = f(y);

c. f verifies ¬K i↵ there is no embedding function f

0
for K which extends f

and verifies all the conditions in K.

d. f verifies K1)K2 i↵ for every embedding function f

0
which extends f and

verifies all the conditions in K1, there is an embedding function f

00
for

K2 which extends f
0
and verifies all the conditions in K2.

e. f verifies K1_K2 i↵ there is an embedding function f

0
which extends f

and f

0
verifies K1 or K2.

f. f verifies K1(8x)K2 o↵, for all individuals d 2 D
M

and for all embedding
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functions f
0
which extends f such that f

0
(x) = d and f

0
verifies K1, every

embedding functions f
00
which extends f

0
verifies K2.

Three items from the above definitions require special attention. First, the

existential quantifier in (217) is often referred to as an existential closure. Because of

the existential closure, discourse referents in a DRS are granted existential import.

Second, contrary to the existential closure which (217) imposes on the discourse

referents in the universe of a main DRS, (218d) shows that the universal quantifi-

cation is imposed on the discourse referents in the antecedent of a conditional DRS

condition. Third, two DRSs can have the same truth conditions while allowing for

di↵erent anaphoric links. In other words, the embedding semantics describes the

logical meaning of DRS, but not necessarily the discourse meaning. As a result, the

embedding semantics is sometimes labeled as a static semantics.8

Having the formal definition of the truth of a DRS in hand, we can restate

when the DRS presented in (203) is true:

(219) =(203)

x, y

girl(x)
cat(y)

owns(x,y)

8We may reformulate the semantics of DRSs in terms of relations between assignment functions,
which captures the intuitions behind discourse meaning by associating meaning with context change
potential. This is done by relating each DRS to an incoming and to an outgoing assignment function.
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Call the DRS in (219) K. K is true with respect to a mode M i↵ there is a

proper embedding f from discourse referents x and y to the individuals in M such

that f(x) is a girl, f(y) is a cat and f(x) owns f(y).

Similarly for (205), the DRS is repeated below:

(220) =(205)
x, y, u

girl(x)
cat(y)

owns(x,y)
black(u)
u=y

Call the DRS in (205) K
0
. K

0
is true i↵ there is an embedding function

g that maps x, y and u to individuals in the model in such a way that all the

conditions specified in K
0
are met; so, g(x) is a girl, g(y) is a cat and g(x) owns

g(y), g(u) = g(y) and g(u) is black. Taking K and K
0
together, we see that when an

embedding function f for K is extended in the right way, it becomes an embedding

function for K
0
.

Another important point that I have neglected until this point is the con-

struction rule for pronouns. For the previous examples, I mention that an anaphoric

pronoun introduces a discourse referent that must be equated to some other dis-

course referent, but I have not defined the conditions for the equation. In DRT,

the constraint on the interpretation of pronouns is the notion of accessibility. The

accessibility constraint determines when anaphor reading is possible and when it is

not.
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Though the accessibility relation is often stated as a relation between dis-

course referents, it is fundamentally a relation between DRSs and is derivatively

defined as one between discourse referents. Accessibility is transitive but non-

symmetric:

(221) Accessibility:

For all DRSs K, K1, and K2: if ConK contains a condition of the form . . .

a. ¬K1, then K is accessible to K1, in symbol K acc K1

b. K1_ K2, then K acc K1 and K acc K2

c. K1 ) K2, then K acc K1 and K1 acc K2

d. K1(8x)K2, then K acc K1 and K1 acc K2

We can now define accessibility between discourse referents:

(222) Given DRSs K, K1 and discourse referents x 2 U
K

and y 2 U
K1 , x is accessible

to y, in symbols x acc y, i↵ K acc K1 .

In the box representation of DRSs, we can describe the accessibility relation

informally as going up and left. Very broadly, a discourse referent introduced at the

top level of a complex DRS is accessible to all other discourse referents; a discourse

referent introduced in an embedded, or sub-DRS may not be accessible to discourse

referents in other sub-DRS. Only those to the left or at the top are accessible. The

accessible domain of a DRS K, A
K

, is the set of discourse referents that occur in

some K
0
that is accessible to K:
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(223) Accessible domain:

A
K

= {x: K0
is accessible to K and x 2 U

K

0 }

We now define the constraint on the interpretation of anaphora as follow:

(224) Accessibility Constraint:

A pronoun is represented by a discourse referent x which must be equated to

some discourse referent y 2 A
K

, where K is the DRS in which x is introduced.

The following illustrates how the accessibility constraint works:

(225) a. Jane does not own a cat. #She adores it.

b.

x, u

Jane(x)

¬
y

cat(y)
owns(x,y)

u=a
v=?

adores(u, v)

There are two anaphoric pronouns in DRS (225b). The discourse referent u

introduced by ‘she’ is equated to discourse referent x and supposedly, v is related

to the discourse referent y introduced by ‘a cat’; however, the equation between v

and y is prohibited, because y is embedded in a sub-DRS to which v does not have

access. The fact that v is left unresolved in the DRS explains why an anaphoric

reading of ‘it’ is infelicitous.
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5.2.3 The Meaning of Pronouns

DRT’s analysis of meaning is one of processing. The meaning of an expres-

sion is an instruction for the hearer to construct a particular representation — e.g.,

an indefinite description introduces a new discourse referent, a quantified expression

and a conditional trigger complex DRSs of the form K1(Qx)K2 and K1)K2 respec-

tively, etc. DRT also portrays meaning as ever-shifting: an expression is interpreted

relative to a context, but the very utterance of the expression also changes the con-

text; a context is constantly updated when new information becomes available. The

universe of discourse is open and can be extended with new discourse referents and

new conditions.

Given this notion of meaning, what do pronouns mean according to DRT?

More specifically, how are pronouns represented and interpreted? Simply put, pro-

nouns are presuppositional triggers in DRT. The construction rules for pronouns re-

flect their presuppositional nature, and their interpretations are context-dependent.

Pronouns are context-dependent in two di↵erent ways. The contextual

features on which referential pronouns depend for their interpretation are extra-

linguistic. The contextual information may be the overt realization of the speaker’s

referential intention by her pointing at some individual (or simply looking in a cer-

tain direction). The intended referent may be some salient individual perceivable by

participants in the conversation, but the tacit understanding shared by the partici-

pants can determine the referent even when the individual is no where present. Such

contextual features are not realized linguistically, so when a referential pronoun is

taken “out of context,” we have a hard time understanding it. Contextual features
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on which anaphoric pronouns depend, however, are of a di↵erent sort. The interpre-

tation of anaphoric pronouns is tied to that of their linguistic antecedents, whether

the antecedents are proper names, definite description, indefinite descriptions or

quantified phrases.

Due to this inherent dependence of their interpretation on other linguis-

tic or extra-linguistic cues, DRT takes both referential and anaphoric pronouns as

presuppositional. Referential pronouns presuppose the existence of extra-linguistic

entities; anaphoric pronouns presuppose the existence of prior linguistic entities. In

short, anaphoric pronouns are resolved using information within the linguistic con-

text, and they are associated first with their linguistic antecedents and then with

non-linguistic entities in the world; in contrast, referential pronouns are resolved

with information given in the broader, extra-linguistic context.

This contrasts with the static approach according to which pronouns are

three-way ambiguous. There are referential pronouns that are analyzed along the

lines of free variables; there are anaphoric pronouns that are c-commanded by their

antecedents and are thus analyzed as bound variables, and then there are anaphoric

pronouns that are not c-commanded by their antecedents. The last category of

pronouns, i.e., the donkey pronouns, are said to be special, and I discuss in the

previous chapters various attempts (from Evans, Heim and Neale, respectively) to

analyze them in terms of definite descriptions. Nevertheless, this distinction between

anaphoric pronouns that are syntactically bound versus those that are not does not

exist in DRT.

Donkey pronouns are separated from bound anaphoric pronouns for a purely
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syntactic reason, but DRT’s assimilation of the two is motivated by a semantic

reason. Sometimes an anaphoric pronoun fails to be bound because it lies outside

the sentential boundary of its antecedent. Yet in DRT, this hardly justifies calling

such a pronoun unbound, since the proper unit of semantic interpretation is not a

single sentence but a discourse. In DRT, the notion of syntactic binding is replaced

by the notion of accessibility and the accessibility constraint. Accessibility, in fact,

subsumes syntactic binding.

Hence, what DRT o↵ers is in essence a unified analysis of pronouns as dis-

course referents (variables) with various presuppositions. Referential pronouns pre-

suppose the existence of extra-linguistic antecedents, and the presupposition is sat-

isfied by DRT’s use of external anchors that map discourse referents representing

referential pronouns to the intended individuals in the model.9 Anaphoric pronouns

presuppose the existence of linguistic antecedents, and DRT requires that discourse

referents representing anaphoric pronouns be equated with accessible, familiar dis-

course referents.

Let me illustrate with some examples:

(226) She is here. John is happy.

The pronoun ‘she’ is used referentially in (226). Suppose Lucy is the intended

referent; we specify an external anchor < x,Lucy >. Furthermore, the proper name

9As such, external anchors provide what Kamp (1990) calls the “formal” conditions, and what
Asher (1993) addresses as the “referential” conditions, as opposed to ordinary, “predicative” or
“attributive” conditions specified inside a DRS.
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‘John’ is treated as directly referential, thus we have another anchor < y = John >.

The DRS of (226) is:

(227)

x, y

John(x)
here(x)
happy(y)

{< x,Lucy >,< y, John >}

An external anchor places extra constraint on embedding functions of a given

DRS. For a DRS K that contains a discourse referent x with an external anchor <x,

a>, an embedding function f verifies K i↵ f(x) = a. For the current example, the

DRS is verified i↵ there exists an embedding such that f(x) =Lucy, f(y) = John,

f(x) is here and f(y) is happy.

Now consider:

(228) a. A man walked in the park. He whistled.

b. Every man walked in the park. #He whistled.

The anaphoric reading of ‘he’ in (228a) is unproblematic, but such a read-

ing is not available for the pronoun in (228b). The discrepancy between the two

discourses is made explicit by the following DRSs:

(229) a.

x, y

man(x)
walked in the park(x)

y=x
whistled(y)
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b.

y

y=?
whistled(y)

x

man(x)

every
x walked in the park(x)

In (229a), ‘he’ introduces the discourse referent y. As is required by the

accessibility constraint, y is equated to x. By contrast, the quantified expression

‘every man’ triggers a complex DRS construction. Discourse referents embedded in

a complex DRS, however, are not accessible to discourse referents outside of it, so

x is not an accessible discourse referent to which y can be equated. As a result, y

stays unresolved, which explains why an anaphoric interpretation is not available

for (228b).

Finally, consider the following donkey sentences:

(230) a. A farmer owned a donkey. He beat it.

b. Every farmer who owned a donkey beat it.

c. If a farmer owned a donkey, he beat it.

Their corresponding DRSs are the following:

(231) a.

x,y,u,v

farmer(x)
donkey(y)
owned(x,y)

u=x
v=y

beat(u,v)
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b.
x,y

farmer(x)
donkey(y)
owned(x,y)

every

u,v

u=x
v=y

beat(u,v)

c.
x,y

farmer(x)
donkey(y)
owned(x,y)

)

u,v

u=x
v=y

beat(u,v)

The DRS in (231a) is true i↵ there is an embedding function f that maps x,

y, y and v to individuals in the domain such that f(x) is a farmer, f(y)is a donkey,

f(x) owned f(y), f(u) = f(x), f(v) = f(y) and f(u) beat f(v). That is, the DRS is

true i↵ some farmer in the model owned some donkey and he beat the donkey. Note,

however, that this says nothing about how many farmers there are or how many

donkeys any farmer owned in the model. The verification condition only requires

that the DRS has at least one relevant embedding.

The verification conditions for the DRS in (231b) and the DRS in (231c)

are quite similar. As a matter of fact, given the same M, the two DRSs have the

same truth value. Basically they both require that every verifying embedding of

the sub-DRS on the left extends to verify the sub-DRS on the right. So, they are

true i↵ every donkey-owning farmer in the model beat every donkey he owned. This

matches the intuitive truth conditions of (230b) and (230c) perfectly.

DRT can be regarded as an attempt to honor the “pronouns-as-variables”
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approach. In replacing the notion of syntactic binding with that of accessibility, DRT

bridges the gap between bound and donkey pronouns and highlights their similar-

ity. Referential pronouns are resolved by extra-linguistic means whereas anaphoric

pronouns are resolved linguistically. Discourse referents do not have quantificational

import of their own; whatever quantificational force they appear to have comes from

the verification conditions assigned to the DRS structures in which they take part.

5.3 Further Issues

Having establishing DRT’s superiority over the descriptivist analysis, I turn

to some further complications. In the sections that follow, I address two issues:

one relates to quantification and the other intensional contexts. My discussion

on the problem of quantification concerns the so-called weak readings of donkey

sentences. I will argue that the availability of weak reading may have more to do with

pragmatic interpretability than semantics, but the problem also suggests a di↵erence

between conditional donkey sentences and quantified donkey sentences with relative

clauses.10 Although space constraints limit my discussion of pronominal donkey

anaphor in intensional contexts, I still hope to demonstrate that DRT has more

promise than the alternatives.

5.3.1 The Weak Reading

Consider:

10I will discuss a closely related issue regarding the proportion problem in Chapter 7. I will argue
there that the existence of weak reading and the proportion problem both push one to question
unselective binding.
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(232) a. If a framer owns a donkey, he beats it.

b. If a man has a quarter, he puts it in the meter.

The received interpretation of (232a) is that it is true i↵ every farmer beats

every donkey he has; however, the most natural reading of (232b) is that it is true

i↵ every man puts in the meter at least one quarter that he has. The contrast

between the two is described as the “strong” versus the “weak” readings. A similar

discrepancy can be found in the following quantified donkey sentences:

(233) a. Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it.

b. Every man who has a quarter puts it in the meter.

So, for some donkey sentences (e.g, 232a) and (233b)), weak readings are

available and even preferred. The problem for DRT, however, is that it predicts

only the strong reading.

Since conditionals and quantified sentences trigger complex DRSs that are

interpreted in a similar fashion, DRT has di�culty explaining the following:

(234) a. If a girl owns a dress, she wears it to her friend’s birthday party.

b. Every girl who owns a dress wears it to her friend’s birthday party.

DRT predicts that (234a) and (234b) are true i↵ every girl wears every dress

she has to her friend’s birthday party. In contrast, the weak interpretation, that

every girl goes to her friend’s party wearing at least one of her dresses, makes much

more sense.
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There are a few things I want to say about the distinction between the weak

and strong interpretations. First, it seems to me that the availability of or preference

for the weak reading has more to do with our general world knowledge than with

the linguistic information presented, including the syntactic structure of a sentence

and the semantic contribution a NP makes to a discourse. For orthodox donkey

sentences such as (232a) and (233a), the strong reading is indeed more natural, and

we can easily find other examples that favor the strong interpretation. Take:

(235) a. If an investor buys a stock, she hopes it makes a profit.

b. Every investor who buys a stock hopes it makes a profit.

Anyone who buys any stock hopes that all her investments, not just some

of them, make a profit. Meanwhile, examples favoring the weak interpretation are

readily available as well:

(236) a. If a man owns a bike, he rides it to work everyday.

b. Every man who owns a bike rides it to work everyday.

For conditionals and similarly for quantified NPs, DRT predicts uniform rep-

resentations and hence uniform truth conditions. The robust intuition for the weak

readings hence calls into question such a unified treatment and forces revisions. Sen-

tences with the same syntactic structure are either represented di↵erently, resulting

in di↵erent truth conditions, or one single type of representation may have vary-

ing truth conditions. In other words, to explain the weak reading, we must either

rewrite the DRS construction rules so that sentences favoring the weak reading and
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those favoring the strong reading have dissimilar representations, or we modify the

verification conditions so that these sentences have uniform representations with

contrasting truth conditions.

Exploring the second kind of revision reveals an interesting contrast between

quantified donkey sentences and donkey conditionals. The two trigger similar com-

plex DRSs; however, we can easily adjust the verification condition of the complex

conditions that quantified expressions induced, but the same move is a non-starter

for conditionals.

Consider first the change we can make to the verification condition for DRSs

representing quantified donkey sentences with a relative clause:

(237) a. An embedding function f verifies K1(8x)K2 i↵, for all individuals d 2 D
M

and for all extensions g of f such that g verifies K1 and g(x)=d, there is

an extension h of g that verifies K2.

b. An embedding function f verifies K1(8x)K2 i↵, for all individuals d 2

D
M

, there exists an extension g of f such that g verifies K1 and g(x)=d,

there is an extension h of g that verifies K2.

(237a) is the original verification condition that leads to the strong inter-

pretation; (237b) is the reformulated verification condition that licenses the weak

interpretation. Take:

(238) Every girl who owns a dog adores it.

and let (239) be the model:
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(239)

girl dog adore
1. A d1 yes
2. A d2 no
3. B d3 yes
4. C d4 yes

The DRS for (238) is:

(240)

x, y

girl(x)
dog(y)

owns(x,y)

every
x

u, v

u=x
v=y

adore(u,v)

With respect to the model specified in (239), the original verification condi-

tion, i.e., (237a), predicts that the DRS is false; however, the modified verification

condition, i.e., (237b), predicts that the DRS is true. The former captures the strong

interpretation, and the latter the weak interpretation.

Now, consider the conditional:

(241) a. If a girl owns a dog, she adores it.

b.

x, y

girl(x)
dog(y)

owns(x,y)

)

u, v

u=x
v=y

adores(u,v)

Given the similarity between the complex DRS representations triggered by

quantified NPs and conditionals, we might expect altering the verification condition

for K1)K2 in a way analogous to the modification made in (237) can help us obtain

the weak reading. Unfortunately, this is hardly the case:
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(242) a. An embedding function f verifies K1)K2 i↵, for all extensions g of f such

that g verifies K1, there is an extension h of g such that h verifies K2.

b. An embedding function f verifies K1)K2 i↵, for at least one extension

g of f such that g verifies K1, there is an extension h of g such that h

verifies K2.

(242a) is the original verification condition; (242b) is the revised version.

The proposed modification e↵ectively predicts (241) to mean the same as (243):

(243) a. A girl owns a dog. She adores it.

b.

x, y, u, v

girl(x)
dog(y)

owns(x,y)
u=x
v=y

adores(u,v)

Such a prediction must be avoided. Thus, while it is possible to obtain the

weak interpretation for a quantified donkey sentence by adjusting the DRS verifica-

tion condition, the same tactic is not available for conditional donkey sentences. This

is so because DRT’s verification condition for conditionals has a built-in unselective

binding such that all variables occurring in K1 are bound by the same quantifier.

In contrast, the semantics for duplex conditions triggered by quantificational deter-

miners does not necessarily impose unselective binding and can in principle make a

distinction between di↵erent variables.
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I mention that the weak reading may be accounted for in two ways: by

changing the DRS verification conditions, or by changing the DRS representa-

tion/construction. So what about the second kind of revision? Perhaps donkey

sentences with the same surface structure are not represented uniformly. This is es-

sentially the line Kadmon (1987, 1990) takes. Kadmon has two main theses. First,

she holds that the strong reading is the result of a “symmetric reading,” according to

which various variables (for the current examples, just x and y) are treated equally,

and that the weak reading is the result of an “asymmetric reading,” according to

which one of the variables is privileged. Second, she thinks that conditional don-

key sentences are genuinely ambiguous between the symmetric and the asymmetric

reading whereas quantified donkey sentences unambiguously receive the asymmetric

reading.

In Kadmon’s analysis of quantified donkey sentences, the quantified NP in-

troduces the “boss” discourse referent and the NP that appears in the relative

clause introduces the “dependent” discourse referent. The discourse is really about

the boss, and the dependent simply specifies a property the boss has.,11 Hence,

(244) Every boy who owns a cat adores it.

11In contrast, a conditional donkey sentence is three-way ambiguous in Kadmon’s analysis. For
example,

i. If a farmer owns a donkey, he usually beats it.

has an symmetric reading where x (representing ‘a farmer’) and y (representing ‘a donkey’) are
treated equally; (i) has also an asymmetric reading where x is the boss, and (i) has a further
asymmetric reading where y is the boss.
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is said to have the following DRS:12

(245)

x

boy(x)
y

cat(y)
owns(x,y)

K0

K1
every
x

u,y

cat(y)
owns(x, y)

u=y
adores(x,u)

K2

In (245), ‘every boy’ is the boss and is represented by x; ‘cat’ is the dependent

and it indicates that every boy under discussion is a cat-owner. What is distinctive

in Kadmon’s proposal is that the dependent is bound by an existential quantification

within the restrictor. For the current example, this means that the quantification

is about boys that have only one cat. The asymmetric reading assumes relative

uniqueness; namely, relative to each boss (i.e., boy), there is one unique dependent

(i.e., cat). To fully represent relative uniqueness, we arrive at the following DRS:

(246)

x

boy(x)
y

cat(y)
owns(x, y)
z

cat(z)
owns(x, z)

)
z=y

every
x

u,y

cat(y)
owns(x, y)
z

cat(z)
owns(x, z)

)
u=y

adores(x,u)

12The construction of this complex DRS appeals to accommodation. Specifically, K2 contains
information copied from K0. I will come back to this point and discuss Kadmon’s asymmetric
construal in more detail in Chapter 7.
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There are several problems with Kadmon’s analysis. First, if Kadmon is cor-

rect that quantified donkey sentences with relative clauses unambiguously receive

the asymmetric reading, but conditional donkey sentences are ambiguous between

the asymmetric and the symmetric reading, there should be a marked di↵erence in

how easily they prompt the weak readings. However, in the above examples where

the weak readings are available (i.e., (232b), (233b), and (236)), the conditional

sentences and their quantified counterparts license the weak readings with equal

readiness. More specifically, in these examples, the conditional sentences unequivo-

cally favor the weak readings just as the quantified sentences do.

Second, given relative uniqueness, the distinction between the weak and the

strong interpretation becomes nominal. The weak reading of (244) is that every boy

adores at least one cat he owns, which is true when every boy owns exactly one cat

and adores it; the strong reading of (244) is that every boy adores all the cats he

owns, which is also true when every boy owns and adores his only cat. Kadmon’s

asymmetric construal collapses the two readings and gets both trivially right.

On the other hand, there seems to be some truth in Kadmon’s claim that the

quantified donkey sentences are primarily about the quantified NPs, so the discourse

referents representing them enjoy a special status. To some, the interpretation of

quantified donkey sentences prompts a domain restriction such that the sentences

are, metaphorically speaking, just about those bosses that each has one unique

dependent. For example, (244): ‘Every boy who owns a cat adores it,’ pertains

exclusively to boys that each has exactly one cat. In contrast, corresponding con-
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ditionals do not induce any such domain restriction.13 However, if this di↵erence

between quantified donkey sentences and conditionals is sustained, it follows that

Kadmon’s asymmetric analysis, even if it is on the right track for quantified donkey

sentences, will not work for conditionals in general.

Moreover, relative uniqueness is at best an implication:

(247) a. Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it, and if a farmer owns two

donkeys, he beats them too.

b. If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it, and if a farmer owns two donkeys,

he beats them too.

(247) shows that relative uniqueness is not a presupposition; it is cancelable

for both quantified sentences and conditionals. At any rate, if we are to account

for the weak reading of conditional donkey sentences in terms of the asymmetric

reading, we had better not associate the asymmetric reading with Kadmon’s relative

uniqueness, whether it is a presupposition or an implication.

13Kanazawa (2001) makes a similar point. He comments that, “[p]eople tend to be reluctant to
judge the truth of [‘Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it’] when the uniqueness condition is
not met; if they have to say whether it is true or false, the answer tends to be consistent with the
paraphrase [‘Every farmer who owns a donkey beats every donkey he owns,’] but then there is a
strong feeling that one is judging it against a situation it is not intended for.” He also comments
in footnote (5) that “[t]his seems to be a commonly misunderstood point; the misunderstanding is
perhaps due to the conflation with the conditional version[my emphasis] ‘If a farmer owns a donkey,
he beats it,’ which has no such uniqueness implication.” p.391.

However, I remain skeptical that the said di↵erence between the conditional version and the
quantified version is necessarily a semantic one. It may be a pragmatic e↵ect that quantified
donkey sentences with relative clauses are more easily interpreted as conveying relative uniqueness.
Since the “dependent” occurs in the relative clause, and the information embedded in the relative
clause is often not the focus, the scalar implicature (that there is just one such a dependent relative
to each boss) is granted with more ease.
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Still, there remains the question of whether conditional donkey sentences

and their quantified counterparts are equivalent. I confess that I have no conclusive

answer. One thing to note is that in the previous examples, the quantificational

determiner ‘every’ has a universal quantificational force; the indefinites ‘a farmer’

and ‘a donkey’ are also interpreted as universal when occurring in conditionals.

However, changing the determiners leads to dramatic di↵erence:

(248) a. Most girls who own a dog adore it.

b. If most girls own a dog, they adore it.

(249) a. Three girls who own a dog adore it.

b. If three girls own a dog, they adore it.

(250) a. Not every girl who owns a dog adores it.

b. #If not every girl own a dog, she adore it.

The choice of quantificational determiner a↵ects not only the interpretation

(i.e., the availability and preferability of the weak reading) of the above examples,

but the very interpretability of them. Hence, donkey conditionals and quantified

donkey sentences do seem to di↵er in an important way that calls for further inves-

tigation.14

14Relatedly, Kanazawa (1994) notes that for quantified sentences with relative clauses, the mono-
tonicity properties of the determiner systematically determine the kind of readings available. Ac-
cording to Kanazawa, quantificational determiners that are both left and right upward monotone
seem to obligate the existential reading, and so do determiners that are both left and right downward
monotone. Hence, only the weak reading for (i) and (ii) makes sense:
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In sum, the discussion on the weak reading points to an interesting contrast

between conditionals and quantified sentences. If we try to justify the availability

of weak readings by modifying the verification conditions for complex DRSs, our

attempt will not be in vain for quantified sentences but is doomed to fail for con-

ditionals. On the other hand, we may try to derive the weak reading by changing

the DRS representation as does Kadmon. The fact that her analysis of the asym-

i. Some boys who own a cat beat it.

ii. No boys who own a cat beat it.

Kanazawa further observes that if a quantifier has a mismatching monotonicity of the first and
second argument position, then both the weak and strong interpretations are available; yet, the
strong reading is often preferred due to other semantic and pragmatic factors. The wider range of
e↵ects of quantificational determiners is summarized below:

Monotonicity of determiners and interpretations of donkey sentences

interpretation determiners
"MON" weak reading only a, some, several, at least n, many
"MON# strong reading preferred? not every, not all
#MON" strong reading preferred every, all, free choice any
#MON# weak reading only no, few, at most n
MON# both most

Kanazawa’s observation is interesting in several aspects. First, it is more fine-grained than simply
dividing up quantifiers into those that are existential and those that are universal. The availability
of weak and strong readings do not correspond simply to the distinction between existential and
universal quantifiers. If Kanazawa is right, the claim that quantifiers with existential import license
the weak interpretation only is false. On the one hand, ‘not every’ and ‘not all’ are clearly existential,
but they can give rise to both the weak and strong readings; on the other hand, ‘no’ expresses a
negative universal but it permits the weak interpretation only. By contrast, quantifiers that license
both the weak and strong interpretations, namely ‘every’, ‘all’, free choice ‘any’, ‘not every’ and ‘not
all’, besides all having disparate monotonicity properties in their first and second argument position,
are related in a special way. While ‘Every’, ‘all’ and ‘any’ clearly indicates universal quantification,
‘not every’ and ‘not all’ are simply their negation. Here the normally assumed logical equivalence
between ‘not every’/‘not all’ and ‘some’/’at least one’ does not hold, as the former may select either
the weak or strong interpretation, but the latter permit the weak one exclusively.

However, Kanazawa’s discussion on the e↵ects of monotonicity properties is limited to quantified
donkey sentences; nothing is said about the exact relation between quantified donkey sentences
with relative clauses and donkey conditionals. It remains to be seen whether and how the e↵ects
of determiners observed in the former extend to the latter and if monotonicity properties provide
an explanation to the asymmetry noted earlier.
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metric reading for quantified sentences does not successfully extend to conditionals,

however, also suggests a di↵erence between the two.15

5.3.2 Intensional contexts

Given the complexity involved, I do not purport to give a full treatment of

anaphoric pronouns in intensional contexts.16 I will simply sketch why DRT stands

in a favorable position as opposed to the situational analysis in accounting for the

anaphoric link when a pronoun and its antecedent occur in di↵erent intensional

contexts.

The main advantage DRT enjoys is its representationalism. It can add to

DRSs various kinds of discourse referents and other structures that render under-

standing of a discourse possible. In this sense, a DRS aims to represent the in-

formation that is necessary for communication to be possible. It needs to encode

what must be the case for the discourse to be comprehensible. The representational,

structural nature of DRT enables it to make explicit the internal connection between

noun phrases in di↵erent attitudes by having suitable discourse referents available

for anaphoric possibility. Asher’s (1986, 1987) use of a delineated DRS is one apt

15In section 7.2, however, I will suggest an alternative analysis that brings together adverbially
modified donkey conditionals and their paraphrases in the form of donkey sentences with quantified
noun phrases and relative clauses.

16For issues concerning modal subordination, see Roberts (1987, 1989, 1996), Geurts (1995),
Frank (1997); Frank and Kamp (1997). Standard DRT cannot deal with modal subordination, but
some revised versions, such as Roberts’ accommodation account and Frank’s anaphoric analysis,
suggest some potential. DRT, by being representational, has a clear advantage to incorporate in-
formation needed to “make the discourse comprehensible.” Frank, however, argues that Roberts
fails to represent some crucial elements, i.e., the modal base, the ordering source, and the di↵er-
ences between deontic and epistemic modals, in her analysis. For issues concerning propositional
attitudes, see Asher (1986, 1987, 1993), Geurts (1999), van Rooy (2006) and Kamp, van Genabith
and Reyle (2011).
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example.

Let ↵ be an attitude verb. Asher analyzes attitude reports of the form

‘a ↵ that �’ uniformly as generating DRS conditions of the form ↵(x, p) and p :

K

�

where K

�

is the DRS resulting from the processing of �. Furthermore, some

attitude verbs will introduce other conditions that relate K

�

to a set of DRS by

a justification relation; others will introduce additional structure into the DRS as

operators on K

�

. These further relation or operators will restrict the availability of

anaphoric interpretations. Most significantly, Asher includes as part of the context

of interpretation a partial representation of a person’s total cognitive state by means

of a “delineated DRS”: a triple that consists of (i) a set of DRSs K1,..., Kn

(each

representing an attitude); (ii) a set of reference markers that can be shared by these

DRSs, and (iii) a (possibly empty) set of conditions.

Defined as such, a delineated DRS has a stock of “common conceptual indi-

viduals” shared by various DRSs that serve as the inter anchor for discourse referents

across attitudes. The presuppositional nature of anaphoric pronouns is reflected in

an intensional version of the familiarity constraint: any discourse referent introduced

by a pronoun (and more generally a definite) within an attitude context requires an

internal anchor.17

Thus, take:

(251) John hopes to catch a fish and he wants to cook it for dinner.

17Asher (1987), p.139
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(251) is represented as:

(252)

z,i

fish(z)
catch(i,z)

K

⇤

x

John(x)
hope(x,p)

p:

z

fish(z)
catch(x,z)

want(x,q)

q:

u

u=z
cook for dinner(x,z)

< x, John >,< i, John >

As is mandated by the familiarity constraint, the discourse referent u rep-

resenting the anaphoric pronoun ‘it’ must be linked to an internal anchor. (252)

illustrates that this condition is met by equating u with z, a discourse referent in

the delineated DRS K⇤.

The specification of a delineated DRS and the requirement for an internal

anchor of pronouns in attitude contexts provides a straightforward analysis of how

anaphoric link is possible. That di↵erent attitude contexts may create barriers to

anaphoric linkage is then accounted for by the semantics of various logical relations

between di↵erent intensional operators.18 Compared to the situational analysis, the

DRT framework o↵ers a more natural and viable explanation of how “preceding

18Consider the contrast between the following:

i. #John doubts that a woman broke into his apartment. He believes that she broke into the
apartment upstairs.

ii. John believes that a woman broke into his apartment. He doubts that she found the silverware.

Asher calls the restricted anaphoric relation in (i) weakly intentional anaphoric. He further o↵ers
a typology of a number of patterns of logical inferences and anaphoric properties.
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attitude reports bear on the interpretation of the subsequent attitude reports” and

how “mental states generally have an interconnectedness.”19

5.4 Are Familiarity and Novelty Semantic?

In DRT, neither donkey pronouns or their indefinite antecedents are quantifi-

cational. They are simply discourse referents (variables). Whatever quantificational

force they appear to convey comes from the linguistic contexts in which they occur,

namely, the conjunctive, the conditional or the quantified contexts. What underlies

the quantificational import is the verification condition of the relevant DRS, so it

is really the structure of the discourse and the corresponding representation that

determine the interpretation of pronouns and their antecedents.

In DRT’s uniform analysis of NPs as discourse referents, a critical non-

uniformity is the distinction between indefinites and definites (i.e., pronouns, defi-

nite descriptions and proper names). The former introduce a new discourse referent,

whereas the latter introduce a discourse referent with various more complicated pre-

suppositions.20 The use of an anaphoric pronoun, in particular, requires that the

discourse referent it introduces be equated with an accessible, familiar discourse

referent. In DRT, the familiarity condition on definites and the more specific acces-

sibility constraint on anaphoric pronouns are an integral part of the semantics.

The comparison between DRT and the description-theoretic approach demon-

19Ibid., p.191.
20It is mistaken to say that an indefinite introduces into a DRS a discourse referent with no

presupposition, since it does carry a presupposition of existence. In a conjunctive context, the use
of an indefinite signals the existence of an individual (either a real entity or a fictional one); in a
conditional context, the use of an indefinite signals existence in a hypothetical sense.
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strates that DRT is a better alternative to the analysis of donkey pronouns and

pronouns in general. The advantage DRT enjoys entails that definites are best un-

derstood in terms of the familiarity theory. However, there is a question of how

to characterize the familiarity constraint. Must the familiarity constraint (and the

corresponding novelty constraint) be construed as a semantic condition? Is the

di↵erence between an indefinite and a definite necessarily a semantic one?

According to the Russellian quantificational theory, indefinites and definites

have a distinct semantic, i.e., truth-conditional, import. Intuitively, the familiarity-

novelty constraint is a constraint on the appropriate use of noun phrases. Hence,

there is a psychological aspect that the familiarity-novelty constraint attempts to

capture which the Russellian theory neglects. But this indicates that the familiarity-

novelty condition and the Russellian analysis are not automatically in conflict. The

two are at odds only if the familiarity-novelty condition is characterized as part of

a semantic theory, e.g., DRT, that presents itself as an alternative to the Russellian

theory.

In other words, the familiarity theory of anaphora does not necessarily force

us to go dynamic. We may maintain an essentially Russellian stand according to

which descriptions are quantificational and depict the familiarity-novelty condition

in terms of pragmatics. We can then avoid the radical transition to the revolutionary

semantics DRT stands for. That is, we need not depart from the Russellian position;

all we need is some degree of reformation. In the sections that follow, I discuss this

attempt to resist DRT and argue that DRT is superior to the reformed Russellian

analysis.
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5.4.1 Uniqueness as Pragmatic

Traditionally, indefinite descriptions and definite descriptions di↵er in their

truth-conditional import. ‘The F is G’ and ‘A F is G’ di↵er in their truth-conditions:

(253) a. ‘The F is G’ is true i↵ there is at least one F, at most one F and every

F is G.

b. ‘A F is G’ is true i↵ there is at least one F that is G.

However, Szabo (2000, 2003, 2005) and Ludlow and Segal (2004) argue that

“the semantic import of definite descriptions (just like the semantic import of in-

definite descriptions) is simply existential quantification.”21 That is, (254a) has the

following truth-conditions:

(254) ‘The F is G’ is true i↵ there is at least one F that is G.

On the other hand, these Reformists maintain that truth-conditional im-

port and truth-conditions do not exhaust meaning. They do not deny that definite

descriptions often carry a uniqueness implication; they argue, however, that the

uniqueness implication comes solely from pragmatics. Indefinite descriptions and

definites descriptions agree at the semantic level, but they are not the same at the

pragmatic level.

Adopting the familiarity thesis, the Reformists argue that a speaker’s use

of a definite description in a speech act is infelicitous if the description denotes

21Szabo (2003), p.282.
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an individual not familiar to her addressee; her use of an indefinite description is

felicitous only if the description denotes a novel individual. Hence, a speaker’s

use of a definite description conventionally implicates that she believes that the

denotation is something familiar to her addressee; her use of an indefinite description

conventionally implicates that she believes the denotation is something novel to her

addressee.

Furthermore, together with the general rules of cooperative conversation, a

definite description’s conventional implicature generates pragmatic implications of

uniqueness. If a speaker follows Grice’s Maxims of Quality, Quantity, Relevance

and Manner, she is sincere, informative, relevant and perspicuous. A cooperative

speaker’s use of ‘The F is G’ will produce a generalized conversational implicature

that there is one and only one F; her use of ‘a F is G’ will not conversationally

implicate that there is one and only one F.

In other words, the Reformists acknowledge the uniqueness implication of

definite descriptions, but they associate it not with the truth-conditional import of

definite descriptions but with their uses. Unlike the traditional Russellians who lo-

cate the uniqueness of a definite description at the level of semantics, the Reformists

explain the uniqueness e↵ect at the level of pragmatics.

5.4.2 Problems with the Pragmatic Construal

Pupa (2010) delineated a series of arguments against the Reformists. At the

heart of these arguments are truth-theoretic considerations relating to the mono-

tonicity of definite and indefinite descriptions. I review two of his arguments in
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what follows. I will show in the next section that Pupa’s arguments do not apply

to DRT, proving the need for not just reformation but conversion.

To begin, let Q be a quantifier and F, F
0
be predicates (descriptions) such

that F
0
denotes a subset of F. Q is left monotone increasing (henceforward ‘"’) if

the following holds:

(255) Q F
0
is G |= Q F is G

If such an entailment does not hold, then Q is not left monotone increasing

(hereafter ‘–"’). Also, let us say if Q is " or –", so is the phrase it heads. For instance,

‘Two British philosophers smoke’ entails ‘Two philosophers smoke,’ so the quantifier

‘two’ and the description ‘two British philosophers’ are ".

According to the traditional Russellian account, indefinite descriptions are

". The proposition expressed by an utterance of (256a) entails the one expressed by

an utterance of (256b):

(256) a. A big dog bites anyone who touches it.

b. A dog bites anyone who touches it.

Also, definite descriptions are –". The proposition expressed by (257a) fails

to entail that expressed by (257b):

(257) a. The big dog bites anyone who touches it.

b. The dog bites anyone who touches it.
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On the other hand, the Reformists grant the entailment from (256a) to

(256b) and the entailment from (257a) to (257b). For the Reformists, the truth-

conditional import of definite descriptions is identical to that of indefinite descrip-

tions, so both are ". However, the inference from (257a) to (257b) seems implausible.

Imagine (257a) uttered in a scenario with two dogs: a big dog that bites and a small

dog that does not. The proposition expressed by uttering (257a) certainly does not

entail that expressed by (257b). It is a logical mistake to claim that the entail-

ment holds. So, judging from the monotonic features of definite description, the

traditional Russellian analysis makes more sense.

I imagine the Reformists can avail themselves of two responses. The first

is that the traditional Russellians are abstracting away crucial contextual factors.

They evaluate the propositions and their possible entailment relations as if they

they are free of context. However, inference is context-dependent. In particular,

whether (257a) entails (257b) should be evaluated relative to the same context of

use.

Recall that a speaker’s use of a definite description is felicitous only if it

denotes a familiar object to her addressee. So if a speaker’s use of ‘the dog’ in (257b)

is felicitous at all, it must denote some dog familiar to the addressee. Suppose the

use of ‘the big dog’ in (257a) is felicitous, most likely due to the existence of a big

dog in front of the speaker and her addressee, then the denotation of ‘the dog’ is

evaluated in the same context and must denote the same dog. Observe the perfectly

natural conversational flow in (258):
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(258) Dad: The big dog bites anyone who touches it.

Child: Can I touch it?

Mom: Didn’t you hear your dad? The dog bites!

Alternatively, the Reformists can admit that there is something not quite

right in the inference from (257a) to (257b), but maintain that the unacceptability

has nothing to do with the (reformed) " nature of definite descriptions. The Re-

formists may argue as follows: (257a) expresses the proposition that at least one big

dog bites and conversationally implicates that there is one and only one big dog;

(257b) expresses the proposition that at least one dog bites, and conversationally

implicates that there is one and only one dog. Therefore, truth-conditional wise,

(257a) does entail (257b). Nevertheless, what (257a) conversationally implicates

does not entail what (257b) conversationally implicates, so the entailment fails at

the level of conversational implicatures. Hence, what we find objectionable is the

pragmatic inference from (257a) to (257b), not the semantic inference.

However, it strikes me that the Reformist position is still untenable. Consider

the following arguments:

(259) P1: A man is tall.

P2: A man is handsome.

C: A man is tall and handsome.
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(260) P1: The man is tall.

P2: The man is handsome.

C: The man is tall and handsome.

(259) is an invalid argument, but (260) is a valid one. However, the Re-

formists are bound to declare that (260) is invalid because ‘the man’ and ‘a man’

have exactly the same truth-conditional import. Besides, the Reformists cannot

reply that (260) is invalid in the semantic sense but valid in the pragmatic sense.

The validity of an argument is defined as whether the form of an argument is truth-

preserving, so it is bizarre to claim that (260) is a pragmatically valid argument.

Furthermore, the Reformists’ arguments regarding (257) and the current example

are conflicting. Their response to (257) is that the inference from (257a) to (257b)

is valid in the semantic sense but fails at the pragmatic level. Their response to

(260), however, is just the opposite: the inference fails at the semantic level but is

valid in the pragmatic sense. The Reformists simply cannot tell a coherent story.

Another problem for the Reformists comes from the monotonic features of

indefinite descriptions. Consider:

(261) A big dog bit someone who touched it; therefore, a dog bit someone who

touched it.

Intuitively, (261) is not at all problematic. This is predicted by the tradi-

tional Russellians. Nevertheless, Pupa points out that the Reformists have di�cul-

ties explaining (261).
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Since the Reformists subject uses of indefinites to the novelty condition, ‘a

big dog’ and ‘a dog’ must denote novel individuals: the denotation of ‘a big dog’ and

‘a dog’ must be distinct. Suppose a speaker’s utterance of ‘a big dog’ denotes dog d1.

Her use of ‘a big dog’ is felicitous because prior to her utterance, d1 is not familiar.

Now she continues to utter ‘a dog.’ According to the Reformists, if the speaker’s

use of ‘a dog’ is felicitous, the denotation of ‘a dog’ must be novel. Suppose ‘a dog’

denotes d2. The Reformists predict that d1 6= d2. Given any arbitrary model with at

least two dogs d1 and d2 where d1 satisfies the relevant predicate, it is not necessarily

the case that d2 does too. Thus, the Reformists must say (261) is not always true.

On the other hand, (261) could be true if d1 =d2, but then the speaker’s use of the

indefinites becomes inappropriate. Either way, the Reformists predict (261) to be

unacceptable: if a speaker’s use of the indefinites is felicitous, her inference is not

logically valid; if her inference is logically valid, her utterance violates the felicity

condition concerning indefinites.

Moreover, the Reformists cannot resort to a “non-redundancy” constraint.

“Non-redundancy” is a constraint on conversational updates that they should not

create redundancy. Specifically, Szabo (2000) claims that this constraint can some-

times overrule the novelty condition such that the addressee interprets use of an

indefinite description as denoting a familiar object.22

There are several problems with the Reformist approach. First, since the

novelty constraint and the non-redundancy constraint are both pragmatic regula-

tions, it is di�cult to rank them in any precise way. But if we leave the preference

22Szabo (2000), p.p.37-39.
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open, too much flexibility will be left to the Reformists: they will fail to make any

principled predictions. Furthermore, the novelty constraint is clearly at the core of

the Reformists’ pragmatic doctrine. It is puzzling how such a central principle can

be overridden by a further stipulation. Besides, once the Reformists allow the non-

redundancy constraint to cancel the novelty condition, there might be other similar

constraints that countermand the familiarity condition, leaving the Reformists with

no more substantive thesis.

Hence, even though the Reformists’ belief in a context-dependent and use-

conscious evaluation of meaning is well-motivated, their pragmatic construal of the

familiarity-novelty constraint cannot be maintained.

5.4.3 Familiarity-Novelty as Semantic

The downfall of the Reformists confirms that the familiarity-novelty con-

straint cannot be characterized as part of the pragmatics; the constraint must be

analyzed as part of the semantics. It also demonstrates the need to go dynamic: we

need an integrated semantic theory that captures the objective, truth-conditional

aspect of meaning and addresses the intentional, psychological aspect of communi-

cation.

In DRT, the information encoded in the linguistic expressions are mapped

to a level of representation in which their psychological import is recorded as dis-

course referents and the relevant conditions. A discourse gives rise to a certain

representation, and we obtain truth when the representation matches a certain as-

pect of the reality. Hence, understanding of a discourse comes down to (i) knowing
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the discourse content, or what the discourse representation is, and (ii) knowing the

semantic content, or when the discourse representation is true.

The familiarity-novelty constraint, according to DRT, applies at the level of

the construction of the representation. If the condition is not met, we will fail to

construct a DRS (or an updated DRS) and a fortiori no truth can be conveyed.

Furthermore, definite and indefinite descriptions do not have denotations in the tra-

ditional sense. They are not quantificational and cannot be said to have monotonic

features. They simply introduce into DRSs discourse referents that must follow the

familiarity-novelty constraint.

Take:

(262) A big dog barked at strangers, therefore, a dog barked at strangers.

Suppose the utterance of (262) takes place where no dogs have been men-

tioned. The first part of (262) introduces into the DRS a variable x and the condi-

tions that x is a big dog and x barks at strangers. Then, the indefinite ‘a dog’ in

the second part, in conformity with the novelty constraint, introduces into the DRS

a new variable y; the updated DRS hence contains two di↵erent variables x and y

with the conditions that the former is a big dog that barks at strangers and that

the latter is also a dog that barks at strangers. Such is the information we obtain

from processing the linguistic expressions. Of course, in any arbitrary model where

the sketched representation matches the reality, there may be more than one dog,

where one of them is a big dog that barked at strangers. Nonetheless, in any model

where a big dog barked at strangers, that same dog barked at strangers. That is,
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whenever the DRS representing the first half of (262) has an embedding function f

that verifies it, provided that f assigns x and y to the same dog, f also verifies the

DRS representing the second half of (262). In short, whenever the first half of (262)

is true, there is always an interpretation where (262) as a whole is true as well.

Put di↵erently, the familiarity-novelty constraint in DRT is a “reference

condition” for indefinites and definites: indefinites refer to new discourse referents

whereas definites refer to familiar discourse referents. However, there is no further

restriction that discourse referents cannot “co-refer.” Di↵erent indefinites introduce

di↵erent discourse referents, and they may or may not be mapped to the same

individual. In short, reference at the discourse level is connected to but distinct

from reference in the real world.

To summarize, the vulnerability of the Reformist position demonstrates the

need for heresy: the Russellian analysis of descriptions is to be replaced by an

unorthodox theory of meaning that does not analyze descriptions as quantifiers but

as discourse referents (variables). By a�rming a level of representation intermediate

between linguistic expressions and their reference, DRT is capable of analyzing the

familiarity-novelty constraint as part of semantics—an alternative, encompassing

semantics that attends to both truth conditions and conditions of felicitous use.

5.5 Concluding Remarks

In DRT, meaning is essentially processing. In its earlier, basic form, DRT is

concerned primarily with the role of NPs in discourse. Understanding these linguistic

expressions and the sentences in which they occur is a two-level task: at the first
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level, the task is to construct the relevant DRS based on the linguistic information; at

the second level, the task is to evaluate whether the DRS so constructed corresponds

to reality, that is, if the conditions depicted in the DRS describe truthfully some

aspect of the reality.

Regarding anaphora, DRT makes available antecedents that are ruled out by

traditional analysis. The binding domain (associated with the notion of c-command)

is replaced by a broader domain of accessibility, which dissolves the disanalogy be-

tween syntactically bound and unbound anaphoric pronouns and brings to light

their similarity. The interpretation of pronouns (and noun phrases in general) is

context-sensitive. The context, e.g., a quantified sentence with a relative clause, a

conditional, or a conjunction, determines the form of the discourse representation,

and relative to di↵erent forms of representation is their respective verification condi-

tion. It is via the construction and interpretation of a DRS that a pronoun receives

its meaning.

One common problem of Heim and Neale’s description-based analyses is the

asymmetry between donkey pronouns in conditionals and those that occur cross-

sententially:

(263) a. If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it.

b. A farmer owns a donkey. He beats it.

The donkey pronoun ‘it’ in (263a) is not unique. The sentence does not

mean that there is one particular donkey such that every farmer who owns it beats

it. Heim neutralizes the unwanted uniqueness by relativizing uniqueness to minimal
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situations, and Neale avoids the problem by analyzing singular donkey pronouns as

semantically numberless. However, extending the situational analysis or the number

neutrality thesis to the interpretation of (263b) yields unintended consequences.

For Heim, the situational analysis should predict that (263b) is true as long as

several donkey-owning farmers beat their donkeys. The loss of uniqueness becomes

inevitable once uniqueness is relativized to minimal situations. On the other hand,

it is absurd if the donkey pronouns ‘he’ and ‘it’ in (263b) are numberless. Neale had

better not interpret the sentence as ‘The farmer or farmers who own the donkey or

donkeys beats or beat the donkey or donkeys owned by the farmer or farmers.’ In

order not to predict these undesired results, Heim and Neale would have to argue

that there are two kinds of donkey pronouns and that they cannot be analyzed

uniformly.

By contrast, DRT o↵ers a perfectly consistent analysis of donkey pronouns.

Whether they occur in conditionals or not, donkey pronouns are always analyzed

as discourse referents. More specifically, donkey pronouns do not have existential

force or referential status on their own; their interpretations depend on the context

in which they occur. When a donkey pronoun is part of a conditional, the DRS

verification conditions are such that every embedding of the antecedent DRS extends

to some embedding of consequent DRS, so that the denotation of ‘it’ in (263a) co-

varies with the denotation of ‘a donkey’ at all times. DRT predicts that (263b) is

true i↵ there is at least one embedding of the DRS corresponding to the first sentence

that can be extended to an embedding that verifies the DRS corresponding to the

second sentence. So indeed, for cross-sentential donkey pronouns, DRT predicts no
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uniqueness.

Indeed, as Roberts (2003) argues, the demand of semantic uniqueness, i.e.,

uniqueness in the absolute sense, is simply too strong for donkey pronouns in gen-

eral. She proposes that what makes anaphoric readings possible is informational

uniqueness, or uniqueness in the relative sense. Semantic uniqueness means that

there is exactly one relevant individual in the model, but informational uniqueness

means that only one individual is relevant in the current discourse. The follow-

ing sage-plant examples make clear that donkey pronouns do not possess semantic

uniqueness across the board:

(264) a. Everyone who bought a sage plant bought four others along with it.

b. Mary bought a sage plant, and she bought four others along with it.

The fact that informational uniqueness is already assumed by both Heim

and Neale further discredits their theories. For Heim, a donkey pronoun denotes

uniquely relative to a given minimal situation, so situational uniqueness is clearly a

variant of informational uniqueness. For Neale, in his attempt to achieve semantic

uniqueness, he allows the context to play an active role in enriching the descriptive

content of a donkey pronouns. It follows that semantic uniqueness must be realized

as contextual uniqueness, which is e↵ectively a form of informational uniqueness.

DRT, however, is forthright in declaring informational uniqueness as what underlies

anaphoric linkage.

To conclude, DRT is a superior alternative to the description-theoretic ap-

proach. Donkey pronouns are not special. By replacing syntactic binding with the
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notion of accessibility, DRT analyzes donkey pronouns on a par with syntactically

bound anaphoric pronouns. This unification of donkey pronouns and syntactically

bound anaphoric pronouns is justified by their common semantic dependence on

their linguistic antecedents. Both are analyzed as essentially bound variables: they

introduce discourse referents that must be equated with accessible discourse refer-

ents, indicating that they are “bound” by their antecedents. More generally, all

pronouns need to be “bound.” The meaning of referential pronouns depends on

some antecedents as well; their antecedents, however, are non-linguistic. It is this

common semantic dependence on the availability of some prior entities, either lin-

guistic or non-linguistic, that characterizes the use of pronouns.23

23Even more generally, definite noun phrases manifest semantic dependence. Definite descrip-
tions and proper names too require familiarity. Our use of definite descriptions and proper names
presupposes that their reference is not empty. Their existence commitment is typically a com-
mitment of real existence. DRT’s analysis of them in terms of discourse referents, on the other
hand, accounts for their existence presupposition in a fictional setting. If we conceive the Kapla-
nian character loosely as what underlies the various uses of a linguistic expression, the character of
pronouns is that they introduce discourse referents with existence and familiarity presuppositions.
Other definite noun phrases can be characterized in similar ways. DRT clarifies the commonality
and di↵erence among the variety of definites by laying out a spectrum of familiarity conditions. In
short, it helps us to appreciate the parallelism between presuppositions and anaphors, and definites
on the whole.
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Chapter 6

The Descriptivist Theory Strikes Back: Elbourne’s
Synthesis

Elbourne (2005) o↵ers a new perspective from the description-theoretic ap-

proach. He argues that donkey pronouns have both the semantics and syntax of

definite descriptions. More specifically, Elbourne argues that donkey pronouns are

definite articles followed by phonologically unrealized NPs. Since the descriptive

content, i.e., the deleted NP, is a direct copy of the indefinite antecedent, there is

no worry for the formal link. Elbourne also proposes a more fine-grained situation

semantics and argues that the problem of indiscernibility can be solved.1

Moreover, Elbourne contends that there is no pronominal ambiguity since

regular pronouns (i.e., bound and free) as well as donkey pronouns are both ana-

lyzed as definite articles taking two arguments. In addition, he argues that definite

descriptions, pronouns and proper names — namely, all type e expressions receive

1Within the description-based approach, Elbourne distinguishes between the E-type analysis
and the D-type analysis. Elbourne reserves the label “E-type” analysis to Evans (1977, 1980)’s
account; all other descriptivist theories, including Cooper (1979), Heim (1990), Neale (1990), and
Heim and Kratzer (1998), are D-type accounts. The main contrast between the E-type and D-type
analyses is that the former does not equate donkey pronouns to definite descriptions.

The classification is not of crucial importance, however. A theory can been seen as an E-type in
general so long as it allows definite descriptions to play a role in the semantics of donkey pronouns;
the contrast between Evans’ account and the rest lies in the exact role each theory assigns to definite
descriptions. On the other hand, the various names of the descriptivist accounts can be confusing.
That Heim calls her analysis E-type does not entail she agrees entirely with Evans; that Elbourne
calls his theory D-type does not mean his account is drastically di↵erent from Heim’s.
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a uniform treatment.2

The aim of this chapter is to investigate whether Elbourne’s arguments hold.

In section 6.1, I sketch Elbourne’s major theses and highlight the similarities he

shares with previous descriptivist analyses. In section 6.2, I raise some concerns to

the proposed solution to the problem of formal link based on some recent studies;

in section 6.3, I discuss the problem of indistinguishable participants. I conclude

by criticizing Elbourne’s unification between pronouns and definite descriptions and

explaining how his analysis reduces to DRT in section 6.4.3

6.1 Making A Case for D-type Pronouns

According to Elbourne, there are two ways to distinguish between D-type

theories. First, descriptivist theories can be divided according to the degree of

similarity they assume between donkey pronouns and definite descriptions. Some

descriptivist theories analyze donkey pronouns and definite descriptions as not only

semantically but also syntactically equivalent, whereas others merely claim their

semantic comparability. Hence, they can be labeled as syntactic and semantic de-

2Here I put aside his equation of proper names with definite descriptions and focus on the
analysis of pronouns.

3Due to space constraint, there are some other problems with Elbourne’s account that I will
not discuss in further detail. First, Elbourne does not address the asymmetry between donkey
pronouns in conjunctive contexts and those occurring in conditionals. As discussed in section 3.1.3,
the situational analysis does not guarantee absolute uniqueness. Second, Elbourne fails to account
for the proportion problem with respect to conditionals. Third, he has surprisingly little discussion
on intensional subordination, and o↵ers no solution to the questions I raise in section 3.5.2. Finally,
Elbourne does not assume persistence in his situation theory. See Elbourne (2005), p.p.54-56.
My guess is that non-persistence is needed for his solution to indistinguishable participants: just
because one bishop is unique in a minimal situation s does not guarantee that he will be the unique
bishop in a larger situation s

0
. However, without persistence, we cannot even know if the bishop in

s will still be a bishop in s

0
.
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scriptivist theories, respectively. Second, descriptivist theories can be categorized

according to how they recover the descriptive content of donkey pronouns. Some de-

scriptivist theories reconstruct the descriptive content by contextually salient func-

tions or relations, whereas others have an explicit algorithm that computes syntactic

information from the antecedent sentence to the desired definite description. They

are contextual and linguistic descriptivist theories, respectively. Thus, we arrive at

the four-way classification: a descriptivist theory can be syntactic and contextual

(e.g., Heim and Kratzer (1998)), syntactic and linguistic (e.g., Elbourne (2005)),

semantic and contextual (e.g., Heim (1990)) and semantic and linguistic (e.g., Neale

(1990)). The advantage of a syntactic, linguistic D-type theory is that donkey

pronouns and definite descriptions are connected on a deeper level, and that the

availability of D-type interpretations is properly regulated.

In other words, Elbourne’s analysis is a hybrid theory. It integrates the

advantage of Neale’s reconstruction of description with that of Heim’s relativized

uniqueness. The syntactic approach is immune to the problem of formal link, and

the use of situations neutralizes the unwelcome uniqueness presupposition in condi-

tionals.

6.1.1 Description as NP-deletion

First, drawing on examples such as (265), Elbourne argues that pronouns in

English are a kind of definite article:

(265) a. You troops will embark but the other troops will remain.
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b. We Americans distrust you Europeans.4

The pronouns ‘you’ and ‘we’ in these examples appear in the determiner

position. With this idea, we can suppose that pronouns and the determiner ‘the’

are morphological variants. Furthermore, with unbound anaphoric pronouns, the

NP argument of the determiner is subject to NP-deletion to avoid repetition. To

illustrate, (266a) is analyzed as (266b):

(266) a. If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it.

b. If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats the donkey. [the ———donkey] = it

There is no mystery in recovering the silent description. The descriptive

content of the disguised definite description is the phonologically null NP ‘donkey,’

a direct copy of the NP component from the antecedent clause. The resemblance

with Neale is that the description is directly obtainable from the linguistic context;

however, Elbourne’s proposed retrieval is minimal in that only the N-head is needed.

As such, the formal link between a donkey anaphora and its indefinite antecedent

is fully secured since the descriptive content of the pronoun is a mere duplicate of

the latter.

6.1.2 Refined Situations

Following Heim, Elbourne resorts to situations to avoid unwanted unique-

ness. His situation semantics is di↵erent in two ways, however. First, quantifica-

4Ibid., p.43, examples (7) and (8).
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tional adverbials such as ‘always,’ ‘usually’ and ‘rarely’ become part of the lexicon.5

This is a departure from previous analyses (e.g. Berman (1987), Kratzer (1989),

Heim (1990), von Fintel (1997/2004) and Heim and Kratzer (1998)) Secondly, El-

bourne’s situations are much more fine-grained.

As is common in all situational theories, a conditional with (covert) adverbs

of quantification ‘if ↵, then �’ is interpreted as having the following LF:

(267) [ [always [if ↵ ]] �]

In Heim (1990), calculations of the truth-conditions for the LF depend on

rule (268), in which ‘s1 \ s1’ means that the object-language situation variable (in

normal typeface) is to be replaced by the corresponding metalanguage situation

variable (in boldface
d

uring the calculation:

(268) J[[always [ if ↵]]�]Kg = True i↵

for every minimal situation s1 such that J↵Kgs1\s1 = True,

there is a situation s2 such that s1  s2 and J�Kgs1\s1,s2\s2 = True.

For adverbs other than ‘always,’ the rule is adjusted by substituting “every”

with the relevant quantificational determiner. So, the general scheme for interpreting

truth-conditions is (269):

5For example, the semantics of ‘always’ is: llbracketalwaysKg =

�p

<s,t>

.�q

<s,t>

.�s. for every minimal situationss
0
such that s

0
 s and p(s

0
) =

1, there is a situation s

00
such that s

00
 s and s

00
is a minimal situation such that s

0


s

00
and q(s

00
) = 1.
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(269) J[[Q-adverb [ if ↵]]�]Kg = True i↵

for Q-det. minimal situation s1 such that J↵Kgs1\s1 = True,

there is a situation s2 such that s1  s2 and J�Kgs1\s1,s2\s2 = True.

Elbourne thinks that (269) is theoretically unsatisfactory even though it

produces adequate truth conditions. The problem is that adverbs of quantifica-

tion become a weird species: there are no corresponding lexical entries for them

in the lexicon, so they are the only exception of an otherwise compositional anal-

ysis. Meanwhile, due to the very nature of Heim’s situational analysis, (269) is

unavoidable.

In Heim’s analysis, donkey pronouns are interpreted by contextually salient

functions from situations to individuals. Meanwhile, predicates also take situation

variables as an argument. To recap, the antecedent of the conditional ‘If a girl owns

a cat, she adores it’ is analyzed as (270a) whereas the consequent is analyzed as

(270b); the pronouns ‘she’ and ‘it’ are defined by f

1 and f

2, respectively:

(270) a. [girl(s1)(x) & cat(s1)(y) & x own(s1) y]

b. [f1(s1) adores(s2) f2(s1)]

As (270b) demonstrates, the interpretation of the nuclear scope makes ref-

erence to two di↵erent situations: the interpretation of ‘she’ and ‘it’ relies on s1

while the interpretation of ‘beat’ relies on s2. (1) If we are to give ‘always’ a normal

denotation; (2) it would take as arguments both the proposition expressed in the

restrictor and the one expressed in the nuclear scope. If only one situation vari-

able may enter into the calculation of truth conditions, the semantic value of the
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nuclear scope is necessarily incomplete. If the nuclear scope is interpreted relative

to variable s1 and s2 is left free, ‘beat’ is undefined; if the proposition is interpreted

relative to s2 and s1 is left free, f1(s1) and f

2(s1) remain uninterpreted. Therefore,

there can be no writing of a regular semantics for ‘always.’ The only way out is to

embrace the general schema (269).

Elbourne’s other innovation is a more fine-grained situation structure. In

previous analyses such as Heim (1990), the key quantification is a relation between

two sets of minimal situations: the minimal situations where the restrictor clause

is true, and the minimal situations where, by extending the first set of minimal

situations, the nuclear clause is also true. The same holds in Elbourne’s theory; a

minimal situation that belongs to the first set, however, is further divided into even

smaller situation.

To illustrate, consider again ‘If a girl owns a cat, she adores it.’ According

to Heim, a minimal situation in which the restrictor clause is true looks like (271a);

according to Elbourne, it looks like (271b):

(271) a. x girl; y cat; x owns y
s1

b. x girl
s2 y cat

s3 x owns y
s4 s1

In (271a), the minimal situation s1 consists of two individuals, a girl and a

cat; the girl-cat pair is in the extension of ‘own.’ In (271b), the minimal situation

s1 consists of even more minute situations. In s1, there is a minimal situation s2 in

which there is a girl x; also in s1 is a minimal situation s3 in which there is a cat

y; a minimal extension s4 of s3 within s1 is such that x owns y. So, the minimal
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situation s1 that verifies ‘a girl owns a cat’ contains the very minimal situations s2

and s3, each of which contains just one thin individual with a single property (i.e.,

girl-hood and cat-hood respectively).

Now, Elbourne argues that the donkey sentence (272) has as its LF (273):

(272) If a man owns a donkey, he always beats it.

(273) [[ always [ if [[ a man] �6 [[ a donkey] �2 [t6 owns t2]]]]]]] [[he man] beats [it

donkey]]]6

A lengthy calculation reveals the truth conditions to be:

(274) �s1. for every minimal situation s4 such that

s4s1 and there is an individual y and a situation s7 such that s7 is a minimal

situation such that s7s4 and y is a man in s7, such that there is a situation

s9 such that s9s4 and s9 is a minimal situation such that

s7s9 and there is an individual x and a situation s2 such that s2 is a minimal

situation such that s2s9 and x is a donkey in s2, such that there is a situation

s3 such that s3s9 and s3 is a minimal situation such that s2s3 and y owns

x in s3,

there is a situation s5 such that s5s1 and s5 is a minimal situation such

that s4s5 and ◆x x is a man in s5 beats in s5 ◆x x is a donkey in s5.

6This is the result of Quantifier Raising, which creates traces and objects like �6 in the syntax.
These are interpreted by a situational version of the Traces rule and the Predicate Abstraction rule.
See Elbourne (2005), section 2.2.3.
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Acknowledging that (274) is almost impossible to parse without some sort

of visual aid, Elbourne suggests we use (275) as an aide mémoire when reading the

truth conditions:

(275) y man
s7 x donkey

s2 y owns x
s3 s9 s4 ◆y man beats ◆x donkey

s5 s1

In a nutshell, (272) is true i↵ every minimal situation s4 that verifies its

antecedent can be extended to a minimal situation s5 that verifies the consequent.

Except for the intricate nesting situations within s4, the parallel to Heim’s analysis

is apparent. According to Heim, (272) is true i↵ (276a) holds:

(276) a. For every minimal situation s1 such that x is a farmer in s1, and there is

a minimal situation s
0
such that s1s

0
and y is a donkey in s

0
and x owns

y in s
0
, there is a minimal situation s2 such that s1s2 and the unique x

that is a farmer in s1 beats in s2 the unique donkey y that x has in s1.

b. x man; y donkey; x owns y
s1 x beats y

s2

Besides being thoroughly compositional, Elbourne’s situational theory has

the added advantage of not relying on any elusive functions to guarantee the unique-

ness of donkey pronouns. The definites in s5 receive their desired interpretations due

to the very minimal situations s7 and s2 and how the situations are embedded within

s4. The fine-grained situations warrant that any indefinite antecedent is a unique

antecedent. That an indefinite’s situational feature determines its uniqueness turns

out to play a decisive role in Elbourne’s solution to the problem of indiscernibility,

which I will discuss in section 6.3.
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6.1.3 Pronouns as Definite Articles

Elbourne’s D-type account is self-contained as an analysis of unbound anaphoric

pronouns, but it is also part of his overall assimilation of type e expressions. El-

bourne contends that referring expressions–pronouns, definite descriptions and proper

names–“share more than just their semantic type.”7 Indeed, a uniform analysis of

these expressions is desirable, and Elbourne thinks that definite articles hold the key.

He argues that the underlying structure of type e expressions is a definite article

that takes two arguments: an index and a NP predicate.

According to Elbourne, the idea that pronouns play the same role as does

‘the’ is not too far-fetched. As illustrated in section 6.1.1, Elbourne takes a donkey

pronoun ‘it’ to be a definite article followed by a phonologically unrealized NP. This

means that a donkey pronoun takes as its argument a NP, a direct copy of the

antecedent N-head, which is deleted in phonology by NP-deletion:

(277) donkey pronoun: [ it —-NP ]

Furthermore, in standard semantic analysis, e.g., Heim and Kratzer (1998),

bound and referential pronouns are treated as variables with numerical subscripts,

where the numerical subscripts (i.e., indices) are interpreted by variable assignments.

With minimal changes to this system,8 Elbourne argues that these pronouns too can

be analyzed as determiners with a NP complement. The NP argument is an index of

7Ibid., p.1.
8The particular rules that need to be changed are: the Traces rule, the Pronouns Rule, and the

Predicate Abstraction Rule. See Elbourne (2005) section 3.2.1-2.
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type < e, t>, which is mapped to the relevant individual under a given assignment

function:

(278) regular (bound and referential) pronouns : [ it i ]

This way, all pronouns are definite determiners followed by a phonologically

null NP argument:

(279) Pronoun as determiner (I):

a. regular pronoun: [ it i ]

b. donkey pronoun: [ it NP ]

Meanwhile, it is commonplace that the definite article ‘the’ in a definite

description takes a NP as its argument. So, a common structure between pronouns

and definite descriptions already surfaces:

(280) Pronoun as determiner (II):

a. regular pronoun: [ it i ]

b. donkey pronoun: [ it NP ]

c. definite description: [ the NP ]

In (280), a definite article ‘it’ or ‘the’ takes either an index or a NP as its

argument. Nonetheless, Elbourne argues that the definite articles should really take

two arguments instead of one.
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Based on data from bound definite descriptions, Elbourne proposes that ‘the’

takes both a NP complement and an index complement:9

(281) [[ the i ] NP]

Adding the index argument also provides a new perspective on the attributive-

referential debate of definite descriptions. As argued in Donnellan (1966), Strawson

(1950) Lewis (1979), definite descriptions seem to have both an attributive use and

a referential use. To capture the di↵erence, Elbourne says that we may have two

kinds of indices: a regular index i, a positive integer equivalent to a certain variable

assignment,10 or an index 0 with an “anodyne” interpretation [�x: x 2D
e

. x2D
e

].

For example, the di↵erence between the attributive and referential inter-

pretation of ‘the man drinking martini’ is fleshed out as a di↵erence in the index

argument. When the index slot is 0, the definite description is used attributively;

when the index is, say, 1, the definite description is used referentially:

(282) a. attributive use: [[ the 0 ] man drinking martini]] ; denotes whatever man

that drinks martini

b. referential use: [[ the 2 ] man drinking martini]] ; denotes the value

assigned to 2

As the definite article ‘the’ is preferably analyzed as taking two arguments,

9Ibid., section 3.3.2
10In section 3.2.2, Elbourne o↵ers two mechanisms for the interpretation of i with slightly di↵erent

Traces and Pronouns rules and Predicate Abstract Rules but exactly the same outcome.
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it follows for Elbourne that pronouns too take two arguments.11 So, the argument

structure of pronouns now becomes:

(283) Pronoun as determiner (III):

a. regular pronoun: [[ it i ] NP]

b. donkey pronoun: [[ it i ] NP]

The index and NP components play asymmetric roles for regular pronouns

and donkey pronouns. For a donkey pronoun, the NP argument matters; for a

regular pronoun, it is the index that counts. For a donkey pronoun, the index

argument is an innocuous 0 and the NP component is phonologically null due to

NP-deletion. For a regular pronoun, the index is a positive integer and the NP

component is taken up by a phonologically null noun ONE. Like the index 0, ONE

denotes [�x: x 2D
e

. x2D
e

] and is applicable to all type e expressions. Due to their

functional feature, ONE and 0 are generally available.12

Such is the unified account of pronouns and definite descriptions as definite

articles taking two (possibly) silent arguments. Elbourne hence arrives at a new

taxonomy (284):

(284) Pronoun as determiner (III):
regular pronoun [[it i ] NP] ) [[it i ] —–ONE]
donkey pronoun [[it i ] NP] ) [[it 0 ] —–NP]
definite description [[the i ] NP] ) referential [[the i ] NP]

attributive [[the 0 ] NP]

11Besides the unity of the analysis, Elbourne maintains there is independent evidence from focused
bound pronouns and presumptive pronouns. Ibid., section 3.5.2-3. I will discuss the data from focus
bound pronouns in section 6.4.

12See Elbourne (2005), p124-125.
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Third-personal pronouns and the overt definite article ‘the’ have identical

semantics:13

(285) Jthe/itK: �f

<e,t>

.�g : g 2 D

<e,t>

&9!x(f(x) = 1&g(x) = 1).◆x(f(x) =

1&g(x) = 1)

6.1.4 Summary

In analyzing donkey pronouns as definite determiners whose NP arguments

are subject to NP-deletion, Elbourne provides a new answer to the relation between

donkey pronouns and definite descriptions. For him, pronouns and definite de-

scriptions are syntactically comparable and semantically equivalent. Moreover, the

revised situation semantics predicts equally satisfactory truth conditions as previous

analyses but has the advantage of being thoroughly compositional. The fine-grained

situation structure also entails the uniqueness of any D-type pronoun, because each

indefinite antecedent is necessarily uniquely-denoting within the minimal situation

in which it is embedded.

Having summarized Elbourne’s D-type account, I will argue that it is de-

fective in the sections that follow. My argument has four components: (i) the NP-

deletion analysis runs up against a di↵erent version of the problem of formal link;

(ii) indistinguishable participants remain problematic, (iii) the proportion problem

13The semantics for ‘he’ and ‘she’ is defined as follows:

i. JheK: �f
<e,t>

.�g : g 2 D

<e,t>

&9!x(f(x) = 1&8x(f(x) = 1 ! Male x)&g(x) = 1).◆x(f(x) =
1&g(x) = 1)

ii. JsheK:�f
<e,t>

.�g : g 2 D

<e,t>

&9!x(f(x) = 1&8x(f(x) = 1 ! Female x)&g(x) = 1).◆x(f(x) =
1&g(x) = 1)
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does not receive a full answer, (iv) the proposed assimilation between pronouns and

definite descriptions is not well-justified.

6.2 The Problem of (In)Formal Link

The idea of NP-deletion is the cornerstone of Elbourne’s D-type theory.

Since the descriptive content of a D-type pronoun is a mere copy of its antecedent

NP, the formal link is well-secured.

But what is the nature of NP-deletion? When is it possible and what con-

strains it? Elbourne initially asserts that NP-deletion is allowed in two scenarios.

It may take place when there is a linguistic antecedent, but it is also permissible

without a linguistic antecedent so long as “the deictic aid can be invoked of some-

thing in the immediate environment.”14 He gives an example of the second type

of scenario where a visitor utters, ‘Mine does the same thing,’ when the visitor is

leaped on enthusiastically by his host’s dog. There is no mentioning of the word

‘dog,’ but one has no problem understanding what the deleted NP is.

However, Elbourne insists that if the silent NP is to be reconstructed from

the linguistic context alone, its antecedent NP must occur explicitly. Because of this

built-in syntactic constraint in the interpretation of D-type pronouns, Elbourne’s

analysis has an advantage over theories that retrieve descriptions in a more semantic-

14Ibid., p.44. It is natural to think that the first case corresponds to anaphoric pronouns and the
second case corresponds to referential, free pronouns. But anaphoric pronouns come in two kinds:
those with c-commanding antecedents and those with non-commanding antecedents, i.e., bound
pronouns and donkey pronouns. It is curious that in Elbourne’s final analysis, the phonological null
NP components of the two are distinct. The NP argument of a bound pronoun is a semantically
inert ONE; the NP argument of a donkey pronoun is the semantically relevant, descriptively rich,
regular NP. I will come back to this in section 6.4.1.
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pragmatic way in avoiding the problem of formal link.15

Take:

(286) a. Every man who has a wife is sitting next to [her —–wife].

b. #Every man who is married really loves [her —? ].

(287) a. John has a wife. [She —–wife] is sitting next to him.

b. #John is married. [She —? ] is sitting next to him.

(286a) and (287a) are grammatical because the deleted NP is recovered as

a duplicate of the NP component of the antecedent DP. In contrast, (286b) and

(287b) are ungrammatical because there are no explicit NP antecedents to copy.16

Elbourne’s idea seems to be that for a pronoun to be interpreted as a D-type,

its NP antecedent must occur explicitly. The NP antecedent has to be phonologically

realized: it cannot be part of a deletion, nor can it be merely entailed or implied by

15Recall Elbourne’s distinction between contextual and linguistic D-type theories. Descriptive
content for the former (e.g., Heim (1990), Heim and Kratzer (1998)) can be any contextually salient
functions or relations; descriptive content for the latter (e.g., Neale(1990)) is obtained by “an
explicit algorithm” “on the basis of the linguistic environment.” Elbourne (2005), p.8. Elbourne’s
neo D-type analysis belongs to the latter camp.

16There seem to be ways that (287b) qualifies as a case of NP-deletion, though. Suppose the
first sentence is an ellipsis and the elided part of the speech is the prepositional phrase ‘to his
partner/wife.’ The prepositional phrase is deleted because it is such common knowledge that when
one is married one is married to a partner. Once we recovered the unrealized prepositional phrase,
there is no mystery that ‘she’ is a D-type pronoun. In other words, (287b) is an instance of NP-
deletion, and the NP ‘partner/wife’ is actually deleted twice. It is omitted in the first sentence
as part of the deleted prepositional phrase; it is crossed out again in the second due to standard
NP-deletion. I feel that if the utterance of (287b) is based on this process of double deletion,
‘she’ is still a D-type pronoun. On the other hand, (287b) may be uttered in a context where the
existence of the antecedent is salient. According to Elbourne’s own criterion, if we suppose the
speaker points to a woman while uttering (287b), ‘she’ should count as an instance of NP-deletion.
‘She’ is interpreted as a referential pronoun in this second possibility.
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the non-linguistic context. Furthermore, the presence of the NP antecedent needs

to be fully transparent: it cannot be the subpart of a word, nor can its occurrence

be merely entailed or implied by the linguistic context. So, (288a) has a D-type

reading but (288b) does not:

(288) a. Every man who owns a donkey beats it.

b. #Every donkey owner beats it.

This requirement on the overt occurrence is parallel to Postal (1969)’s anaphoric

island: an anaphoric pronoun must have an overt NP antecedent, and this antecedent

cannot be a (morphological) sub-part of a word, or be merely implied. Only NPs in

the right syntactic position license D-type interpretations.

This constraint is exemplified by the contrast between (289a) and (289b):

(289) a. Followers of McCarthy are now puzzled by his intentions.

b. # McCarthyites are now puzzled by his intentions.17

(290) a. Max’s parents are dead and he deeply misses them.

b. # Max is an orphan and he deeply misses them. (orphan = ‘a child

whose parents have died’)18

In (289b), the potential antecedent ‘McCarthy’ is contained in the anaphoric

island; in (290b ), ‘parents’ is implied by ‘orphan’ but appears nowhere in the

linguistic context. Neither sentence has a D-type reading.

17Postal (1969), p.213
18Postal (1969), p.206
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However, various authors, including Ward (1997), Jacobson (2001), and Ri-

ley (2007) have pointed out that D-type interpretations are sometimes available even

when the intended antecedent is a subpart of a word:

(291) a. Every academy award winner treasures it for the rest of his life.19

b. Every sadistic donkey owner I know beats it for no apparent reason.20

c. Every Siberian husky owner needs to give it lots of exercise.21

d. If a man owns a horse, he races it; if he owns a mule, he harnesses it up;

but every donkey owner beats it.22

In (291a), ‘academy award’ modifies ‘winner,’ and is a constituent of the

quantified compound ‘every academy award winner.’ Similarly, the potential an-

tecedent ‘donkey’ in (291b) and ‘Siberian husky’ in (291c) are all parts of the full

NP, contrary to what is required by the strict formal link or Elbourne’s overt occur-

rence. Even the infelicitous (288b) is substantively improved when placed within an

informationally richer context; when ‘donkey’ is construed in a contrastive opposi-

tion to ‘horse’ and ‘mule,’ a D-type interpretation becomes available.

Counterexamples to anaphoric island-hood are readily available even when

the intended antecedent is implied. Anderson (1971) was the first to point out such

an example:

19Ward (1997), p.203
20Ibid.
21Jacobson (2001)
22Riley (2007)
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(292) When Little Johnny threw up, was there any pencil-eraser in it? (threw up

= to emit vomit)23

(292) is felicitous, and the definite description ‘the vomit’ or ‘Johnny’s vomit’

seems a very natural paraphrase of ‘it,’ which follows from the VP ‘threw up.’

Patel-Grosz and Grosz (2009) postulate that there are really two kinds of

donkey pronouns whose interpretations call for distinct machinery. Besides the

ones that demand overt NP antecedents, there are donkey pronouns understood

descriptively that violate Elbourne’s specific requirement. For the second type of

donkey pronouns, semantic transparency and information-structural status both

contribute to the accessibility and salience of the potential antecedent. For our

purpose, the existence of these contextually resolved donkey pronouns shows that

the demand for an explicit NP of any donkey pronoun cannot be categorical. Thus,

a highly constrained syntactic mechanism such as Elbourne’s may backfire. It is in

this sense that descriptive theories that resort to contextually salient functions or

relations turn out to be more preferable.

6.3 The Return of Indistinguishable Participants

Elbourne argues that his theory gives a satisfactory answer to indistinguish-

able participants, which plagues previous (i.e., Heim’s) situational accounts. Take:

(293) If a bishop meets a bishop, he blesses him.

23Anderson (1971), p.46
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The pronouns ‘he’ and ‘him’ appear to have the same descriptive content.

In any situation of which a bishop meets a bishop, both bishops are described as

‘the bishop that meets a bishop,’ so no bishops are unique. Since the uniqueness

presupposition is not met, D-type interpretations for the pronouns are predicted to

be unavailable.

As discussed in section 3.4, Heim appeals to the asymmetric construal, ac-

cording to which the pronouns are defined by two functions that are distinct due

to the structure of the situations. However, the proposed asymmetric construal

presupposes relative uniqueness, which lacks independent justification and seems ad

hoc.

Now, Elbourne claims that his situational theory accounts for not only the

grammaticality of (293) but also the ungrammaticality of the intransitive bishop

sentence:

(294) #If a bishop and a bishop meet, he blesses him.

If Elbourne’s analysis achieves what he claims, it is a major boost to the

situational descriptive approach. I shall demonstrate that indistinguishable partic-

ipants remain problematic despite Elbourne’s bold declaration. In section 6.3.1, I

focus on his treatment of the transitive case (293), and I turn to the intransitive

case (294) in section 6.3.2.
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6.3.1 Transitive cases

6.3.1.1 Elbourne’s Analysis

According to Elbourne, (293) is analyzed as:

(295) If a bishop meets a bishop, [he ——–bishop] blesses [him ———bishop].

The descriptive content, i.e., the deleted NP component, of the two pronouns

appears to be identical. Elbourne holds, however, that once we take into account

situational features, the pronouns do have distinct descriptive content. Take:

(296) a. a bishop meets a bishop

b. [[a bishop] [�6 [[a bishop[ �2 [t6 meets t2]]]]]

(296a) is the core of the antecedent in (295), with (296b) as its LF. Given

Elbourne’s situational semantics, (296b) has (297) as its denotation:

(297) �s1. there is an individual x and a situation s2 such that s2 is a minimal

situation such that s2s1 and x is a bishop in s2, such that there is a situation

s3 such that s3s1 and s3 is a minimal situation such that s2s3 and: there

is an individual y and a situation s4, such that s4 is a minimal situation such

that s4s3 and y is a bishop in s4, such that there is a situation s5 such that

s5s3 and s5 is a minimal situation such that s4s5 and x meets y in s5

Again, we are provided with a visual aid:

(298) x bishop
s2 y bishop

s4 x meets y
s5 s3 s1
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Note that “the inclusion relations among the situations specified in the truth

conditions of a sentence very closely mirror the inclusion relations among the syn-

tactic constituents of the sentence.”24 To better appreciate the parallel, compare

(299a) and (299b):

(299) a. [s3 [s2 x bishop] [s5 [s4 y bishop] x meets y]]

b. [[a bishop] [�6 [[a bishop[ �2 [t6 meets t2]]]]]

(299a) is an alternative notation for displaying the situation structure; the

LF syntactic structure (296b) is repeated here as (299b). The similarity between

(299a) and (299b) is hard to miss. Elbourne argues that the parallelism is to be

expected, because the notions of situations and those of situations extending other

situations are used to give the truth conditions for quantificational structures: if a

sentence is analyzed in any grammar that uses Quantifier Raising, its LF structure

will displays quantificational structure.25

In light of this, Elbourne asserts that the two bishops are not entirely the

same. As x and y are not treated symmetrically in the syntactic representation, they

must not be interpreted as the same in the situations. Specifically, the bishop-hood

of y, but not that of x, is a constituent of s5. In other words, even though the

bishop-hood that the two individuals possess is identical and the relation expressed

by ‘meet’ is symmetric, there is a fundamental di↵erence between the two individuals

24Elbourne (2005), p.147.
25Ibid., p.147.
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in how they are located in the situations. After all, x and y’s distinct location in

the structure of situations justifies their di↵erentiation.

To further advance his point, Elbourne argues that the descriptive content of

donkey pronouns “can be any property or relation recoverable from the context,”26

for any situation containing two particulars s2 and s5 defined as above,27 we define

the bishop whose bishop-hood is not part of s5 the “distinguished” bishop and the

other bishop the “non-distinguished” bishop. Then, the target sentence (300a) has

(300b) as its denotation:

(300) a. If a bishop meets a bishop, he blesses him.

b. �s6. for every minimal situation s7 such that s7s6 and (297)(s7)=1,

there is a minimal situation s8 such that s8s6 and s8 is a minimal

situation such that s7s8 and the distinguished bishop in s8 blesses in s8

the non-distinguished bishop in s8.

Given any pair of bishops meeting and blessing each other, there are two

ways to divide up the individuals and situations: (i) to have x as the distinguished

bishop, and (ii) to have y as the distinguished bishop:

(301) a. [s8 [s7 [s3 [s2 x bishop] [s5 [s4 y bishop] x meets y]]] ◆zDz blesses ◆zNz]

b. [s
0
8 [s

0
7 [s

0
3 [s

0
2 y bishop] [s

0
5 [s

0
4 x bishop] x meets y]]] ◆zDz blesses ◆zNz]

26Ibid., p.149.
27Referring back to Armstrong (1978), p.115, Elbourne says that a situation is itself a particular,

since the state of a↵airs of an actual thin particular instantiating a property is not repeatable in
the way that universals are.
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(300a) is true i↵ both possibilities are verified. Whoever the distinguished

bishop is, he blesses the non-distinguished bishop.

Following Elbourne’s analysis, the two pronouns, i.e., ‘he bishop’ and ‘him

bishop’ do have di↵erent descriptive content: when one bishop is distinguished, the

other is non-distinguished. Hence, despite the insu�ciency of any standard descrip-

tions, the two bishops can be di↵erentiated by their diverse situational features. By

making full use of situations, Elbourne shows how the uniqueness presuppositions

are satisfied, rendering D-type interpretations of the pronouns felicitous.28

6.3.1.2 Against The Analysis

Since the availability of contrastive descriptive content underlies Elbourne’s

solution, I want to look into the predicates he uses. What is the nature of distin-

guished’ and ‘non-distinguished’? Given that description is to di↵erentiate individ-

uals, what kind of description is suited for the job and what kind of distinction does

Elbourne’s predicates make?

There are two kinds of descriptions that Elbourne turns to. One the one

hand, the descriptive content of a D-type pronoun comes directly from the an-

28It should be noted that Elbourne’s and Heim’s analyses are much alike in spirit; they both
propose to di↵erentiate the bishops by their situational characteristic. The two di↵er, however, in
how situations contribute to the distinction. For Heim, the donkey pronouns ‘he’ and ‘him’ are
identified by distinct functions that have the same domain, and situation structures are used to
clarify what the functions range over respectively.

Because of the need to interpret both pronouns (i.e., functions), Heim is forced to make the
assumption of relative uniqueness. For Elbourne, on the other hand, the parallelism between the
syntactic and the situation structure gives his analysis an air of representationalism. The syntactic-
semantic interface warrants the distinction between the two indefinites. As the situations are carved
so finely, any indefinite description denotes uniquely in a minimal situation; corresponding to the
two bishops are two minimal situations (i.e., s2 and s4), so each bishop is unique. Thus, Elbourne
can account for the bishop sentence without the dubious assumption of relative uniqueness.
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tecedent NP. This follows from the NP-deletion theory, an “explicit algorithm for

constructing the descriptive content on the basis of the linguistic environment.”29

On the other hand, Elbourne allows the simple description obtained from the highly

syntactically constrained mechanism to be pragmatically strengthened by “any prop-

erty or relation recoverable from the context.”30 Due to this pragmatic enrichment,

Elbourne’s account is not entirely a linguistic D-type analysis; rather, it contains

features of both linguistic and contextual D-type theories.

Nevertheless, even when there is no more explicit algorithm to follow, the

description obtainable from the second, contextual machinery is arguably still infor-

mation derived solely from the linguistic text. Recall the parallelism between the LF

syntactic structure and the situation structure. Visible di↵erences in the former are

supposed to carry over to the latter. In the transitive bishop conditional (293), the

first occurrence of ‘a bishop’ takes the subject position and the second occurrence

takes the object position. Such a di↵erence is somehow mirrored in the situation

structure (298): the bishop-hood of x is not part of s5 but that of y’s is. Thus,

Elbourne’s strategy for description reconstruction is still more akin to Neale’s than

to Heim’s. Elbourne and Neale both make use of information present in the linguis-

tic context and in the linguistic context only; Heim, in contrast, uses information

available in the model theory. While Heim avails herself to semantic information,

Elbourne and Neale utilize syntactic information exclusively.

Still, employing situational features in distinguishing individuals is a risky

29Elbourne (2005), p.8.
30Ibid., p.149.
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business. I want to make two points: (i) situational di↵erence does not entail

ontological di↵erence, and (ii) the distinction Elbourne’s predicates makes is not

one between individuals but one between representations of individuals.

To begin, because situations are delineated so finely in Elbourne’s theory,

for any indefinite description, there is a corresponding minimal situation in which

the description denotes uniquely. In the transitive case, the situational structure is

necessarily asymmetric due to the syntactic distinction between the first and second

occurrence of ‘bishop’: the former is the subject and the latter is the object of the

VP. It follows that x and y are always distinguishable by their diverse situational

content, because x is unique in s2, y is unique in s4 and s2 is not part of s5 but s4 is.

However, the syntactic di↵erence between the two occurrences of the indefi-

nite description (i.e.,‘a bishop’) should not be confused with a semantic di↵erence.

Consider the general form of the bishop sentence:

(302) If a F R1 a F, pronoun1 R2 pronoun2.

Since R1 expresses a symmetric relation, the fact that the first occurrence

of ‘a F’ is in the subject position and that the second occurrence of ‘a F’ is in the

object position amounts to no di↵erence in the semantic interpretation. When two

(or more) bishops meet, they bless each other, regardless of the syntactic distinction.

Consider further an example from Kroll (2008):31

31This example is from Kroll (2008), p.361. Kroll argues that there are two types of bishop
conditionals (in the transitive case), exemplified by the following:

i. If a bishop talks with a bishop, he blesses him.
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(303) If a bishop talks with a bishop, he compliments him.

According to Elbourne’s analysis, the core of the antecedent of (303) has the

following nested situation structure:

(304) x bishop
s2 y bishop

s4 x talks with y
s5 s3 s1

The fact that x bishop and y bishop are situationally distinct, however, does

not entail that they correspond to distinct individuals. After all, when there is just

one bishop who talks to himself, (304) is reduced to:

(305) x bishop
s2 x talks with x

s3 s1

Hence, the syntactic di↵erence in (303) between the subject ‘bishop’ and the

object ‘bishop’ does not necessarily entail a situational di↵erence, nor does it entail

an ontological di↵erence. It is conceivable that s2 = s4, s3 = s5 and x = y; the two

indefinite descriptions need not denote di↵erent individuals.

This brings me to the second point: the nature of the distinction that El-

bourne’s predicates make. Elbourne claims that “the descriptive content of D-type

pronouns could be any property or relation recoverable from the context.”32 Yet as

the one who attempts to defend the descriptivist theory, the burden is on Elbourne

ii. If a bishop talks with another bishop, he blesses him.

The two are not always equivalent. (i) can be true when there is only one bishop who talks and
blesses himself, but (ii) cannot be true in the same scenario. In the original bishop sentence (293),
the relational predicate ‘meet’ is irreflexive, so alternating ‘a’ and ‘another’ has no truth-conditional
e↵ects. But when the relation is symmetric yet non-irreflexive, the truth conditions of the two types
of bishop conditionals diverge.

32Elbourne (2005), p.149.
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to explicate what exactly the property or relation is. Recall that for Elbourne,

the descriptive content of a D-type pronoun is a combination of the descriptive

content derived from the deleted NP — predicates such as ‘bishop,’ ‘donkey’ and

‘farmer,’ and the syntactically motivated situational content — predicates such as

‘distinguished’ and ‘non-distinguished.’ However, while the first kind of descriptive

content corresponds to properties individuals can instantiate (e.g., being a bishop,

being a donkey, being a farmer, etc.), the situational content that Elbourne envisages

does not correspond to any normal property.

There is no explication of what ‘distinguished’ and ‘non-distinguished’ mean

without making reference to the very structure of situations.33 By contrast, un-

derstanding standard predicates such as ‘bishop’ and ‘farmer’ does not require any

talk of situations. Furthermore, given the alleged resemblance between situation

structure and syntactic structure, the “properties” these predicates express are the

property of ‘being the subject of a VP’ and ‘being the object of a VP,’ respectively.

These, however, are just descriptions of the syntactic status of linguistic expressions.

In assimilating predicates that are only applicable to linguistic expressions to those

applicable to real individuals, Elbourne commits a category mistake.

In fact, Elbourne’s solution to indistinguishable participants is really rep-

resentationalism in disguise. The success of his analysis does not depend on the

descriptive content derivable from the NP but on some other syntactically related in-

33In response to Kroll’s objection, Elbourne (2010) devises more situation-laden predicates: dis-
tinguished*, non-distinguished*, distinguished** and non-distinguished**. These inventions are
even more abstract; they have no real descriptive content, and are solely about how x and y are
embedded in the structure of situations.
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formation.34 It is crucial for his analysis that he can make use of all the syntactically-

grounded di↵erence, and the results are situation structures that in general have a

purely representational status, since they cannot be interpreted as structures of real

sentences.

In this sense, Elbourne’s analysis is much like DRT. Predicates such as ‘dis-

tinguished’ and ‘non-distinguished’ are not properties individuals instantiate; rather,

they are properties applicable to a certain representations of individuals. Judged

in this light, it is not surprising that (304) reduces to (305) when there is just one

bishop. After all, two di↵erent representations (discourse referents) may denote the

same individual. There is no guarantee that situational or representational di↵er-

ence leads to ontological di↵erence.

The upshot is that Elbourne’s analysis can help us distinguish between the

representations of individuals, but not between individuals.

6.3.2 Intransitive cases

6.3.2.1 Elbourne’s Analysis

The paradigmatic example of the intransitive bishop sentence is:

(306) # If a bishop and a bishop meet, he blesses him.

Elbourne claims that his situational analysis predicts the ungrammaticality

of (306) but dynamic theories such as DRT fail to do so. Thus, this is a version

34This already seems contradictory for the description-based theories. If situational content alone
is su�cient between individuals, the descriptive content derivable from the NP antecedent becomes
irrelevant. This is a self-defeating conclusion.
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of bishop sentences that in fact favors the descriptivist theory.35 Elbourne’s argu-

ment is basically that the two bishops have identical descriptive content, including

situational features, so there is no way to di↵erentiate them. Since the uniqueness

presuppositions of D-type pronouns are not met, (306) has no D-type interpreta-

tions.

To handle the intransitive bishop sentence, Elbourne adopts the notion of

plurality in Link (1983). A plural individual a � b is defined as the sum of a and

b; 
i

is the individual part relation: a 
i

a � b means that individual a is part of

the sum of a and b. Given this theoretical background, Elbourne revises his lexical

entry for ‘and’ so that it takes two QPs as its arguments. The new semantics of

‘and’ is essentially an existential quantifier (because the conjunction of the two QPs

forms a plural sum). Elbourne also stipulates a lexical entry for the intransitive

‘meet’ that only takes a plural sum.

In the end, the structure of situations for the core of the antecedent in (306)

(i.e.,‘a bishop and a bishop meet’) is:

(307) x bishop
s2 x 

i

z
s3 y bishop

s5 y 
i

z
s6 s8 z meet

s9 s7

As (307) makes clear, there is no genuine distinction to be made between the

two bishops. In the situations of which x and y are constituents, there is nothing that

can be used to tell them apart. In the minimal situations s2 and s5 that x and y are

35I do not think Elbourne’s argument holds. To account for the ungrammaticality of (306), DRT
can appeal to the same plural forming strategy that Elbourne employs.
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part of respectively, x and y instantiate the same property of ‘being a bishop’; in s3

and s5, x and y again instantiate the same property of ‘being part of the individual

sum z.’ Hence, whatever content that is applicable to x is equally applicable to

y, making ‘he bishop’ descriptively identical to ‘him bishop.’ Therefore, (306) is

a true instance of indistinguishable participants, and the theory correctly predicts

that (306) has no D-type interpretation.

6.3.2.2 Against the Analysis

To recap, there are two types of bishop sentences, the transitive case (308a)

and the intransitive case (308b):

(308) a. If a bishop meets a bishop, he blesses him.

b. #If a bishop and a bishop meet, he blesses him.

Elbourne claims that his account explains both the grammaticality of (308a)

and the ungrammaticality of (308b). In both, the simple descriptive content ‘bishop’

does not di↵erentiate between the two individuals; in (308a), however, the two

individuals are distinguishable by their distinct situational content. By contrast,

in (308b) they are truly indistinguishable for the lack of di↵erence in situational

content.

Does it follow that situational di↵erence is both necessary and su�cient

for validating a D-type interpretation? That (308a) is felicitous is evidence that

situational di↵erence is su�cient; that (308b) is unacceptable suggests that situa-

tional di↵erence is necessary. In section 6.3.1.2, I argued that situational di↵erence
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does not guarantee semantic or ontological di↵erence; here I argue that sameness of

situational content does not preclude D-type interpretation in general.

To begin, I want to question why we should accept that the two bishops in

(308b) have the same descriptive content. If Elbourne is free to use as a pragmatic

enrichment ‘any property or relation recoverable from the context,’ then the order

of occurrence of the indefinite descriptions is certainly a visible di↵erence. Using

this logic, (308b) is re-interpreted as (309):

(309) If a bishop and a bishop meet, [he first bishop] blesses [him second bishop].

Analyzed this way, the intransitive bishop sentence should be acceptable

since there is enough descriptive di↵erence between the two pronouns. Note that

the proposed descriptive content ‘first bishop’ and ‘second bishop’ is in exact accor-

dance with Elbourne’s strategy of utilizing information directly obtainable from the

syntactic surface form. It is also consistent with Elbourne’s supposition that the

structure of the level of representation at which semantic calculation is carried out

parallels the structure of the syntactic LF.36 However, the analysis reaches just the

opposite conclusion that D-type anaphora is possible in (308b).

Barker and Shan (2008) too argue that (308b) is in theory grammatical.

They think the infelicity is a result of there being no way of “deciding which of the

36Furthermore, just as two sets of situations must hold for the transitive bishop sentence (308a)
to be true, two sets of situations must hold for (309) to be true. In one set of situations, ‘he first
bishop’ denotes x bishop and ‘he second bishop’ denotes y bishop; in the other set of situations, the
‘he first bishop’ denotes y bishop and ‘he second bishop’ denotes x bishop.
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possible anaphoric relations is the intended one.”37 They point out that di↵erence

in situational content is not necessary for D-type interpretation:

(310) a. If a boy and a girl meet, he kisses her.

b. If a boy and a girl meet, she kisses him.

According to Elbourne’s analysis of the intransitive ‘meet,’ the indefinite

antecedents are embedded in the same situation. Yet D-type readings are readily

available for both (310a) and (310b). Presumably, this is explained by the fact that

‘boy’ and ‘girl’ provide descriptive content (in this case, semantic content) that is

distinct enough, and that the pronouns have gender features that mandatorily select

a particular anaphoric reading. Thus, so long as there is enough descriptive content

(the NP) that di↵erentiates the individuals, situational di↵erence is not necessary.

Nevertheless, there are examples where the antecedents have distinct seman-

tic content, but D-type interpretations are still infelicitous:

(311) a. #If John and Bill meet, he falls asleep.

b. #If a butcher and a baker meet, he pays him.

c. #If a a man walking a dog and a woman walking a dog meet, it barks

at it.38

Barker and Shan thus conclude that intransitive cases such as (308b), (310a,b)

and (311a-c) are all grammatical; the oddity with some of them has to do with their

37Barker and Shan (2008), p 31.
38Barker and Shan (2008), p.31, example (83a-c).
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interpretability. Their claim is that (308a) is problematic in the same way that

(311a-c) are: there are various ways to resolve the anaphoric relation, but neither

one is better than the other. So, for these sentences,“the various donkey anaphoric

analyses are perfectly grammatical, but are pragmatically unresolvable.”39

Indeed, the felicity of (310a,b) shows that situational di↵erence is not nec-

essary for D-type interpretation; furthermore, (308a) and (311a-c) do appear to be

awkward in a very similar way. Situational di↵erence is thus at best su�cient for

D-type interpretation, and Elbourne had better not rule out the grammaticality of

D-type readings for donkey sentences with coordinate antecedents.

It strikes me that Elbourne must accept Barker and Shan’s conclusion, since

their observation follows naturally from his theory. Let me explain using (311b) as

an example. (311b) should be analyzed as either one of the following:

(312) a. If a butcher and a baker meet, [he butcher] pays [him baker].

b. If a butcher and a baker meet, [he baker] pays [him butcher].

Furthermore, the situation structure of the core of the antecedent is:

(313) x butcher
s2 x 

i

z
s3 y baker

s5 y 
i

z
s6 s8 z meet

s9 s7

From the point of view of the NP-deletion theory, ‘butcher’ and ‘baker’ are

very di↵erent descriptions, so either one of the pairs (‘he butcher’ and ‘him baker’

or ‘he baker’ and ‘him butcher’) should validate the D-type interpretations. On

39Ibid., p.31.
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the other hand, from the point of view of situational structure, one individual’s

butcher-hood is a constituent of s3 and the other’s baker-hood is a constituent of

s6, so there are enough situational dissimilarities. As a result, Elbourne’s analysis

should predict ambiguity, not ungrammaticality for (311b).

As Barker and Shan make clear, without any contextual information or prior

assumptions, (311b) is infelicitous. One is at a loss as to what anaphoric relation

should be understood, since neither the descriptive content nor the situational con-

tent su�ce to decide the proper anaphoric configuration.

Still, Elbourne’s account is lacking even if he falls back on the ambiguity

thesis. Consider the transitive counterpart of (311b):

(314) If a butcher meets a baker, he pays him.

(314) is felicitous despite being ambiguous in precisely the same way that

(311b) is. The discrepancy between our judgments regarding (311b) and (314)

is solid; distinguishable participants in coordinate positions, as in the intransitive

(311b), are much worse than those in the corresponding transitive (314). Given

that (311b) and (314) are equally ambiguous, ambiguity or the lack of a pragmatic

resolution cannot be the ultimate answer.

The dialectic can be rephrased as follows. Consider:

(315) a. #If a bishop and a bishop meet, he blesses him.

b. If a bishop and a nun meet, he blesses her.

c. If a bishop and a nun meet, she blesses him.
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d. ?If a bishop and a butcher meet, he blesses him.

e. ?If a tenant and a landlord meet, he pays him.

f. ??If a butcher and a baker meet, he pays him.

In Elbourne’s analysis, (315a) is unacceptable because there is no di↵erence

in descriptive content or situational content that di↵erentiates the two pronouns.

However, he should not rule out (315b) and (315c). Presumably this is done by

conceding that situational di↵erence is not necessary for D-type interpretations.

Furthermore, the semantic content of ‘bishop’ and ‘nun’ together with the gender

feature of the pronouns determine one unique resolution. Without the di↵erentiat-

ing �-features on the pronouns (as in (315b)), figuring out the intended anaphoric

relation becomes much more challenging.

(315d) and (315e) are examples where our world knowledge comes to as-

sistance. Semantic and pragmatic considerations (world knowledge) together make

one anaphoric relation more dominant. In (315d), the prominent reading is that

the bishop blesses the butcher. The matrix predicate ‘bless’ serves as a cue for this

particular reading: bishops are generally the kind of persons who give blessings.

Similar stories go for (315e). The predicate ‘pay’ describes a relation characteristic

of the one that holds between certain groups of people (i.e., between tenants and

their landlords). Such generic reasoning explains why a particular anaphoric con-

figuration is favored. As to (315f), it is infelicitous just as (315a) is, because there

truly is no way of deciding how the pronouns should be understood.40

40Elbourne (2009) argues that (315a) and (315f) cannot be problematic in the same way. His
reason is that varying the anaphoric configuration of the former does not change its truth conditions,
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So far the ambiguity thesis holds. As long as there is some way to disam-

biguate the pronouns, D-type interpretations are permissible. Genuine ambiguity

in (315a) and (315f) is responsible for their uninterpretability and infelicity. Never-

theless, the ambiguity thesis causes trouble because the transitive versions of (315a)

and (315f) are just as ambiguous but perfectly intelligible:

(316) a. If a bishop meets a bishop, he blesses him.

b. If a butcher meets a baker, he pays him.

To summarize, data from the transitive bishop sentence and from the in-

transitive ‘meet’ in general do not weigh in Elbourne’s favor. With the transitive

bishop sentence, Elbourne’s analysis is at best a variant of DRT. Furthermore, the

problem is not merely about indistinguishable participants; Elbourne’s theory falls

short of properly di↵erentiating between even distinguishable individuals.

6.4 Pronouns as Definites

6.4.1 Pronominal Ambiguity

Recall Elbourne’s analysis of pronouns and definite descriptions:

(317)

regular pronoun [[it i ] NP] ) [[it i ] —–ONE]
donkey pronoun [[it i ] NP] ) [[it 0 ] —–NP]
definite description [[the i ] NP] ) referential [[the i ] NP]

attributive [[the 0 ] NP]

but doing so with the latter does have truth conditional e↵ects. The observation is correct, but
it is not clear how important it is. By contrast, that (315a) and (315f) are infelicitous while their
transitive counterparts are felicitous is a real puzzle.
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The unitary analysis of the syntax and semantics of pronouns is significant.

Compare (317) with Neale’s categorization:

(318) i. Pronouns are referring expressions when they are:

• non-anaphoric, i.e., fail to have an NP antecedent, or are

• anaphoric on referring expressions (e.g., demonstratives or proper

names)

ii. Pronouns are interpreted as bound variables when they are anaphoric on

c-commanding quantifiers.

iii. Pronouns are interpreted as Russellian (D-type) quantifiers when they

are anaphoric on non-c-commanding quantifiers.

For Neale, a pronoun is three-way ambiguous: it is either a free variable or a

bound variable, or it receives a D-type interpretation. However, no languages show

syntactic (lexical or morphological) di↵erences between pronouns that correspond

to these di↵erent semantic interpretations. The problem of pronominal ambiguity

receives an answer in Elbourne’s account, according to which there is no such dif-

ference between “pronouns as variables” and “pronouns as definite descriptions.”

The further assimilation between pronouns, definite descriptions and proper names

also has an intuitive appeal as these expressions share the common role of denoting

individuals. So, Elbourne shows that the description-theoretic approach can provide

not only a uniform analysis of pronouns, but a viable analysis of type e expressions

in general.
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Despite the appearance of an elegant unification, Elbourne’s theory is de-

fective. The proposed internal structure of pronouns and the alleged unification of

pronouns and definite descriptions are both questionable.

To begin, Elbourne cites Sauerland (2000)’s discussion of focused bound

pronouns as evidence that pronouns take two arguments. The relevant example is:

(319) On Monday, every boy called his mother. On TUESday, every TEAcher

called HIS mother.

Without going into all the details of the argument, Sauerland’s claim is that

a di↵erence in indices alone is not enough to explain the contrast, i.e., the focus

on the second occurrence of ‘his’ in (319). In order to make sense of the “sloppy”

reading, the two occurrences of ‘his’ must di↵er in a more substantive way. Sauerland

argues that the two pronouns contain NPs at LF, so that the first ‘his’ is represented

as [the i boy]’s and the second ‘his’ is represented as [the i teacher]’s. While the

indices indicate the binding relation between the pronouns and their c-commanding

antecedents, the NPs provide contrastive descriptive content that licenses the focus

on the second pronoun. In other words, (319) is analyzed as:

(320) On Monday, every boy1 called [his/the 1 boy]’s mother. On Tuesday, every

teacher2 called [his/the 2 teacher]’s mother.

If correct, (319) is a confirmation of the tripartite structure of pronouns.

Nonetheless, I want to point out that Sauerland’s analysis does not lend support to

the specific structure that Elbourne proposes. More specifically, the evidence that
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Sauerland’s example provides disagrees with Elbourne’s analysis in one important

aspect. According to Elbourne, bound pronouns have as their NP argument a se-

mantically idle ONE, but the lesson from (319) is precisely that the index and the

NP argument must both be semantically active. Sauerland has focused bound pro-

nouns take two semantically relevant arguments, but Elbourne has bound pronouns

take just one such argument; the two are not necessarily in concord.

My second objection concerns also the phonologically unrealized NP argu-

ment:

(321)
bound pronoun [[it i ] ——ONE] i > 0, co-indexed
referential pronoun [[it i ] ——ONE] i > 0, free
donkey pronoun [[it 0 ] —–NP] i = 0

Elbourne groups bound and free pronouns together so that they both have

the semantically inert ONE as their NP component. But why should we think that

bound pronouns are more akin to referential pronouns than to donkey pronouns?

As discussed in the beginning of section 6.2, Elbourne thinks NP-deletion

is permissible either when there is an explicit NP-antecedent or when there is a

cue in the immediate physical environment. Referential pronouns certainly belong

to the second camp; given Elbourne’s analysis and standard binding theory, bound

pronouns and donkey pronouns both fit into the first camp. Bound pronouns are

so called because they have c-commanding antecedents while donkey pronouns have

antecedents that are not in a c-commanding position. If the availability of linguistic

antecedent is any indication, bound pronouns and donkey pronouns have more in

common.
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Since Elbourne maintains that ONE is generally available, putting bound

pronouns and referential pronouns in the same pigeonhole implies that bound pro-

nouns do not require an explicit NP-antecedent. It does not help if Elbourne adds

the proviso that among pronouns analyzed as [[it i ] ——ONE], bound pronouns must

have NP-antecedent. Doing so simply raises the question why bound pronouns and

of referential pronouns belong together in the first place.

Even if we do not quarrel with Elbourne’s arbitrary classification, the analy-

sis still lacks intuitive appeal. Since pronouns are interpreted on a par with definite

descriptions for Elbourne, we can think of the semantically active component of

pronouns as their descriptive content. For regular pronouns, that component is the

referential index; for donkey pronouns, it is the phonologically null NP. It is uncon-

troversial that a NP carries descriptive content; however, the descriptive content of

a referential index is less intelligible.41

Furthermore, the very identification of pronouns with definite descriptions

is unconvincing. Elbourne’s principal thesis is that donkey pronouns, as definite

41Elbourne’s analysis regarding definite descriptions also makes cases of misdescription incom-
prehensible. Take:

i. The man drinking a martini is staring at us.

Assume the speaker’s intended reference has just water in his glass. This use of definite description
in this case is what Elbourne calls, following Donnellan, a referential use. According to Elbourne’s
tripartite analysis of definite description, the reference is fixed by the index and the descriptive NP
component is semantically inert. However, following Elbourne’s identifying the speaker’s reference
as the semantic reference, misdescription is an impossibility. So long as a definite description is
used referentially, there can be no incomplete description or misdescription. The semantic value of
a definite description is solely determined by the index, orthogonal of any descriptions. But this
characterization renders the speaker’s very use of description totally unmotivated, and it leaves any
correction or disagreement regarding the use of a certain description in the conversation utterly
unintelligible.
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determiners, have a NP argument that undergoes NP-deletion. But no definition

description ever has its NP argument deleted. Consider:

(322) a. If a farmer owns a donkey, he ———farmer beats it ———donkey.

b. #If a farmer owns a donkey, the ———farmer beats the ———donkey.

If donkey pronouns really have the same syntax and semantics as definite

descriptions, (322a) and (322b) should be judged equally. However, the intuition is

robust that (322a) is good but (322b) is very bad.

Elbourne acknowledges that NP-deletion is not possible after the determiner

‘the,’42 but argues nonetheless that

“[W]e could suppose that in English ‘the’ is not a separate lexical item

from the third-person pronouns [...]; rather there are the various third-

person pronouns which have the semantics of definite articles with �-

features [...], but a low-level morphological process spells them out as

‘the’ when they take a phonologically realized NP as complement.”43

The fact that NP-deletion is never an option for the definite article ‘the,’

however, strikes me as a strong argument that pronouns and ‘the’ are not compa-

rable.

Besides, NP-deletion causes trouble even with pronouns. As (322a) illus-

trates, NP-deletion is mandatory for donkey pronouns. But this cannot be the case

42Elbourne (2005), p.46.
43Ibid., p.47.
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with pronouns in general. After all, the very idea that pronouns are determiners is,

according to Elbourne, motivated by the following examples:

(323) =(265)

a. You troops will embark but other troops will remain.

b. We Americans distrust you Europeans.44

On the other hand, there are many cases where NP-deletion is obligatory:

(324) a. #Every boy likes his boy mother.

b. #She baby is adorable!

c. #A man walked in. He man whistled.

(324a-c) are ungrammatical. But once the NPs immediately following the

pronouns are deleted, they become felicitous.

Therefore, Elbourne puts himself in a very di�cult position. He needs NP-

deletion to explain donkey pronouns, and he needs it to explain most other regular

bound or referential pronouns. Still, he cannot make NP-deletion a mandate across

the board, because then he loses the ground on which his analysis is built. The

di�culties Elbourne has in telling a coherent story about NP-deletion for either

definite descriptions or pronouns are a diagnostic sign of the ad hoc unification.

44Ibid., p.43, examples (7) and (8).
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6.4.2 Definites or Indefinites?

I now turn to the notion of the definite article ‘the/it’ in Elbourne’s analysis.

The uniqueness presupposition, once relativized to Elbourne’s situation semantics,

is so minimal that it is not much di↵erent from the indefinite article ‘a.’ If Elbourne

cannot di↵erentiate ‘the’ from ‘a,’ his identification of pronouns with definite articles

turns out to be an identification of pronouns with indefinite articles.

In fact, Elbourne admits that his analysis makes (325a) come “dangerously

close to meaning [(325b)]”:45

(325) a. Every man likes the woman.

b. Every man likes a woman.

“The sentence [(325a)] claims that for each s

0
[i.e., minimal man-containing

situation] there is an [extension] s
00
of the sort described [i.e., x likes the unique

woman in s

00
]. And this is just equivalent to saying that for every man there is a

woman he likes.” The problem is that there is not much in Elbourne’s theory that

distinguishes definites from indefinites.

Take the lexical entries Elbourne has for ‘a’ and ‘the’:

(326) a. JaKg=�f
<<s,e>,<s,t>>

.�g
<<s,e>,<s,t>>

.�s. there is an individual x and a

situation s such that s
0  s and f(�s.x)(s

0
)=1 such that there is a minimal

situation s
0 0
, s

0s
0 0
and g(�s.x)(s

0
)=146

45Ibid., p.59.
46Ibid., p.51
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b. JtheKg=�f
<<s,e>,<s,t>>

.�g
<<s,e>,<s,t>>

.�s. 9!x (�f(�s0 .x)=1 & �g(�s
0
.x)=1).

◆x (f(�s
0
.x)=1 & g(�s

0
.x)=1)47

The relevant situational structure is:

(327) a. x predicate
f

s

0 x predicate
g

s

00
s

b. 9!x predicate
f

s

0
◆x predicate

g

s

00
s

Since all the situations are minimal, there is no di↵erence between the mini-

mal situation s
0
in (327a) and its counterpart in (327b). This makes the uniqueness

of 9!x in the minimal situation s
0
in (327b) redundant; it also trivializes the alleged

significance of ◆x in the minimal situation s. Elbourne acknowledges that “[t]his

would be a less than welcome result.”48

Elbourne then appeals to the idea that the presuppositions triggered by

definites are anaphoric.49 He argues that in the absence of some contextually salient

information, the presupposition of (325a) may not be automatically accommodated.

The claim is that “since the uniqueness presupposition incorporated by definites is

an anaphoric presupposition, this proposition will not be able to be accommodated

for an utterance of [(325a)] out of the blue.”50 Furthermore, Elbourne argues that

the presupposition may be accommodated locally, so there is in fact a reading where

47Ibid.. The lexical entry Elbourne provides for ‘the’ on p.51 (in Chapter 2) still analyzes ‘the’ as
a determiner that takes just one NP argument. It is not until Chapter 3 does he make the proposal
that ‘the’ takes two NP arguments. I make the relevant updates in the lexical entry for him here.

48Ibid., p.61.
49Elbourne attributes this view to van der Sandt (1992), Zeevat (1992) and Beaver (1997), p.991-

996.
50Elbourne (2005), p.62.
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“the denotation of the woman covaries with the men.”51 It is after all “a pragmatic

matter, not a semantic matter,” that (325a) has such an interpretation.

Put di↵erently, Elbourne thinks that the “98” interpretation of (325a), where

there is one unique woman that every man likes, is felicitous only when some con-

textually salient information is available. On the other hand, it is possible to have

a “co-variation,” “89” reading in which there is for each man a woman (relative to

that man) that he likes. That is, (325a) can be interpreted in a way very similar to

(325b). However, Elbourne contends that the two are still di↵erent. For instance,

(328) Each man was paired with a di↵erent woman for the training exercise. For-

tunately, every man liked the woman, and things went smoothly.52

In (328), ‘every man likes the woman’ does have the co-variation reading,

and it is not equivalent to ‘every man liked a woman.’

It is curious that Elbourne adopts a presuppositional account of definites

that is e↵ectively equivalent to a familiarity theory. This a�nity is made explicit

when he remarks that replacing ‘the woman’ with ‘a woman’ in (328) leads to

infelicity because the use of the latter “normally implicates novelty.” In other words,

Elbourne’s presuppositional account of pronouns and definite articles presupposes

not only existence but also a certain familiarity.

Therefore, Elbourne’s analysis of the definite article comes down to the indef-

inite ‘a’ plus familiarity. This is essentially DRT. In DRT, the definites — pronouns,

51Ibid., p.63.
52Ibid., p.63, example (55).
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definite descriptions and proper names — are all presupposition triggers.53 The pre-

supposition each type of expressions triggers varies: while anaphoric pronouns need

to be “bound” by an accessible antecedent, referential pronouns, definite descrip-

tions and proper names require anchoring; all demand some form of familiarity.

To summarize, Elbourne’s project, though cast as a uniform theory of type

e expressions including pronouns, definite descriptions and proper names, overlooks

one important subcategory, namely indefinite descriptions. Yet in the end, what

underlies his theory of definites is nothing but the notion of the indefinite ‘a’ plus

familiarity. It is of little surprise to be sure, since Elbourne adopts (just like Heim)

the Fregean approach to definite articles. It follows from the presuppositional ac-

count of ‘the’ that uniqueness is always relative: it is relative to a conversational

common ground, or entities that have been introduced into the conversation. On

the other hand, despite Elbourne’s claim that his theory is a superior alternative

to DRT, the two have much in common; both are essentially a familiarity theory

of anaphora and definites in general. Since Elbourne does not o↵er us anything

new that is not already present in DRT, his analysis is really not an alternative to

53See Geurts (1992, 1999), Roberts (2003, 2010)
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DRT.54

6.5 Concluding Remarks

Elbourne’s D-type account is a synthesis of Heim’s situational analysis of

uniqueness and Neale’s syntactically constrained reconstruction of description. As

such, it has the prospect of handling some di�cult questions that trouble the pre-

vious accounts, but it also inherits some serious problems from its theoretic back-

ground.

By adopting the NP-deletion theory, Elbourne equates the disguised descrip-

tive content of donkey pronouns as their minimal NP antecedents. Such a linguistic-

syntactic approach to description reconstruction is desirable in that it avoids the

problem of formal link. The existence of donkey pronouns that do not have an

explicit NP antecedent, however, calls into question the general applicability of the

analysis.

54The following chart summarizes the comparison between Elbourne’s account and DRT:

i.

Elbourne (2005) DRT
donkey pronouns definite descriptions: it/the

NP
variables subject to accessi-
bility constraint

quantifiers quantify over situations quantify over embedding
functions

formal link NP-deletion accessibility

Note that since Elbourne adopts the familiarity theory of definites, definite descriptions for him are
simply indefinite descriptions plus familiarity. So there is no fundamental di↵erence between his
analysis and DRT on the nature of donkey pronouns. Regarding what quantifiers do (in donkey
conditionals), even though the situational theory appears to have quantifiers range over just one kind
of variables, i.e., situation variables, quantifying directly on situation variables means quantifying
indirectly on all the individual variables embedded in the situations. Thus, quantifiers essentially
bind multiple variables at once in both the situational account and DRT. Furthermore, what licenses
the use of donkey pronouns in both theories is the very occurrence of the antecedent. Hence, there
is no critical di↵erence between Elbourne analysis and DRT.
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Like Heim, Elbourne explains away the unwanted uniqueness presupposition

of donkey pronouns in conditionals by relativizing uniqueness to situations. With the

fine-grained situations and complex situational structure, any indefinite description

is uniquely-denoting and the presupposition is readily satisfied. Moreover, because

every indefinite description is located in a particular minimal situation, it seems

possible to di↵erentiate previously indistinguishable participants in terms of their

situational features without falling back on the asymmetric construal that assumes

the problematic relative uniqueness.

Nevertheless, the idea that distinct situational content entails distinct de-

scriptive content is both too trivial and too unconstrained. It is too trivial because

there is a sense that every definite or indefinite description is distinct simply because

of the very position it occupies in the syntactic surface form. It is too unconstrained

because it predicts situational di↵erence necessarily leads to ontological di↵erence.

For the transitive bishop sentence, Elbourne’s distinction between the indistinguish-

able bishops renders his account much akin to DRT, yet he still fails to predict the

correct truth conditions in certain cases. Meanwhile, data from the intransitive

‘meet’ does not weigh in Elbourne’s favor: sameness of situational content does not

block D-type readings completely and Elbourne has a problem explaining even dis-

tinguishable participants (regarding whether they lead to acceptable or unacceptable

ambiguities).

Hence, Elbourne’s theory does not prove overwhelmingly successful in an-

swering the challenges facing the description-based analysis. The syntactic NP-

deletion theory solves the problem of formal link at the cost of leaving the contex-
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tually resolved donkey pronouns unexplained; indistinguishable and distinguishable

participants remain problematic. Furthermore, Elbourne o↵ers no improvement on

the analysis of intensional subordination,55 and he provides no solution to combat

incomplete descriptions or misdescriptions.

Lastly, Elbourne’s unification of type e expressions turns out to be ques-

tionable. The very equation between pronouns and definite descriptions is ad hoc,

and even within the subcategory of pronouns, the assimilation between referential

pronouns and bound pronouns is ill-justified. Not to mention that the proposed

tripartite structure is not fully supported by the alleged empirical evidence. More

importantly, Elbourne’s theory of the definites is in fact a familiarity theory, which

is a variant of DRT. Pronouns, definite descriptions and proper names are indeed

similar in an important respect, but not in the way Elbourne depicts it. What the

definites have in common is their being presupposition inducers, as DRT assumes.

Thus, all things considered, Elbourne fails to demonstrate that the description-

theoretic approach is the better analysis.

55Elbourne comments on just one example of intensional subordination:

i. John wants to catch a fish. He hopes I will grill it for him.

ii. John wants to catch a fish. He hopes I will grill [it —-fish] for him.

iii. John wants to catch a fish. He hopes I will grill the fish for him.

He says that (i) is analyzed as (ii), which is a variant of (iii) and that the analysis is correct. He
claims that we can simply leave the problem aside, regarding “how the fish in the second sentence
of [(i)] comes to talk about the putative fish that John may or may not catch.”(Elbourne (2005),
p.81) But this comment is extremely unsatisfactory. How ‘it fish’ (or ‘the fish’) manages to be
related to the possible fish that John may or may not catch is precisely the question that needs to
be addressed.
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Chapter 7

Donkey Pronouns in Conditionals

In the preceding chapters, I discuss two approaches to the interpretation of

donkey pronouns: the description-based approach and DRT. I examine the motiva-

tion and mechanism for both and argue that DRT is the more cogent choice on the

whole. My goal in this chapter is to make explicit the similarities between DRT and

the situational descriptivist analysis. I will show that the two are closely connected

in a fundamental way and that their common problems are traceable to their shared

assumptions.

In section 7.1, I explain how both approaches originate from Lewis’s seminal

work on conditionals and quantificational adverbials. In section 7.2, I discuss the

proportion problem, and section 7.3 is devoted to The Double-bind Problem.

7.1 The Lewisian Common Ground

7.1.1 Adverbially Modified Conditionals

One puzzle concerning the interpretation of donkey pronouns is the universal

quantificational import. Take:

(329) If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it.
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Despite the apparent singularity of the pronoun and its antecedent, if (329)

is true, any donkey-owning farmer beats all the donkeys he owns.

The situational analysis and DRT account for the universal import of donkey

pronouns by requiring that (329) is true i↵ a universal quantification holds between

two sets of entities.1 The underlying assumption is that a conditional is essentially a

restriction on quantification. Conditionals are modified by (covert or overt) quantifi-

cational adverbs (hereafter Q-adverbs) and exhibit the “quantificational variability

e↵ects”: the indefinite in the scope of a Q-adverb does not have existential force, but

adopts whatever quantificational import the Q-adverb has. In (329), the universal

flavor of the anaphoric pronouns ‘he’ and ‘it’ is attributed to an implicit Q-adverb

‘always.’

These ideas of conditionals and Q-adverbs can be traced back to Lewis (1975)

seminal work. In “Adverbs of Quantification,” Lewis is concerned with what adverbs

of quantification quantify over. After rejecting answers such as times or events,2

Lewis proposes an alternative answer.

1For the situational analysis, the domain of quantification consists of situations; for DRT, the
quantification is over embedding functions. For the former, (329) is true i↵ all situations satisfying
the antecedent clause are extendable to situations satisfying the consequent clause. For the latter,
(329) is true i↵ all embedding functions verifying the DRS representing the antecedent clause are
extendable to embedding functions that verify the DRS representing the consequent clause.

2Consider:

i. The fog usually lifts before noon here.

ii. Quadratic equations never have three solutions.

iii. An animal with a heart always has a kidney.

For (i), Lewis questions whether the Q-adverb ‘usually’ quantifies over times or intervals of times.
For (ii), he argues that the Q-adverb is used in a non-temporal sense. Further more, Q-adverbs
cannot always quantify over events, because there are examples that do not involve events. For
instance, (iii) is about either an enduring state of a↵air or a non-temporal fact.
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Lewis observes that a sentence containing a Q-adverb is intuitively equivalent

to one containing no such Q-adverb but with a corresponding quantified noun phrase

in the argument position. For example, consider:

(330) a. Sometimes, if a cat falls from the fourth floor, it survives.

b. Some cats that fall from the fourth floor survive.

(331) a. A logician is always smart.

b. All logicians are smart.

Judging from the equivalence between (330a) and (330b) and between (331a)

and (331b), Lewis argues that Q-adverbs in adverbially modified sentences are best

understood as modifying cases.

What Lewis means by cases are “tuples of individuals” or “values of the

variables that occur free in the open sentences modified by the adverb” or “the

admissible assignments of values to these variables.”3 To appreciate his proposal,

we need to make note of his other theses, namely (a) indefinites introduce free

variables, and (b) Q-adverbs are unselective binders that bind all occurrences of

free variables in their scope.4

Take:

(332) Sometimes, p divides the product of m and n although p divides neither m

nor n.

3Lewis (1975), p.181.
4The insight that indefinites and plurals introduce variables is only implicitly presented in Lewis

(1975), but is further developed in Kamp (1981) and Heim (1982).
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(333) There is a triple <p, m, n> of numbers such that p divides the product of

m and n although p divides neither m nor n.

In (332), ‘sometimes’ unselectively binds p, m and n, yielding the truth

conditions specified in (333).

Another critical assumption Lewis makes is that conditionals are interpreted

as tripartite structures consisting of a Q-adverb, a restrictor and a nuclear scope.

The ‘if’ in a conditional construction is not a sentential connective; rather, an ‘if’-

clause merely signals the domain restrictor for the Q-adverb in use. Hence, a Q-

adverb is a binary quantifier that takes as its arguments a restrictor and a matrix

predicate. For Lewis, the antecedent of a conditional corresponds to the restrictor,

and the consequent clause constitutes the nuclear scope. Hence, a conditional is

analyzed as having the following structure:

(334) Q-adverb: if(when) �:  

In (334), � stands for the restrictor and  the nuclear scope; the Q-adverb

ranges over cases where � and  hold true. Furthermore, unless otherwise specified,

the default, implicit Q-adverb of a conditional is the universal quantifier ‘always.’

So, a conditional of the form ‘always: if �:  ’ is true i↵ all admissible cases of �

are also admissible cases of  ; a conditional modified by ‘usually’ is true i↵ most

admissible cases of � are also admissible cases of  .

Berman (1987) takes up the Lewisian tripartite framework but contends that

the domain of quantification comprises situations, with the notion of situations as
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defined in Kratzer (1986).5 This in turn becomes the assumption embraced in the

situation-based descriptivist account in Heim (1990). In Heim’s situational account,

a conditional has the following truth conditions: a conditional of the form ‘always:

if �:  ’ is true i↵ all minimal situations where � is true are situations where  is

true. That is, every minimal situation where � holds can be extended to a situation

where  holds. Similarly, a conditional of the form ‘usually: if �:  ’ is true i↵ most

minimal � situations are extendable to minimal  situations.

The way DRT models the quantificational variability e↵ects is even closer to

Lewis’ original proposal. For Lewis, a Q-adverb unselectively binds all free variables

in its scope, which means that it binds not only all the occurrences of x, but those of

y and those of any other free variables. Given that cases are admissible assignments

of individuals to the variables, a Q-adverb’s ranging over a sequence of individuals

is tantamount to its ranging over assignment functions. ‘Embedding functions’ is

just DRT’s terminology for assignment functions.

In DRT’s model theory, the verifying conditions for DRSs build on the exis-

tence of and relationships between relevant embedding functions. Consider:

(335) a. If a man owns a donkey, he always beats it.

b. x, y

man(x), donkey(y), owns(x,y)
K1

every
x,y

u, v

u=x, v=y, beat(u,v)
K2

5Kratzer (1986) is an unpublished manual script; later developed as Kratzer (1989) “An inves-
tigation into the lumps of thought.”
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c. An embedding function f verifies K1 = K2 i↵ for every embedding func-

tion f

0
which extends f and verifies the conditions in K1, there is an

embedding function f

00
which extends f

0
and verifies the conditions in

K2.

The indefinites ‘a man’ and ‘a donkey’ in (335a) introduce discourse refer-

ents (variables) x and y into DRS K1 as depicted in (335b). Given the verification

condition (335c), the complex DRS in (335b) is verified i↵ all verifying embedding

functions of K1 can be extended to a verifying embedding function of K2. This

way, the Q-adverb ‘always’ unselectively binds both x and y. It is via this unse-

lective binding of variables that DRT predicts the universal import of the singular

indefinites and the donkey pronouns in (335).

If the Q-adverb involved in the donkey sentence is ‘usually’ as in (336), the

DRS construction and corresponding verifying condition are changed accordingly:

(336) If a man owns a donkey, he usually beats it. 6

(337) a. x, y

man(x), donkey(y), owns(x,y)

most
x,y

u, v

u=x, v=y, beat(u,v)

b. An embedding function f verifies K1 = K2 i↵ for most embedding func-

tion f

0
which extends f and verifies the conditions in K1, there is an

embedding function f

00
which extends f

0
and verifies the conditions in

K2.

6For the moment, I put aside the proportion problem.
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The resemblance between the verifying conditions of complex DRSs in DRT

and the truth conditions proposed by the situation-based descriptivist analysis is

hard to miss. What they agree on is that the truth of a donkey conditional rests

on a certain quantificational relation between sets of entities; what they disagree

on is the kind of entities that constitute the domain of quantification. According

to DRT, Q-adverbs range over embedding functions (e↵ectively sequences of indi-

viduals), and in this respect DRT is no di↵erent from Lewis’ analysis of Q-adverbs

as quantifying over cases. In fact, DRT’s treatment of indefinites as free variables

and the quantification of Q-adverb over assignment functions make it a direct de-

scendant of Lewis’ approach. According to the situation-based analysis, Q-adverbs

range over situations, but the relevant situations, if individuated carefully enough,

should have a one-to-one correspondence to DRT’s embedding functions.

Since situations are individuated by their descriptions, namely, the entities

contained and the properties and relations instantiated by those entities, a situation

is much like a function that maps variables to individuals that satisfy the described

conditions. As Heim herself puts it, ‘by restricting the Q-adverb’s range to situations

that are minimal, we have made sure that there are always just as many situations

in this range as there are n-tuples of the relevant sort.’7

7.1.2 Mapping Situations to Cases

Indeed, Dekker (2004) demonstrates that the Lewisian cases and situations

are equivalent. Dekker compares the situation-based account and the bound variable

7Heim (1990), p.149.
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approach (BVA) and discusses what a situation theory would have to look like

to match the results produced by the case-based analysis. He contends that the

former ultimately reduces to the latter once the underlying structure of situations

is characterized in enough detail. In what follows, I sketch Dekker’s argument and

discuss its implications.

To obtain equivalence between BVA and the situational analysis based on

minimal situations, Dekker takes the situation structure to be a complete, free, join

semi-lattice. He also takes the domain of adverbial quantification to be formulas

free of negations and adverbial quantifiers.

Kratzer’s situation theory assumes persistence: if s |= �, then 8s0
, s 

s

0
, s

0 |= �. That is, if a formula � is verified in a situation s, it is verified in

any situation s
0
that has s as a sub-part. Hence, a notation ‘s |=

M,g

�’ is defined

as saying that s satisfies � relative to a model M and an assignment function g.

Furthermore, ‘s |=m

M,g

�’ is defined as saying that s is the minimal situation that

satisfies � relative to a model M and an assignment function g.

Dekker specifies three conditions that the situation theory has to meet in

order to mimic BVA: uniqueness, distinctness and uniqueness predication.8

Uniqueness: For any true atomic proposition R(x1,...,xn), there exists one and at

most one situation s such that s |=m

M,g

R(x1...xn).

8The following formulation of Dekker’s assumptions is an adaption from Ahn (2004).
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Dekker defines an interpretation function FS

M

as follows. For a predicate R,

FS

M

(R) assigns n-tuples of individuals to situations, i↵ the n-tuples of individuals

is in the extension of R according to F
M

. Formally, FS

M

(R)(<g(x1),...,g(xn)>) is

defined i↵ (<g(x1),...,g(xn)>) 2 F
M

.

Thus, Uniqueness claims that for any true formula R(x1,...,xn), there is one

unique s such that s is the minimal s defined by FS

M

(R)(<g(x1),...,g(xn)>). In other

words, an atomic formula can at most describe one unique case relative to a model

and an assignment function.

For example, suppose we have two individuals d1 and d2 in our model M and

both d1 and d2 are in the extension of the predicate R. Uniqueness guarantees that

9xRx is satisfied at all.9

Furthermore, we have two unique minimal situations that verify 9xRx. In

one of the minimal situations, say s1, an assignment g assigns x to d1; in the other

minimal situation, s2, a di↵erent assignment function h assigns x to d2. Formally:

s1 |=m

M,g

R(x); s1 is the minimal s defined by FS

M

(R)(g(x)) such that g(x) 2 F
M

s2 |=m

M,h

R(x);s2 is the minimal s defined by FS

M

(R)(h(x)) such that h(x) 2 F
M

[Also by Distinctness, s1 and s2 do not overlap, since d1 6= d2.]

Distinctness: For any predicates R1, R2 and tuples of individuals <d1,...,dn>,

<d
0
1,...,d

0
m

>, if there is a situation s such that s v FS

M

(R1)(<d1,...dn>) and s

9This is so because Dekker collapses existence and uniqueness.
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v FS

M

(R2)(<d
0
1,...d

0
m

>), then R1 = R2, n = m, and d1 = d
0
1,..., dn = d

0
m

.

A situation structure satisfies distinctness i↵ the following holds: If the situa-

tion denoted by FS

M

(R1)(<d1,...dn>) overlaps the situation denoted by FS

M

(R2)(<d
0
1,...d

0
m

>),

R1 and R2 are the same predicate, the number of individuals n that is in the exten-

sion of R1 relative toM equals the number of individuals m that is in the extension of

R2 relative to M, and R1 and R2 are satisfied by exactly the same n-tuple of individ-

uals. In short, distinct atomic propositions need to be satisfied by distinct minimal

situations, where distinctness means not just di↵erent, but non-overlapping.

Unique Predication: For any variable x quantified over in a Q-adverb restrictor

�, there is an atomic proposition R(x1,...xn) in � such that x = x
i

and for all

atomic propositions R(y1,...yn) in �, yi = x.

If any variable is quantified over in the restriction � of an adverb, then

something unique is predicated of it.

The assumption of uniqueness is closely related to minimality and persis-

tence, both of which are central to Kratzer’s situation theory. Uniqueness guaran-

tees that a minimal verifying situation exists for any true atomic formula �. Given

the existence of a unique minimal situation s for �, � is true in all situations s
0
where

ss
0
, so we know � is persistent. Hence, Uniqueness warrants persistence, and if we

drop uniqueness, so goes persistence.

The other two assumptions, distinctness and unique predication are neces-

sary to ensure that there are enough situations. Based on these assumptions, Dekker
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proves that for any formula �, there is a bijection between the minimal situations

that satisfy � and assignments that satisfy �. That is, whenever there is a satisfy-

ing assignment function for �, there is a corresponding minimal situation, and vice

versa.

Dekker further points out some possible reasons for rejecting these assump-

tions, as they seem to clash with our intuitive conception of situations. For example,

there are times where temporal locations need to be taken into consideration, but in-

corporating the temporal parameters contradicts persistence and hence uniqueness.

Also, distinctness excludes the possibility of non-trivial lumping, which is crucial

for Kratzer’s analysis of counterfactuals. So, either one gives up on the notion of

lumping and hence the analysis of counterfactuals, or one abandons distinctness. In

addition, the requirement that situations be minimal is at odds with the maximiza-

tion needed to account for states and processes. For instance, consider ‘Whenever

John goes running, it rains.’ What is the minimal situation that satisfies the an-

tecedent clause? Any bit of John’s running is certainly a situation where he runs,

whether it is one where he runs for half a mile, two miles or ten miles. Here some

maximal situation is more fitting than a minimal one.10

Dekker’s argument is important for several reasons. First, his claim is not

that the situation-based approach is equivalent to BVA by its very nature; rather,

further constraints on the structures of situations are needed to ensure that the

10von Fintel (1997/2004b) suggests that the quantification needs to be over ‘maximally unin-
terrupted’ objects. However, I demonstrate in section 3.6 how maximization of situations causes
trouble for the interpretation of singular donkey pronouns in sentences such as “If a man has at
least one donkey, he beats it.”
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former mimic the latter. It strikes me that what Elbourne achieves with his re-

fined situation semantics is exactly the kind of constrained situational structure

that Dekker envisages. This provides further evidence that Elbourne’s theory is

very much a notational variant of DRT. Second, Dekker’s observation that some of

these further constraints are incompatible with one’s intuitive understanding of sit-

uations is also telling. On the one hand, it suggests that we may need to give up one

or more of these further restrictions, leading to the non-equivalence between BVA

and the situation-based approach. On the other hand, it exposes a certain tension

within the situation enterprise. It is not clear to me how the lumping of situations—

what Kratzer wants situations for— squares with Elbourne’s finely-delineated sit-

uations.11 Such inconsistence seems to indicate that the situation theory is itself

problematic.

Meanwhile, if there are no more and no fewer minimal situations than there

are satisfying assignment functions, any problem with the number of assignments

counted will also be a problem with the number of situations calculated. If not

imposing uniqueness and/or distinctness on situation structures brings about pre-

dictions of truth conditions that better reflect our intuitions, we have very good

reasons to do so. However, Dekker also hints that when a change is made in the

situation-based account, BVA can be revised accordingly so that the predictions of

the two still agree. In other words, whenever a possible solution to a problem is

found in one approach, a counterpart can be devised in the other.

11Minimality is essential to the situation-based descriptivist analysis of donkey pronouns. As
discussed in Chapter 3 and 6, minimality is needed to ensure that donkey pronouns meet the
uniqueness presupposition.
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The real question is why this should be so. Why are DRT and the situation-

based approach similar enough to allow the parallel even if they are not really

equivalent? In the next two sections, I take Dekker’s suggestion seriously and discuss

two problems that DRT and the situation-based approach both encounter: The

Proportion Problem and The Double-bind Problem.

I will o↵er some diagnoses and show that the problems manifest the theo-

retical baggage DRT and the situation-based descriptivist analysis bear due to their

underlying Lewisian assumptions. Given various modifications of those presump-

tions, I will outline a possible answer to the Proportion Problem and discuss ways

to avoid the Double-bind Problem.

7.2 The Proportion Problem

7.2.1 The Problem

In Lewis’ analysis, all variables are treated equally. All admissible functions

and the corresponding minimal situations are given equal status. In some scenarios,

however, there are intuitively fewer distinct relevant assignment functions than the

theory predicts.

For example, consider the following scenario:

(338)

A d1, d2, d3, d4, d5 rich
B d6 poor
C d7 poor
D d8 poor

There are eight farmer-donkey pairs that stand in the extension of the pred-

icate ‘own.’ So, there are eight assignment functions that satisfy the conditions that
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x is a farmer, y is a donkey and x owns y. Five out of eight of these functions can

be extended to ones that further satisfy the conditions that x beats y and x is rich.

In like manner, there are eight minimal situations where there exist a farmer and a

donkey such that the farmer owns the donkey. Five of these minimal situations are

extendable to ones in which the farmer beats the donkey and the farmer is rich.

Now consider:

(339) If a farmer owns a donkey, he is usually rich.

(340) If a farmer owns a donkey, he usually beats it.

Are (339) and (340) true or false relative to the given scenario? According to

the Lewisian semantics, they are true, because for both, a majority of the admissible

value assignments that satisfy the restrictor also satisfy the nuclear scope. However,

there is also a very natural reading of (339) and (340) according to which they are

false. In fact, it seems that the second interpretation has more intuitive appeal.

Thus, if (339) and (340) are ambiguous, that is, they are true according to one

reading but false according to the other, the Lewisian analysis predicts only the

first. On the other hand, if we think (339) and (340) are not ambiguous and are

simply false, the Lewisian analysis is in even greater trouble, as it makes just the

wrong prediction.12

12I assume in what follows that (339) and (340) are ambitious; I refer to the interpretation
according to which (339) and (340) are false the preferred reading.
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7.2.2 Kadmon’s Asymmetric Construal

7.2.2.1 The Boss and its Dependent

Since the problem stems from too many distinct admissible assignments/situations,

a solution that naturally suggests itself is that we bundle together some of the as-

signments, or ‘lump’ some of the minimal situations. We discard the assumption

of distinctness by treating some assignment functions/minimal situations as non-

distinct, e↵ectively highlighting some variables and trivializing others. In (339),

for instance, we underline the variables representing ‘a farmer’ in a way that the

farmer-donkey pairs with the same farmer are counted just once. The result is the

so-called ‘asymmetric’ construal of quantification.

This idea is implemented in Heim’s situational analysis in the following way:

(341) a. i. usually
s1 if [[a

x

farmer(s1)(x)] [[ay donkey(s1)(x)] [x owns (s1) y]]]

s2[f1(s1) is rich (s2)]

ii. s1:9x9y[x is a farmer in s1& y is a donkey in s1 & x owns y in s1]

b. i. usually
s1 if [[a

x

farmer(s1)(x)] s1[[ay donkey(s1)(x)] [x owns (s1) y]]]

s2[f1(s1) is rich (s2)]

ii. s1:9x[x is a farmer in s1 & 9s0 [s1s
0
&9y[y is a donkey in s

0
and x

owns y in s
0
]]]

(341a) and (341b) demonstrate what a minimal situation satisfying the an-

tecedent of (339) looks like: (341a) depicts what such a situation is according to

the symmetric construal; (341b) illustrates what it is according to the asymmetric

construal. In (341a), minimal situations s1 are defined as those containing a farmer
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and a donkey he owns; in (341b), however, minimal situations are defined as those

containing only one farmer. Since the quantification is primarily on situations, the

cardinality constraint applies directly to the set of s1 and indirectly to the individu-

als in s1. By locating donkeys in minimal extensions s
0
instead of s1, the asymmetric

construal lets us quantify over the right kind of individuals.

That Heim’s solution is a direct adaptation of Kadmon (1987) is evidence

that the situation-based approach and DRT have much in common. Recall Kad-

mon’s distinction between the boss and its dependent. The boss is the discourse

referent (variable) that we intend to quantify over, and the dependent simply speci-

fies a property that the boss has. To derive the preferred reading for (339), we need

to take ‘a farmer’ x as the boss and ‘a donkey’ y as the dependent. Moreover, the

status of the privileged variable must be specified in the representation.

Crucially, the asymmetric construals di↵er from the symmetric ones in the

internal structure of the restrictor: the dependent is bound by existential quantifi-

cation within the restrictor. The di↵erence is illustrated as follows:

(342) a. x, y

farmer(x), donkey(y), owns(x,y)
K1 )

usually

u

u=x, rich(u)
K2

b.
x

farmer(x),
y

donkey(y), owns(x,y)

K1 )
usually

u

u=x, rich(u)
K2

(342a) is the DRS according to the symmetric construal and (342b) is the
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DRS according to the asymmetric one for (339). In (342b), y is located in the

embedded DRS K0 inside DRS K1, bound by an existential quantification. This

means that there is a donkey y that a farmer x owns, confirming the intuition that

the dependent ascribes a property to the boss. The embedded DRS K0 conveys

just the property of “donkey-owning.” The quantification introduced by the Q-

adverb ‘usually’ binds just the x variable, and the main DRS is verified when most

embedding functions verifying K1 are extendable to ones that verify K2. In other

words, the verifying conditions of (342b) are that ‘for most farmers x such that there

is a donkey that x owns, x is rich.’

7.2.2.2 Problems for Kadmon

Kadmon’s asymmetric construal gives rise to several di�culties. First, she

does not fully clarify the criteria that determine which role — the boss or the

dependent — a variable plays.13 It may appear from the above examples that the

subject NP in the antecedent clause corresponds to the “boss” variable and the

object NP is the “dependent,” but this is not always the case. For example,

(343) If a farmer owns a donkey, it is usually beaten.

In (343), the variable introduced by the object NP ‘a donkey’ should be

analyzed as the boss.

13Not surprisingly, many of the criticisms I have for Kadmon’s analysis extends to Heim’s as well.
For example, the situation-based analysis needs to explain what grounds a certain description of
the minimal situations and their minimal extensions in a given asymmetric construal.
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Another problem concerns accessibility. Consider the DRSs relative to the

symmetric and asymmetric construals of (340), ‘If a farmer owns a donkey, he usually

beats it’:

(344) a.

x, y

farmer(x),
donkey(y),
owns(x,y)

K1 )
usually

u,v

u=x,
v=y,

beats(u,v)

K2

b.

x

farmer(x),

y

donkey(y),
owns(x,y)

K0
K1 )

usually

u, v

u=x,
v=?,

beats(u,v)

K2

In (344a), the discourse referent v, representing the donkey pronoun ‘it’

is equated with y, the discourse referent representing the intended antecedent ‘a

donkey’. However, y is inaccessible to v in (344b). The intended antecedent y,

analyzed as the “dependent,” lies in the embedded DRS K0 within K1; as such, y is

inaccessible to v.

Kadmon appeals to accommodation to fix the problem. If we let K2 incor-

porate the universe and conditions of K0, the following DRS is the result, with the

accommodated information in boldface:
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(345)

x

farmer(x),

y

donkey(y),
owns(x,y)

)
usually

y, u, v

donkey(y), owns(x,y),
u=x,
v=y,

beats(u,v)

Kadmon argues that such accommodation is nothing more than a repetition

of information and has no e↵ect on the verification conditions. The accommodation

is minimal and can be readily executed. However, I remain skeptical. My concern is

that resorting to accommodation obscures the structural disanalogy between (339)

and (340).

Consider again the DRSs for (339) and (340) under Kadmon’s asymmetric

construal:

(346) a.
x

farmer(x),
y

donkey(y), owns(x,y)

K1 )
usually

u

u=x, rich(u)
K2

b.

x

farmer(x),

y

donkey(y),
owns(x,y)

)
usually

y, u, v

donkey(y), owns(x,y),
u=x,
v=y,

beats(u,v)

While (346a) calls for no accommodation, accommodation is necessary in

(346b). This disanalogy indicates a significant di↵erence in the structure of the two

donkey sentences. Appealing to accommodation simply glosses over this asymmetry.
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Furthermore, the assumption of relative uniqueness is questionable. Kadmon

argues that the dependent must be “unique relative to a choice of boss”; that is,

for each boss variable x, there exists one and at most one dependent variable y.

This means that for the asymmetric reading of (339) and (340), we presuppose that

each donkey-owning farmer has one unique donkey.14 However, I am not convinced

that relative uniqueness is generally welcome. For one thing, apparently not all

asymmetric construals assume relative uniqueness. Take:

(347) a. If a farmer owns at least one donkey, he is usually rich.

b. If a farmer owns one or more donkeys, he is usually rich.

In (347a) and (347b), there is no implication that each donkey-owning farmer

owns one unique donkey. Even if Kadmon is right about the “relativeness,” unique-

ness is best understood as maximality rather than literally the one and only.15

Yet at any rate, for examples (339) and (340), basing the asymmetric con-

struals on relative uniqueness is self-defeating. With the assumption of relative

uniqueness, there are as many farmer-donkey pairs as there are farmers and don-

keys. So, regardless of what we choose to quantify over—the x variable, the y

variable or the x, y pair, the result will be the same. Yet if Kadmon is right, (339)

and (340) simply cannot receive the asymmetric construal because the condition

14This is reminiscent of Heim’s comment on the symmetric and asymmetric construals that
in interpreting a donkey sentence, we have to either (i) accommodate the assumption of relative
uniqueness, that every farmer in the domain owns exactly one donkey, or (ii) give up the asymmetric
construal and adopt the symmetric interpretation.

15For instance, in ‘If a farmer owns two donkeys, he usually beats them,’ when ‘a farmer’ and ‘two
donkeys’ are analyzed as the boss and the dependent respectively, there is a relative maximality

implication that each farmer owns exactly two donkeys.
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of relative uniqueness is not met given the scenario sketched in (338). Put di↵er-

ently, the asymmetric construal is applicable when it is least needed. Its successful

application contradicts the very reason for which it is advanced in the first place.

7.2.3 Diagnosis: A Plea for Selectivity

The proportion problem is really a twofold problem concerning quantifica-

tion: there is first a question of what to quantify over, and a second question of what

kind of quantification is at work. That is, the issues involved are, for one thing, to

what individuals or variables the relevant cardinality constraint applies,16 and for

another, what cardinality constraints there are.

In the Lewisian framework, Q-adverbs bind unselectively, meaning that there

is a single quantification (cardinality constraint) that applies indiscriminately to all

the variables.17 Admissible assignments of a restrictor are necessarily n-tuples of

individuals, with n being the totality of all the variables occurring in the restrictor.

So, in the conditional ‘If a farmer owns a donkey, he is usually rich,’ the quantifi-

cation triggered by the Q-adverb ‘usually’ applies to the farmer-donkey pairs, even

though only the farmer appears in the nuclear scope. What the proportion prob-

lem illustrates, however, is that some attested readings of donkey conditionals are

inexplicable unless we allow an alternative specification of the quantification.

16Kanazawa (1994) makes a similar point and proposes that the proportion problem is more
appropriately called the cardinality problem.

17A note on “binding”: A Q-adverb binds a variable means that the relevant quantifier ranges
over the variable. For instance, in the formula ‘9xFx,’ variable x is bound by the existential
quantifier, indicating that in the domain of quantification, there is at least one x that has property
F. This quantificational binding is not to be confused with semantic binding: the meaning of
anaphoric pronouns depend on their linguistic antecedents. For example, in ‘John owns a dog. It
is Chihuahua,’ ‘it’ is semantically bound by ‘a dog.’
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I will argue in what follows that the proportion problem makes the case for a

departure from the Lewisian unselective binding. The cardinality constraint derived

from the Q-adverb need not apply to all the variables in the restrictor, but all the

variables in the nuclear scope must receive some kind of quantification. Hence, it is

possible that di↵erent variables receive di↵erent quantification.

7.2.3.1 Conditionals with One Donkey Pronoun

Let me begin with conditionals that have one donkey pronoun in the conse-

quent. The paradigmatic example I shall focus on is:

(348) If a farmer owns a donkey, he usually beats it.

Recall the scenario given in (338), repeated here as (349):

(349)

A d1, d2, d3, d4, d5 rich
B d6 poor
C d7 poor
D d8 poor

The standard DRS representation of (348) is:

(350) x, y

man(x), donkey(y), owns(x,y)
K1

most
x,y

u, v

u=x, v=y, beat(u,v)
K2

Relative to (349), the DRS and hence (348) are true, since a majority (five

out of eight) of the embedding functions verifying K1 can be extended to verify K2.

Nevertheless, the preferred interpretation is that (348) is false. In order to account
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for the preferred reading, we need to have the cardinality constraint apply not to

< x, y >, but to x.

In order to get the quantification right, we are obliged to underline one of

the variables. That is, we need an asymmetric reading of the conditional. Since

unselective binding is internal to the interpretation of complex DRSs of the form

K1*)*K2, whether or not *)* has a universal (e.g., ‘always’) or existential (e.g.,

‘sometimes,’ and ‘usually’) force, there is no way to derive the asymmetric interpre-

tation we need.18 The only option left is to interpret conditionals more like their

counterpart in the form of a quantified sentence with a relative clause.

It is observed in 5.3.1 that donkey sentences with quantified noun phrases

and relative clauses invariably receive the asymmetric reading, i.e., one of the vari-

ables is privileged. This follows naturally from the DRS construction that quantified

phrases induce and the corresponding verification conditions for the DRSs. Complex

DRSs of the form K1(Qx

)K2 have a dominant discourse referent, which is specified

in the quantifier part of the duplex condition.

Hence, the trick to account for the asymmetric reading of (348) is to analyze

it more like its quantified counterpart:

(351) Most farmers who own a donkey are rich.19

Instead of (350), (348) is represented as:

18This is reminiscent of the di�culty discussed in section 5.3.1 concerning the weak reading. We
cannot obtain the weak reading by modifying the verification condition for complex DRSs triggered
by conditionals.

19Note that (351) is not a donkey sentence because there is no donkey pronoun in it.
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(352) x, y

man(x), donkey(y), owns(x,y)

most
x

u, v

u=x, v=y, beat(u,v)

in which ‘most’ binds just x rather than x and y together. Consider another

example:

(353) If a farmer owns a donkey, it is usually beaten.

According to the standard representation, the cardinality constraint that

‘usually’ brings about applies to the farmer-donkey pairs; that is, ‘usually’ unselec-

tively binds < x, y >:

(354) x, y

man(x), donkey(y), owns(x,y)
K1

most
x,y

u, v

u=x, v=y, beat(u,v)
K2

According to the proposed strategy, (353) is interpreted analogously to ‘Most

donkeys owned by a farmer are beaten,’ leading to the following representation:

(355) x, y

man(x), donkey(y), owns(x,y) K

0
1

most
y

u, v

u=x, v=y, beat(u,v) K

0
2

Given (349), (354) and (355) are both true, because the number of embed-

ding functions verifying K1 that can be extended to verify K2 matches the number

of embedding functions verifying K
0
1 that can be extended to verify K

0
2. More suc-

cinctly, the number of farmer-donkey pairs among which the donkeys are beaten is
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just the number of donkeys that are beaten, so counting < x, y > or counting y does

not make any di↵erence. In this particular example, the symmetric representation

(354) and and the asymmetric representation (355) do equally well, but for the sake

of consistency and general applicability, we represent (353) as (355).

The upshot is that in order to handle the preferred reading of adverbially

modified donkey sentences such as (348) and (353), we must construe them in an

asymmetric way: these conditionals need to be represented more like their quantified

analogues, i.e., sentences containing quantified noun phrases with a relative clause,

such that the Q-adverb does not bind all the variables indiscriminately, but binds

more selectively just the variable that appears in the nuclear scope.

While this sounds very similar to Kadmon’s proposal, my account is di↵erent

not just because it is notationally more prudent. I specify clearly what variable to

bind, namely, the variable that appears in the consequent in the conditional. If we

take the restrictor as presuppositional, additional information is needed to resolve

the presupposition. In this case, the presence of a donkey pronoun in the nuclear

scope holds the key to its resolution.20

To summarize, the proportion problem exemplifies an ambiguity in what the

Q-adverb should bind, which is connected to how the restrictor should be under-

stood. The standard Lewisian analysis predicts only the symmetric reading, where

20See von Fintel(1997/2004) for the thesis that the restrictor is presuppositional. Syntactic,
semantic and/or pragmatic mechanisms have all been proposed to explain the presuppositional
resolution. See, for example, von Fintel(1997/2004), de Swart (1991) and Rooth (1985). The line I
explore here is more of a syntactic-semantic nature: how the information available in the text, e.g.,
the pronouns in the consequent, contribute to the interpretation of the restrictor.
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the restrictor is always about (for the current examples) the farmer-donkey pairs

and the Q-adverb binds unselectively the corresponding variables. The preferred,

asymmetric reading, on the other hand, exemplifies the alternative interpretation of

the restrictor according to which it is not about the farmer-donkey pairs. Hence, in

order to obtain the asymmetric readings, we need to free conditionals from unselec-

tive binding.

7.2.3.2 Conditionals with Two Donkey Pronouns

Conditionals with two donkey pronouns are more complicated. Consider:

(356) If a farmer owns a donkey, he usually beats it.

It seems that we still want to apply the cardinality constraint to the donkey-

owning farmers. In (349), only one out of four farmers beats his donkeys, so (356)

is false.

However, consider a di↵erent model:

(357)
A d1,...,d10
B d11, d12,d13
C d14, d15,d16

What do we say about (356) with respect to (357)?

We may choose to say that a farmer is a donkey-beating one just in case he

beats all his donkeys, making (356) false. On the other hand, we may think (356) is

true, because a donkey-beating farmer only needs to beat at least one of his donkeys.

Hence, the truth of (356) depends on the number of donkey-beating farmers, which

ultimately leads to the question of what qualifies a farmer for the description.
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The di�culty in interpreting conditionals with two donkey pronouns in the

consequent indicates that the quantification involved in the asymmetric readings

is special. On the one hand, we cannot quantify over farmer-donkey pairs, which

yields just the symmetric reading. On the other hand, there is no straightforward

quantification over the famers, and we do not want to quantify over just the donkeys

either. The natural conclusion to draw is that whatever pronouns appear in the

consequent (in the surface form) must receive some kind of cardinality constraint

(in the logical form). Put di↵erently, all the variables in the nuclear scope must be

quantificationally bound, but the quantification cannot be the traditional unselective

binding. That all variables in the nuclear scope must be quantified over echoes

Heim’s comment that the occurrence of pronouns adds indirect pressure on how

the restrictor should be interpreted. The further point I want to explore is how,

recognizing the inadequacy of the standard quantification over single <x,y> pairs,

we can have an alternative quantification.

It is unfortunate that previous studies of the proportion problem focus on

scenarios where the relation described by the matrix predicate holds consistently;

that is, each farmer beats either all or none of his donkeys. Since inconsistent scenar-

ios (where a farmer does beat some but not all of his donkeys) are less investigated,

the elusiveness of plural predication has not received its due attention.21 What is

puzzling about (356) when evaluated in (357) is essentially how relational predi-

cation works for plurals. Once we abandon the assumption of relative uniqueness,

21Rooth (1987), however, does note that sentences such as “Most farmers who own a donkey beat
it” does not necessarily mean that most farmers who own a donkey beat all of their donkeys. See
Rooth (1987), p.256.
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we should seriously consider the possibility of an inconsistent relationship between

a ‘boss’ and its many ‘dependents.’ If we think it is possible that a farmer owns

more than one donkey, we need to consider not only if a relational predicate (e.g.

‘beat’) holds between a farmer and each of his donkeys, but also if it holds between

a farmer and the whole collection of his donkeys.

We can take clues from the fact that native speakers oscillate in their judge-

ments regarding (356). It suggests that a sentence like ‘a farmer beats his donkeys’

can be made true by various types of scenarios. That there is some grey area in the

truth conditions of such a sentence is evidence that there is a fundamental indeter-

minacy in plural predication. For instance, we may say John is a donkey-beating

farmer if he beats all his donkeys, but we may do so as long as he beats a majority

of the donkeys, or even just one poor donkey.

To summarize, the proper asymmetric construal of adverbially modified con-

ditionals with two donkey pronouns must take into account two points. First, all the

donkey pronouns in the consequent need to be quantificationally bound.22 Second,

once we admit the need to collapse some single farmer-donkey pairs, namely, those

farmer-donkey pairs with the same farmers, we have to consider plural predication.

As a synthesis of the two points, the binding of the “donkey” donkey pronoun y will

have to be unconventional.

In the next section, I propose a new perspective on donkey conditionals that

makes separating quantification over x and y possible. I will also address the issue

22This is reminiscent of Bauerle and Egli (1985). See also Heim (1990)’s discussion on p.151 and
p.p.153-154.
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of plural quantification.

7.2.4 Solving The Proportion Problem

As argued earlier, the relation between a farmer and the whole collection of

his donkeys needs to be accounted for. The standard Lewisian quantification over

single farmer-donkey pairs fails to take account of this, so some revision is necessary.

According to standard DRT, an indefinite such as ‘a farmer’ and ‘a donkey’

introduces a discourse referent/variable, which is matched to a single individual via

an embedding function. I want to keep the indefinite-as-variable thesis intact, but

argue that a singular indefinite may introduce into DRS a plural or sum discourse

referent. In other words, an indefinite description can receive a ‘collective’ reading

where it introduces a set-indicating variable. Such a set is maximal in the sense

that its members are all the individuals satisfying the relevant conditions.23

For example, consider:

(358) If a farmer owns a donkey, he usually beats it.

In the standard analysis, (359) is analyzed as:

23This way, we can attribute the ambiguity between the symmetric reading and the asymmetric
reading to the ambiguity in interpreting indefinites. Brasoveanu (2007) makes a very similar pro-
posal; his analysis is couched in PCDRT (Plural Compositional DRT), an extension of Muskens
(1996)’s CDRT.
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(359)

x,y

farmer(x)
donkey(y)
own(x,y)

most
x,y

u,v

u=x
v=y

beat(u,v)

Following my proposal, it is analyzed as:

(360)

x, Z

farmer(x)

Z=
P

y

y

donkey(y)
own(x,y)

most
x

u, V

u=x
V=Z

beat(u,V)

Essentially, my analysis interprets (358) as:

(361) If a farmer owns donkeys, he usually beats them.

which is tantamount to

(362) Most farmers who own donkeys beat them.

The introduction of the sum discourse referent Z from the singular indefinite

‘a donkey’ is not all that objectionable. For one thing, we may very well use (358)

to describe a scenario where we know for sure that all the farmers in the domain

own multiple donkeys. For another, we may think that the construction rule for a

singular indefinite in DRT is the following — a singular indefinite such as ‘a donkey’

introduces invariably into K a sub-DRS K1, and then there are three options: (i)
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the sub-DRS remains unchanged, resulting in relative uniqueness à la Kadmon; (ii)

the sub-DRS converges to the main DRS K and (iii) the sub-DRS triggers a “plural

introduction” such that a sum discourse referent Z is added to the universe of the

main DRS:

(i) y

donkey(y)
K1

K

(ii)
y

donkey(y)
K

(iii)

Z

Z=
P

y
y

donkey(y)
K1

K

The third option is particularly suited to facilitate the asymmetric reading

called for by the analysis of the proportion problem.

The verification condition of the DRS in (358) follows the interpretations of

plurals in Kamp and Reyle (1993). Below I provide a brief summary of the model

theory for plurals:24

DRSs are interpreted with respect to a model M = < D, I,t >, which

consists of a universe D, the interpretation function I, and a join operation t. I has

the following properties:

(a) For every proper name ↵, I(↵) 2 D

24The following is a liberal adaptation from Kamp and Reyle’s (1993) Chapter 4 and Yoon (1994).
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(b) For every intransitive verb or noun �, I(↵) ✓ D

(c) For every transitive verb �, I(�) ✓ D ⇥ D

t is the join operation of a join semi-lattice, which has mathematical prop-

erties such as being idempotent, commutative and associative.

For example, let b, m, l denote three individuals Bill, Melinda and Larry,

with millionaire(b), millionaire(m) and millionaire(l). Then b�m�l, where � is a

summation, denotes the sum individual of Bill, Melinda and Larry.

The object denoted by b�m�l is in the denotation of ‘millionaire,’ which is

represented by millionaire*. In general, a plural predicate like millionaire* is defined

as the closure of the singular predicate under �:

(a) For all x, if millionaire(x), then millionaire*(x)

(b) For all x,y, if millionaire*(x) and millionaire*(y), then millionaire*(x�y)

An expression like �x � stands for the the greatest element x that satisfies

the description �. For example, �x[millionaire*(x)] denotes the sum individual of

all the millionaires.

The verification conditions for various DRS conditions are defined as usual.

For our purpose, the only verification condition that needs to be noted is:

(363) f verifies Y=
P

y K i↵ f(Y)= �a9g[f ✓ g&Dom(g) = Dom(f) [ U(K)&

g(d) = a&g verifies K in M]
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We can now explicate what it means for the DRS specified in (360), repeated

here as (364), to be true:

(364)

x, Z

farmer(x)

Z=
P

y

y

donkey(y)
own(x,y)

K1

most
x

u, V

u=x
V=Z

beat(u,V)

K2

An embedding function f verifies (364) i↵:

most extensions g of f, where Dom(g)=Dom(f)[{x, Z} that verify the conditions

in K1, farmer (x) and Z=
P

y

y

donkey(y)
own(x,y)

can be extended to h, where in this case h=g, such that h verifies K2, i.e.,
u, V

u=x
V=Z

beat(u,V)

A function f verifies Z=
P

y

y

donkey(y)
own(x,y)

in a model M=< D, I,t > i↵:

f(Z)=�a9g[f ✓ g&Dom(g) = Dom(f) [ {y}&g(y) = a&g(y) 2 I(donkey)&

< g(x), g(y) >2 I(own)

Given these verification conditions, it should be clear that the primary quan-

tification involved in (364) is the quantification over x, the farmers. However, I em-

phasized earlier that all donkey pronouns in the nuclear scope must be quantified
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over. So what about the quantification over the donkeys? Specifically, what is the

verification condition of DRS K2?

The most peculiar part of K2 is the condition beat(u,V). What does it take

for the condition to be verified? This is essentially the problem of plural predication.

Suppose a function maps u to an individual A, and his three donkeys d1, d2 and d3.

We then state:

(365) beat(u,V) is true i↵ A beats d1, d2 and d3.

Ultimately, this is to acknowledge the underlying looseness in plural predi-

cation and declare that it is not the job of the semanticists to decide when a beating

relation holds between a man and his donkeys; that is the job for people who study

the metaphysics of beating.

Alternatively, we may expand (364) in the following way:

(366)

x, Z

farmer(x)

Z=
P

y

y

donkey(y)
own(x,y)

K1

most
x

u, V

u=x
V=Z

v

v 2 V

Q
v beat(u,v)

K2

The crucial di↵erence between (364) and (366) is the transition from ‘beat(u,V)’

to the duplex condition

(367)
v

v2V
Q
v beat(u,v)
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More generally, we postulate a construction rule for “plural elimination” as

follow:

(368) Let x and y stand for singular discoure referents and ↵ and � stand for plural

discourse referents:

a. A condition R(x,�) is transformed to
y

y2 �

Q
y R(x,y)

b. A condition R(↵,y) is transformed to
x

x2 ↵

Q
x R(x,y)

The representation delineated in (366) has the advantage of making the sec-

ond quantification explicit, vindicating the claim that all donkey pronouns occurring

in the nuclear scope must be quantified over. The pronoun ‘he,’ represented by u, is

quantified by ‘most’; the pronoun ‘it,’ represented by V is quantified indirectly via

the secondary quantification Q over v. The second quantifier Q is left unspecified

in (366). This underspecification is intended to reflect the looseness with respect to

the secondary quantification over the donkeys.

Consider the following scenario:

(369)
A d1,...,d10
B d11, d12,d13
C d14, d15,d16

If someone judges the donkey sentence ‘If a farmer owns a donkey, he usually

beats it’ to be true with respect to (369), we can infer that for her, the secondary

quantifier Q is equivalent to an existential quantification ‘some’ or ‘9.’ In contrast,
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if one judges the sentence to be false, then we know that for her, Q has a quantifi-

cational force stronger than ‘9.’

Consider a di↵erent scenario:

(370)
A d1,...,d10
B d11, d12,d13
C d14, d15,d16

With respect to (370), if one judges the adverbially modified donkey condi-

tional to be false, it means that for her, Q is not existential. On the other hand,

if she judges the sentence to be true, then Q may be ‘9’ or something stronger,

such as ‘most.’ Relative to the same scenario, di↵erent speakers may have divergent

views regarding Q, and one speaker can favor di↵erent specifications of Q relative to

di↵erent scenarios. Furthermore, depending on the relational predicate in question

(‘beat’ in the current example), one may have a particular preference for some Q.

7.2.5 Concluding Remarks

The analysis I advance here has four central theses: (i) every donkey pronoun

that appears in the nuclear scope of a conditional must be quantified over; (ii)

a singular indefinite and its anaphoric pronoun may introduce a plural discourse

referent; (iii) when a conditional contains two donkey pronouns, the corresponding

discourse referents may receive distinct quantification, and (iv) plural predication is

elusive.

Recall Heim’s observation that the presence of a pronoun in the nuclear

scope exerts pressure on how the restrictor should be constructed. My first point
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is really an extended argument stemming from that idea. When there is just one

donkey pronoun, the task is relatively easy; all it takes is to represent a conditional

more like its analogue with a quantified noun phrase and relative clause. Yet when

there are two donkey pronouns, some extra revision is necessary. My second point

addresses the challenge presented by conditionals with two donkey pronouns. I ar-

gue that singular indefinites and their anaphoric pronouns may receive a collective

reading and introduce into the DRS a sum discourse referent. This e↵ectively echoes

Neale’s claim that singular donkey pronouns are semantically numberless. However,

I remain skeptical about applying the number neutrality account across the board,

particularly given the di�culty it encounters with respect to the sage-plant sen-

tences; e.g., ‘If a person buys a sage plant, she buys five others along with it.’ What

I argue is that for the sake of obtaining the proper asymmetric reading, we adopt

the “plural introduction” strategy so that a singular indefinite and its anaphoric

pronoun can be understood as possibly plural.

In the foregoing discussion, I only interpret ‘a donkey’ collectively, but it is

also possible for ‘a farmer’ to receive a plural treatment. I imagine that is what

we will need if we consider scenarios where the co-ownership of donkeys is relevant.

Hence, in principle, we can have either the farmer, the donkey, or both to be read

as introducing a plural individual. If we confine ourselves to scenarios where each

farmer owns at most one donkey and any donkey is owned by at most one farmer,

it does not matter which indefinite description receives the collective reading or

if they both do. This illustrates yet again the inadequacy of the assumption of

relative uniqueness. Heim and Kadmon’s claim that asymmetric readings of donkey
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sentences presuppose relative uniqueness amounts to a great deal of simplification;

accommodating that presupposition can account only for a very restricted range of

data.

Regarding my third point, I think the split quantification is a welcome result.

Given a uniform treatment of conditionals as triggering duplex conditions on a par

with sentences with quantified noun phrases, we now have a general scheme for their

DRS representation:

(371) For any conditional ‘Q-adverb, if �,  ,’ let K1 represent the restrictor and

K2 represent the nuclear scope. The DRS for the conditional is:

K1

Q1

x
Q2

y
K2

where Q1 corresponds to the quantificational force of the Q-adverb in use.

The secondary quantification Q2 is optional in two di↵erent senses. First, when

there is only one donkey pronoun in the nuclear scope, nothing will trigger the

secondary quantification. Secondly, even if there are two donkey pronouns, we may

choose to be parsimonious with respect to the representation (like (364), and leave

the secondary quantification to interpretation (and metaphysicians).

Complex DRSs triggered by quantified phrases also undergo minor changes.

K1(Q1x)K2 now becomes:
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(372)
K1

Q1

x
Q2

y
K2

where the secondary quantification Q2 is needed only when there is a donkey pro-

noun. When there is no donkey pronoun in the quantified sentence, e.g., ‘Most

farmers who own a donkey are rich,” nothing will trigger the secondary quantifica-

tion.

Besides contributing to the desired asymmetric reading to handle the pro-

portion problem, the separation of quantification naturally lends itself as an expla-

nation of the di↵erence between the weak and strong reading discussed in section

5.3.1. Take:

(373) a. If a man has a quarter, he puts it in the meter.

b. Every man who has a quarter puts it in the meter.

The respective representations for (373a) and (373b) are:

(374) a.

x,Z

man(x)

Z=
P

y

y

quarter(y)
has(x,y)

K1

8
x

u,V

u=x
V=Z

v

v2V
Q2

v put in the meter(u,v)

K2
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b.

x,Z

man(x)

Z=
P

y

y

quarter(y)
has(x,y)

K1

8
x

V

V=Z
v

v2V
Q2

v put in the meter(x,v)

K2

The strong reading results from taking the secondary quantification Q2 to

be universal, and the weak reading results from taking Q2 to be existential.

In short, while the proportion problem demonstrates the need to separate

the quantification so that the (non-universal) Q-adverb binds more selectively, the

demand for splitting the quantification is already present when we are charged with

accounting for the weak reading. It is desirable to have a unified machinery that

provides the required division.

Finally, regarding my fourth point, the fundamental looseness of plural pred-

ication is clearly exemplified in the following:

(375) a. At the end of the press conference, the reporters asked the president

questions.25

b. At the end of the press conference, the reporters asked the presidents

questions.

c. At the end of the press conference, the reporters asked the president a

question about the new stimulus package.

25This is from Winter (2002), who cites from Dowty (1986).
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The truth of (375a) does not require that every single reporter at the press

conference asked the president a question. One or more reporters might have asked

one or more questions, but there might be one or more reporters who did not asked

any. Similarly, the truth of (375b) does not require that every reporter asked a

question and/or that every president was asked a question. Perhaps bearing more

directly on my proposal is (375c). It is not transparent that the singular indefinite ‘a

question’ entails that only one question about the new stimulus package was asked.

My own intuition is that several reporters could have each asked such a question,

but other speakers might have a di↵erent judgement.

The separation of quantification together with the elusiveness of plural pred-

ication suggests that there may be an inherent indeterminacy of donkey sentences.

The indeterminacy is subject to various constraints such as world knowledge, the

predicate in question, the Q-adverb in use, and the logical properties (monotonic

features) of the determiner, to name but a few. After all, “it may be[sic] some-

times be futile if not wrong to suppose that donkey sentences must have a definite

reading.”26 Nevertheless, the representation helps to elucidate, given a particular

reading (i.e., a determinate truth or falsity with respect to a scenario), what the

discourse content, or structure of information, must and might be.

26Geurts (2002), p.151.
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7.3 The Double-bind Problem

7.3.1 The Problem

The second common problem for DRT and the situational descriptivist anal-

ysis is the double-bind problem. S. Barker (1997) observes that a donkey pronoun is

bound twice in complex conditionals where there is more than one quantifier. The

varying forces of quantifications may not be in harmony, resulting in objectionable

truth-conditions predicted for the donkey sentences.27

Consider:

(376) If a donkey is vaccinated, then if it has vitamin deficiency, it usually faints.28

Suppose there are ten donkeys. All are vaccinated and all have vitamin

deficiency. Except Eeyore, all the donkeys faint. Relative to this scenario, (376)

is true. DRT and the situation-based approach, however, both predict incorrectly

that it is false.

First, according to DRT, the LF for (376) is:

(377)
x

donkey(x),
vaccinated(x)

K1 )
always

u

u=x,
has vitamin deficiency(u)

K3 )
usually

faint(u)
K4

K0

27Barker also argues against Neale’s approach to complex conditionals, but his criticism on Neale
has nothing to do with Q-adverbs. See Barker (1997), p.p.197-200.

28Ibid., p.202, example (12).
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The complex DRS K0 is verified i↵ all embedding functions f that verify

K1 can be extended to an embedding function f

0
that verifies K2; an embedding

function f

0
verifies K2 i↵ most embedding functions g that verify K3 can be extended

to an embedding function g

0
that verifies K4.

Consider the embedding functions that assign Eeyore to x. K1 is verified,

as Eeyore is in the extension of the predicate ‘donkey’ and ‘being vaccinated.’ Yet

none of these functions can be extended to verify K2, as Eeyore is in the extension

of ‘having vitamin deficiency’ but not in that of ‘faint.’ More specifically, K3 can

be verified, but K4 cannot; it is not the case that most embedding functions that

assign Eeyore to x that verify K3 can be extended to verify K4. In fact, none of

those functions may verify K4. Hence, even though all other embedding functions

(i.e., functions that assign any donkey other than Eeyore to variable x) do verify K0,

altogether, the complex DRS K0 is not verified. So, DRT predicts (377) as false.

Analogously, the situational descriptivist approach o↵ers the following as the

LF for (376):

(378) a. always
s1 if [ [ [a

x

donkey(s1) (x)], usually
s2 if [[a

x

donkey(s1)(x) & vi-

tamin deficiency (s2)(x)], 9 s3 [a
x

donkey(s1)(x) & vitamin deficiency

(s2)(x) & faints (s3)(x)]]]]

b. For all minimal situations s1: 9x[x is a donkey in s1 & x is vaccinated

in s1], there is a minimal situation s2: [s1s2 & f

1(s1) has vitamin

deficiency in s2] & for most such minimal situations s2, there is a minimal

situation s3: [s2s3 & f

2(s2) faints in s3]
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Among all the minimal situations s1, we need to consider only the one where

Eeyore is vaccinated. Call this minimal situation s
e

and its minimal extension where

Eeyore is vitamin deficient a s
0
e

situation. Because there are no extensions of s
0
e

in

which Eeyore faints, (376) is false according to the truth-conditions predicted by

the situational descriptivist analysis.

The upshot of all this is that DRT and the situation-based descriptivist ac-

count disagree on what Q-adverbs range over, but the way they handle conditionals

and quantification is essentially the same. For both, ‘if’ signals a restriction on the

domain of quantification (which consists of assignment functions for the former and

situations for the latter). In addition, when no overt quantificational adverbial is

present, it is assumed that there is a covert appearance of the universal Q-adverb

‘always.’ The problem is, for a complex conditional such as (376), we can have a

second Q-adverb. The quantificational forces of the two quantifiers are not necessar-

ily in concord. That they may clash with each other is made particularly apparent

when one has universal force and the other does not.

To be more specific, a sentence can have multiple Q-adverbs and be multiply

restricted. The structure of (376), represented as (379a), is really a special case of

(379b), the schematic representation of a sentence with n Q-adverbs:

(379) a. always : a donkey is vaccinated : [usually : it has vitamin deficiency :

it faints]

b. Q-adverb1 : �1 : [Q-adverb2 : �2 : [... [Q-adverb
n

: �
n

:  ]]]

What Barker makes clear is that, given the structure specified in (379a), the
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operation of the first quantifier inevitably interferes with that of the second. Both

DRT and the situational analysis exhibit this problem.29

Since the truth conditions predicted by DRT and the situation-based ap-

proach disagree with the desired truth conditions of (376), neither (377) nor (378a)

can be the right LF for (376). Barker concludes that both theories are inherently

flawed in that they introduce an unwelcome dependency of the second Q-adverb on

the first, yet their analyses are in exact accordance with the restriction approach.

As such, there is no avoiding of the unwanted dependency.

7.3.2 A Pseudo Problem?

In this section, I want to discuss an objection to the double-bind problem

from those who sympathize with the restrictor view of conditionals. I wish to bring

to light the limitations of their possible defense.

Let me first note that not all cases of complex conditionals give rise to the

double-bind problem. For example, (380) seems to be harmless. The quantificational

forces are in concord because the covert occurrences are of one and the same Q-

adverb:30

(380) a. If a donkey is vaccinated, then if it has vitamin deficiency, it faints.

b. always: A1: [always: A2: C]31

29I believe this problem was first identified in Berman(1987), which he called ‘the iteration prob-
lem.’

30This can be problematic, though, if, following Kratzer, conditionals are treated as implicitly
modalized in general. We will add an extra layer of necessity to the interpretation of (380a).

31‘A’ stands for antecedent and ‘C’ for conclusion; A1 is ‘a donkey is vaccinated’; A2 is ‘it has
vitamin deficiency.’ C is ‘it faints.’
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Even when the Q-adverbs are not the same, the double-bind problem will not

always result in the double-bind problem. In (381), ‘seldom’ occurs in the restrictor

clause in the embedded conditional, but the Q-adverb that plays an active role is

still the covert ‘always’:

(381) a. If a donkey is vaccinated, then if it is seldom fed enough, it faints.

b. always: A1: [always: A2: C]

The upshot is that Double-bind Problem arises when (a) two (or more) Q-

adverbs of distinct quantificational flavors appear in one complex conditional and

(b) the Q-adverbs each modify a di↵erent restrictor.

7.3.2.1 Iterated Conditionals as Conjunction

Right at this point, we should consider a potential objection against Barker’s

assertion. The double-bind problem rests on the assumption that multiple restrictor

clauses are modified by the corresponding adverbials independently, that they can-

not be paraphrased into a conjunctive clause and restricted by one Q-adverb. It can

be argued that once this assumption is dropped, the double-bind problem becomes

a pseudo issue.

Indeed, Lewis would support such an conjunctive paraphrase. He states

that ‘it makes no di↵erence if we compress several if-clauses into one conjunction or

relative clauses.’ For instance, consider:

(382) Always, if x is a man, if y is a donkey, and if x owns y, x beats y every now
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and then.32

(382) can be paraphrased in either one of the following ways:

(383) a. if x is a man, y is a donkey, and x owns y...

b. if x is a man and y is a donkey owned by x...

c. if x is a man who owns y, and y is a donkey...

d. if x and y are a man and his donkey...

Kratzer also claims that stacked ‘if’-clauses may ‘successively restrict the

domain of one and the same quantifier’33 and argues that (384a) and (384b) have

the same logical form (384c):

(384) a. If you are back before eight, then if the roast is ready, we will have dinner

together.

b. If you are back before eight and the roast is ready, we will have dinner

together.

c. must: you are back before eight and the roast is ready: we will have

dinner together 34

In other words, the solution is to rephrase the complex conditional from

one with an embedded conditional to one with a conjunctive antecedent. There are

32This is Lewis (1979) example (24).
33Kratzer(1986), p.10.
34These are Kratzer’s examples (35), (37) and (36). I adjust the logical form slightly to conform

the tripartite structure I use. In Kratzer’s formulation, it is [Must: you are back before eight and
the roast is ready] we will have dinner together.
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no longer multiple restrictor clauses and multiple Q-adverbs, and the double-bind

problem ceases to exist. Thus, Barker is right in claiming that (377) and (378) are

not the correct representation/analysis of (376), because they are not. Rather, the

right tripartite structure and representation are (385a) and (385b), respectively :

(385) a. usually: A1&A2: C

b.

x

donkey(x),
vaccinated(x)

has vitamin deficiency(x)

)
usually

u

u=x,
faint(u)

7.3.2.2 Against the Conjunctive Analysis

I have serious doubts about the above strategy. First, I am not convinced

that proponents of the restrictor view can legitimately make the conjunctive para-

phrase. It is not clear what reasons they have to justify this move. True, in classical

logic, the equivalence in (386) holds:

(386) P ! (Q!R) ⌘ (P&Q)!R

But to extend the equivalence to the logical forms of conditionals in natural

language, one needs to further assume that ‘if’ is a two-place connective and that

it is material implication. But that is exactly what Lewis and Kratzer are against.

Lewis declares that the expression ‘if’ in restrictive ‘if’-clauses

‘should not be regarded as a sentential connective. It has no meaning

apart from the adverb it restricts. [...] It serves merely to mark an
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argument place in a polyadic construction.’35

And this is echoed by Kratzer:

‘[I]n the logical forms for natural languages, conditional sentences

have a very di↵erent structure: there simply is no two-place conditional

connective, and conditional sentences as a whole don’t even form con-

stituents. [...] The history of the conditional is the story of a syntactic

mistake. There is no two-place ‘if...then’ connective in the logical forms

for natural languages. ‘if’-clauses are devices for restricting the domains

of various operators.’36

In view of Lewis and Kratzer’s explicit rejection of ‘if’ as a two-place oper-

ator, proponents for the the restrictor view of conditionals are obliged to o↵er an

alternative explanation as to why the equivalence holds between, say, (384a) and

(384b). Unfortunately, nothing of that sort is pro↵ered.

Secondly, even if some kind of explication can be given for the equivalence

in the above examples, natural language presents us with other challenging com-

pound conditionals that defy the conjunctive analysis. The particular instances

that Barker notes are ‘if’-clauses introduced by ‘even if’ and ‘only if’. For example,

the conjunctive analysis is not applicable to either (387a) or (387b); the antecedent

of the embedded conditional can hardly be paraphrased as a conjunct of the matrix

antecedent:

35Lewis (1975), p.p.184-5.
36Kratzer (1986), p.p.10-11.
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(387) a. If a donkey is vaccinated, then even if it has vitamin deficiency, it usually

faints.

b. If a donkey is vaccinated, then only if it has vitamin deficiency would it

usually faint.

I take Barker’s point to be that the equivalence in (386) is not su�cient

justification that all iterated conditionals should be analyzed as having a conjunctive

antecedent. The point I wish to make is slightly di↵erent. Since the restrictor view

denies that ‘if’ is a two-place operator, further arguments are needed to explain

the equivalence between (384a) and (384b). At the same time, those arguments

cannot be so strong as to obligate conjunctive paraphrases of compound conditionals

constructed out of ‘only if’ or ‘even if.’37

Third, the conjunctive analysis is not of much help when the nuclear clause

contains multiple Q-adverbs. For instance, how should one make sense of (388a) in

terms of the tripartite structure? If it is analyzed as (388b), what does the second

Q-adverb ‘every now and then’ modify?

(388) a. If a donkey is vaccinated, then if it has vitamin deficiency, it usually

faints every now and then.

b. usually: A1&A2: C

Of course, when most vaccinated, vitamin-deficient donkeys faint, they do

not faint all the time, so adding the additional adverbial ‘every now and then’ is

37I will not, however, go further into how we should analyze ‘only if’ and ‘even if’.
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not redundant or contradictory.38 But then clearly this second Q-adverb does not

modify cases (for Lewis), assignment functions (for DRT) or situations (for the

situation-based approach). In fact, Lewis notes that there are times where a time

or event coordinate needs to be considered on a par with individuals in the analysis

of Q-adverb, but he does not explicate exactly how it is to be incorporated into

the tripartite structure. Apparently, (388a) is such an example where one Q-adverb

ranges over individuals and the other Q-adverb ranges over episodes of time.

Here DRT and the situation-based approach can downplay the issue and

simply treat ‘every now and then’ as part of the larger predicate ‘faint every now

and then.’ For instance, DRT can o↵er (389) as the representation of (388):

(389)

x

donkey(x),
vaccinated(x)

has vitamin deficiency(x)

)
usually

u

u=x,
faint every now and then(u)

But consider:

(390) If a donkey is vaccinated, then if it has vitamin deficiency, it faints every

now and then.

There is no competing Q-adverb in the nuclear clause of (390). In this case,

should we treat ‘every now and then’ as quantifying over individuals or episodes

38In (388a), the adverbial ‘every now and then’ is supposed to be some frequency modifier. It
should achieve similar e↵ects as other adverbials like ‘every other day’ and ‘every three hour.’
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of time?39 Two answers seem possible: First, one may conclude that there are

two homonymic entries under ‘every now and then’: one quantifies over individuals,

and the other quantify over episodes of time. The drawback is that one needs to

postulate two entries for many other Q-adverbs in our vocabulary. One then faces

the problem of ambiguity and the burden of figuring out when to use a specific entry

and when a specific entry is used.

The alternative answer is to keep our vocabulary parsimonious but stipulate

extra rules on the processing of Q-adverbs. For example, one may postulate that

a Q-adverb ranges over individuals when there are no competing Q-adverbs in the

nuclear clause, and then when there are two Q-adverbs in the nuclear clause, let

one quantify over individuals, and the other over episodes of time. However, this

is not enough. For one thing, when two Q-adverbs are present, we still need to

decide which one quantifies over individuals and which one ranges over the other

parameter. For another, theoretically, one may pile up multiple Q-adverbs in the

nuclear clause, and when this happens, the task can be daunting, as (391) illustrates

(391) If a donkey is vaccinated, then if it has vitamin deficiency, it usually faints

frequently every now and then every other day with few exceptions.

I am not sure which of the two answers is better; they seem to be equally

problematic. However, the ambiguity thesis has some natural appeal. After all,

one major thesis in Lewis (1975) is that the “quantificational variability e↵ect”

39For simplicity’s sake, I focus the discussion on DRT. But the problem in the situation-based
approach is exactly parallel, i.e., how one executes quantification over episodes of time in the
situational framework.
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is explained in terms of the equivalence between (covert or overt) Q-adverbs and

quantificational determiners. The domain of quantification of Q-adverbs is funda-

mentally ambiguous: they can range over episodes of time as well as individuals

(when transferred into corresponding quantificational determiners).

In sum, the conjunctive solution to the Double-bind Problem is plausible

but cannot be embraced without reservations. First, we need a better character-

ization of the motivation behind the conjunctive analysis and its coherence with

the general thesis of the Lewis-Kratzer approach to conditionals. Second, the con-

junctive solution does not generalize to all iterated conditionals, particularly those

with embedded ‘if’-clauses introduced by ‘even if’ or ‘only if’. Third, the possibility

of multiple occurrence of Q-adverbs presents a challenge not accounted for by the

conjunctive analysis.

7.3.3 Two Field Studies

If the discussion so far teaches anything, it is that we must address more

specifically the nature of Q-adverbs. In this section, I want to present two field

studies of Q-adverbs. The hope is that by investigating the behaviors of Q-adverbs

in general, we gain a better understanding of their underlying workings, which can

then be utilized to solve Barker’s puzzle.
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7.3.3.1 Multiple Q-adverbs

Let me begin with sentences that do not seem to involve conditionals but

may nevertheless contain multiple Q-adverbs.40 For example,

(392) a. John usually eats pizza for lunch.

b. John always eats pizza for lunch.

c. Always, John rarely eats pizza for lunch.

d. Usually, John rarely eats pizza for lunch.

e. Usually, John always eats pizza for lunch.

The central questions to be addressed are these: what do the sentences in

(392) mean and what is the role of Q-adverbs occurring in (392a) through (392e)?

First, the Q-adverbs are there to make a di↵erence; they are there to modify some-

thing. But what is it that they modify? Since there are no variables in (392),

the Q-adverbs do not range over cases or individuals. It strikes me that a natural

reading of (392a) is something like ‘when John has lunch, he usually eats pizza.’41

That is, even though (392a) looks nothing like a conditional, our interpretation of

it involves a conditional. The occurrence of ‘usually’ triggers a restrictor—a certain

‘when’-clause, which for the current example I take to be times when John has lunch,

40For simplicity’s sake, I will limit my discussion to examples with at most two Q-adverbs. But
the point can be generalized easily.

41The reading I discuss is just one of the many possible readings. Depending on one’s intended
focus, manifested by perhaps the vocal stress, (392a) allows various interpretations. For example,
with capitalized ‘lunch’ indicating stress, ‘John rarely eats pizza for LUNCH’ prompts the reading
that when John eats pizza, it is mostly not for lunch. To avoid further complications, I will simply
stipulate that the focus in my examples is actually on pizza, presumably validated by stressing the
word ‘pizza’, as in ‘John rarely eats PIZZA for lunch.’
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or events of him having lunch. So, (392a) says that among the times when John has

lunch, he eats pizza most of those times. The case is the same for (392b), which is

paraphrased as ‘when John has lunch, he always eats pizza.’ These interpretations

are in accordance with the tripartite structure:

(393) a. usually [ when John eats lunch ] [ John eats pizza ]

b. always [ when John eats lunch ] [ John eats pizza ]

Note that in (392b) and the corresponding structure (393b), the Q-adverb

‘always’ is somehow vacuous. If we take the force of a Q-adverb as its restricting

power with respect to the restrictor, ‘always’ is non-restricting: all the times that

John has lunch are times that John has pizza.

When it comes to (392c) through (392e), things get tricky. If the occurrence

of a Q-adverb triggers a restrictor, the occurrence of two Q-adverbs means there are

two restrictors. Thus, for (392c), we have

(394) always [ when?[ rarely [ when John eats lunch ] [ John eats pizza ] ] ] ]

Since the restrictor of ‘always’ is not specified, the structure in (394) might

appear to be troubling. The fact that (392c) can be understood without much ado,

however, suggests that the underlying structure may not be problematic after all.

Given the observation that in (392b) ‘always’ is non-restricting, we might reason

that no matter what the unspecified restrictor turns out to be in (394), it does

not a↵ect our interpretation: the non-restricting ‘always’ simply returns whatever

restrictor there is into the nuclear clause. As a result, among the two Q-adverbs,
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‘rarely’ is the only Q-adverb that does any semantic work. (395) visualizes this line

of reasoning:

(395) ——always [ ——when —? [ rarely [ when John eats lunch] [ John eats pizza ] ] ] ]

On the other hand, the Q-adverb ‘usually’ in (392d) ‘Usually, John rarely

eats pizza for lunch’ does not seem to be vacuous and is operating some unspecified

but meaningful restrictor:

(396) usually [ when ? [ rarely [ when John eats lunch ] [ John eats pizza ] ] ] ]

Take (397):

(397) Usually, John rarely eats pizza for lunch. But in June, he always does.

What (397) shows is that spelling out the content of the restrictor is much like

a presupposition resolution. The unspecified restrictor is composed of a relevant set

of alternatives that can be delineated by taking clues from contrastive information

in the discourse. In (397), the second sentence ‘in June, he always does[eats pizza

for lunch]’ provides the needed contrastive information. From the expression ‘in

June,’ we reason that the set of alternatives includes all the months of a given year,

so the structure turns out to be

(398) usually [ months of a year] [ rarely [ when John eats lunch] [ John eats pizza

] ] ] ]

A similar procedure applies to (399):
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(399) Usually, John rarely eats pizza for lunch. But on Mondays, he often does.

The Q-adverb ‘usually’ is not vacuous, and we need to reconstruct its re-

strictor by utilizing the contrastive information available in the discourse; in this

case, the relevant information is the phrase ‘on Mondays.’ A very natural set of

alternatives is thus the set of days of a week, i.e., {Monday, Tuesday, ..., Sunday}.

So (399) says that ‘usually, among all the days of a week, when John eats lunch, he

rarely eats pizza. But on Mondays, if John eats lunch, he usually has pizza.’

Finally, we come to (392e): ‘Usually, John always eats pizza for lunch,’ whose

structure is represented in:

(400) usually [ when ? [ always [ when John eats lunch] [ John eats pizza ] ] ] ]

An initial suspicion we may have is that ‘always’ is non-restricting as it is

(392b) and (392c), and (392e) means the same as ‘Usually, John eats pizza for lunch.’

But that impression turns out to be illusory as soon as we recognize the contrast in

the minimal pair:

(401) a. #Usually, John eats pizza for lunch. But in June, he only has pizza 99%

of the time.

b. Usually, John always eats pizza for lunch. But in June, he only has pizza

99% of the time.

We therefore arrive at the following generalization:

(402) i. the occurrence of a Q-adverb triggers a certain restrictor;
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ii. when there is no variable to bind, Q-adverbs appear to range over

stretches of time and/or events;

iii. ‘always’ is inert when taking widest scope, but it is not vacuous when

taking the narrow scope;

iv. when there are multiple Q-adverbs, they do not range over the same

kind of time/event.

7.3.3.2 Multiple Quantifiers

The second set of data I want to bring to light involves the juxtaposition of

quantificational determiners (Q-determiners for short) and Q-adverbs. For example,

(403) a. If Rona goes to the park, she usually chases every squirrel she sees.

b. Every logician rarely commits fallacies.

c. Few professional athletes often smoke.

In (403), the Q-adverb ‘usually’ has wide scope over the Q-determiner ‘every’

but the two quantify over di↵erent coordinates. What (403) expresses is that among

all the times that my two-year old daughter goes to the park, most are such that she

chases every squirrel she sees. This can be represented by either (404a) or (404b):

(404) a. usually: when Rona goes to the park: Rona chases every squirrel she

sees

b. [ usually t: time t & Rona goes to the park t ]([ every x: squirrel x &

see(r, x)](chase(r, x)))
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I will adopt the representation in (404b) as it highlights the respective quan-

tifications; namely, ‘usually’ quantifies stretches of time and ‘every’ quantifies indi-

viduals (i.e., squirrels that my daughter sees).

(403b) ‘Every logician rarely commits fallacies’ allows for two natural read-

ings: (a) every logician is such that she commits few fallacies; (b) there are few times

that any logician commits any fallacy. Their corresponding structures is shown in:

(405) a. [ every x: logician x ] ([ few y: fallacy y & x commits y ])

b. [ every <x y> : logician x & fallacy y] ([ few z: time z & x commits y

in z ])

Again, the two quantifiers range over di↵erent entities. In (405a), ‘every’

binds variables that correspond to logicians and ‘few’ binds variables that correspond

to fallacies; in (405b), ‘every’ binds tuples of variables that correspond to logician-

fallacy pairs and ‘few’ binds the time coordinate.

On a similar note, the Q-adverb ‘often’ in (403c) ‘Few professional athletes

often smoke’ does not induce the “quantificational variability e↵ect.” (403c) clearly

does not mean (406a) but (406b):

(406) a. Most —-few professional athletes smoke.

b. Few professional athletes smoke in most periods of time.

Moreover, (407) presents an illustration that di↵erent coordinates need not

be bound by the same quantifier:
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(407) A professional athlete rarely smokes.4243

According to the Lewisian analysis, (407) is equivalent to (408a), where

‘rarely’ modifies (through its Q-determiner counterpart ‘few’) professional athletes;

if we incorporate the time/event coordinate into the domain of quantification, the

resulting interpretation becomes (408b):

(408) a. Few professional athletes smoke.

b. Few professional athletes smoke at few times/occasions.

However, (408b) is arguably not a very natural reading of (407). By contrast,

either (409a) or (409b) seems an improvement:

(409) a. Few professional athletes smoke at any time/occasion.

b. Few professional athletes smoke at most times/occasions.

Consider also this extended discourse:

42The intended reading here is not the the existential interpretation but a generic one where
(407) is roughly equivalent to ‘If a person is a professional athlete, he rarely smokes.’

43That the predicate in use constrains the possible interpretations of adverbially modified sen-
tences is a further complication:

i. Teen idols are rarely at home.

ii. Teen idols are rarely over twenty-five.

iii. Teen idols rarely smoke.

In (i), ‘rarely’ seem to quantify predominantly over the time/event coordinate; in (ii), it is
impossible to get the reading where ‘rarely’ quantifies over the time/event coordinate; in (ii),
however, ‘rarely’ can either quantify over individuals or the time/event coordinate. (i) through
(iii) shows that some predicates obligate the Q-adverb to range over the time/event coordinate
while some other defy such quantification, and still some others allow the Q-adverb to range over
either times/events or individuals. However, I will not go any further on exactly how the choice
of predicate influences the domain of quantification. For (407), I follow Lewis’ stipulation that
Q-adverbs, when there are individuals to quantify over, quantify primarily over individuals.
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(410) A professional athlete rarely smokes. When he does, he smokes big time.

(410) demonstrates that integrating the time/event coordinate into the do-

main of quantification for ‘rarely’ is potentially problematic. When the first sentence

of (410) is analyzed as (408b), the discourse becomes contradictory because the ad-

verbials ‘at few times’ and ‘big time’ have conflicting quantificational forces. On

the other hand, if the first sentence is analyzed as (409b), the information in the

second sentence becomes superfluous. The upshot is that we do not have to include

the time/event coordinate into the domain of quantification. For a sentence like

(407), the domain of quantification can be time/event free. Furthermore, even if

we decide to quantify over times or events, there is no need to take them on a par

with the individual variables. That is, no Q-adverb is obliged to bind both types of

coordinates at the same time.

All in all, the lesson from the second set of data is that

(411) i. Quantifiers do not compete with each other: Q-determiners and Q-

adverbs, even when one is in the scope of the other, do not range over

the same variables. In other words, di↵erent quantifiers bind di↵erent

types of coordinates.

ii. No quantifier needs to bind more than one type of coordinate at any

given time.
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7.3.4 Solving the Double-bind Problem

How does the “fieldwork” on Q-adverbs and Q-determiners help to solve the

Double-bind Problem?

Let us first return to the original double-bind sentence ‘If a donkey is vac-

cinated, then if it has vitamin deficiency, it usually faints’ with the underlying

structure:

(412) a. Q1 [A1[Q2 [A2][C]]]

b. always [ a donkey is vaccinated [ usually [ it has vitamin deficiency] [ it

faints ] ] ]

Given the structure depicted, the variable corresponds to ‘it’ is inevitably

bound twice. In fact, Barker identifies what he takes as the assumptions of the

variable/binding approach, which is responsible for the Double-bind Problem:44

(413) i. The anaphor ‘it’ [i.e., the second donkey pronoun] is bound by the quan-

tifier ‘usually’ or is associated with a variable which is so bound.

ii. The quantifier ‘usually’ is in the scope of a universal quantifier Q, and

Q has larger scope with respect to [the second donkey sentence].

iii. Q binds a variable x [in the second donkey sentence] which is connected

to the anaphora ‘it’ in such a way that value assignments to x determine

to some extent the semantic value of ‘it.’

44Barker(1997), p.195.
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We can, on the other hand, identify the hidden premises that lead to Barker’s

puzzle:

(414) i. The embedded Q-adverb necessarily takes narrow scope.

ii. Any Q-adverb binds individual variables only.

iii. Any Q-adverb binds unselectively; it binds every variable in its scope.

If we reject some or all of these premises, we can prevent the double-bind

problem. To be sure, the following alternative is not only supported by the result

of our field studies but compatible with the Lewisian approach:

(415) i. The embedded Q-adverb may take wide scope (when the wide scope

Q-adverb is non-restricting).

ii. A Q-adverb can bind variables other than individuals, e.g., a Q-adverb

may bind a time/event variable.

iii. A Q-adverb, as an unselective binder, does not have to bind every coor-

dinate in its domain.

Recall the discussion on (392), (392b) and (392c). In particular, when ‘al-

ways’ is the only Q-adverb or the one taking wide scope, its quantifying force is

vacuous. In the latter case, the narrow scope Q-adverb is the only quantifier doing

any work. The embedded Q-adverb, by having the sole restricting force, is the only,

and, in a sense, the “wide scope” quantifier. Discussion of (403) brings to light that

Q-adverbs do not always quantify over individuals; Q-adverbs can naturally range

over periods of time or events. Furthermore, di↵erent quantifiers (Q-adverbs and
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Q-determiners) bind di↵erent types of variables, and no single quantifier needs to

bind all types of variables that can be bound in its domain. Being an unselective

binder Q does not mean that Q must bind every variable that can be bound; it

simply means that Q can bind more than one variable.

We can now state the solution to the puzzling:

(416) If a donkey is vaccinated, then if it has vitamin deficiency, it usually faints.

There are basically two strategies, the first of which is to make use of (415a).

Recognizing that the wide scope ‘always’ is vacuous, we might “raise” ‘usually’ so

that it overwrites the non-restricting ‘always,’ leaving a default ‘always’ as its trace:

(417) a. always [ a donkey is vaccinated [ usually [ it has vitamin deficiency ] [ it

faints] ] ] ]

b. usually[ a donkey is vaccinated [always [ it has vitamin deficiency ] [ it

faints] ] ] ]

The resulting quantification corresponds to the one obtainable from the con-

junctive analysis where (416) is analyzed as ‘If a donkey is vaccinated and has vita-

min deficiency, it usually faints’ — that for most vaccinated donkeys, if they have

vitamin deficiency, they faint.

This analysis is not entirely satisfactory for two reasons, however. First,

the variable representing the vaccinated donkeys is still bound twice. Second, the

proposed “movement” of the embedded Q-adverb seems odd. Unlike (392c) where
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the restrictor for the covert ‘always’ is unspecified, (416) has an explicit restrictor

for the covert ‘always.’ In interpreting (392c), we merely “cancel” the semantically

vacuous wide scope ‘always’ and its unspecified restrictor so that the embedded Q-

adverb acts as if it is the only quantifier. Nevertheless, the movement argued for

in the current example is much more ambitious and hence requires more theoretical

justification.

Regardless, we can utilize the points raised in (415b) and (415c) and resort

to the second strategy: Q-adverbs can bind the time/event variable and di↵erent

variables can be distributed among di↵erent Q-adverbs. This means that we can

have ‘always’ range over individual and ‘usually’ over time/event-variables, and vice

vera.

Suppose we let ‘always’ range over vaccinated donkeys and ‘usually’ over

times/events where the donkeys have vitamin deficiency. The underlying structure

of (416) becomes (418), meaning that for every vaccinated donkey d, d faints most

of the times where d has vitamin deficiency:

(418) [ every x: donkey x & x is vaccinated] ([ most t: time t&x has vitamin

deficiency in t] ( faint x ) )

Alternatively, we let ‘always’ range over times/events and ‘usually’ range

over vaccinated donkeys that have vitamin deficiency. The targeted reading is that

at any time t where donkeys are vaccinated, if the donkeys at t are vitamin deficient,

most of them faint. (419) is an attempt to formalize this interpretation:
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(419) [ every t: time t & 9x vaccinated donkey x]([most x: vaccinated donkey x &

x has vitamin deficiency]( faint x))

Yet (419) is not very satisfactory. For one thing, there is no explanation

of how the donkey (variable x) in the scope of ‘every’ is connected to the donkeys

(variable x) bound by ‘most’; for another, the conjunction of ‘x is a vaccinated

donkey’ and ‘x has vitamin deficiency’ is mysterious.

We can, nevertheless, make use of the idea of plural quantification proposed

in section 7.2 and reformulate the structure:

(420) [ every t: time t & t is a time of donkey vaccination]([ a X: vaccinated

donkey*X at t]([ most y: y 2 X & x has vitamin deficiency]( faint y)))

For this to work, we assume a “maximal” interpretation of t such that t is

the maximal stretch of time containing donkey vaccinations. So, even though the

apparent quantification over the time coordinate is universal, there is e↵ectively one

t. In such t, there may be multiple vaccinated donkeys, and we use ‘X’ to denote the

group of vaccinated donkeys in t. In fact, the denotation of ‘X’ is all the vaccinated

donkeys (at t). Then ‘most’ quantifies over members of a subset of the group of

vaccinated donkeys, i.e., vaccinated donkeys that are also vitamin deficient.

A caveat is that (418) predicts di↵erent truth conditions from (417b) and

(419). (418) seems to yield the wrong prediction while the latter two give truth

conditions that better conform to our intuition. What the latter two have in common

is that ‘most’ quantifies over vaccinated donkeys. This is what the most natural

reading of (416) demands. But does that mean (418) is inherently flawed?
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Let me first identify some factors that a↵ect our judgement of these sen-

tences. First, the prominent interpretation of (416) rests on the assumption that

donkeys are not vaccinated repeatedly, that is, each donkey is vaccinated once only.

Besides, it is assumed that there is a strong correlation, if not a causal relation,

between a donkey’s vaccination and its fainting. My claim is not that these assump-

tions should be dropped, but that we can be more mindful of why we take (418) as

counter-intuitive.

On the other hand, (421) is an example where having the covert ‘always’

quantify over individuals and the overt ‘usually’ quantify over time yields a very

natural interpretation:

(421) If a toddler is well-trained, then if she is not in a bad mood, she can usually

eat by herself.

(422) [ every x: toddler x & x is well-trained] ([ most t: time t& x is not in a bad

mood at t ] ( x can eat by herself ) )

(421) has exactly the same logical structure as (416), and (422) has exactly

the same structure as (418). It is equally plausible to read (421) as saying that most

well-trained toddlers who are not in a bad mood can always eat by themselves, and,

as (422) predicts, that all well-trained toddlers who are not in a bad mood can, at

most times, eat by themselves. In fact, the latter of the two seems more intuitive.

The upshot is that there is nothing wrong with the structure in (418) and

its prediction, none so than its counterpart (422). What is responsible for our dis-

tinct judgments of their acceptability is not the workings of semantics but that of
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pragmatics, namely, commonly-held assumptions regarding donkeys and their vacci-

nations and the world knowledge of young children and their not entirely predictable

behaviors.

Another case in point is:

(423) If a theory is classical, then if it is inconsistent, it is usually trivial.

According to the second strategy proposed earlier, (423) has the following

interpretations:

(424) a. All classical inconsistent theories are sometimes trivial.

b. Most classical inconsistent theories are trivial.

As any logician knows, all classical inconsistent theories are trivial. Thus,

(424a) and (424b) are odd because the first implies that classical inconsistent theo-

ries are sometimes trivial but sometimes not, and the second implicates that some

classical theories are not trivial. However, if we are to present (423) to common

people without much exposure to logic, chances are they will find (423) awkward

simply because they know little of what the terminology means, but they will not

rebut (424a) and (424b) as plausible readings. So, the peculiarity of (423) comes in

two forms: for the trained logicians, it is the implications that are absurd; for ordi-

nary people, the lack of relevant knowledge renders the implications tolerable, but

it is a fact that they do not fully understand the sentence. Again, the acceptability

of the predicted interpretations is constrained not by semantic but pragmatic fac-

tors, namely, whether the implications are consistent with the logicians’ specialized
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knowledge and whether people who lack that knowledge qualify as competent judges

of acceptability. At any rate, the advantage of the proposed solution is its flexibility

to make all semantically derivable interpretations available, and the unacceptability

of semantically derivable interpretations is mainly a pragmatic matter.

The proposed solution also helps to generate plausible readings for Double-

bind sentences with two explicit Q-adverbs:

(425) a. Usually, if a farmer owns a donkey, he always vaccinates it.

b. usually[a farmer owns a donkey [always [?] [he vaccinates it]]]

Notice that the restrictor of ‘always’ in (425b) is unspecified and thus prob-

lematic. If we utilize the fact that ‘usually’ and ‘always’ can quantify di↵erent

variables, the problem vanishes. First, we can have ‘usually’ range over cases and

‘always’ range over time/events. That is, most farmer-donkey pairs are such that if

the farmer owns the donkey, the farmer always vaccinates the donkey:

(426) [most <x, y>: farmer(x)&donkey(y)&own(x,y)] ([every t: time t ](vacci-

nate(x,y) at t)

On the other hand, we may have ‘usually’ range over time/events and ‘al-

ways’ range over farmer-donkey pairs. This gives rise to the reading that at most

times, any farmer vaccinates every donkey he owns:

(427) [most t: time t]([all <x, y>: farmer(x)&donkey(y)&own(x,y)](vaccinate

(x,y) at t))
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We can even have a third interpretation in which both ‘usually’ and ‘always’

quantify over individuals. Again, we can make use of the account of plural pred-

ication that I propose in section 7.2.4 —‘a donkey’ denotes the group of donkeys

that a farmer owns and ‘it’ is semantically plural; the predication in the conse-

quent is a loose plural predication which the Q-adverb can impact. This yields the

interpretation that most donkey-owning farmers vaccinate all of their donkeys:

(428) [most x:farmer(x)&9y:donkey(y)&own(x,y)]([every y:x vaccinates y])45

To summarize, we can solve the double-bind problem without falling back on

the conjunctive analysis. It is crucial that a Q-adverb can quantify either individuals

or other coordinates such as times or events, and that when two Q-adverbs occur

in the same sentence, each quantifies over one type of variable and no variable is

bound by both. Furthermore, the variety of interpretations of any given double-bind

sentence is a natural consequence give the nature of Q-adverbs and quantification in

general, and we should be alert to the fact that our judgment of their acceptability

involves considerations that are not wholly semantic. Once we acknowledge and

respect these general principles, we have a solution to Barker’s puzzle.46

45The significance of the third interpretation is borne out more clearly if the sentence has a non-
universal Q-adverb in the consequent. For instance,
(i) Usually, if a farmer owns a donkey, he rarely vaccinates it.
The three interpretations are then:

a. [most <x, y>: farmer(x) &donkey(y)&own(x,y)] ([few t: time t ](vaccinate(x,y) at t)

b. [most t: time t]([few <x, y>: farmer(x) & donkey(y) & own(x,y)](vaccinate (x,y) at t))

c. [most x: farmer(x)& 9 y: donkey(y)&own(x,y)] ([few y: x vaccinates y])

(a) For most farmer-donkey pairs, the farmer vaccinates the donkey only in few of the
times/occasions; (b) In most occasions, few of the farmer-donkey pairs would be such that the
farmer vaccinates the donkey; (c) For most of the farmer-donkey pairs, the farmer vaccinates only
few of his donkeys.

46I know of two other approaches to the double-bind problem. The first is Belnap (1970) analysis
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7.4 Concluding Remarks

I want to conclude this chapter by highlighting some key observations.

To begin, DRT and the situational descriptivist theory both adopt the

Lewisian assumption regarding conditionals and they handle quantification in anal-

ogous ways. That they are both troubled by the proportion problem and the double-

bind problem further manifests their underlying similarities.

My diagnoses of the proportion problem and the double-bind problem pro-

vide a new perspective on conditionals and Q-adverbs. First, the proportion prob-

lem prompts us to revise the assumption that Q-adverbs are unselective binders.

A Q-adverb need not bind all variables in its scope for any given interpretation.

The “unselectivity” is best understood as the possibility to quantify over more than

of conditionals recently revived by Huitink (2008, 2009); the second is the proposal made by Schein
(2003) and subsequently by Schlenker (2004) that conditionals are plural definite descriptions. A
major di↵erence between the solution sketched in this section and the other approaches are what
they take to be the fundamental problem and consequently how to amend or demystify the problem-
atic features that give rise to the problem. The current proposal lies heavily on the explication of
the nature of Q-adverbs whereas the previous solutions take the analysis of conditionals as the key.
In a way these are two sides of the same coin, as the analysis of Q-adverb are inevitably intertwined
with that of conditionals (i.e, what a Q-adverb ranges over is the restrictor, or presumably the
information contained in the ‘if’-clause in a conditional). But the current proposal is made on the
assumption that nothing much needs to be changed in the original Lewisian framework; the Bel-
napian analysis or Schein’s solution, however, have no regard for keeping the Lewisian framework
intact.

The Belnapian analysis takes ‘if’ as a sentential connective and characterizes its meaning using
a three-valued logic. Despite the fact that conditionals in the Belnapian analysis comes down to
restricted quantification, Belnap emphasizes that ‘[our] analyses of the conditional and of universal
quantification are independent of each other, both in fact and in spirit.’(Belnap 1970, p.7). Besides,
quantifiers in the Belnapian analysis are unary rather than binary. Lewis himself is against the
Belnapian approach and comments that, ‘[w]hat is the price of forcing the restriction-marking “if”
to be a sentential connective after all? Exorbitant: it can be done if (1) we use a third truth value,
(2) we adopt a far-fetched interpretation of the connective “if,” and (3) we impose an additional
permanent restriction on the admissible cases.’(Lewis 1975, p.188) I remain neutral with respect
to Lewis’s rebuttal against the Belnapian analysis. See Geurts (2004), Huitink (2008, 2009) and
Rothschild (2010) for further discussion.
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one variable at a time. This will be the case when the primary quantification and

the secondary quantification coincide. Second, the double-bind problem forces us

to acknowledge that Q-adverbs do bind entities other than individuals. It is an

illusory requirement that Q-adverbs bind individuals exclusively. When there are

multiple Q-adverbs, di↵erent Q-adverbs may bind di↵erent types of variables (i.e.,

times/events versus individuals) and no variables are bound twice.47

Moreover, plurality is a key factor in the analysis advanced here. The intro-

duction of a set-denoting variable and the indeterminacy of plural predication are

constitutive of my answer to the proportion problem; the identification of a plural

element is integral to my account of the double-bind sentence. Indeed, once we ap-

preciate the fact that conditionals are about generality and generality has everything

to do with plurality, the importance of plurality in the analysis is unsurprising.

Lastly, the interpretation of donkey pronouns and the conditionals in which

they occur is a hermeneutic circle. The meaning of a donkey pronoun depends on

another noun phrase in the prior linguistic context and the overall structure of the

discourse. The presence of a donkey pronoun, however, is itself a critical structural

feature that a↵ects the specification of the discourse representation.

47The modifications and clarifications regarding the Lewisian assumptions are summarized below:

i. The tripartite structure of conditionals: Q-adv. [restrictor] [nuclear scope]

ii. indefinites are analyzed as variables ) singular indefinites may introduce plural variables

iii. Q-adverbs are unselective binders ) any Q-adverb is capable of binding multiple variables, but
need not do so

iv. Q-adverbs range over individuals ) Q-adverbs range over individuals, but they can also range
over other types of entities, e.g., events and times
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Taking Stock

8.1.1 Recapitulation

The primary motivation of this dissertation is to understand third-person,

singular donkey pronouns and identify a semantic theory that best accounts for their

behaviors. I provide a systematic comparison between the description-theoretic ap-

proach and DRT. By exposing the weakness of the descriptivist theories, I motivate

and argue that DRT is the better alternative. DRT is superior not only because it is

more coherent and more flexible as an analysis of donkey pronouns; it also provides

a unified analysis of pronouns in general and presents an intuitively appealing way

to model meaning. I also uncover the similarity between the situational descriptivist

analysis and DRT and trace their common problems to the Lewisian assumptions

regarding quantification and conditionals.

I begin by reconsidering the assumption that there are two types of pro-

nouns: syntactically bound pronouns that are also semantically bound, syntactically

unbound pronouns that are semantically unbound. In line with this categorization,

the former and the latter are interpreted as bound and free variables respectively in

the semantic analysis. However, the existence of donkey pronouns, pronouns that

are semantically dependent on but not syntactically bound by their antecedents,
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challenges this classificatory scheme.

In Chapter 2, I discuss Evans’ canonical description-theoretic account. Based

on his belief that donkey pronouns cannot be analyzed as bound variables, Evans

argues that donkey pronouns are referring expressions (like proper names) whose

reference is fixed by description and that they carry an implication of uniqueness

or maximality (when they are singular are plural, respectively). However, Evans’

analysis has four major drawbacks. First, donkey pronouns and their antecedents

have a conflicting status. It is mysterious how Evans can have donkey pronouns

as referential while interpreting their indefinite antecedents as quantificational. Sec-

ondly, Evans o↵ers no determinate mechanism to derive the relevant reference-fixing

description. Thirdly, the alleged uniqueness implication is not always justified, and

the origin of uniqueness is unaccounted for. Furthermore, donkey pronouns are

not rigid designators and they do interact with various operators and allow scope

ambiguities.

Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 concern two independent refinements of the description-

theoretic approach: Heim’s situational analysis and Neale’s numberless theory. Both

Heim and Neale relinquish the idea that donkey pronouns are rigid designators; for

them, donkey pronouns are definite descriptions. Nevertheless, their views diverge

on how the uniqueness of the disguised definite descriptions comes about. Heim takes

the Fregean line and argues that the uniqueness associated with donkey pronouns are

presuppositional. She reconciles the apparent discrepancy between donkey pronouns

and their indefinite antecedents by making use of situations. The indefinite an-

tecedents are essentially existential quantifiers, but they become uniquely-denoting
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once situations are delineated finely enough. Donkey pronouns thus achieve their

seemingly referential standing when uniqueness is so relativized. In other words,

the uniqueness of a donkey pronoun presupposes a minimal situation in which its

indefinite antecedent denotes just one individual.

Neale, on the other hand, takes the Russellian line and maintains that donkey

pronouns and their indefinite antecedents are both completely quantificational. The

two also di↵er in how the disguised descriptive content is reconstructed. Heim has no

formal algorithm and proposes instead that the description can be any function or

relation salient from the context. This semantic-pragmatic strategy, however, su↵ers

the problem of formal link. In contrast, Neale advances a detailed mechanism for

how to obtain the relevant description from the syntactic information made available

by antecedent context. Yet in light of incomplete description, Neale also permits,

and in fact is forced to fall back on, pragmatic strengthening. As such, he cannot

fully claim the advantage of a syntactically based descriptivist theory.

Besides the problem of reconstructing the proper description, Heim and

Neale each encounter a number of di�culties. In Chapter 3, I point out that Heim’s

theory has three main problems. First, she fails to predict the right truth con-

ditions for adverbially modified donkey sentences. Secondly, there is no natural,

non question-begging way to di↵erentiate the indistinguishable participants (i.e.,

the bishops in the bishop sentences). Thirdly, the minimality assumed by the situa-

tional semantics must at times give way to possible maximization, yet maximization

causes trouble for interpreting singular donkey pronouns. In Chapter 4, I explain

how Neale’s numberless thesis avoids the problem of indiscernibility. However, his
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analysis requires a distributive reading of the relevant predication. Neale fails to

provide a justification for applying the distributive reading to specific cases; at the

same time, a general application of distributive reading leads to incorrect results.

Moreover, Heim and Neale are both vulnerable regarding donkey pronouns in

intensional contexts. Heim’s situational analysis is under particular pressure when

donkey pronouns and their antecedents are embedded in di↵erent attitude verbs.

Since donkey pronouns are analyzed in terms of extension of minimal situations,

Heim needs to make sure that situations relative to di↵erent attitude contexts can

indeed be correlated in the relevant ways. Neale does not discuss intensional sub-

ordination, and the problem he faces is undesirable scope variations. Some of the

scope ambiguities Neale permits are clearly over generations, yet sometimes he has

trouble predicting a certain intuitively available scope possibility.

Most importantly, neither Heim’s nor Neale’s theories apply to donkey pro-

nouns in general. Their major theses are confined to donkey pronouns in condition-

als; they must either assume an asymmetric treatment between donkey pronouns

in conditionals and those in conjunctive contexts, or accept the unintended con-

sequences of generalizing their analyses. Once Heim’s situational account extends

to donkey pronouns in conjunctive contexts, genuine uniqueness is inevitably lost.

Similarly, Neale will end up with an unintended implication of plurality if singular

donkey pronouns in conjunctive contexts are analyzed as semantically numberless.

Thus, whatever prospect their theories have is necessarily restricted.

Having pointed out the weakness of the description-based theories, In Chap-

ter 5 I present DRT’s analysis of donkey pronouns. Pronouns (and more generally
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noun phrases) are uniformly analyzed as discourse referents (variables) whether they

occur in conditionals, conjunctions or quantified sentences. DRT adopts the famil-

iarity or presuppositional theory of anaphora. Referential pronouns presuppose the

existence of an extra-linguistic antecedent, and anaphoric pronouns, whether they

are syntactically bound or not, presuppose the existence of a linguistic antecedent.

In the DRT framework, the presupposition of referential pronouns is satisfied by

the provision of an external anchor. The presupposition of anaphoric pronouns is

realized as the accessibility constraint: anaphoric pronouns introduce into DRSs

discourse referents that must be equated with other accessible discourse referents.

Since pronouns are definites, DRT’s analysis of definiteness is existence plus famil-

iarity.

Chapter 6 addresses Elbourne’s endeavor to revive the description-theoretic

approach. Elbourne shares with Heim the situational analysis and with Neale the

syntactical reconstruction of descriptions. At the same time, he inherits from Heim a

very minimal notion of uniqueness, so he also su↵ers the loss of semantic uniqueness

in cases of cross-sentential donkey pronouns. In addition, since Elbourne adopts the

NP-deletion theory, any donkey pronoun that lacks a proper NP-antecedent is ruled

out. Yet unlike Neale, Elbourne is not open to any pragmatic enrichment (except

for the situational kind) that might make sense of contextually resolved donkey

pronouns.

Furthermore, Elbourne’s explication of the bishop sentences is at best a

variation of DRT for the transitive case, and it is lacking in crucial details for

the intransitive case. More importantly, the proposed unification of the syntax
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and semantics of pronouns, definite descriptions and proper names is built on a

presuppositional account of the definite article ‘the,’ which is in its very essence a

familiarity theory. Hence, it turns out that there is nothing substantial in Elbourne’s

analysis of definiteness that is not already present in DRT. In this sense, DRT

subsumes Elbourne’s descriptivist theory.

After establishing the superiority of DRT, in Chapter 7 I turn to two common

problems facing DRT and the situational analysis. Though they are often presented

as rival theories, the situational analysis and DRT in fact have much in common.

More specifically, their interpretations of conditionals share the Lewisian assumption

that conditionals are essentially a tripartite structure consisting of a quantificational

adverbial, a restrictor, and a nuclear scope. While the situational theory quantifies

over situations, DRT quantifies over embedding functions. Hence, both are sub-

ject to di�culties traceable to the Lewisian framework. One such a problem is the

proportion problem and I argue that unselective binding is the culprit. My diag-

nosis takes from Neale the insight that singular donkey pronouns in conditionals

can convey semantic plurality; together with the idea that there is a fundamental

looseness in plural predication, I o↵er a new perspective on the proportion problem.

I also investigate the double-bind problem; my diagnosis is that Q-adverbs need not

quantify over individuals exclusively. Lewis states that Q-adverbs quantify primar-

ily over individuals, but he does not hold against quantification over events or times

when there is a need. Thus, when two Q-adverbs occur in the same sentence, each

quantifies over one type of variable (e.g., individuals versus events) and no variable

is bound twice.
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8.1.2 Reflection

In this section, I want to highlight some key ideas that emerge from the

chapters above: (i) What licenses the use of a pronoun is not a uniquely-denoting

description but the availability of an antecedent; (ii) DRT provides a new perspective

on the seemingly conflicting status of donkey pronouns and their antecedents; (iii)

Though commonly depicted as rival theories, DRT and the situational descriptivist

theory bear an astonishing resemblance. At the same time, DRT is the superior

account due to its flexibility, and (iv) Any theory of donkey pronouns must take

into account the fundamental di↵erence between donkey pronouns occurring in con-

junctive contexts and those occurring in conditionals.

To begin, the felicitous use of a pronoun does not depend on some unique de-

scription; rather, the very accessibility of a suitable antecedent determines whether a

pronoun is used properly. In the case of referential pronouns, their use presupposes

that participants in the conversation have enough non-linguistic cues, e.g., com-

mon perceptual experience, that determine the intended reference. In the case of

anaphoric pronouns, it is the introduction of their antecedents into the conversation

that renders using these pronouns appropriate. Retrievability is the key; emphasis

on the particular description in use is a focus misplaced.

In verbalizing her referential intent, a speaker, if she is sincere and cooper-

ative, will choose the expression that best suits her purpose. When more e↵ective

means, e.g., proper names or referential pronouns, are fitting, descriptions are not

necessary. If the speaker employs a certain description, the description must be

“hearer friendly” — the description must make sense to her addressee and can
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guide him to the intended reference. The description need not be complete, and

it may even sometimes be incorrect because the reality eludes the speaker’s best

knowledge.1

Second, recall Evans’ portrait of donkey pronouns as referential and the as-

sumption that their indefinite antecedents are quantificational. DRT’s answer is that

donkey pronouns and their antecedents are neither referential nor quantificational.

They are not referential because they do not refer to individuals; they are not quan-

tificational because they are not quantifiers. Still, there is a sense that they are

both referential and quantificational. If what we mean by being referential is simply

referring to some kind of entities, then donkey pronouns and their antecedents are

referential. In DRT, noun phrases refer to discourse referents by introducing them

into DRSs. Furthermore, if we consider the verification conditions of DRSs, our

understanding of (429a) and (429b) does have a quantificational element:

(429) a. A man walked in the park. He whistled.

b. If a man walked in the park, he whistled.

(429a) is true i↵ there exists an embedding function verifying the DRS rep-

resenting the discourse. This means that there is at least one value to the vari-

1The chosen description may be incomplete, because even if the speaker knows of a uniquely-
denoting description, that description may nevertheless fail to help the addressee pick the intended
individual. Suppose a speaker is very knowledgable in men’s apparel. Suppose further that there
are three men standing in the corner and the speaker sees one of them wearing an Armani; that man
is the only person wearing an Armani in this room. If her addressee cannot discern the di↵erence
between an Armani and other suits, however, the speaker still fails to direct her addressee’s attention
to the relevant individual, despite the use of the complete description, ‘the only man in this room
wearing an Armani.’
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able/discourse referent representing ‘a man’ and that the same value is assigned

to the variable/discourse referent representing ‘he.’ Similarly, (429b) is true i↵ its

corresponding DRS is verified, meaning that every embedding function verifying the

restrictor DRS can be extended to one verifying the DRS of the nuclear scope.

In terms of my second point, i.e., the similarities between DRT and the sit-

uational descriptivist analysis, note that they both characterize donkey pronouns

as presuppositional. The situational analysis adopts a relativized notion of unique-

ness, which is tantamount to the informational or discourse uniqueness that DRT

embraces. When the situation is delineated finely enough, an indefinite description

denotes uniquely, assuring that the uniqueness the corresponding donkey pronoun

presupposes. In DRT, the discourse referent introduced by a donkey pronoun pre-

supposes familiarity, meaning that there must be an accessible discourse referent

in the prior discourse. Since a pronoun has minimal descriptive content, its proper

antecedent must be maximally salient to guarantee the anaphoric relation.2

Third, despite the similarity between DRT and the situational descriptivist

theory, DRT is the better choice. For one thing, DRT is not committed to the pro-

vision of any particular description to guarantee anaphoric linkage. The discussion

of indiscernibility, i.e., the indistinguishable participants in the bishop sentences, il-

lustrates the plight of the descriptivist theory: Heim and Elbourne are hard pressed

2Roberts (2003) argues that the use of pronouns requires its proper antecedent to have“maximal
salience” in the discourse. This demand explains the felicity of (i) and the infelicity of (ii):

i. John has a dog and a cat. The dog is white.

ii. John has a dog and a cat. #It is white.
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to pinpoint meaningful descriptions to account for anaphoric readings that DRT

can predict e↵ortlessly. For another, DRT is more flexible and more resourceful.

The complexity of intensional contexts calls for theories that are elaborate enough

to make explicit the interconnectedness between di↵erent attitudes. DRT’s repre-

sentational nature proves constructive; it can naturally avail itself of some suitable

structure to keep track of the association between various attitudes. In light of the

discussion regarding the proportion problem and the double-bind problem, we see

a demand for expanding the ontology of our semantic theory. In addition to single

individuals, we need plural individuals, and we need events for the proper treatment

of quantificational adverbials. DRT has no problem incorporating these as discourse

referents.

Elbourne’s theory is more adaptable relative to previous descriptivist ac-

counts, but it is still constrained in comparison to DRT. In his analysis of the

intransitive bishop sentence, Elbourne also makes use of plural individuals. Nev-

ertheless, it seems that Elbourne cannot resort to events to solve the double-bind

problem. In Elbourne’s comparison between situations and events, he comments

that “situations seem to contain exactly the same properties, relations, and individ-

uals as the smallest plural events e” and that “we would achieve the same results

whether we quantified over situations or events.”3 As Elbourne equates situations

to plural events, he loses a viable option for solving the double-bind problem. For

this reason, Elbourne’s attempt to “exonerate the analysis of donkey anaphora [...]

3Elbourne (2005), p.187
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of the charge of ontological extravagance”4 by reducing situations to plural events

does a disservice.

My fourth point is that there is a fundamental di↵erence between donkey

pronouns occurring in conjunctive contexts and those occurring in conditionals; this

di↵erence must be addressed in a more systematic way in order to arrive at a sat-

isfying theory. While donkey pronouns that occur in conjunctive contexts typically

convey epistemic specificity, those that appear in conditionals do not necessarily

carry implication of uniqueness or specificity. As a means to express generality,

conditionals are not about any specific individuals. This explains why incomplete

description does not arise as a problem for donkey pronouns in conditionals; it also

explains why Neale’s number neutrality thesis holds for conditionals.

On the other hand, the implication of specificity inter-sentential donkey pro-

nouns carry is that the specificity e↵ect need not be construed as part of the semantic

theory. We can adopt a general Gricean assumption that an indefinite antecedent is

used to talk about some entity even if the description is incomplete.5 Still, DRT’s use

of discourse referents reflects the fact that it is the speaker’s communicative, refer-

ential intention that underlies the specificity e↵ect of a description and its anaphoric

pronoun. Admittedly, this referential intent is lost when we impose the verification

conditions of DRSs. Nevertheless, DRT may, with the help of anchors and more

detailed representations regarding propositional attitudes, incorporate the Gricean

pragmatic considerations into semantics.6

4Ibid.
5This is basically the line Neale takes.
6We can introduce into DRS both the internal and external anchors that constrain possible in-
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8.1.3 Why DRT?

All things considered, DRT is a superior alternative to the description-

theoretic approach to the analysis of donkey pronouns. It o↵ers not just a coherent

story of pronouns, definites and noun phrases in general, but also an attractive

framework to model our understanding of linguistic meaning and the relationship

between linguistic expressions and truth.

What distinguishes DRT from its competitors is its uniform treatment of

noun phrases as variables. Noun phrases do not refer directly to individuals; instead,

they “refer” to discourse referents. Noun phrases are represented as introducing

discourse referents, and they refer only indirectly if there are proper embeddings

for the DRS in which they occur. Furthermore, the representational nature of DRT

provides a novel implementation of the idea that the meaning of an expression is

a↵ected by the context in which it appears. DRT’s construction rules map the

syntactic information into particular structural representations, and each linguistic

unit is interpreted relative to the particular structure of which it is a part.

By being a representation of our understanding of linguistic meaning, the

representation has a dual character: it is both a linguistic and a mental representa-

tion. This synthesis of variabilism, (indirect) referentialism and representationalism

is a unique model for the triadic relation between mind, language and the world:

terpretations. Kamp and Benede-Farkas (2010)’s analysis of epistemic specificity is such an attempt
to develop an informationally richer semantic theory that is suitable as a theory of communication.
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(430)

Mind [Understanding] reference
m l

Language [DRS] discourse referents
m l

World [Truth] individuals

The model makes explicit how prior context a↵ects the interpretation of

subsequent information and how new information updates the original context, val-

idating a dynamic characterization of meaning as context change potential.

8.2 Looking Ahead

Given the discussions I have in this dissertation, several issues of interest

suggest themselves. First, donkey pronouns occur in conditionals, and they occur

in counterfactual conditionals as well.7 For example, consider:

(431) If a farmer owned a donkey, he would beat it.

What are the truth conditions of (431)? What does DRT predict its truth

conditions to be?

The di�culties of analyzing (431) have to do with the semantics of counter-

factual conditionals. Assuming the Lewisian variably strict analysis of counterfac-

tuals, we define counterfactual 2 ! as

(432) A 2 ! B is true at a world w i↵ B is true at the most similar worlds to w

(if any) at which A is true.8

7See Williamson (2007), Chapter 6, p.p.195-199 and Appendix 2, p.p. 305-308.
8This is from Williamson (2008), p.305.
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We can then have a modified version of (432) in which the role of assignment

(of variables to individuals) is made apparent:

(433) A 2 !
x,...,y

B is true at a world w under an assignment s i↵ B is true at the

most similar x, ..., y w-variants of s (if any) to s at which A is true.9

But what count as the most similar worlds or the most similar x, ..., y w-

variants? Since (431) is counterfactual, no farmers in the actual world own any

donkeys. Suppose in the actual world there are only two farmers, A and B. What

are the worlds that we need to look at in order to determine the truth of the

counterfactual? If we Let A* indicate that A is a farmer, and A signal that A owns

a donkey, here is a list of worlds:

(434)

w@ A* B*

w1 A* B* [both are farmers]
w2 A* B*
w3 A* B*
w4 A* B [one farmer; no donkey]
w5 A B*
w6 A* B [one farmer; some donkeys]
w7 A B*
w8 A* B [one farmer; one donkey]
w9 A* B
w10 A B*
w11 A B*
w12 A B C*

We have no clear intuition which worlds are most like the actual world.

Should we look at worlds where the extension of ‘farmer’ is most similar to w@,

9Ibid., p.306.
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or should we consider worlds where the lack of donkey ownership is closest to w@?

What about w12, a world where A and B are not farmers, but C is one who owns

some donkeys? Without a solid criterion of “closeness,” (432) and (433) are not

very instructive. Because of these di�culties, counterfactual donkeys such as (431)

and its adverbially modified version (e.g., ‘If a farmer owned a donkey, he would

usually beat it’) are indeed a thorny issue. However, it is not a problem because of

the very analysis DRT o↵ers for donkey anaphora; rather, it is a problem because

of the lack of a good analysis of counterfactual.

Another topic that certainly deserves a more thorough investigation is don-

key pronouns in intensional contexts. As I discuss in section 3.5.2, when a donkey

pronoun and its antecedent are embedded in di↵erent attitude contexts, there is a

general worry that the situations relative to the first attitude context cannot extend

in the right way as situations of the second attitude context. Thus, what is needed

to establish the anaphoric link tends to be unavailable. However, it seems that the

analysis Asher o↵ers as sketched in section 5.3.2 encounters just the opposite prob-

lem. What licenses the anaphoric relation is an inventory of “conceptual individuals”

in the delineated DRS to which discourse referents in di↵erent attitude contexts may

refer. Since the conceptual individuals should be generally available, the problem

is how to restrict the access in the right way so that infelicitous anaphoric readings

are not rendered acceptable.

Besides contexts with a single agent and multiple attitude verbs, there are

contexts with multiple agents and multiple attitude verbs. Take, for example:
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(435) a. Hob thinks that a witch blighted Bob’s mare, and Nob thinks she killed

Cob’s sow.

b. Hob thinks that a witch blighted Bob’s mare, and Nob fears she killed

Cob’s sow.

It is not clear whether the analysis of contexts with a single agent is appli-

cable to contexts involving multiple agents, or whether the latter requires a distinct

treatment.10 In addition to the de dicto reading of (435a,b) discussed in the ma-

jority of the literature,11 there is also a de re reading of the Hob-Nob sentences in

which there is a particular person that Hob and Nob are thinking about, but neither

Hob and Nob thinks of that person as a witch. What licenses the use of ‘witch’ in

this case is the speaker’s own belief that that person fits the description. These

considerations are worth further exploration.

Yet another issue that emerges from the comparison between Elbourne’s

account and DRT is the analysis of proper names. As proper names are grouped

together with pronouns and definite descriptions, it seems that they too should allow

scope ambiguity with respect to various operators (e.g., negation, intensional and

quantificational operators), and have both referential and attributive readings. An

example of the attributive use of name is:

10Asher (1987) maintains that the latter calls for a further device, i.e., what he calls “quasi-
external anchors” that connect the discourse referents in di↵erent agents’ delineated DRS. Geurts
(1999) is slightly ambivalent about this but holds that there is after all something special about
the Hob-Nob sentences. See also Kamp et al. (2011), section 5.

11See McKinsey (1986), Edelbert (1992), King (1993), and van Rooy (2006).
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(436) Every woman who has a husband called John and a lover called Gerontius

takes only Gerontius to the Rare Name Convention.12

Working within the DRT framework, Geurts (1997) o↵ers a very similar

example:

(437) If a child is christened ‘Bambi,’ then Disney will sue Bambi’s parents.13

However, it is not obvious that taking names as definites necessarily vin-

dicates the description theory of names or that it refutes Kripke’s direct reference

view.14 First, there seems to be some deviance in the use of names in (436) and

(437). Similarly, when we say, “There are several Brians in the o�ce,” we do not

use ‘Brian’ in the standard way. Furthermore, we can question what the descriptive

content of a name is and what presupposition it induces. If the descriptive con-

tent is simply ‘the person who is named “X,”’ and presupposes the existence of an

individual bearing that name, then the analysis cannot make sense of (438):

(438) John might not have been named John.

And it will predict (439) to be necessary:

(439) John is called John.

12Elbourne (2005), p.181, example (30b).
13Geurts (1997), p.321, example (6b).
14More discussions can be found in Maier (2009), Cumming (2008), and Roberts (2010).
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On the other hand, if the descriptive content is ‘the person who is actually

named “X”’ or ‘the person who is named “X” and is identical to the actual X,’

we get the rigidity of names back.15 In DRT, this can be done by supplying the

appropriate external anchors. Of course, the external anchors cannot just map a

discourse referent to a person bearing the name in question, because there may be

several individuals in the model that have the same name. Hence, we need to take

into account the distinct naming events that happen to bestow di↵erent individuals

with the same name. I am hopeful that this can be achieved in DRT.

15The descriptive content can also be ‘the person who is named “X” and is identical to X
i

’ where
the index assigns the relevant individual.
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